
Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
4/1/09 ECON State sales tax increase Russ 1:17

4/1/09 HEAL CA pistachios are at the center of the latest salmonella scare. Koka 1:02

4/1/09 ENT The actors unions cut a deal with commercials producers Watt :59

4/1/09 LAW Police officials and crime experts had predicted that economic decline would lead to an increase in crime. CC :22

4/1/09 AT State sales tax goes up, starting today CC :20

4/1/09 HEAL Widespread warning about potential salmonella contamination of CA pistachios CC :09

4/1/09 ECON Pistachio growers say they can eliminate contamination CC :22

4/1/09 IMM New approach to dealing with illegal immigrant hiring- go after employers CC :21

4/1/09 SAC CA gets a bigger food stamp benefit Small 2:28

4/1/09 EDU Reseachers who've suffered extreme harassment by protestors organize. Guzman 1:39

4/1/09 IE Woman convicted as accessory in murder case freed with help of USC student Cuevas 2:15

4/1/09 ECON At WESTEC Expo, manufacturers face down the recession. Watt 3:00

4/1/09 ENV Lotta fuming over gas nozzle vapor rules Peterson 4:15

4/1/09 LAW Pasadena police report backs officers shooting of Leroy barnes Stoltze :50

4/1/09 EDU Researchers who've suffered extreme harassment by protestors organize. CC :17

4/1/09 ENV CA's got some work to do to adapt to climate change CC :19

4/1/09 EDU Three southland schools will be included in a federal program that monitors air quality. Peterson :54

4/1/09 ECON Department store liquidates after it can't find a buyer Devall :43

4/1/09 LAW ATF, LAPD announce major gun bust CC :16

4/1/09 ENV
CA gas stations that haven't installed new air quality equipment would get a year long reprieve under new state 
legislation. CC :13

4/1/09 LAW ATF, LAPD announce major gun bust Stoltze :51

4/1/09 ENV New climate action team report doesn't look so good for state Peterson :44

4/1/09 LAW

Crime is down in Los Angeles and other parts of the Southern California, despite expectations that it would rise due 
to the recession and a 12% unemployment rate in Los Angeles. In the city of Los Angeles, property crime is down 
6.4% and violent crime is down 4.9% compared to the same period last year. Larry Mantle and guests talk about this 
surprising trend. Frank Stoltze, George K  20:00 

4/1/09 ECON

Unfortunately, this is no joke. To help offset the state's $41.6 billion budget deficit, California residents today will 
begin to face an increase in their sales tax that will bring their rate to almost 9 percent. Experts say that the increase 
on items like cars, furniture, laptops and toys will bring in $5.8 billion until it expires in July of 2011. Nancy Sidhu  10:00 
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4/1/09 POLI

Since 1959, when Fidel Castro took power in Havana, the US has maintained a trade and travel embargo against 
Cuba. But that may finally be changing. The Obama Administration, along with a group of lawmakers, wants to start 
chipping away at the restrictions. The Administration supports lifting bans on travel and allowing Cuban-Americans to 
send remittances to their families.  Is this the beginning of a rapprochement with Cuba? Larry gets the details. Tom Gjelten  30:00 

4/1/09 POLI

President Barack Obama and first lady Michelle Obama arrived in London Tuesday, the first stop on their eight-day, 
five-country trip through Europe.  In that brief period of time, the President will attend the G-20 economic summit, a 
NATO summit, deliver a speech in France on the trans-Atlantic relationship, and give an address in Prague on 
weapons proliferation.  He will also make his first stop in a Muslim nation, Turkey.  How will Mr. Obama be received 
in these countries by their leaders and citizens?  And what do Europeans think of his performance as President so 
far?  Larry Mantle talks with reporters abroad. Andrew Hilton, Owen Ma  40:00 

4/1/09 LIT

Spade and Archer' is a gritty mystery novel that focuses on the Private Detective Sam Spade. A prequel to Dashiell 
Hammett's “The Maltese Falcon,” the novel follows Spade as he sets up his own agency in San Francisco in 1921. 
Spade brings on his partner in crime Archer.  From booze runners to murderers the book follows Spade through his 
early years. Larry Mantle talks to author Joe Gores about the noir behind his novel. Joe Gores  20:00 

4/1/09 ENT

SAG and AFTRA announced they have reached a tentative new contract for commercials which includes more than 
a $36 million increase in wage rates and other payments, about $21 million in increased contributions to pension and 
health plans and calls for a payment structure for work made for the Internet and other new-media platforms. The 
agreement, which still must be approved by the joint SAG/AFTRA National Board and then ratified by membership, 
was reached in difficult negotiations, but marked a sea-change in the formerly contentious relationship between the 
two actors' unions as they worked closely to hammer out this deal with the advertisers Alex Ben Block 00:09

4/1/09 FOR

Indian businessman Nandan Nilekani once commented to Thomas Friedman, "Tom, the playing field is being 
leveled"—a remark that inspired Friedman to write The World is Flat, a big-think book about off shoring and 
globalization that sold millions. Now Nilekani has a book of his own, Imagining India, a definitive look at modern 
India, challenging traditional wisdom and exploring what is at stake in the world's largest democracy. Why is India's 
huge population also its greatest strength? How is information technology bringing the benefits of globalization? And 
the question on all our minds: in the showdown between the two emerging world powers—India and China—which 
country will come out on top? Nandan Nilekani 00:29

4/1/09 IMM

It's been one of the most contentious parts of the federal government's recent immigration policy: worksite raids 
targeting illegal immigrant employees, often resulting in dozens of detentions and enmity in the targeted immigrant 
communities. A byproduct of the Bush Administration's failure to secure broad immigration reform, the raids were 
deemed both inhumane by immigrant activists and necessary law enforcement by opponents of illegal immigration. 
Now the Department of Homeland Security is about to announce a change in policy that will shift the focus of these 
raids from the employees to the employers that hire illegal immigrants. Will the changes placate both sides of the 
debate? Xavier Becerra, Mark Kr 00:35

4/1/09 SCI

No, it's not an April Fools' prank: after more than a decade of work and $3.5 billion, engineers have completed the 
world's most powerful laser, capable of simulating the energy force of a hydrogen bomb and even the sun. We check 
in with an expert for the details. Edward Moses 00:18

4/2/09 LAW Two people are dead and three are critically injured after a runaway truck accident yesterday near LA. Julian :45

4/2/09 SEC
The Secretary of Homeland Security, Janet Napolitano, paid a visit to the Mexican Border where she announced a 
$400 million plan to upgrade ports of entry. Isackson 1:15

4/2/09 TRAN 2 people killed after truck driver uses illegal route on Angeles Crest Highway CC :17

4/2/09 TRAN 2 people killed after truck driver uses illegal route on Angeles Crest Highway CC :37

4/2/09 PM CA wants to expand its prison system CC :25
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4/2/09 PM Southland congress woman weighs in on North Korean saber- rattling CC :25

4/2/09 TRAN Local officials expressing outrage after fatal big rig crash in La Canada Flintridge CC :26

4/2/09 TRAN Local officials expressing outrage after fatal big rig crash in La Canada Flintridge CC :22

4/2/09 IMM ACLU files lawsuit alleging squalid conditions at immigration detention center CC :15

4/2/09 HEAL Ranks of the uninsured swell in CA due to the recession. Baer :56

4/2/09 IMM ACLU accuses feds of housing immigs in inhumane conditions Stoltze 1:22

4/2/09 LAW LAPD chief Bill Bratton blasts Obama admin. Decision to end pot raids Stoltze :54

4/2/09 TRAN Public weighs in on alternatives for regional connector rail in downtown LA. CC :17

4/2/09 ENV The state's final seasonal survey of the Sierra Nevada snowpack delivers small comfort to Southern CA. Peterson :50

4/2/09 TRAN Public weighs in on alternatives for regional connector rail in downtown LA. Watt :58

4/2/09 TRAN LA Metro's proposal for regional connector line include new downtown stations. CC :21

4/2/09 ENV Plans for a $750 million expansion at the Port of Long Beache's Middle Harbor are moving forward. Peterson 1:17

4/2/09 FOR

Leaders from the G-20 summit announced today that they would put $1 trillion into the global economy and seek 
greater regulation of the financial industry. The announcement is a compromise between nations that called for more 
spending and nations that sought greater financial reform to deal with the worldwide recession. Larry Mantle 
discusses the details and how the G-20 leaders will implement their plan. Alistair Milne, John Auth  40:00 

4/2/09 OC
Larry Mantle talks with Gustavo Arellano, OC Weekly staff writer and Orange County Register senior editorial writer 
and columnist, Steven Greenhut, about the latest news events and developments in Orange County.

Gustavo Arellano, 
Steve Greenhut  30:00 

4/2/09 LIT

It’s not brain surgery, oh wait a minute, it is….In his new book Brain Surgeon, Dr. Keith Black talks about his work in 
brain surgery. Making complicated medical practices accessible, he illustrates the inner workings of the brain. Dr. 
Black is Chairman of the Department of Neurosurgery and Director of the Maxine Dunitz Neurosurgical Institute at 
Cedars-Sinai Medical Center. Larry talks to Dr. Keith Black about his experience and his profession. Keith Black, M.D  30:00 

4/2/09 POLI

The world's financial powers came to some agreement at the G20 summit today when they pledged more than $1 
trillion for emergency loans from the International Monetary Fund and World Bank to combat spreading chaos. They 
continued to grumble, however, over President Obama's proposal for new stimulus spending. We check in for the 
details. Harry Broadman 00:15

4/2/09 FOR

The world may be fixed on the G-20 summit this week, but in the wings waits the next potential global 
spectacle—North Korea's plans to launch what it considers a benign rocket carrying a communications satellite, but 
what Washington considers an intercontinental ballistic missile, or IBM. President Obama and South Korean 
President Lee Myunk-bak agreed at the G-20 this week on "a stern, united response," but with two American 
journalists detained in North Korean capital Pyongyang, what's the best course of action?

Jane Harman, Gordon 
G. Chang 00:20

4/2/09 LAW

The nation's largest prison system could get even larger if a proposal to expand three prisons to hold an additional 
2800 inmates is approved by the legislature. Corrections Secretary is asking for the money to be drawn from $7.8 in 
bonds approved in 2007, and hopes this construction will alleviate some of the over-crowding causing 
unconstitutional conditions for physically and mentally ill inmates and eliminate the need to release any prisoners 
early. Critics say this is the wrong approach and adding more beds will only mean more prisoners will be added to 
the system. The question is difficult and opinions are many; what do you think?

Seth Unger, Don 
Spector, Mark Leno 00:18
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4/2/09 ECON

College applicants are feeling the downturn in the economy this week as they begin receiving admission decisions 
from universities. The recession may be making it easier to gain admission to some private schools as fewer 
applicants can afford to apply, but that means private schools are covering their end by sending out more letters of 
acceptance and creating bigger waiting lists, while public and lower-cost universities are being overwhelmed by 
applicants. We take a look at how this year's economy is affecting college admissions in predictable and not so 
predictable ways.

Katharine Harrington, 
Mae Brown, Rick Shaw 00:35

4/2/09 LIT

Your worst breakup probably doesn't compare to being dumped by your bride a few days before the wedding. That's 
what happened to Franz Wisner. He managed to make the best of the situation by taking his brother Kurt with him 
on the honeymoon and turning their travels into a New York Times bestseller. Not bad for the victim of a runaway 
bride, but what happens after the honeymoon? The brothers face the reality of being thirty-something bachelors in 
LA, and start to wonder what romantic options are open to jilted grooms (and their brothers). So, they set off to travel 
the world to find out how countries around the world view love and maybe, just maybe, turn one man's journey from 
jaded, jilted groom, to simply a groom. Franz Wisner, Kurt Wisn 00:18

4/3/09 SCI If you can find a place that isn't cloudy, you can take advantage of the 100 Hours of Astronomy event. Jahad 2:27

4/3/09 IE The origins of LA- SF band Metallica on eve of R-N-R Hof induction Cuevas 4:59

4/3/09 ECON The LA Depart. of  Water and Power may have to return millions of dollars to its customers if a court ruling becomes f Peterson :55

4/3/09 AT Should the FDA regulate tobacco products? CC :13

4/3/09 AT FDA may end up regulating tobacco CC :15

4/3/09 PM The truck that crashed in LAF shouldn't have been there CC :07

4/3/09 ART LA begins multi- year effort to save cultural landmarks. CC :23

4/3/09 ART LA begins multi- year effort to save cultural landmarks. Guzman 1:36

4/3/09 ECON The State's Employment Development Department is hiring CC :11

4/3/09 POLI Not everybody's happy with the proposed federal budget Felde :50

4/3/09 IE Court hearing for Marines accused of slaying Inland couple Cuevas :49

4/3/09 LAW Police arrest suspect in hit and run case involving USC student Stoltze :53

4/3/09 ENV One of President Obama's top environmental advisors is in LA today to promote green job opportunities. CC :20

4/3/09 LAW Police union endorses Trutanich for city attorney Stoltze :49

4/3/09 ENV
45 LA County homes will open their doors this weekend to visitors for a garden tour by Theodore Payne Foundation, 
which promotes CA's native plants. CC :20

4/3/09 ECON Gov appoints LA city controller as inspecter general of stimulus money CC :19

4/3/09 ECON Gov appoints LA city controller as inspecter general of stimulus money Stoltze :52

4/3/09 ECON IRS info people need to know in a recession. Baer 1:08

4/3/09 OC Science of hockey exhibit scores with kids in OC. Valot 4:37

4/3/09 POLI

In a move that would grant mean more government control over the tobacco industry, the House Thursday voted 298 
to 112 to give the Food and Drug Administration greater power to regulate harmful chemicals in tobacco products. A 
bill like this has been in the works since 2000, when the Supreme Court ruled that the FDA did not have the authority 
to regulate tobacco products. Those who oppose the bill say that an FDA stamp of approval would imply that 
cigarettes are safe. Experts believe the Senate vote will be much closer. Stanton Glantz, Danny M  30:00 
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4/3/09 LIT

Wikipedia and its editors help the public to learn a little bit more about the topics that interest their readers. But we 
know very little about what's behind Wikipedia itself. In The Wikipedia Revolution, author Andrew Lih discusses how 
the online encyclopedia came into being, who exactly keeps the incredible site on track and how its editors reflect 
the cultures and lifestyles of their countries. He also tells readers about the personality of founder Jimmy Wales and 
how Wikipedia has become a powerful teaching tool. Lih talks to Larry about his new book about the company that 
helps to give every person free access to the vast expanse of human knowledge. Andrew Lih  30:00 

4/3/09 ENT

 Larry Mantle and Wade Major of boxoffice.com and DigiGods.com and Claudia Puig of USA Today discuss the 
week’s new film releases including Fast and Furious, Adventureland, Bart Got A Room, Alien Trespass, Sugar, Paris 
36, Who Does She Think She Is, American Swing and Z. Wade Major, Claudia Pu  40:00 

4/3/09 ENT Dreamworks new animated, 3-D film, Monsters vs. Aliens, grossed 59.3 million last weekend - the biggest debut of anConrad Vernon  20:00 

4/3/09 LAW

This morning, a lone gunman killed himself and at least 12 people at the American Civic Association, which helps 
immigrants and refugees, in Binghampton, NY. We check in for the latest with FOX reporter Sarah Blazonis, who is 
at the scene. Sarah Blazonis 00:05

4/3/09 TRAN

In the wake of a double-fatal crash in La Canada Flintridge and in response to calls by city officials for safety 
improvements, Caltrans announced today that it would ban trucks from Angeles Crest Highway for 90 days until a 
permanent ban can be put in place. We get the latest.

Doug Failing, Greg 
Brown, Anthony 
Portantino 00:19

4/3/09 SCI

Ladies, what if your man's biological clock was ticking just as fast as yours? Indeed, studies have shown that 
children born to older fathers are more likely to score lower on tests of intelligence and run a higher risk of bipolar 
disorder. What would happen if, as writer Lisa Belkin says, "all those silver-haired sex symbols, balding sugar 
daddies and average-Joe divorced guys who are on their second families because they can be while their exes are 
raising their first set of kids—what if all of them became, in women's eyes, too darned old?" We discuss the age and 
fertility question—this time, focusing on men. Lisa Belkin, Dr. Harry Fis 00:28

4/3/09 ECON

When you were a kid your grandmother gave you U.S. Treasury bonds each year for your birthday, and you usually 
rolled your eyes—much rather have the shiny new toy! When you grow up, the shiny toy becomes hot stock in IBM, 
Google or Chevron, but the bonds remain the same: old and boring. Turns out that your grandmother was right about 
the safe, boring place to invest your money: a new study by an investment guru shows that over the past 40 years, 
investors who bought and rolled 20-year Treasury bonds would have done slightly better than those who just bought 
and held stocks. Is the conventional wisdom about the rewards of long-term investment in the stock market flat out 
wrong? Robert Arnott 00:35

4/3/09 LIT "It is truth universally acknowledged that a zombie in possession of brains must be in want of more brains"...or was it, Seth Grahame-Smith 00:18

4/4/09 SCI Scientists and amateur star gazers are calling on you to look to the heavens this weekend. CC :14

4/4/09 HIST On this day, 41 years ago, Reverend Martin Luther King Jr. was assassinated in Memphis. CC :08

4/5/09 AT Young people are running afoul of the law with their text messages CC :20

4/5/09 DIV Thai New Year at the 6th annual songkran festival CC :18

4/5/09 DIV Thai New Year at the 6th annual songkran festival CC :05

4/5/09 PM How celebrity culture has become just too much CC :22

4/5/09 PM The origins and mainstreaming of social networking site Myspace CC :21

4/5/09 PM Silent film restorer talks with Patt CC :14

4/5/09 SCI Super laser makes its debut CC :23

4/5/09 HIST Forest preserve created, renamed by Presidents Felde :56

4/5/09 OC Cal State Fullerton opens new education center Valot :42
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4/5/09 ENV
For the sixth year in a row, the native plant promoting Theodore Payne Foundation sponsors a garden tour this 
weekend through LA County. CC :20

4/5/09 ECON IRS info people need to know in a recession. Baer 1:09

4/6/09 LIT Walter Mosley's got a new detective he tells Larry about CC :21

4/6/09 LOH The Loh Life Loh 2:43

4/6/09 IE UC Riverside hosts annual science fiction conference Cuevas 1:11

4/6/09 POLI Politicians take a break from Washington Felde :51

4/6/09 OC OC Supervisors to clear way for new airline at John Wayne Valot :36

4/6/09 ENT Fast and Furious zooms to #1 Moran :52

4/6/09 SPOR Dodgers and Angels open the 2009 baseball season Roman :55

4/6/09 HOUS The State's new home buyer incentive program may be a success CC :16

4/6/09 HOUS
Thousands of new homebuyers are taking advantage of a state tax credit that's meant to jumpstart CA's slumping 
housing market. Shadley 2:30

4/6/09 ECON
An annual report on the airline industry is out and it shows that Hawaiian Airlines leads all domestic carriers in 
overall performance. Julian :46

4/6/09 HEAL
Hundreds of advocates for single- payer health care waved signs, chanted and cheered outside the CA Endowment 
in downtown LA Nazario :41

4/6/09 LGB The CA Supreme Court is expected to issue a decision in the next two months on lawsuits to overturn prop 8. CC :21

4/6/09 PM Sen. Feinstein reacts to Binghamton shooting CC :25

4/6/09 PM Sen. Feinstein reacts to Binghamton shooting CC :24

4/6/09 HEAL White House's fifth regional forum on health care reform. CC :15

4/6/09 HEAL White House's fifth regional forum on health care reform. CC :13

4/6/09 IE Inland food bank launches weekly radio program CC :20

4/6/09 PM New CA bill seeks to regulate marijuana like alcohol CC :16

4/6/09 PM New CA bill seeks to regulate marijuana like alcohol CC :23

4/6/09 POLI LA mayor says he's trying to avert layoffs CC :23

4/6/09 ECON More Californians in their late 50's and 60's are working. CC :16

4/6/09 ENV As the supply of water in CA goes down, drought tolerant plants are becoming more popular. CC :20

4/6/09 HEAL Schwarzenegger hosts 5th White House Regional forum. Nazario :53

4/6/09 EDU Profile of a teacher given preliminary pink slip. Guzman 2:47

4/6/09 ENV Federal parks hearings in Joshua Tree Peterson :51

4/6/09 POLI Voter registration in CA has gone down a bit Shadley :48

4/6/09 POLI LA braces for big cuts in city budget Stoltze 1:02

4/6/09 EDU Some teachers tell LA Unified they're open to furlough. CC :20

4/6/09 POLI Census begins first wave of 2010 population count; adress canvassers rally at City Hall. CC :16

4/6/09 HIST World's oldest woman, Gertrude Baines, turns 115. CC :15
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4/6/09 HIST World's oldest woman, Gertrude Baines, turns 115. Rabe 1:00

4/6/09 POLI Candidates have to sign up today for Congressional special election in May Roman :51

4/6/09 RELI President appoints Rev. Blake to advisory council Devall :57

4/6/09 POLI Census begins first wave of 2010 population count; adress canvassers rally at City Hall. Watt :59

4/6/09 POLI Candidates have to sign up today for Congressional special election in May Roman :54

4/6/09 IE Inland food bank launches weekly radio program Cuevas 1:13

4/6/09 ECON Gov's office, Laura Chick promise to watch stimulus money like a hawk CC :17

4/6/09 ECON Gov's office, Laura Chick promise to watch stimulus money like a hawk CC :23

4/6/09 POLI Census officials try to assuage fears of responding to the survey. CC :16

4/6/09 EDU Some teachers tell LA Unified they're open to furlough. Guzman 1:31

4/6/09 POLI Mayor proposes cutbacks for city employees to avoid layoffs Stoltze :52

4/6/09 EDU CA's school chief says education will get nearly $4 billion in federal stimulus dollars next month. CC :06

4/6/09 ECON More Californians in their late 50's and 60's are working. CC :16

4/6/09 HEAL White House's fifth regional forum on health care reform. Nazario 1:56

4/6/09 POLI Mayor says city faces layoffs unless city workers agree to cutbacks Stoltze 3:11

4/6/09 ECON IRS info about new tax credits Baer 1:12

4/6/09 POLI

North Korea took another step in advancing its space program – or its ballistic missile program, depending who you 
ask – over the weekend with the firing of a three-stage rocket. Although the launch was only a partial success 
(reports are that the third stage failed) the United States and other western powers are trying to forge a strong 
response via the United Nations. So far, however, Russia and China are balking at a Security Council condemnation. 
Where does this leave the balance of power in North Asia?

Jim Walsh, Gordon G. 
Chang,  20:00 

4/6/09 POLI

An Iowa Supreme Court ruling has legalized gay marriage in that state. Iowa joins Connecticut and Massachusetts 
and becomes only the third state to legalize gay marriage...well, except for California of course, which briefly 
legalized same-sex marriage before Prop. 8 repealed it. Matt Barber, Jenny Pize  30:00 

4/6/09 POLI

A new report shows that Barack Obama's loan modification program has, so far, failed to stop the growth of 
foreclosures.  The report, which was released Friday by the federal government, shows that most loan modifications 
have reduced monthly payments by less than 10%.

Paul Habibi, Ted Lieu, 
John Dugan  30:00 

4/6/09 LIT

Alan Boss, author of The Crowded Universe: The Search for Living Planets (Basic Books; February 2009), tries to 
answer the age-old question, are we alone? Boss argues that life is not only possible elsewhere in the universe but 
that it is common. Alan Boss  30:00 

4/6/09 ECON

More accurately, your stimulus dollars are starting to be sunk into roads, and highways, bridges, schools and several 
different infrastructure projects as stimulus-funded construction begins in earnest. Early reviews show that a new 
bridge over a Louisiana bayou, the widening of a mountain road in Colorado and sidewalk repairs in Portland, OR 
are underway thanks to stimulus money. Here in California infrastructure projects are gearing up, but the bulk of the 
money will be used to bolster the state's aging healthcare system. With so many billions of dollars being thrown 
around the potential for fraud and waste are high—as the stimulus gets off the ground, so does its oversight and we 
bring you the early reports

Cynthia Bryant, Laura 
Chick, Dennis Cauchon 00:35
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4/6/09 LAW

Despite Sen. Dianne Feinstein's efforts and a slew of recent assault weapon massacres—a man who shot to death 
three police officers in Pittsburgh, a Seattle father who fatally shot his five children and himself over the weekend, 
and the March 21st slaying of two of the four Oakland police officers—it looks unlikely that her 1994 assault 
weapons ban will pass through Congress. Even democrats like House Speaker Nancy Pelosi and Senate Majority 
leader Harry Reid (D-NV) oppose efforts to bring back the ban. We hear from both sides Dianne Feinstein, Gary K 00:18

4/6/09 POLI

Two weeks ago Attorney General Eric Holder caused a major splash in the proverbial bong-water when he said that 
raids on California's medical marijuana clubs were no longer a priority for the Justice Department. One week later, 
the Drug Enforcement Administration raided a medical pot club in San Francisco, causing all kinds of confusion and 
conspiracy theories about who, exactly, was setting and enacting drug enforcement policy in the Obama 
Administration. So what are the Justice Department and DEA positions toward our medical marijuana law? We seek 
clarification directly from the DEA and get into the broader questions of legalizing pot

Garrison Courtney, Jim 
Gray 00:35

4/6/09 POLI

Mayor Villaraigosa said at his City Hall news conference this morning that he wants city workers to begin paying 
more toward their retirement benefits and to consider cutting back their work week by one hour—measures he says 
could save up to 1,300 jobs. The city is facing a projected budget gap of $530 million and even after deep cuts, 
could be forced to cut as many as 2,800 jobs. Could hourly furloughing really fix that?

Antonio Villaraigosa, 
Barbara Maynard, Paul 
Weber 00:18

4/7/09 ENV
The Sacramento- San Joaquin Delta, and the rivers that feed into it, make up the most endangered river system in 
the nation. Adler :57

4/7/09 ART A new arts high school is scheduled to open in downtown LA in less than six months. CC :19

4/7/09 IE Trial underway in case of troubled Indian reservation mobile home park Cuevas :49

4/7/09 PM CA cotton magnate JG Bosewell dies CC :25

4/7/09 OC OC Sheriff gives update on county jails Valot :58

4/7/09 POLI Congressional Black Caucus meets Castro CC :23

4/7/09 POLI House members meet with Castros Felde 1:02

4/7/09 IE Trial underway in case of troubled Indian reservation mobile home park Cuevas :57

4/7/09 POLI Mayor proposes pay cuts, unpaid work days for city workers CC :15

4/7/09 EDU Admissions figures are in for the incoming UC freshman class Devall 1:01

4/7/09 LAW LAPD cop sentenced for insurance fraud, filing false report Stoltze 1:00

4/7/09 ECON New poll says Americans are feeling better about the economy CC :12

4/7/09 HEAL LA and Santa Ana rank among the 25 best US walking cities Devall :57

4/7/09 ECON Supes approve designs for 16 acre downtown park CC :21

4/7/09 EDU "Daily Bruin" gets all weepy over wrap- around ad Roman :57

4/7/09 LIT UCLA acquires archives of seminal LA writer. Guzman 1:01

4/7/09 EDU Future of LAUSD conservatory arts high school in doubt. Guzman 1:35

4/7/09 POLI Supes request fed gov to relax rules for welfare assistance Stoltze :57

4/7/09 ECON Lacter 2-way Julian 4:00
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4/7/09 ECON

Americans were outraged to learn that companies such as AIG took bailouts and then turned around and spent 
hundreds of thousands on luxury junkets. Industries have been cutting down their junkets…but this leads to 
unintended consequences. n/a  20:00 

4/7/09 EDU
Less than six months before its planned opening in September, the Los Angeles Unified School District's downtown 
arts high school still lacks a principal, and concern is rising over its direction. Eli Broad, Aricelli Ruano  30:00 

4/7/09 POLI
Defense Secretary Robert Gates has released his budget: the Pentagon will end the F-22 fighter jet and White 
House helicopter programs run by Lockheed, but would increase production of the company's Joint Strike Fighter.

Gordon Lubold, 
Michael O'Hanlon,  30:00 

4/7/09 ART
Reporter Evan Wright has always been fascinated by outsiders. In his new book "Hella Nation", he collects 12 
profiles of people with one thing in common- they don't fit in. Even Wright  30:00 

4/7/09 POLI

It's been a busy European trip for President Obama, and appropriately he ended his first diplomatic foray as 
president on the crossroads between East and West in Turkey. Using Turkey's unique status as a Muslim 
democracy, a member of NATO, and a long-time if somewhat troubled ally of the United States, President Obama 
has attempted to weave a delicate balance of hope and policy. He worked to repair strained relations with Turkey 
over Iraq, find some kind of resolution on the question or the Armenian genocide and reach out to Muslims with 
mixed success. Did the president fulfill his ambitious agenda? Bulent Aliriza 00:15

4/7/09 POLI
We check in with an Islamic studies expert for an overview of how President Obama's visit was received throughout 
the Muslim world. Akbar Ahmed 00:10

4/7/09 POLI

The Federal Communications Commission begins work tomorrow on a strategy to spend their share of the $787 
billion stimulus package to build or upgrade Internet lines across the US, which could radically change how Internet 
is delivered to American homes—faster, with broader access, and possibly unwelcome requirements on service 
providers to share their networks with the government. How can you weigh in on the debate? And just how does the 
FCC plan to do this? Tune in to find out.

Rachelle Chong, 
Walter McCormick 00:27

4/7/09 ART

According to the latest New York Times/CBS News poll, Americans are markedly more optimistic today about the 
economy and the direction of the country than they were before the inauguration. In the face of the deepening 
recession, is this just the Pollyanna Principle at work, or are the easing of credit markets and the beginnings of 
investment in real estate and business ventures showing that recent actions by the administration are having a real 
effect? James Surowiecki 00:35

4/7/09 ECON

James G. Boswell II, the intensely private businessman who developed the pioneering agribusiness giant J.G. 
Boswell Co. and greatly influenced California land and water resource policy, died Friday. We take a look back at his 
impact on California agriculture. Mark Arax 00:18

4/8/09 PM Trying to lower barriers to broadband access CC :21

4/8/09 HEAL A Central Valley plant is recalling more of its pistachios because of a salmonella outbreak. Weiss 1:26

4/8/09 EDU Fewer high school students are getting acceptance letters from University of CA schools this year. Russ :59

4/8/09 EDU Fewer high school students are getting acceptance letters from University of CA schools this year. CC :10

4/8/09 LAW Fatal shooting at Temecula religious retreat center Julian :42

4/8/09 ENV A key part of CA's climate strategy is in trouble. 5:00

4/8/09 LAW Fatal shooting at Temecula religious retreat center CC :12

4/8/09 LAW Fatal shooting at Temecula religious retreat center Julian :45

4/8/09 IE Fatal shooting at Temecula religious retreat center Cuevas 1:16

4/8/09 HEAL It appears that more people may be putting off routine health care procedures because of the recession. CC :26

4/8/09 IE Chino meat plant behind biggest beef recall in US history reopens Cuevas :12



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
4/8/09 ECON LA mayor and federal HUD secretary visit the hood Nazario :50

4/8/09 IE Fatal shooting at Temecula religious retreat center Cuevas 1:24

4/8/09 PM Congressional Black Caucus meets Castro CC :25

4/8/09 PM Congressional Black Caucus meets Castro CC :24

4/8/09 PM Anniversary of live TV coverage of Kathy Fiscus ordeal CC :28

4/8/09 ECON LA mayor and federal HUD secretary visit the hood CC :14

4/8/09 POLI Diamond Bar cuts a deal with industry, won't sue to stop stadium Roman :53

4/8/09 IE ACLU sues Moreno Valley on behalf of African American barbers Cuevas 1:27

4/8/09 AT
Shirley Jahad talks to Marc Haefele, Dean of the City Hall as the LA Children's Museum nears bankruptcy and faces 
a definite closure Jahad 4:16

4/8/09 ECON LA mayor and federal HUD secretary visit the hood Nazario 1:24

4/8/09 IE Chino meat plant behind biggest beef recall in US history reopens Cuevas 4:25

4/8/09 LAW LA City Attorney reaches settlement with hospital that dumped psychiatric patients on Skid Row. CC :23

4/8/09 ENV City council delays vote to raise water rates Peterson :51

4/8/09 ENV The LA City Council has kicked back a water conservation plan to the Department of Water and Power. CC :17

4/8/09 HEAL LA City Attorney reaches settlement with hospital that dumped psychiatric patients on Skid Row. Watt 1:31

4/8/09 ENV The LA City Council has kicked back a water conservation plan to the Department of Water and Power. Peterson 1:31

4/8/09 ECON
Since the start of the economic downturn an estimated 3.7 million working-age Americans, including 500,000 in 
California, have lost their health insurance. 

Dr. John Schunhoff,Dr. 
Howard R. Krauss  30:00 

4/8/09 TECH
A few years ago, there were music stores on every street corner. Now, not so much....why? Because downloading 
music over the Internet is a much easier way to get your favorite tunes. Julie Ahrens, Nancy Mill  30:00 

4/8/09 FOR

The International Committee of the Red Cross says in a report that doctors monitored CIA interrogations of prisoners 
at secret overseas sites, and that this is a clear violation of medical ethics. Is it a violation? Or, could Doctors have 
saved the lives of some detainees during their interrogations? Mark Danner  30:00 

4/8/09 HEAL

Would you like to know how long you're likely to live, what diseases you're susceptible to, or what genes determine 
your personality? In his book "Experimental Man", journalist David Ewing Duncan made himself a guinea pig and 
underwent hundreds of cutting-edge medical tests to find what useful knowledge could be gained. David Ewing Duncan  30:00 

4/8/09 POLI

Fidel Castro has been more reclusive than Greta Garbo since he got sick, but he met unexpectedly with members of 
the congressional black caucus yesterday. We hear just what Castro had to say, and whether this means warmer 
relations between the US and Cuba.

Laura Richardson, Mel 
Watt 00:21

4/8/09 ENV

Almost exactly a year ago Patt covered the story of an obscure ice bridge that was slowly melting away in Antarctica, 
and would eventually let loose an ice shelf the size of Connecticut into the south Atlantic. This week the Wilkins Ice 
Shelf, the aforementioned state-sized chunk of Antarctic ice, will indeed break free as the last ice bridge collapses. 
The accelerated pace of glacial ice melting is catching even climate change scientists by surprise, and portends 
more ice breaking free from both the North and South poles in the coming year. How panicked should we be?

David Vaughan, Ted 
Scambos 00:18



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

4/8/09 HIST

Sixty years ago today, 3 year-old Kathy Fiscus fell down an abandoned well in San Marino. In another time, it would 
have been a matter of private grief, but at the dawn of the television era, Kathy's disappearance marked a 
transformation in broadcast journalism—preempting KTLA's scheduled programming for 27 hours as they reported 
live from the scene. By the time rescuers recovered her body, the nature of news had been altered, bringing the 
most personal of stories to the public arena with urgency unimaginable just a few years earlier

Stan Chambers, Bill 
Deverell 00:14

4/8/09 ECON

Stay home and cook, mow your own yard, clean your own house—tote that barge, lift that bale! And in the process, 
save some money and get back to basics. That's the message from marketers these days, as consumers limit their 
spending on non-essentials and bargain shop for the rest. What IS the secret to selling when nobody's buying? We 
check in with the POM queen herself, Lynda Resnick, and marketing guru Marc Fleishhacker on how they do it.

Lynda Resnick, Marc 
Fleishhacker 00:43

4/8/09 MIL

The American crew of a hijacked U.S.-flagged ship retook control of the vessel from Somali pirates Wednesday but 
the captain was still being held hostage, according to Pentagon officials and a member of the crew. We get the latest 
on the altercation. Kirk Lippold, Jeff Kline 00:09

4/9/09 ENV State air regulators are fining thousands of gas stations for not meeting new clean air standards. Shadley 1:10

4/9/09 SPOR Angel pitcher Adenhart killed in car crash CC :18

4/9/09 SPOR Angel pitcher Adenhart killed in car crash Valot 1:15

4/9/09 SCI New NASA facility in Palmdale CC :09

4/9/09 IMM White House insider says immigration reform on the table Felde :59

4/9/09 AT Tainted money helps to sink the LA Children's Museum CC :16

4/9/09 OC Anaheim Angels mourn sudden death of rookie pitcher Nick Adenhart. Valot 3:05

4/9/09 LAW Venerable LA based latino civil rights group leaderless again. Guzman 1:10

4/9/09 OC Angels have history of player deaths Valot 1:08

4/9/09 YOUT The LA Children's Museum appears to be heading quickly to bankruptcy Jahad 3:34

4/9/09 ECON Couple faces one-two-three punch in bad economy Stoltze 3:31

4/9/09 LAW LA County sheriff's office picks up members of an Antelope Valley gang Devall :55

4/9/09 ENV Show CA the money…for clean burning school buses Peterson :40

4/9/09 SPOR Angel pitcher Adenhart killed in car crash Stoltze :50

4/9/09 HEAL Settlement reached in MLK Hospital negligence case Devall 1:00

4/9/09 ECON State Insurance Commisioner promotes low cost auto insurance during rough times. CC :16

4/9/09 LAW City of LA announces a gun buyback program Devall :53

4/9/09 MEDI LA Times staffers protest front-page ad Devall 1:00

4/9/09 ECON Program offers cheap liability insurance for low-income CA drivers. Watt 1:00

4/9/09 SAC Gov applies for education stimulus CC :17

4/9/09 SAC Gov asks feds for education stimulus money Stoltze :46

4/9/09 LAW Two indicted for faking funerals, collecting insurance Stoltze :52

4/9/09 EDU
Legal scholar John Yoo is best known for his work from 2001 to 2003 in the United States Justice Department's 
Office of Legal Counsel, assisting the Attorney General in his function as legal advisor to President Bush. 

Lawrence Rosenthal, 
John Eastman  30:00 



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

4/9/09 YOUT

The Children's Museum of Los Angeles is facing bankruptcy. The city intends to take over the San Fernando Valley 
facility. Scheduled to open, by 2010, the museum was to replace a smaller downtown museum that closed in 2000. 
Now its future is bleak. Guest host Jon Beaupre gets the details.

Marc Haefele, Cecilia 
Glassman, Richard 
Alarcon  30:00 

4/9/09 FOR

Bogaletch "Boge" Gebre has been steadily working to change perceptions on female genital mutilation in her native 
Ethiopia. In 1997 she founded the Kembatta Women's Self Help Center (KMG) to end the ritual practice performed 
on young girls each year by Christians, Muslims, and tribal families. Bogaletch Gebre  30:00 

4/9/09 ECON
The stereotype goes that Southern Californians think the universe revolves around them, but journalist James 
Flanigan asserts that the region actually is the center of the US economy and an economic model for the world. James Flanigan  30:00 

4/9/09 SPOR

Nick Adenhart and two other people were killed this morning by a suspected drunk driver just hours after the rookie 
made his first start of the season. "It is a tragedy that will never be forgotten,'' said manager Mike Scioscia at today's 
Angel Stadium news conference

Mark Gubicza, Nick 
Roman 00:35

4/9/09 TECH

The X-Prize competition first gained notice when a $10 million prize was offered to the first group that could design a 
civilian spaceship. The new incarnation is the Progressive Automotive X-Prize, which will give that same $10 million 
to the first group that can build a practical vehicle capable of getting the equivalent of 100 miles per gallon of gas. An 
amazing 111 teams have signed up for the competition, with entries ranging from traditional hybrids to an all-electric 
1959 Lincoln convertible. What kind of practical applications can be learned from the race to 100 MPG, and will 
consumers buy an ultra fuel efficient car?

Peter Diamandis, Mike 
Donoughe 00:18

4/9/09 SPOR

Ah that elusive dream...a pro football team in LA. It starts, as always, with dreams of money to be made and, oh yes, 
lawsuits. But can local communities really benefit from having the NFL in their backyard? Diamond Bar, the first local 
city to make money on a still nonexistent team, proves it can, with a 21 million dollar settlement to end its objections 
to putting a team in the city next door, while Walnut, another neighbor, says "no dice" to the idea—for now at least Jan Chatten-Brown 00:15

4/9/09 POLI

Assemblyman Anthony Adams was served with papers yesterday officially notifying him that he is the target of a 
recall attempt for breaking a pledge not to support tax increases. The papers were served on Adams by former 
California Republican Party Chairman Mike Schroeder who told the Pasadena Star News, "On behalf of the 
taxpayers of the 59th District, let the games begin." We call time-out to digest the news and get reaction Mike Schroeder 00:20

4/9/09 LIT

What movie changed your life? We've all been asked the question. And why? Because no two people see the same 
movie, and in the words of Rob in High Fidelity, what "really matters is what you like, not what you are like." Variety's 
senior editor Robert Hofler has collected public personalities' accounts of the movie that changed their life. From 
politicians Ralph Nader and John McCain and authors Kurt Vonnegut and Doris Kearns Goodwin, to fashionistas 
Tim Gunn and Isaac Mizrahi, and TV personalities Tom Brokaw and Bill Maher, you might be surprised about what 
inspired who Robert Hofler 00:18

4/10/09 ART Advice for artists on how to weather these times Hurtes :43

4/10/09 ENT Traditional blessing of the animals Nazario :59

4/10/09 ENT Traditional blessing of the animals CC :14

4/10/09 OC Anaheim Angels mourn sudden death of rookie pitcher Nick Adenhart. Valot 3:05

4/10/09 POLI The Obama Adminstration is pledging to tackle immigration this year. 4:05

4/10/09 OC CHP to help Santa Ana police crack down on gangs Valot 1:08

4/10/09 OC OC chase ends when police shoot and kill driver. Valot 1:11

4/10/09 AT
Shirley Jahad talks to Susan Valot as the OC's District Attorney announces the charges of the suspected drunk 
driver accused of the car wreck that killed Angel Pitcher Nick Adenhart. Jahad 3:11

4/10/09 IE 911 tapes released of fatal shooting at Temecula religious retreat center Cuevas 1:29



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
4/10/09 IE Palm Springs celebrates annual gay- themed party weekend Cuevas :25

4/10/09 IE Palm Springs celebrates annual gay- themed party weekend Cuevas 1:20

4/10/09 OC Suspected drunk driver charged in death of Angels pitcher Valot 1:23

4/10/09 EDU Local high schoolers take on DC Felde 3:16

4/10/09 ECON The way the state catches people driving without insurance. Watt :53

4/10/09 ECON A windfall of eggs at Easter help food bank meet heightened demand. CC :23

4/10/09 LAW State says it'll house special inmates in Lancaster, despite city's opposition Stoltze :54

4/10/09 POLI LA city labor unions present ideas to save money, their jobs Stoltze :56

4/10/09 ECON Free tax help available this weekend CC :25

4/10/09 ECON

Although financial analysts predict that job losses will reach more than 10 percent in 2010, there is, at least for now, 
some good news. The economy is showing signs of life, with Wells Fargo & Co. expecting record first-quarter profits 
and major banks' stocks soaring. Rex Nutting, Chris Thorn  20:00 

4/10/09 ART

Despite protests from editors, publisher Eddy Hartenstein, decided to run the front page ad about NBC's  new drama 
Southland. Designed to look like an editorial, the advertisement highlighted the shows main character Ben Sherman. 
Hartenstein argues that the advertisement was necessary and that it was a step in helping the struggling paper gain 
revenue. Al Tompkins  10:00 

4/10/09 HEAL

Food poisoning affects 76 million Americans every year according to the Center for Disease Control. With rates of 
salmonella not improving, the CDC says they would increase its division overseeing food poisoning incidents. 
Leaving many asking what exactly is IN my food? Dr. Kavita Travedi  10:00 

4/10/09 SCI
Fat is bad, right? Well, not exactly. Brown fat, a type of fat normally found in higher proportions in the bodies of 
babies, may also be key in helping adults stay svelte. 

Dr. Francesco Celi, Dr. 
Steven Mittleman  20:00 

4/10/09 MEDI

Guest host Jon Beaupre talks with KPCC film critics Andy Klein and Lael Loewenstein of Variety about the week’s 
new film releases including Observe and Report, Hannah Montana: The Movie, The Escapist, Shall We Kiss, The 
Song of Sparrows, Forbidden Lies, and Anvil! The Story of Anvil Lael Lowenstein, Andy K  30:00 

4/10/09 MEDI
Jon Beaupre and KPCC film critics Lael Loewenstein and Andy Klein discuss Yahoo’s list of “100 Movies To See 
Before You Die,” and take listener calls. What is missing from the list? Jon gets listener’s thoughts. Lael Lowenstein, Andy K  30:00 

4/10/09 MIL

It's day three of the standoff between Somali pirates and the U.S. military. On Wednesday, pirates attacked a U.S.-
flagged cargo ship and captured its captain, Richard Phillips, who is still held hostage on the pirates' lifeboat. Late 
last night, Phillips tried to escape by jumping into the ocean, but was quickly recovered by his captors. Naval warship 
USS Bainbridge is close by and communicating with the four armed pirates, but how long will this standoff continue? 
And how exactly do these types of hostage negotiations work?

Kirk Lippold, Jeff Kline, 
Chris Voss 00:35

4/10/09 ART

In 1955, Canadian pianist Glenn Gould made a name for himself by playing a variation of Bachs "Goldberg 
Variations". Then, in 1964, Gould made music history again—not by playing this time, but by stopping to play. Gould 
preferred the idea of manipulating music—indeed the foundation for his famous "variations" of Bach's "Goldberg 
Variations"—and he foresaw a time where listeners would also be able to use technology to manipulate recorded 
music in many ways. Indeed, what he called "dial-twiddling," we now know as remixing. We revisit the 45th 
anniversary of this revolutionary pianist's last public performance and how he became a pianist-turned-prophet. Craig Curtis 00:11



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

4/10/09 RACE

Easter Sunday, 70 years ago, the Daughters of the American Revolution barred black singer Marian Anderson from 
their 1939 Constitution Hall concert. After First Lady Eleanor Roosevelt publicly revoked her DAR membership, 
Anderson took the stage on the steps of the Lincoln Memorial in front of 75,000 and woke America up to the harsh 
reality of racial prejudice and inequality in the country with "My Country Tis of Thee." We remember her legacy, 
punctuated by the year we elected our first African American president. Raymond Arsenault 00:07

4/10/09 POLI

For more than 50 years, the Brown Act has required the government to conduct business in public, and California's 
law goes even further by giving the public the right to speak at meetings. But civic-minded citizens across L.A. 
County are complaining their microphones are shut off at public meetings and city agencies are meetings in secret 
to conduct business behind closed doors. Some say warning letters sent to city officials by L.A. District Attorney 
Steve Cooley will get those agencies to "knock it off," while critics say those letters will only end up in File 13.

Jennifer Schneider, 
Genevieve Clavreul 00:15

4/10/09 POLI

Senator-hopeful, Democrat Al Franken, may have increased his small lead over Republican Norm Coleman today in 
the protracted Minnesota Senate race by 87 votes after a court ordered more than 400 previously excluded absentee 
ballots to be counted, but that doesn't mean anyone's going home with the prize. Coleman has already said he will 
appeal the decision to the state Supreme Court making everyone—especially Minnesotans—wonder, just when will 
this five-month-long recount and election contest end?! Mark Zdechlik 00:09

4/10/09 LIT

When Romi Lassally started the TrueMomConfessions.com blog two years ago, she had no idea it would generate 
so much buzz: the confessions rushed in—from not feeling like cleaning up vomit in the middle of the night, to 
barking something utterly inappropriate at the children, to one mother who admitted she hadn't yet taught her kids 
how to tell time so she could say it was bedtime anytime. Romi is here with a look at the hidden secrets—and dark 
humor—of motherhood. Romi Lassally 00:28

4/11/09 HIST Street named for early settler Felde 1:02

4/12/09 PM How we assess risk in relation to our health CC :18

4/12/09 AT A brain surgeon waxes philosophical on his craft CC :16

4/12/09 HEAL Highlights of statewide report on CA's 58 counties. Nazario :53

4/12/09 OC Police step up Easter efforts to control cruising in Santa Ana CC :18

4/12/09 HIST Misspelled street named by father of dance judge Felde 1:02

4/12/09 OC Santa Ana police keep eye on Easter cruisers. Valot :44

4/12/09 SAC Gov. Schwarzenegger's grizzly bear sculpture CC :14

4/12/09 ECON A windfall of eggs at Easter help food bank meet heightened demand. Watt :58

4/13/09 ENT Miley/ Hannah Rocks Moran :40

4/13/09 ENV Environmental report may move Middle Harbor project forward Peterson 3:25

4/13/09 EDU LA Unified faces a budget deficit of more than $700 million dollars Schmidts :58

4/13/09 SEC
Homeland Security Secretary Janet Napolitano will evaluate security features at LA International Airport and the Port 
of LA today. CC :18

4/13/09 TRAN Homeland Security Secretary visits LA ports CC :25

4/13/09 LAB Radisson Hotel LAX signs labor contract with UNITE HERE. Watt :45

4/13/09 TRAN Homeland Security Secretary visits LA ports CC :19

4/13/09 TRAN Homeland Security Secretary visits LA ports CC :22



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
4/13/09 LAW Music producer Phil Spector convicted of second degree murder CC :15

4/13/09 LAW Music producer Phil Spector convicted of second degree murder CC :25

4/13/09 LAW Music producer Phil Spector convicted of second degree murder CC :11

4/13/09 ENV Enviromental review for Middle Harbor CC :06

4/13/09 TRAN Homeland Security Secretary visits LA ports CC :11

4/13/09 TRAN Homeland Security Secretary visits LA ports CC :23

4/13/09 ENV Arguments for and against carbon sequestration CC :24

4/13/09 ENV Arguments for and against carbon sequestration CC :24

4/13/09 LAW Jurors convict Phil Spector of second degree murder in Lana Clarkson case. CC :10

4/13/09 OC Judge postpones arraignment of driver accused of crash that killed Angels pitcher CC :17

4/13/09 OC Arraignment delayed for driver accused of crash that killed Angels pitcher. Valot 2:33

4/13/09 LAW Jurors convict Phil Spector of second degree murder in Lana Clarkson case. CC :11

4/13/09 PM An Antarctic ice shelf is going the way of the rocks in your highball glass CC :23

4/13/09 LOH The Loh Life Loh 2:41

4/13/09 PM Eco- friendly auto will snare the next X- prize CC :24

4/13/09 OC OC animal shelter loses volunteers in tough economy. CC :17

4/13/09 ECON Unclaimed funds will disappear Baer 1:02

4/13/09 LAW Spector jury to move past 30-hour deliberation mark Roman :56

4/13/09 POLI Gov promises vigorous campaign for ballot measures Stoltze 1:24

4/13/09 ENV Long Beach port officials consider environmental review CC :20

4/13/09 EDU LA Mayor steps in to debate over how to close LAUSD's massive budget deficit. CC :16

4/13/09 LAB Radisson Hotel LAX signs labor contract with UNITE HERE. CC :19

4/13/09 LAB Radisson Hotel LAX signs labor contract with UNITE HERE. Watt 1:33

4/13/09 POLI Homeland Security Secretary visits Southland Stoltze 2:50

4/13/09 POLI Mayor to give state of the city Stoltze :53

4/13/09 ENV Could get mighty dry in these parts Peterson :57

4/13/09 TRAN A windfall for Orange County public transit Baer 1:27

4/13/09 ECON Can't pay the IRS? Here's some advice. Baer 1:08

4/13/09 EDU LAUSD board members meet again to possibly cut thousands of jobs. Guzman :51

4/13/09 FOR

The standoff with Somali pirates off the African coast came to a swift and dramatic end yesterday, resulting in the 
rescue of the U.S. ship captain who was held captive. Three of the pirates were killed by Navy sharpshooters, while 
the fourth pirate is in custody and could face trial. While resolution came to this incident, a larger question remains- 
What should be done to combat piracy, and how should vessels protect themselves? Larry Mantle finds out Shashank Bengali, Jeff K  30:00 



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

4/13/09 SCI

For the past three years animal rights activists have used violent attacks and threats to target University of California 
scientists who use animals for their research. Last month, UCLA neuroscientist J. David Jentsh found his car set 
ablaze outside his home. Jentsh is responding by standing up to the threats, having founded an organization at 
UCLA to voice support for ethical animal research and planning a pro-research campus rally later this month. Larry 
Mantle gets the details from both sides of the issue. David Jentsch, Jerry Vla  30:00 

4/13/09 POLI
President Obama is expected to announce today that his administration will allow for unlimited travel and money 
transfers by Cuban Americans to family in Cuba. Lesley Clark  20:00 

4/13/09 POLI Larry Mantle and guests discuss Eric Holder’s plans for revamping the Justice Department. Carrie Johnson  20:00 

4/13/09 RELI

In their book "God is Back" John Micklethwait and Adrian Wooldridge of The Economist argue that there has been a 
global boom in faith. The authors contend that "the great forces of modernity- technology and democracy, choice 
and freedom- are all strengthening religion rather than undermining it". Adrian Wooldridge  20:00 

4/13/09 FOR

Since 1959, when Fidel Castro took power in Havana, the US has maintained an embargo against Cuba. But 
President Barack Obama is ordering a lifting of trade and travel restrictions towards what may be an end to the 
embargo. Is this the beginning of a general rapprochement with Cuba? And how is the Cuban-American exile 
community responding?

Ninoska Perez, David 
Rothkopf 00:26

4/13/09 MEDI

Come on, admit it! You or someone you know has ripped out that credit card at midnight and bought one of those 
"too-good-to-be-true" products advertised on late-night infomercials. Well, you're not alone. Last year, one of every 
three Americans picked up the phone and bought a so-called miracle product, contributing to a $100 billion industry. 
Why do we buy this stuff if its really too good to be true? Journalist Remy Sterns explores the clever tactics and 
psychology behind selling that exploits our bad habits of spend, spend, spend.

Remy Stern, Brad 
Pomerance 00:26

4/13/09 ENV

President Obama's stimulus plan included about $3.5 billion for carbon capture and storage (CCS), or 
sequestration—the practice of compressing carbon dioxide gas to a liquid state and pumping it deep under ground. 
The idea is that sequestering carbon dioxide emissions from coal power plants and factories can hinder damage to 
the environment. But some environmentalist groups say it's a waste of time and money and could even contaminate 
potable water. Are there legitimate health risks to carbon sequestration and is it a necessary part of a solution to 
global warming?

Julio Friedmann, Jane 
Williams 00:18

4/13/09 SEC

Homeland Security Secretary Janet Napolitano is in Los Angeles today to talk with state and local officials, and tour 
air and sea ports of entry. The visit will allow the secretary greater ground-level visibility on DHS security measures 
and new technologies being implemented in the Los Angeles area. We check in with Secretary Napolitano for the 
details.

Janet Napolitano, Jane 
Harman 00:17

4/13/09 LAW

A woman, alcohol, and a gun...a formula for murder? That's exactly what the jury thinks in Phil Spector's retrial for 
killing "Barbarian Queen'' actress Lana Clarkson in 2003. The first trial ended in 2007 with a 10-2 jury deadlock; 
today, after an estimated 30 hours of deliberation, the second jury found the music producer guilty of second degree 
murder.

Steven Mikulan, Laurie 
Levenson, Shepard 
Kopp 00:18

4/14/09 LAW Jurors convict Phil Spector of second degree murder in Lana Clarkson case. Nazario :57

4/14/09 LAW Jurors convict Phil Spector of second degree murder in Lana Clarkson case. Nazario :55

4/14/09 ENV Choosing paper or plastic could cost you a quarter under legislation making its way through the CA legislature. Russ 1:00

4/14/09 ENER State lawmakers are considering a measure that could eliminate electricity bills for new homes CC :12

4/14/09 ECON Labj Lacter 2 way Lacter 3:52

4/14/09 ENV Thousands of farm workers begin a four day march this morning in the San Joaquin Valley. Koka 2:21

4/14/09 ENT
The number of on location film shoots in the LA region fell 56 percent during the first quarter, compared to the first 
three months of last year. CC :16



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
4/14/09 ECON The average price of gas in LA region has risen by nearly 20 cents CC :24

4/14/09 IE Korean man confesses to Temecula religious retreat center shooting Cuevas :44

4/14/09 EDU LAUSD board considers thousands of employee cuts CC :24

4/14/09 PM Income tax filing deadline may hold a silver lining CC :22

4/14/09 PM Income tax filing deadline may hold a silver lining CC :19

4/14/09 ECON Water shortage forces avocado growers to cut down trees Small 3:26

4/14/09 IE Ex- councilman jailed for parole violation related to child porn conviction Cuevas :48

4/14/09 ENV Regional water agency raises rates, cuts supply CC :19

4/14/09 PM Securing cyberspace CC :25

4/14/09 ATC
Shirley Jahad talks to KPCC reporter Molly Peterson on the details of LA Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa's State of the 
City Address. Jahad 2:32

4/14/09 ATC
Shirley Jahad talks to KPCC reporter Adolfo Guzman- Lopez as news breaks that the LAUSD votes to move forward 
with thousands of employee layoffs Jahad 2:04

4/14/09 SEC Workers at the ports of LA and Long Beach now must show a high tech ID card at terminal gates to get to their jobs Peterson :50

4/14/09 ENV Potential water restrictions in the city of LA CC :13

4/14/09 LAW ACLU calls on county to address "horrific" jail conditions CC :20

4/14/09 ENV Higher consumer costs for hugh consumption Peterson :59

4/14/09 LAW ACLU calls for closure of downtown LA jail Stoltze 1:05

4/14/09 SPOR Boxer Oscar De La Hoya retires from ring CC :20

4/14/09 LAW ACLU calls for closure of downtown LA jail Stoltze 3:28

4/14/09 EDU LAUSD board considers thousands of employee cuts CC :24

4/14/09 SPOR Oscar De La Hoya retires Watt 3:36

4/14/09 SPOR Oscar De La Hoya retires CC :14

4/14/09 HEAL

In the wake of the suicide of a 22-year-old man in the Men's Central Jail, today the ACLU will release an expert's 
report on psychosis-inducing conditions at the jail and reveal new details on the circumstances surrounding the 
detainee's death. 

Melinda Bird, Steve 
Whitmore  20:00 

4/14/09 EDU

 Los Angeles school officials have dropped the plan to lay off as many as 1900 permanent teachers from the LA 
Unified School District. However, some jobs may still be in jeopardy. Larry gets the latest from District 
representatives.

Ramon Cortines, AJ 
Duffy  20:00 

4/14/09 POLI

Larry Mantle talks with Mayor Villaraigosa’s Deputy Mayor for Homeland Security and Public Safety, Arif Alikhan 
about his job and what it entails as it pertains to safety and security in Los Angeles. Larry will also talk with Deputy 
Mayor Alikhan about disaster response in Los Angeles. Arif Alikhan  20:00 

4/14/09 MEDI
The number of on-location films shoots in the Los Angeles area has fallen to its lowest level on record due to out-of-
state economic incentives and the recession. Paul Audley  30:00 

4/14/09 SCI
In a set of experiments involving mice, Chinese researchers have shown for the first time that adult mammals can 
harbor primitive cells that are capable of becoming eggs and producing offspring Dr. Richard Paulson  10:00 

4/14/09 SPOR

Mike Tyson's boxing career was often overshadowed or sidetracked by his legal troubles and eccentric behavior. In 
his documentary "Tyson", director James Toback provides a revealing portrait of the figure through original 
interviews and archival footage. Toback joins Larry Mantle to talk about his new film. James Toback  20:00 



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

4/14/09 ECON

The tax deadline is tomorrow, that's the bad news. The good news is there are all sorts of stimulus-related tax 
breaks out there, including an $8,000 First Time Home Buyer's Credit that applies to homes bought this year. 
There's also a credit for car buying. And there's a $2,400 tax exemption on unemployment compensation; 
unfortunately, there are too many people nowadays who qualify for that one. The economy may be tanking, but 
maybe you can make up for some of the loss on your taxes. Find out how Robert Goldstein 00:23

4/14/09 ECON

The 2008 tax year is expected to produce a record number of first-time delinquent tax filings, as Americans 
hammered by falling home prices, unemployment and sinking assets avoid the merciless tax collectors. As 
surprising as it sounds, the IRS is expecting this phenomenon and is ready to work with taxpayers who will file their 
tax returns late, or plan on not filing at all for this year. Patt talks with the sympathetic public face of the IRS and 
about the possibility of simplifying the tax code in the coming years. Nina Olson 00:19

4/14/09 HIST
The 36 year-old boxer announced today that he's retiring from the sport. We take a look back at his career and his 
plans for the future. Roy Englebrecht, Joe Sa 00:11

4/14/09 TECH

Debates rage over whether to cancel the F-22 or own a gun, but the reality of security threats in the future may well 
come through your computer—cyber spies have penetrated the US electrical grid and left behind software programs 
that, although dormant, could be activated during war to wreak havoc on our water, sewage, and electric 
infrastructure systems. And energy-saving technologies like smart grids might only be exacerbating the problem, 
providing an increasing number of portals for spies to hack. What's being done to prevent such an attack and could it 
include broadening what's covered by our defense budget? Tom Kellermann, Dave M 00:35

4/14/09 HIST

In his fifth Sate of the City address, Los Angeles Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa is expected to focus on economics—the 
city budget has a projected shortfall of $530 million. Other issues bound to come up: hoped-for union concessions, 
his plan to continue expanding the Los Angeles Police Department despite the shortfall, and questions about 
whether or not he will remain mayor of Los Angeles through 2013 or if he'll make a run for the Governor's office next 
year. The address will be given to 100 invited guests in San Pedro

Frank Stoltze, 
Christopher Hoene 00:18

4/15/09 HEAL Culver City Hospital emerges from BK in the black Nazario :58

4/15/09 ECON If you've been waiting for te final moment to file your income taxes, it's here. Shadley :51

4/15/09 EDU In LA, thousands of public school teachers and support personnel are about to receive layoff botices. Julian :45

4/15/09 IMM
CA continues to lead the nation in terms of the number of illegal immigrants, but CA is no longer their primary 
destination. Schmidts 1:24

4/15/09 LAB
LA Unified Superintendent Ramon Cortines hopes he can save some of the district jobs that the school board voted 
to cut CC :23

4/15/09 LAB LA Unified school board member Julie Korenstein voted against the plan to lay off at least 5 thousand employees. CC :18

4/15/09 PM Anti- tax protests throughout US in this income tax filing deadline CC :25

4/15/09 EDU Callers sound off on imminent LA public school layoffs. Mantle 2:22

4/15/09 ECON This tax filing deadline has brought out anti-tax activists across the country. Watt :37

4/15/09 PM Federal Interior secretary visits CA CC :24

4/15/09 PM Federal Interior secretary visits CA CC :21

4/15/09 IE Riverside area residents take part in nationwide "tea party" tax revolt CC :24

4/15/09 ATC Shirley Jahad talks to Marc Haefele, Dean of the City Hall on the State of the City of LA Jahad 3:29



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
4/15/09 ECON Protesting taxes at a TEA Party at Dockweiler State Beach. CC :25

4/15/09 IE Riverside area residents take part in nationwide "tea party" tax revolt Cuevas 1:46

4/15/09 POLI Federal Interior secretary visits CA Small 1:13

4/15/09 POLI Federal Interior secretary visits CA CC :14

4/15/09 OC New OC center helps put people in touch with services. Valot 2:44

4/15/09 ECON Protesting taxes on the beach. Watt 1:00

4/15/09 POLI Mayor to give state of the city CC :25

4/15/09 DIV Settlement in "English only" lawsuit by nursing home workers Devall :52

4/15/09 POLI Mayor to give state of the city CC :15

4/15/09 POLI Mayor to give state of the city Stoltze 1:52

4/15/09 POLI The mayor included his hopes for more "green" businesses in LA Peterson 1:31

4/15/09 EDU LAUSD board considers thousands of employee cuts Guzman 1:21

4/15/09 HIST Dodgers honor scholarship recipients Nazario :50

4/15/09 ENV Will protecting marine areas limit lucrative commercial fishing? Peterson :54

4/15/09 LAW Sheriff's monitor finds deputies driving drunk in annual report Stoltze 1:31

4/15/09 LAW Mother wonders about suicide of son in jail Stoltze :54

4/15/09 POLI

The Board of Education for L.A. Unified School District approved a plan yesterday to lay off more than 5,000 
employees, just hours after their decision to rescind the layoff notices for nearly 2,000 permanent teachers. The vote 
will affect newer teachers without tenure as well as counselors, custodians, and administrators. It will also result in 
larger class sizes. 

Adolfo Guzman-Lopez, 
Tamar Galatzan, Yolie 
Flores Aguilar, Julie 
Korenstein  60:00 

4/15/09 POLI

The Pew Hispanic Center released a report yesterday documenting a slowdown in the growth of California's illegal 
immigration population over the last two of decades.  Larry and guests will discuss the study in light of President 
Obama's trip to Mexico and his policy on immigration reform expected to be unveiled next month. 

Kitty Felde, Cynthia 
Buiza, Jeffrey Passel  20:00 

4/15/09 POLI

Calling the recent order by the United Nations Security Council to halt all future missile launches "unjust" and 
"wanton", North Korea yesterday kicked out international inspectors from its Yongbyon nuclear site. North Korea in 
2007 had agreed to disarmament talks but became irate recently after the U.N. condemned their launching of a long-
range rocket 10 days ago that flew over Japan and into the Pacific Ocean. Larry talks to Jim Walsh to tell us what 
this all means for the US and its relationship with the Asian nation. Jim Walsh  10:00 

4/15/09 ECON

What does economic history teach us about the present economic disaster?  In "False Economy", author Alan 
Beattie weaves together stories of economics, history and politics to reveal how societies, economies, and countries 
make concrete choices that determine their destinies.  Alan Beattie  30:00 

4/15/09 ECON

There's a movement afoot. Conservatives, aggravated by the Democrat's increases in domestic spending and 
taxation, and spurred on by Fox News, are organizing tax protests throughout the country. Called "Tea Parties," 
they're ostensibly modeled on the 1773 "Boston Tea Party" protests against taxes. Critics point out that the Boston 
Tea Party was about taxes without representation, not taxes per say. Either way, the movement is getting lots of 
coverage on conservative media. Will it have its desired effect? And what is its desired effect, exactly

Nathan Mintz, Bruce 
Bartlett, James Rainey 00:29



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

4/15/09 FOR

Drug trafficking violence in Mexico has raised concerns with U. S. tourists who are thinking about traveling south of 
the border. Concerned that the number of visitors will decrease (last year there were 18 million from the U.S. alone), 
the Mexico Tourism Board wants to set the record straight and is bringing their story to Los Angeles in a series of 
roundtable talks with industry leaders on how Mexico's war against drug cartels is not affecting safety and security 
for travelers.

Carlos Behnsen, Jack 
Richards 00:24

4/15/09 FOR

Department of Homeland Security Secretary Janet Napolitano today named Alan Bersin as the new border "czar"—a 
new position created by the Obama administration to handle illegal immigration and border issues. President Obama 
makes his first presidential trip south of the border beginning Thursday in Mexico City and then in Trinidad and 
Tobago for the Summit of the Americas, a gathering of 34 Western Hemisphere nations. What's on the agenda?

Patricia Escamilla-
Hamm 00:15

4/15/09 HEAL

After touring the California delta and assessing the water situation in the state, Secretary Salazar pledged $260 
million in federal stimulus money to help California address its water shortages and aging infrastructure. Another 
$135 million will be available for grants for water reuse and recycling projects. We check in for the details. Ken Salazar 00:13

4/15/09 LAW

The death of Angel's pitcher Nick Adenhart is reviving interest in a law requiring those convicted of drunk driving to 
pass a DUI test every time they get in their cars. They would have to install an Ignition Interlock...basically, a 
computer connected to a tube that will cut off the engine if it sniffs too much booze on the breath. Is this the way to 
save future Adenharts or are safety advocates going too far?

Mike Feuer, Sarah 
Longwell, Darren 
Kavinoky 00:24

4/16/09 ECON Social service departments throughout the state are facing longer lines than usual. Sylar 4:38

4/16/09 HEAL
A proposed bill in the state legislature takes aim at so called "junk" health polices that cost lots of money but offer 
little coverage. Weiss 1:00

4/16/09 ECON State says tax revenues critical to balancing the budget Small :56

4/16/09 ATC LA Phil maestros exit interview CC :26

4/16/09 HEAL Country hospital breaks ground on new ER CC :15

4/16/09 IMM Labor think tank has ideas for immigration reform Felde 1:03

4/16/09 OC UC Irvine chooses its first law school class. Valot :36

4/16/09 LAW
The CA Highway Patrol has failed over the past 3 years to collect at least $9 million dollars in fees assessed against 
drunk drivers. Small :46

4/16/09 PM Shopping mall developer files for bankruptcy protection CC :10

4/16/09 OC Former Orange school district trustee convicted of stealing ketchup Valot 1:08

4/16/09 LAW Eyewitness describes shooting at Long Beach Memorial Hospital CC :17

4/16/09 LAW Assemblyman, alcohol industry battles over DUI bill Stoltze 3:34

4/16/09 ENV Air quality fines against Nissan Motor CC :14

4/16/09 SAC CA loses record number of jobs CC :10

4/16/09 OBIT 90 year old West Hollywood councilman dies Devall :53

4/16/09 ECON Farmers to unite with 21st century Stoltze :51

4/16/09 ENV Nissan Motor Company has been fined nearly $4.5 million by State air quality regulators. Peterson :56



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

4/16/09 HOUS

Are we approaching the bottom of the housing slump? Home prices in Southern California held steady for the third 
straight month in March, a signal that the housing market is beginning to stabilize. The median sale price stayed at 
$250,000, which is less than half of what it was at the market's peak in 2007. The report from MDA DataQuick could 
also be a greater indicator of recovery from the economic recession. But tighter credit or higher interest rates could 
also affect the rate of recovery. Larry Mantle looks at what the findings suggest about the economy.

John Karevoll, Richard 
Greene  30:00 

4/16/09 POLI

For President Obama's visit to Mexico, the issue of greatest concern is the country's escalating drug war that's 
spilling over into the United States. Other issues include immigration reform and trade policy. Larry Mantle discusses 
the highlights on President Obama's agenda. Sam Quinones  10:00 

4/16/09 ART

After 18 seasons, Esa-Pekka Salonen will conclude his tenure as the conductor and Music Director of the Los 
Angeles Philharmonic. Born in Helsinki in 1958, Salonen studied at the Sibelius Academy in Finland. He made his 
conducting debut with the Finish Radio Symphony Orchestra in 1979. In 2003 Salonen and the LA Philharmonic 
opened Walt Disney Concert Hall, designed by Frank Gehry.  In his time with the LA Philharmonic Salonen has 
premiered works by John Adams, Franco Donatoni, Ander Hillborg, and William Kraft as well as many of his own 
works. Larry looks back with Esa-Pekka Salonen on an illustrious career with the Los Angeles Philharmonic and 
what the future holds. Esa-Pekka Salonen  20:00 

4/16/09 POLI

What's been brewing in the nation? Yesterday at the "Tax Day Tea Party," Americans witnessed throngs of people 
steaming at the thought of all the taxes they owe the government. But the tea party seemed to have been more than 
just an April 15 protest, with many experts saying that it is a conservative grassroots movement to show their disdain 
for the economic mess and the Obama Administration. Larry talks with NPR political editor Ken Rudin about the Tax 
Day Tea Party and its conservative significance nationwide. Ken Rudin  30:00 

4/16/09 SPOR

We are all familiar with that final line of “Take Me Out To The Ballgame,” but we might not be so familiar with the 
people who make those important calls that determine the outcome of the ballgame. Author and former baseball 
umpire Bruce Weber takes readers through his personal journey into one of the more underappreciated and 
sometimes controversial aspects of professional sports. His book examines such topics as George Brett's pine tar 
incident and the botched Jeffrey Maier call. Larry talks with Weber about his new book. Bruce Weber  30:00 

4/16/09 HIST

When Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold were planning their massacre at Columbine High School, their ultimate goal was 
to be remembered for the pain they inflicted on their victims. Ten years later, the legacy of the Columbine murders 
remains largely uncertain and there are still lessons to be learned, from the media coverage and the role of religion, 
to the psychology of teenagers and the response of police agencies. Will Eric and Dylan be remembered for the pain 
they inflicted or the painful lessons they taught us? Dave Cullen 00:35

4/16/09 TECH

The old idea of “economic warfare” was a simple one:  set up a blockade or embargo on a country and choke it off 
from vital goods, services and supplies.  The 21st century edition of economic warfare promises to look very 
different, as globalization ensures there are many more weapons and vulnerabilities on hand for the economic 
warrior.  Last month the Pentagon sponsored a series of economic war games with troubling results:  The U.S. lost 
most of the war games, and the savviest economic warrior proved to be China.  Patt takes you inside the war room 
to get a view of what we can expect on the modern economic battleground Paul Bracken 00:18

4/16/09 LIT

It's been a year since journalist Christopher Hitchens wrote his polemic critique of religion, God is Not Great. Back 
then he argued religion is "violent, irrational, intolerant, allied to racism, tribalism, and bigotry, invested in ignorance 
and hostile to free inquiry, contemptuous of women and coercive toward children." He's here to explain why, a year 
later, he still thinks so. Christopher Hitchens 00:35



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

4/16/09 FOR

Attempting to move forward from what he called "a dark and painful chapter in our history,'' President Obama today 
released four long-sought after Bush-era memos detailing "enhanced interrogation" practices, from beatings to sleep 
and food deprivation, and announced that the Justice Department will not prosecute CIA officers who followed 
"reasonable" legal advice in using such harsh interrogation techniques against terrorism suspects. Attorney General 
Eric Holder said in a statement, "It would be unfair to prosecute dedicated men and women working to protect 
America for conduct that was sanctioned in advance by the Justice Department." Is this the best way to move 
forward and is the Obama administration endangering the country by releasing the memos? We check in for 
reactions from critics on both sides. David Mark 00:06

4/16/09 ECON

Chicago-based General Growth Properties Inc. is filing for Chapter 11. It's a huge owner of retail malls, including the 
South Street Seaport in New York. In our area, its properties include the Burbank Town Center, SouthBay Pavilion 
and, of course, the huge Glendale Galleria. The malls will continue to operate as General Growth restructures. Some 
may eventually be sold or shuttered. Is this a sign of our continuing national economic woes, or is it more about 
General Growth taking on way too much debt over the years? And how are newer malls, such as the Americana, 
fairing by comparison? Steven Platt, Mark Lacte 00:11

4/17/09 HIST Shirley Jahad talks with historian Michael Oren Jahad 3:19

4/17/09 TRAN
Caltrans workers killed in the line of duty were honored, officials used the occasion to remind drivers to slow down in 
road construction zones. Shadley :58

4/17/09 TRAN State officials say CA will be the first in line to get federal money for high speed rail service. CC :15

4/17/09 HEAL
Investigators are trying to figure out why a pharmacy employee shot two colleagues yesterday at Long Beach 
Memorial Medical Center. CC :08

4/17/09 HEAL
Investigators are trying to figure out why a pharmacy employee shot two colleagues yesterday at Long Beach 
Memorial Medical Center. Julian :44

4/17/09 EDU CA's public universities aren'y producing enough graduates to satisfy Martin 1:30

4/17/09 HIST A faded Pomona theatre is reborn Julian 2:22

4/17/09 HEAL
Investigators are trying to figure out why a pharmacy employee shot two colleagues yesterday at Long Beach 
Memorial Medical Center. CC :15

4/17/09 ECON CA's unemployment rate is officially just over 11 percent. CC :24

4/17/09 ECON CA lost more than 62-thousand jobs last month. CC :15

4/17/09 SPOR Locals turning out to say goodbye to Angel pitcher Felde :54

4/17/09 EDU Teacher merit pay is the subject of a national conference meeting in LA CC :24

4/17/09 EDU Teacher merit pay is the subject of a national conference meeting in LA CC :29

4/17/09 ECON New study warns state economy to suffer unless college graduation improves. CC :14

4/17/09 ECON New study warns state economy to suffer unless college graduation improves. Guzman 1:11

4/17/09 IE A look at Coachella Music Festival headliners of tomorrow Cuevas 2:58

4/17/09 TECH SF Valley gets new 747 area code and has to dial 11 digits CC :11

4/17/09 TECH SF Valley gets new 747 area code and has to dial 11 digits CC :10

4/17/09 ART Long serving LA Philharmonic conductor Esa Pekka Salonen leads last concerts. Guzman 4:45

4/17/09 LAW Water shortage prompts potential rate hikes in LA CC :20

4/17/09 ENV New deputy mayor for environmental in the city of LA Peterson :51



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

4/17/09 EDU
Federal Education Secretary Arne Duncan released 4-billion dollars in stimulus money to public school districts in 
CA CC :27

4/17/09 LAB SAG reaches tentative deal with Hollywood producers Roman :57

4/17/09 EDU
Teams from 20 high schools in CA competed yesterday to see which one could fix a broken down Ford Focus the 
fastest with fewest mistakes. CC :19

4/17/09 ENV LA City Council approves DWP water rate plan Peterson 1:17

4/17/09 TECH SF Valley gets new 747 area code and has to dial 11 digits Nazario 1:07

4/17/09 ENV A contest tries to demonstrate that "green" and "fast" are compatible CC :19

4/17/09 ECON
California's unemployment rate hit 11.2% with the loss of 62,100 jobs last month, reaching its highest level since the 
government began keeping systematic records in 1976, the U.S. Department of Labor reported today.  Steve Levy  20:00 

4/17/09 GOV
The EPA is expected to formally declare carbon and other heat-trapping gases to be pollutants that threaten public 
health and welfare in a revamped effort to fight against global warming. Sean Hecht, Ken Green  20:00 

4/17/09 GOV

President Barack Obama indicated that CIA operatives who carried out brutal interrogation techniques during the 
Bush administration will not be prosecuted because "nothing will be gained by spending our time and energy laying 
blame for the past."

Allen Weiner, Ronald 
Rotunda  20:00 

4/17/09 ENT

Larry Mantle and KPCC film critics Peter Rainer of The Christian Science Monitor and Henry Sheehan of 
henrysheehan.com review the week’s new film releases including State Of Play, 17 Again, Lymelife, Is Anybody 
There, American Violet, Sleep Dealer, Enlighten Up!, and Ballerina

Peter Rainer, Henry 
Sheehan  40:00 

4/17/09 ENT

Former Variety critic Emanuel Levy joins Larry Mantle to talk his new book, the first full-length comprehensive 
biography of film director Vincente Minnelli, who directed some of Hollywood’s greatest films including Meet Me in St. 
Louis, Gigi, American in Paris, Band Wagon, and The Bad and the Beautiful.  Emanuel Levy  20:00 

4/17/09 HIST

As the tenth anniversary of the Columbine massacre nears, we continue our two-part series look at its legacy. Many 
misconceptions and questions remain—if Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold were not loners or outcasts, what caused 
them to carry out the largest school shooting of their time? And how did their rampage forever alter campus life in 
this country? Two renowned experts join Patt to speak about the profile of a killer and how Columbine changed how 
America goes to high school.

Dr. Park Dietz, Bill 
Modzeleski, Don 
Marxhausen 00:53

4/17/09 EDU

When President Obama gave an address last month on proposed reforms for the national education system, one 
idea sparked a renewed round of debate:  the notion of merit pay, or financially rewarding teachers for classroom 
successes, is not new but has been gaining some traction.  While the President presented the idea as still 
experimental, merit pay programs are already in full effect in several school districts across the country.  In two cities 
where public schools have less than stellar reputations, performance pay seems to be paying dividends:  Chicago 
and New Orleans both report good results from their merit pay programs.  Will teacher merit pay be moving to the 
front of the classroom?

Kevin Guitterrez, 
Veronica Griffin, AJ 
Duffy 00:35

4/17/09 ENT

Hollywood crews have lived a nervous existence since last year when the Screen Actors Guild held a strike 
authorization vote. But today SAG and the Alliance of Motion Picture and Television Producers have reached a 
tentative contract. Details of the agreement covering television and motion picture actors will not be disclosed until it 
reviewed by the SAG national Board of Directors over the weekend, but word has it the contract isn't terribly different 
from what was offered by the producers some months ago. Alex Ben Block 00:09

4/17/09 ART

Paul McCartney headlines the three day Coachella Valley Music and Arts Festival tonight [Fri] in Indio. Usual 
suspects like The Killers and The Cure and newcomers like local band Silversun Pickups join an eclectic line-up of 
international and national musical stars. About 180,000 people attended the festival in years past, but fewer are 
expected this year because of the economy. Patt samples the musical abundance with KPCC Inland Empire reporter 
(and Coachella diehard) Steven Cuevas. Steven Cuevas 00:08
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4/18/09 HIST Street named for newspaper publisher Felde 1:01

4/19/09 PM Religion is pretty tenacious in the modern age CC :17

4/19/09 PM Infomercials have a way of roping us all in CC :16

4/19/09 PM Infomercials have a way of roping us all in CC :21

4/19/09 HIST Street and city named in contest Felde :47

4/19/09 ECON
Realtors are hoping to stimulate interest and attract buyers at this weekend's Southern CA Homebuyer's Fair at the 
LA Convention Center. Baer 1:19

4/19/09 ATC What do the latest housing sales figures mean? CC :16

4/19/09 OC OC firefighters use boots to raise money for charity Valot :43

4/20/09 YOUT Pastor from Littleton CO recalls the aftermath of the shootings there Morrison :23

4/20/09 ENT Hey 17! Youth wins over political thriller Moran :48

4/20/09 SAC
An assembly bill that would make it easier to get concealed weapons permits in California is stirring up controversy 
at the state capitol CC :14

4/20/09 LAW
An assembly bill that would make it easier to get concealed weapons permits in California is stirring up controversy 
at the state capitol CC :15

4/20/09 POLI
A state legislative committee will consider a bill today that would create a tax deduction of up to $100 for adopting a 
pet from a shelter. CC :18

4/20/09 SAC
Gov. Schwarzenegger says CA's budget problems can be fixed by voting yes on all six measures on next months 
ballot. CC :16

4/20/09 LABOR Moderate board member endorses tentative contract agreement CC :23

4/20/09 AT Pros and cons of new policy on extra fees for overweight air passengers CC :22

4/20/09 WX Rabe talks with JPL's Bill Patzert Rabe 2:10

4/20/09 WX Rabe talks with JPL's Bill Patzert Rabe :19

4/20/09 SCI Space industry lobbies Congress Felde 1:08

4/20/09 SCI CA lobbies for space dollars CC :26

4/20/09 POLI Local congresswoman accused taking favors for pressuring Justice Dept. Felde 2:43

4/20/09 POLI LA City Mayor unveils budget Stoltze 3:58

4/20/09 ECON
CA's Employment Development Department has the responsibility of spending more than $400-million in federal 
stimulus money. 4:02

4/20/09 LOH The Loh Life- Easter Loh 2:55

4/20/09 PM A new book on the Columbine HS shootings sheds light on long held myths CC :22

4/20/09 POLI City of LA hoping to get lots of stimulus dollars CC :18

4/20/09 POLI City of LA hoping to get lots of stimulus dollars Stoltze 1:00

4/20/09 SOC The state that produced Ronald Regan is now rapidly shedding GOP support Roman :59

4/20/09 ENV Creating paths for some of our neighbors- mountain lions Peterson 2:10

4/20/09 SOC First ladies from 15 African nations are in Los Angeles for a two-day health summit. Baer 1:04

4/20/09 LABOR SAG's National Board approves tentative primetime TV and film agreement Watt :59
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4/20/09 SOC
Close to 100 firefighters from Los Angeles and Ventura Counties responded to an early morning mansion fire in 
Chatsworth Devall :36

4/20/09 POLI LA City Mayor unveils budget CC :17

4/20/09 MEDI LA Times wins a Pulitzer Prize Devall :56

4/20/09 POLI LA City Mayor unveils budget Stoltze 1:04

4/20/09 ECON LA County says no layoffs, but plenty of cuts in budget Roman :58

4/20/09 ECON LA County proposes a smaller budget, lots of vacant jobs next year CC :23

4/20/09 LAW Grocery store chain owner convicted of racketeering and more Nazario :55

4/20/09 EDU CA lawmakers plan to consider a bill to force school custodians to use non-toxic cleaning supplies starting next year. Shadley :56

4/20/09 EDU CA lawmakers plan to consider a bill to force school custodians to use non-toxic cleaning supplies starting next year. CC :19

4/20/09 LABOR SAG's National Board approves tentative primetime TV and film agreement Watt 2:18

4/20/09 ENV LA County launches "solar map" web page Roman :58

4/20/09 ECON

Is the economy starting to turn the corner? Analysts are predicting that while the recession will continue, it may ease 
in intensity by this summer. Some signs include greater stability in new home construction and a 25% increase in 
March auto sales compared to the month before. Today Bank of America posted stronger than expected first quarter 
earnings, mainly from the purchase of Merrill Lynch. But the economic forecast is not completely sunny. Bank of 
America set aside $6.4 billion to cover future losses, and GM is expected to lay off 1,600 workers this week. Chris Thornberg  20:00 

4/20/09 LAW

April 20 may be the common celebration day for marijuana advocates, but this year many supporters are citing 
increased popular acceptance of the drug for medicinal or recreational use. With national polls showing increased 
support for marijuana legislation, the issue may be getting greater attention soon. David Lazarus discusses the 
progress of the marijuana cause. Steven Gutwillig  20:00 

4/20/09 SCI

The Obama administration Friday said that it would ease financing restrictions on human embryonic stem cell 
research, a position that replaces the more stringent restrictions of Bush administration. In March, he gave authority 
to the National Institutes of Health to decide how and whether to fund human embryonic stem cell research. 
Scientists say that the number of stem cell lines eligible for federal funding will greatly increase in a short period of 
time, but scientists will not be allowed to create human embryos for cloning or research purposes. Geoffrey Lomax  20:00 

4/20/09 YOUT

Did you know that almost half of all college students will become seriously depressed during their college career, 
and that one in 10 undergraduates will seriously consider suicide?  Why are so many college students experiencing 
mental health problems?  AirTalk host David Lazarus talks with Harvard University's Chief of Mental Health Services, 
Dr. Richard Kadison Dr. Richard Kadison  30:00 

4/20/09 TRAN
United Airlines announced this week that it would charge overweight passengers for two seats when they travel in 
coach. David Lazarus talks with listeners about the new policy. Marilyn Wann  30:00 

4/20/09 LIT

The Pulitzer Prize committee announced today the 2009 winners of the highest national literary award. We survey 
the winners and examine the board's groundbreaking and unprecedented decision this year to permit original online 
content for consideration in all 14 categories.

Geneva Overholser, 
Sig Gissler 00:15



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

4/20/09 ECON

The mortgage meltdown, economic recession, worldwide globalization and trade, economic change… this is 
international business and economics correspondent Adam Davidson's beat as he travels around the world for NPR.  
His collaborative series with Alex Blumberg of "This American Life" on the economic crisis --  "Giant Pool of Money" --
received a 2008 Peabody Award.  Davidson's explanations of the complicated web of circumstances behind the 
economic crisis might just help us understand this roller-coaster ride we're all on.  Adam Davidson 00:28

4/20/09 POLI

CQ Politics is reporting that Bush officials' wiretaps recorded local democratic Rep. Jane Harman promising to lobby 
the Justice Department "to reduce espionage-related charges against two officials of the American Israeli Public 
Affairs Committee, the most powerful pro-Israel organization in Washington." In exchange, AIPAC officials promised 
to lobby Nancy Pelosi, then-House minority leader, to appoint Harman chair of the Intelligence Committee. What's 
going on? Jeff Stein 00:10

4/20/09 ECON

During the debates, then-candidate Barack Obama promised taxes wouldn't go up "one dime" for people earning 
less than $250,000. But what about people earning more than that? As congress begins to debate Obama's 
budget—including taxes for those earning above $250,000—we ask, what does it mean to be rich these days? 
Where is the middle class cut off? Ken Macias, Lois A. Vitt 00:26

4/20/09 MEDI

A tentative settlement's been reached between SAG and the producers. But how do the members feel about it? It 
still has to be ratified, but even if it is, was it worth the fight? SAG members and producers are invited to call in to 
discuss.

Alan Rosenberg, Tess 
Harper 00:27

4/21/09 OC Samurai special exhibit comes to Bowers Museum in Orange County Valot 2:43

4/21/09 ECON Governor tours job center phone bank Valot 2:32

4/21/09 POLI Gov. Schwarzenegger's newly appointed Inspector General hasn't officially started work yet Shadley :59

4/21/09 ECON Discussion on the SAG agreement Lacter 3:53

4/21/09 SAC Proposes a tax hike on the order of $16 billion over several years Myers 3:07

4/21/09 ECON Rank and file of the Screen Actors Guild vote early next month on a deal between the union and film and TV studios Lacter :18

4/21/09 SOC
LA County Supervisor Mike Antonovich is calling for an investigation into the deaths of 14 children from abuse and 
neglect last year CC :15

4/21/09 POLI Congresswoman swings back Felde :57

4/21/09 POLI LA County deputy honored in DC ceremony CC :19

4/21/09 DIS CA Insurance Dept gets more coverage from AIG for Oakridge homeowners who lost everything Watt :43

4/21/09 PM Lawmaker introduces a bill against launguage discrimination CC :19

4/21/09 PM Nobel Peace Laureate Wangari Maathai speaks with Patt Morrison :25

4/21/09 POLI House Speaker defends Harman CC :16

4/21/09 POLI House Speaker denies she was pressured to give Harman chairmanship Felde 1:35

4/21/09 POLI John Rabe talks to KPCC Frank Stoltze on the latest news on what to name the new LAPD headquarters Rabe 2:32

4/21/09 POLI Local deputy honored in DC Felde 2:32

4/21/09 POLI Newsom makes it official CC :21

4/21/09 FOR Alleged conspiracy in Dole pesticide case Devall :57

4/21/09 EDU Teachers take students to Holocaust remembrance event Guzman-Lopez 1:01

4/21/09 DIS CA Insurance Dept gets more coverage from AIG for Oakridge homeowners who lost everything CC :18



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
4/21/09 EDU Teachers take students to Holocaust remembrance event CC :23

4/21/09 ENV California's launching a statewide media blitz to keep people focused on the drought this summer CC :17

4/21/09 SOC The city of Los Angeles had decided to tell its residents they can water their lawns and plants only two days a week. Shadley 1:05

4/21/09 POLI Newsom formally announces for governor Stoltze 1:02

4/21/09 DIS An insurance settlement for wildfire victims Watt 1:05

4/21/09 ENV New water regulations take effect in the City of LA Peterson :49

4/21/09 YOUT

The Los Angeles County Department of Children and Family Services is coming under public examination again. 
After records released show that 14 children, under the scrutiny of welfare officials, died of abuse and neglect. From 
physical assault to malnourishment the cases are shocking. A new state law makes DCFS records more accessible 
and now county leaders are taking notice. David speaks to Tony Bell, spokesman for Supervisor Michael Antonovich 
to see what's next for DCFS and welfare reform. Tony Bell  20:00 

4/21/09 POLI

Guest host David Lazarus talks about President Barack Obama’s first 100 days in office. From the economy to 
health care, to the wars in Afghanistan and Iraq, how is he doing? Has he bitten off more than he can chew? David 
gets listener’s opinions on the first 100 days. Mark Barabak  40:00 

4/21/09 EDU

The Supreme Court heard arguments today in case involving a 13 year-old girl who was strip-searched at her Middle 
School by officials who were looking for ibuprofen.  At issue is whether or not the school violated the 4th 

amendment's ban on unreasonable searches.  The decision by the high court could have broad implications for 
schools with strict policies on student violence and drug use.  AirTalk guest host David Lazarus talks about the case 
with New York Times Supreme Court Correspondent Adam Liptak, who heard the arguments presented today. Adam Liptak  30:00 

4/21/09 LIT

The United States has the dubious distinction of having the highest divorce rate in the Western world, in spite of the 
fact that American government spends more than $150-million per year to nurture good marriages. Although 90-
percent of us will marry, about 50-percent of those who do marry will divorce.  In his new book The Marriage-Go 
Round, sociologist Andrew Cherlin examines the volatile nature of American marriage, divorce, and cohabitation.   
He joins guest host David Lazarus to discuss the profound changes that have taken place in the American family of 
the past 50 years. Andrew J. Cherlin  30:00 

4/21/09 ECON

Government bailout money was supposed to grease the lending wheels and get cash flowing. But according to an 
analysis conducted by the Wall St. Journal, lending by the banks is still negligible six months after TARP—in fact, 
the biggest recipients of taxpayer aid made or refinanced 23% less in new loans in February than in October. So 
what exactly have the banks been doing with your money?

David Enrich, Joseph 
Mason, Scott Talbot 00:35

4/21/09 ECON

Last year, the Ladies Professional Golf Assn. proposed a ban on golfers who didn't speak adequate English. The 
group ultimately dropped the proposal, but for the state Senate, the incident raised broader issues of civil rights and 
the ways businesses operate in California, prompting Sen. Yee to introduce legislation last week to prohibit 
businesses from discriminating against customers based on the language they use. Opponents of the law say we're 
headed down a slippery slope of government mandates. We check in with both sides. Leland Yee 00:07

4/21/09 POLI

San Francisco Mayor Gavin Newsom announced today that he's jumping in the race for California Governor. And he 
did in Spanish, Mandarin, and English, on You Tube, Facebook, and Twitter—proving he's both tech-savvy and in 
touch with the state's diverse demographics. Was it also a direct dig at Villaraigosa? Carla Marinucci 00:10
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4/21/09 ECON

Graduation day is quickly nearing for the class of 2009, but after they toss those caps, where will they go? In this 
nearly unprecedented financial atmosphere, soon-to-be-grads may be looking away from high-paying jobs with 
financial firms and considering all options—forgoing the dismal job market by joining the military, continuing on to 
graduate programs, or volunteering. How is the class of 2009 weighing their next step? Don Asher 00:35

4/21/09 FOR

The challenges for Africa are daunting, but not insurmountable says Wangari Maathai, the Nobel Peace Prize 
laureate from Kenya. Africans need to believe in themselves again, "they must rise up and walk" and implement their 
own solutions to their problems instead of relying on foreign aid and Western visions of change. President Obama 
has set an example for politics on the entire continent where his father was born, but - Maathai asks - where are 
Africa's Obamas? Wangari Maathai 00:18

4/22/09 YOUT StoryCorps interview between Ramin and Arash Nemathollahi CC 2:41

4/22/09 YOUT
The high school exit exam is making it harder for girls and students of color to graduate, even when they're capable 
of it. Khokha 1:46

4/22/09 EDU
Researchers at Stanford and UC Davis claim say they've discovered that a disproportionate number of female and 
non-white students are failing the California exam. CC :14

4/22/09 SCI Several hundred UCLA students and scientists are demonstrating on the campus at this hour Guzman-Lopez 1:00

4/22/09 ECON Self-contained. Rabe and Haefele talk about Villaraigosa's budget Rabe 3:54

4/22/09 EDU Concerns about results of CA high school exit exams CC :23

4/22/09 PM A conversation with LAUSD superintendent Ray Cortines Morrison :21

4/22/09 PM A conversation with LAUSD superintendent Ray Cortines Morrison :13

4/22/09 HEAL Several hundred people rally to support UCLA research involving animals CC :19

4/22/09 POLI CA Senator reacts to conservative paper accusations Felde :59

4/22/09 PM Chief Bratton talks with Patt Morrison :23

4/22/09 POLI New group forms to appose Prop 1A Watt 1:00

4/22/09 ENV Policitians celebrate Earth Day Felde 1:10

4/22/09 ECON Thousands of California constructions projects will get back on track soon. CC :12

4/22/09 ECON More than 120 legislative staffers won't get the pay raises they thought they'd get. CC :12

4/22/09 SAC Firefighting agencies target female, minority recruits Small 1:04

4/22/09 SAC Speaker bass cancels raises for her staff Small 1:11

4/22/09 ECON The federal government's $700 billion dollar bailout of banks still hasn't freed up credit. CC :14

4/22/09 ECON The federal government's $700 billion dollar bailout of banks still hasn't freed up credit. CC :16

4/22/09 ENV An array of events to mark Earth Day Peterson :56

4/22/09 LAW City Council to consider name of new police headquarters CC :16

4/22/09 LAW Council takes up police headquarters building name Stoltze 1:00

4/22/09 ENV A new book explores John Muir's passion for botany Peterson 4:01

4/22/09 POLI New organization launches campaign to defeat Proposition 1A CC :18

4/22/09 LAW Council debates name of new police headquarters CC :26

4/22/09 LAW Council hears spirited debate about new LAPD HQ name Stoltze 1:07
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4/22/09 MEDI Several hundred people rally to support UCLA research involving animals Guzman-Lopez 1:33

4/22/09 ECON How day laborers go about getting paid when people rip them off Nazario 4:55

4/22/09 SEC

President Obama said Tuesday that while he does not plan to prosecute CIA agents who carried out harsh 
interrogation techniques, he would not rule out prosecuting the senior Bush administration officials who provided the 
legal rationale for them. He also stressed that such an investigation should be carried out by an independent 
commission to avoid partisanship. David Lazarus discusses the arguments surrounding the issue.

Peter Nicholas, Amy 
Zegart, Douglas Kmiec  30:00 

4/22/09 EDU
David Lazarus talks about of new study looking at California's High School Exit Exam and its impact on graduation 
rates.

Deborah Sigman, 
Abigail Thernstrom  30:00 

4/22/09 POLI

Responding to accusations that she asked the Justice Dept. for leniency for two pro-Israel lobbyists accused of 
espionage, Rep. Jane Harman said she is “outraged” denies any wrongdoing. This story has major implications for 
Harman, who is suspected of illicit activity in 2005 and 2006, and involves those in her own party as well as high 
ranking officials in the Bush Administration. Guest host David Lazarus talks about Harman on today’s show. Kitty Felde, Greg Miller  40:00 

4/22/09 ENV
It's Earth Day! Does Earth Day matter any more or should every day be “Earth day?” Are you celebrating it? Why or 
why not? Guest host David Lazarus discusses Earth Day and takes calls from listeners n/a  20:00 

4/22/09 EDU

It's our monthly sit-down with the big man on campus, LA Unified superintendent Ramon C. Cortines. This month 
Patt asks the question that's on everyone's mind: when are the layoffs coming, from where, and how many? Also, 
California is the first state in the nation approved to receive education recovery act dollars, up to $3.1 billion for the 
state. As the largest school district in California, how much money will go to LAUSD? Ramon Cortines 00:40

4/22/09 MIL

The Senate Armed Services Committee released its own report yesterday, independent of the Bush-era "torture 
memos," and it traced the path of interrogation tactics directives written shortly after 9/11 all the way to the abuses of 
Abu Ghraib in Iraq. Can abuses in Iraq, Afghanistan and Guantanamo Bay be directly attributed to the Bush 
Administration? Michael Newton 00:12

4/22/09 LAW

It's time for our monthly installment of Ask the Chief—your opportunity to ask LAPD Chief Bill Bratton your law and 
order questions. This month, Patt asks the Chief about the budget cuts he'll have to make, the naming of the new 
LAPD headquarters, and for an update on the infamous backlogged rape kits. That—and your questions—with the 
Chief. Bill Bratton 00:35

4/22/09 ENV

Director Josh Tickell's new film "FUEL" takes its viewers through America's complicated energy past of oil 
addiction—from Rockefeller's strategy to halt Ford's first ethanol cars, to Vice President Cheney's petrochemical 
company-sponsored energy legislation—and ultimately reveals ways to "re-power America," from vertical farms that 
occupy skyscrapers, to algae facilities that turn wastewater into fuel. Tickell joins us to think big and green on Earth 
Day. Josh Tickell 00:09

4/22/09 SCI

The Holy Grail of astronomy is to find a planet capable of supporting life. European scientists may have taken a big 
step forward in that quest, with the discovery of a planet just twice the size of the Earth. While this planet is 
considered too hot to sustain life, astronomers speculate that another larger one orbiting around the same star, 
Gliese 581, is in the inhabitable zone, where liquid can exist. And where there's water, there might be life. The 
exciting discovery comes from research made at the European Southern Observatory in La Silla, Chile. John Johnson 00:09

4/23/09 ECON Self-contained. Rabe and Frank Burkhard Jr. talk about making a recession victory garden. Rabe 4:06

4/23/09 EDU California was the first state to get money from the federal Education Recovery Act. Morrison 2:04

4/23/09 POLI Weiss-Trutanuich exchange barbs at latest debate Stoltze 1:01

4/23/09 IMM Judge responds with tentative ruling in favor of plaintiffs Nazario 1:18



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
4/23/09 HEAL California is one step closer to requiring employers to provide paid sick leave. CC :13

4/23/09 HEAL California is one of 8 states suing over what's called the "provider conscience" rule Kim 3:16

4/23/09 ECON New stats on mortgage defaults are out and it's not a pretty picture Martin 1:39

4/23/09 ECON Attorney General Jerry Brown is suing Wells Fargo Bank for fraud Small :34

4/23/09 OC CSUF economists say we're not at the bottom of the recession yet Valot 2:29

4/23/09 AT The latest home foreclosure numbers CC :17

4/23/09 OC CSUF economists predict slow recovery from recession CC :06

4/23/09 PM AG Brown sues Wells Fargo for fraud CC :25

4/23/09 LAW AG Brown sues Wells Fargo over "auction rate securites" Small :56

4/23/09 OC Fullerton economists push back when they think economy recovers CC :18

4/23/09 HEAL Personal trainers in California might have to meet tougher standards Rabe :33

4/23/09 ECON Used car insiders talk about growing online car fraud CC :10

4/23/09 YOUT A project similar to StoryCorps launched this week at the Indian film festival of Los Angeles Julian 3:34

4/23/09 ENV State set to limit CO2 emissions Peterson 3:05

4/23/09 LAW Council debates name of new police headquarters Stoltze 3:52

4/23/09 ART Natural History Museum unveils major renovation of historic 1913 building CC :24

4/23/09 ART Natural History Museum unveils major renovation of historic 1913 building Guzman-Lopez :59

4/23/09 TRAN Metro votes on a bilingual name for Gold Line extension Devall :49

4/23/09 ENV The California Air Resources Board has approved NEW low carbon fuel standards for cars and trucks. Shadley 1:21

4/23/09 YOUT

The Food and Drug Administration says it will allow 17-year-olds to get the 'morning-after' birth control pill without a 
doctor's prescription. A U.S. District Judge ruled that Bush administration appointees let politics, not science, drive 
their decision to allow over-the-counter access only for women 18 and older.  The judge ordered the FDA to let 17-
year-olds get the medication.  He also ordered the agency to evaluate whether all age restrictions should be lifted.

Susan Wood, Wendy 
Wright  30:00 

4/23/09 HOUS

In the first quarter of 2009 a record number of California homeowners failed to make their loan payments- the first 
step toward foreclosure. While the number of foreclosures has been dropping, these defaults could signal another 
increase in foreclosures, especially since Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac have announced that they will end their 
moratoriums and begin foreclosing on homes again. Analysts are also waiting to see the effect of President Obama's 
plan to help borrowers with refinanced mortgages and modified loans. David Lazarus gets the details on the housing 
situation.    

John Karevoll, Peter 
Hong  30:00 

4/23/09 FOR

In an effort to stop rising violence from the Taliban, the democratic Pakistani government last week agreed to 
impose Islamic law in the Swat Valley. Opposition to the pact is growing among Pakistani politicians and media, and 
US Secretary of State Hillary Clinton called the move a "mortal threat" to the world. Meanwhile, the Taliban 
continues to drive deeper into Pakistan, spreading fear throughout the region.  In Buner and other neighboring areas, 
militants patrol the streets, looting government and NGO offices, while many prominent politicians, bureaucrats and 
businessmen have fled.  David Lazarus talks about the significance of Pakistan's recent actions. Paul Richter  20:00 
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4/23/09 ECON

Today President Obama will meet with credit card executives to discuss changing their practices to help protect 
consumers. Both the House and Senate are considering a credit cardholders' "bill of rights" that would limit the ability 
of companies to raise interest rates on existing balances and require greater disclosure. Critics in the banking 
industry say that such a move would hurt the nation's push for economic recovery by restricting lenders and making 
credit less available. David Lazarus examines the issues on the table.

Michael Crittenden, 
Steve Bartlett  20:00 

4/23/09 SCI

For 17 years Joe Palca has been the science correspondent for National Public Radio, reporting on topics from 
biomedical research to astronomy. He has just been named The Huntington Library's first Science Writer in 
Residence, and plans to spend part of his six months researching Charles Darwin and first editions of "The Origin of 
Species". Joe Palca joins guest host David Lazarus to talk about his work, his new position and a variety of science 
stories including science in the Obama Administration vs. the Bush Administration, science vs. religion, science 
funding, and stem cell research. Joe Palca  20:00 

4/23/09 ECON

Over the years, Southwest Airlines has appeared recession-proof; doing fine in the wake of 9/11 and skating by 
during the oil market spikes of 2008, but the current drop-off in airline traffic is beginning to take its toll. The airline 
remains in at least relatively good shape, however, thanks to its leader's unusual and innovative strategies. CEO 
Gary Kelly joins us to explain his customer-driven reasoning. Gary Kelly 00:25

4/23/09 ECON

John Semcken of Majestic Realty Company is on a PR blitz. He's trying to sell the inland empire on the idea of a 
75,000-seat NFL stadium and retail-office project on 600 acres in the city of industry. “It’s going to be huge,” he said 
recently, “we’re ready to go.” But are the residents of Industry and the surrounding cities as psyched? Walnut has a 
pending lawsuit over the proposal and experts have questioned Semcken’s rosy estimates of job creation and overall 
economic impact to the region. What do you say? Is this the future of football in LA? It’s your turn to weigh in.

John Semcken, Collin 
Cowherd 00:27

4/23/09 POLI

California Attorney General Jerry Brown sued three subsidiaries of Wells Fargo today, seeking $1.5 billion in 
damages.  He claims the company misled investors on the safety of auction-rate securities, commonly called ARSs. 
Brown says Wells Fargo is responsible for being deceptive, but Wells Fargo CEO Charles W. Daggs says his 
company could not have foreseen the prolonged liquidity crisis and is not responsible for any losses. Who’s at fault 
here? 00:15

4/23/09 TRAN

General Motors announced today that it's closing 13 of its 22 assembly plants in the U.S. and Mexico to prevent 
filing Chapter 11 bankruptcy come June. Will this latest move cut the costs, or further scare customers from buying 
cars made by a troubled company? Neal Boudette 00:07

4/23/09 SCI

Called the "poet laureate of medicine" by The New York Times, Dr. Oliver Sacks has transformed our understanding 
of the human mind through his writings about the far boundaries of neurological experience. In his latest book, 
Musicophilia: Tales of Music and the Brain, he tells the stories of neurologically damaged people who have lost their 
memory, and sometimes their ability to speak, but are still able to remember and produce music. Sacks tells the 
story of the surgeon struck by lightning and suddenly obsessed with classical music, and the man whose memory 
scans only seven seconds—except when playing music. He shows us how our worlds are poised precariously on a 
little biochemistry, and that music may be our best medicine.  Dr. Oliver Sacks 00:31

4/24/09 ECON EDY Used car insiders talk about growing fraud Nazario :59

4/24/09 LAW Judge indicates he opposes sending medical marijuana seller to prison Stoltze :58

4/24/09 ENV The State Air Resources Board yesterday approved new low-carbon fuel standards for cars and trucks. CC :16

4/24/09 ART
Depicting violence in movies can be time consuming because a lot of that depiction is done in post production, 
through special effects Julian 3:33

4/24/09 ART Summary for play CC :10

4/24/09 POLI California Democrats are meeting in the state capitol this weekend for their annual convention Myers :15
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4/24/09 POLI California Democrats are meeting in the state capitol this weekend for their annual convention Myers :19

4/24/09 ENV
California's the first state in the nation that will require fuel producers to siginificantly cut their greenhouse gas 
emissions in the next decade. CC :13

4/24/09 ART East LA concert for Chicano rock and roll reunites many in scene from 1960s CC :19

4/24/09 ENT Blagojevich wants to be on a reality show Rabe :40

4/24/09 HIST Armenian genocide remembrance CC :23

4/24/09 ENV Regional regulators are telling Malibu to clean up its act Peterson 1:29

4/24/09 TRAN FAA makes bird strikes numbers public. LAX puts in perspective Morrison :20

4/24/09 IE Riverside County facing to layoff hundreds Cuevas :43

4/24/09 POLI Ed Boks resigns Nazario 1:04

4/24/09 ART East LA concert for Chicano rock and roll reunites many in scene from 1960s Guzman-Lopez 1:10

4/24/09 HIST Armenian genocide remembrance Nazario 1:01

4/24/09 HIST Armenian genocide remembrance Nazario 2:14

4/24/09 ART Public officials hold anti-hate songwriting class for youth CC :23

4/24/09 ART 20th annual Fiesta Broadway festival this weekend Nazario :46

4/24/09 ART City of LA honors "Bambi" animator Tyrus Wong 3:53

4/24/09 ENV Crackdown on uncontrolled wastewater CC :14

4/24/09 LABOR Labor sec holds hearing on vets issues CC :22

4/24/09 OC OC Fire Authority points up errors in Freeway Complex Fire attack Morrison :20

4/24/09 HIST 40th Annual Manzanar Pilgrimage Devall :57

4/24/09 LABOR Labor sec holds hearing on vets issues Stoltze :54

4/24/09 SPOR NFL will draft lots of USC talent Roman :51

4/24/09 LABOR Labor sec holds hearing on vets issues Stoltze 3:02

4/24/09 SAC

California regulators yesterday made a tenacious effort to combat global warming, approving a groundbreaking low-
carbon fuel standard designed to slash greenhouse emissions. Guest host David Lazarus talks about California's 
aggressive new goals and their implications.

Anthony Eggert, Mark 
Stowers  20:00 

4/24/09 ECON

The U.S. Treasury Department, already working with GM on bankruptcy plans, has now directed Chrysler to prepare 
a filing by next week. Both automakers are currently being kept afloat with government backing as the Obama 
administration struggles to redesign the American car model.  Ford, the only Detroit hold-out, narrowly beat its 
forecast this last quarter despite lower sales.  Meanwhile, the threat of a government takeover of the auto industry 
has some pension experts warning of lowered benefits for retired workers.   We’ll get the latest from Detroit. David Welch  20:00 

4/24/09 POLI

Even though he is out of office, Vice President Dick Cheney is still trying to rule. Cheney has been very vocal about 
the Obama administration and has not hesitated to give his two cents in defending the decisions made during the 
Bush administration. Is Cheney still trying to legislate? Sheryl Gay Stolberg  20:00 

4/24/09 ENT

Guest host David Lazarus and KPCC film critics Jean Oppenheimer of Village Voice Media and Claudia Puig 
(“Pweeg”) of USA Today discuss the week’s new film releases including The Soloist, Earth, Tyson, The Informers, 
Fighting, Lifelines, In A Dream, The Garden, and the HBO film Grey Gardens

Jean Oppenheimer, 
Claudia Puig  40:00 
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4/24/09 ART

AirTalk guest host David Lazarus talks with Scott Hamilton Kennedy, Director of the Oscar-nominated documentary 
"The Garden."  The film chronicles the heart-wrenching political and legal battle waged in the mid-90's over a 14-
acre plot of land in South Los Angeles. Scott Hamilton Kennedy  20:00 

4/24/09 HIST

For nearly two decades, the FAA has collected information about bird strikes such as the one that took down the 
USAirways flight that landing on the Hudson. Today, the FAA is making public its entire bird strike database, but 
there's a hitch—airports aren't mandated to inform the FAA about a bird strike. So just how accurate will the data be 
and will the FAA mandate the information going forward? Also, what happens if passengers make travel decisions 
based on which airports have more problems with bird strikes than others?

Ian Gregor, Ray Jack, 
Captain Rusty Aimers 00:25

4/24/09 DIS

The Orange County Fire Authority released its report on the recent Freeway Complex fire and the results are not all 
praise for the firefighters—it cites reckless behavior and disorganization. We take a look at their findings and what 
went wrong. Kris Concepcion 00:10

4/24/09 ENT

For 11 years, actor John Mahoney played Marty Crane, the pragmatic, grumpy dad on "Frasier." When it ended in 
2004, he returned to his origins—appearing on Broadway in "Prelude to a Kiss," at the Chicago Steppenwolf Theatre 
in "The Dresser" and "I Never Sang for My Father." He's on stage again in "The Seafarer," a darkly humorous tale by 
Conor McPherson that explores how we face the demons of our past. Mahoney's here with tales of his varied roles 
and his love of the stage that's brought him back to the footlights. John Mahoney 00:18

4/24/09 FOR

During his campaign, President Obama described the World War I-era killings of approximately 1.5 Armenians by 
Ottoman Turks as "genocide." But today, he refrained from using the G-word. Obama chose his words carefully in 
his annual presidential statement on the massacre, saying his "view of that history has not changed." Armenia and 
Turkey are presently nearing a historic reconciliation after years of tension, and the Obama administration is wary of 
disturbing that settlement. Adam Schiff 00:15

4/24/09 ENT

A miserable, sinking economy and rancorous debate in D.C. over everything from torture to handshakes with 
controversial foreign leaders—just when politics is enough to make you cry, it's usually best to laugh instead. And 
who says humor can't reign in an era of hope? With congressmen getting lessons in geology from the Energy 
Secretary and partying it up at the Britney Spears concert, Comedy Congress is up to the challenge. The ugly truth 
hurts far less when it's told by comedians. Ben Gleib, Paul Provenz 00:38

4/25/09 HIST Street named for landmark Felde :50

4/25/09 POLI The California Democratic Party is meeting in Sacramento this weekend for its annual convention. CC :19

4/25/09 POLI Armenians demand Turkey recognize the killing of 1.5 million as genocide CC :12

4/25/09 ENV Rising water levels on Colorado River force changes Peterson :51

4/26/09 PM Filmmaker examines America's dependency on fossil fuels CC :21

4/26/09 PM Southwest Airlines is doing pretty well compared to other carriers CC :22

4/26/09 HIST Street famous for pink castle Felde :57

4/26/09 DIV
Two brothers have launched a new effort to collect the stories of Indian Americans and other South Asian 
immigrants to the United States CC :22

4/26/09 ENT 20th annual Fiesta Broadway festival this weekend CC :12

4/26/09 CONS Water saving landscaping tour in Mar Vista CC :17

4/26/09 CONS Water saving landscaping tour in Mar Vista CC :07

4/26/09 HIST Ceremony and event commemorate the Holocaust CC :05

4/26/09 HIST Ceremony and event commemorate the Holocaust CC :09



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
4/26/09 TRAV Travelers and relatives worry about flu at LAX Felde 3:07

4/27/09 ECON
The state's Employment Development Department has the responsibility of spending more than 400-million dollars 
in federal stimulus money. Shuler 4:02

4/27/09 MEDI You can catch The Loh Life on Mondays during Morning Edition Loh 2:43

4/27/09 ENV California firefighters are preparing for another wildfire season Shadley :55

4/27/09 ENV California is preparing for what vould be a busy wildfire season CC :14

4/27/09 ENV
State fire officials say it's time to clear away old yard clippings, dead leaves and pine needles, or dried out brush 
around your home CC :16

4/27/09 ENT A new thriller starring Beyonce topped the Box Office this weekend Baer :56

4/27/09 HEAL California health officials say there have been cases of swine flu near San Diego CC :48

4/27/09 IE Riverside County facing to layoff hundreds Cuevas :42

4/27/09 POLI Democratic leaders met over the weekend in Sacramento for their annual convention Julian 3:30

4/27/09 SAC CA Democrats have endorsed half of the six budget- related measures on the May 19th special election ballot. CC :10

4/27/09 AT UCLA doc talks about swine flu outbreak CC :22

4/27/09 HEAL Airline passengers at LAX are a little worried about Mexico's swine flu outbreak Felde :55

4/27/09 ART Getty trust president informs of nearly 100 layoffs in latest round of cost cutting. Guzman :45

4/27/09 AT LA Unified school board considers making it easier to fire teachers. CC :24

4/27/09 AT LA Unified school board considers making it easier to fire teachers. CC :21

4/27/09 IE Health officials respond to swine flu outbreak Cuevas :46

4/27/09 HEAL CA deals w/ swine flu outbreak CC :11

4/27/09 HEAL CA deals w/ swine flu outbreak CC :26

4/27/09 HEAL UCLA doc says we know a little- but not enough-about the "swine flu" virus strain CC :18

4/27/09 IE Health officials respond to swine flu outbreak Cuevas 1:24

4/27/09 HEAL LA County officials speak on swine flu epidemic CC :10

4/27/09 LAW Former Orange County Sheriff sentenced to prison on witness tampering charge. CC :17

4/27/09 HEAL Consulate general talks about situation in Mexico. CC :10

4/27/09 EDU
A group of high school students went to the state capitol saying they like the idea of being able to vote when they're 
16. Shadley :52

4/27/09 IE Health officials respond to swine flu outbreak Cuevas 1:22

4/27/09 ENV Surf's up at Trestles Peterson :55

4/27/09 OC Former OC Sheriff to be sentenced Valot 1:15

4/27/09 HEAL State health officials say they're monitoring swine flu :19

4/27/09 HEAL Gov says state monitoring swine flu Stoltze :55

4/27/09 OBIT Dr. Hassan Hathout, Leader of Southland's Islamic community, dies at 84. Watt :58

4/27/09 HEAL Gov seeks to assure Californian's state's on top of the swine flu Stoltze 1:24



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
4/27/09 HOUS Lots of good news in the latest home sales numbers Roman :51

4/27/09 ENT William Morris Agency and Endeavor vote to merge. Watt :58

4/27/09 HEAL Nervous fliers prepare for travel to Mexico Felde :53

4/27/09 HEAL

Yesterday federal officials declared a public health emergency as cases of swine flu spread throughout the country. 
Twenty new cases of swine flu were confirmed overnight, bringing the U.S. total to 40. In Mexico, 1,600 people have 
been infected by swine flu, and over a hundred people are believed to have died from it, with 26 cases confirmed. 
One case also has been confirmed in Spain, and the European Union is advising against travel to the U.S. and 
Mexico. However, President Obama has stated that the outbreak is "cause for concern…but it is not a cause for 
alarm. Larry Mantle looks at the progress of the outbreak and the precautions that should be taken.

Dr. Larry Baroff, Dr. 
Kristi Koenig, 
Francesco Pinto, Juan 
Marcos Gutierrez  30:00 

4/27/09 EDU

On Tuesday, the Los Angeles Unified Board of Education may try to change legal protections that make firing bad 
teachers difficult.  Currently teachers are laid off based on seniority, not performance.  Should this change?  Larry 
Mantle talks with LAUSD board member Tamar Galatzan and UTLA President A.J. Duffy. Tamar Galatzan, A.J. Du  30:00 

4/27/09 SCI

One hundred days into the administration, the Obama team has still not named anyone to head up NASA.  With a 
budget deadline looming on April 30th, critical decisions need to be made on whether to skuttle the shuttle program – 
decisions which could affect our timeline for the next moon visit as well as the future of space exploration.  NASA 
has $1 billion in stimulus money to spend, but the lack of a permanent boss could leave the agency lost in space.

John Logsdon, Dr. 
Louis Friedman  30:00 

4/27/09 LIT

It's all about me. That's what narcissism can be characterized as – a very positive and inflated view of the self – and 
it's everywhere. A new book, The Narcissism Epidemic (Free Press, 2009), looks at how narcissism is spreading and 
the social repercussions. The book cites everyday examples in relationships, entertainment and politics. Jean M. Twenge, Ph.D  30:00 

4/27/09 ECON

The country's been preoccupied with and talking "economy" for quite the extended news cycle and it's beginning to 
wear—mixed metaphors of growth and "green shoots" and the economy rising out of its slump only to be scared 
back down by its own proverbial shadow. We sit down with Steve Forbes for a definitive answer: just what are the 
first signs of an economic Spring? Steve Forbes 00:15

4/27/09 ECON

The argument for the bailouts that's been used by successive White House Administrations and hundreds of 
economists is that these banks are simply "too big to fail." But what if a Wachovia, or a Bear Stearns, or an AIG, or a 
General Motors, was allowed to completely collapse—would the American economy survive? Robert Litan 00:08

4/27/09 POLI

Jon Huntsman Jr. of Utah, Ed Rendell of Pennsylvania, and our own Arnold Schwarzenegger met today at the 
Milken Institute Global Conference, where they outlined the most pressing issues for their states—agreeing that 
education, infrastructure, and the environment are priorities for each. Patt sat down with Gov. Huntsman to discuss 
where the Republican party is headed, health care and education, and our need to increase energy independence. 
And what about those rumors he'll run for the presidency in 2012? Jon Huntsman Jr. 00:13

4/27/09 LIT

That's the title of Pete Carroll's upcoming book, and rightly so: the USC head football coach has the best winning 
percentage of any current Division I coach with at least 5 years experience. Patt sits down with the legendary coach 
to talk about his new quarterback, about new NCAA rules that limit coaches' ability to recruit high school athletes and 
about the prospect of an NFL team coming to LA. Go Trojans! Pete Carroll 00:17

4/27/09 DIV

As the NAACP turned 100 in February its president Benjamin Jealous was charting a new course for the world's 
premiere civil rights organization with a future that has expanded well beyond championing the rights of just African 
Americans. As the NAACP tackles issues of broader ethnic and economic equality, Mr. Jealous comes to KPCC to 
talk about the new role of his group and the election of the first African American to the American presidency. Benjamin Jealous 00:35



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
4/27/09 ECON As money flies out of the Federal Reserve for TARP, economic stimulus, more bailouts of banks, and financial institut Douglas Elmendorf 00:18

4/28/09 LAW Former Orange County Sheriff sentenced to prison on witness tampering charge. Guzman 1:06

4/28/09 ECON LABJ Lacter 2 way- Pontiac Lacter 3:49

4/28/09 HEAL
After the World Health Organization on Monday raised its pandemic alert level on swine flu, many companies across 
CA also kicked emergency plans into gear. 2:01

4/28/09 HEAL There are now 13 confirmed cases of swine flu in CA 2:15

4/28/09 HEAL There are now 13 confirmed cases of swine flu in CA CC :10

4/28/09 HEAL Gov Schwarzenegger says the state is taking "strong and swift action" to limit the spread of swine flu. CC :26

4/28/09 AT Recapping the US Supreme Court's rulings this term CC :14

4/28/09 IE Plans for high speed train to Vegas moved forward Cuevas :45

4/28/09 HEAL
Gov Schwarzenegger said state health officials will be able to do that testing since the federal gov provided 
equipment to CA. CC :15

4/28/09 HEAL CA responds to swine flu outbreak CC :13

4/28/09 IE Riverside County residents facing big water rate increases CC :23

4/28/09 HEAL Sups declare public health emergency in LAC. CC :11

4/28/09 HEAL Sups declare public health emergency in LAC. CC :15

4/28/09 ATC
Alex Cohen talks to KPCC's Frank Stoltze on Maywood Officials reaction to the release of CA Atty General Jerry 
Brown's scathing report on the Maywood Police Department. Stoltze 2:19

4/28/09 SAC State tracks "swine flu" in CA Small 1:17

4/28/09 OC OC Supervisors restore Planned Parenthood funding….for now Valot :51

4/28/09 IE Riverside County residents facing big water rate increases Cuevas :55

4/28/09 HEAL Sups declare public health emergency in LAC. Nazario :53

4/28/09 LAW Atty general issues scathing report on Maywood PD CC :21

4/28/09 HIST Preservation groups protest proposed destruction of iconic Century Plaza Hotel. CC :14

4/28/09 HIST Preservation groups protest proposed destruction of iconic Century Plaza Hotel. CC :11

4/28/09 LAW Atty general issues scathing report on Maywood PD Stoltze :48

4/28/09 HEAL State regulators say they've found dozens of varieties of jewelry that contain dangerous amounts of lead. Peterson :48

4/28/09 POLI

Republican Sen. Arlen Specter of Pennsylvania is switching parties, pushing Democrats one step closer to a 60-vote 
filibuster-resistant majority. In a statement, Specter said that "the Republican Party has moved far to the right. He 
announced, "I now find my political philosophy more in line with Democrats than Republicans". Larry Mantle finds out 
more about this decision. Ken Rudin  20:00 

4/28/09 HEAL

The World Health Organization has raised its pandemic threat level to 4, two levels below full-scale pandemic. The 
virus has also spread to the Middle East and the Pacific, with confirmed cases in Israel and New Zealand. But some 
public health officials say there is little point in imposing border restrictions or trying to contain the virus. The Centers 
for Disease Control reports eleven cases of swine flu have so far been documented in California. There are no 
confirmed cases yet in LA County, but health officials say it's only a matter of time. Thomas Maugh  10:00 



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

4/28/09 SAC

A U.S. District Judge sentenced former Orange County Sheriff Mike Carona to 5 1/2 years in prison and ordered him 
to pay a $125,000 fine for witness tampering. Carona was convicted of the charge January 16 but was acquitted of 
five other corruption counts, including conspiracy and withholding honest services from the residents of Orange 
County. Carona says he will appeal the decision. Larry talks with OC Register reporter Rachanee Srisavasdi who 
attended the sentencing hearing. Rachanee Srisavasdi  30:00 

4/28/09 LAW

Wednesday is the last day for oral arguments in the Supreme Court's 2008 – 2009 term.  What were the Court's 
major decisions, and what cases has the Court agreed to hear during its next term?  Larry Mantle talks with 
Chapman University School of Law Dean John Eastman and UC Davis Law School Professor of Law Vikram Amar. John Eastman, Vikram A  30:00 

4/28/09 LIT

It is a story of California unlike any other, told through the eyes of an acclaimed journalist and author. Mark Arax, 
author of West of the West, navigates readers through several remarkable true stories that include a murderous 
chicken magnate, a botched Al Qaeda investigation and a town that receives 80-percent of its revenue from 
marijuana. Arax ends his book with the resolution of his father's murder that had been left unsolved for more than 30 
years, including his confrontation with the woman who planned the slaying. Larry talks to Arax about his book. Mark Arax  30:00 

4/28/09 FOR

Afghanistan, Pakistan, Iraq, Russia and China were all global hot spots speculated to be the focal points of 
President Obama's administration. But it turns out the more pressing foreign policy priorities are in America's 
backyard; while drug violence in Mexico threatened the stability of our closest neighbor and demanded the 
President's immediate attention, an unthinkable change in 60 years of American policy toward Cuba was being 
considered. All these issues came to a head at last week's Summit of the America's, and Patt talks to the Obama 
White House point man who navigated those diplomatic waters. Jeffrey Davidow 00:24

4/28/09 HIST

The Centers for Disease Control and Prevention in Atlanta said today that the number of confirmed swine flu cases 
in the U.S. is now 64. A CDC official told a Senate panel that includes five hospitalizations. Governor 
Schwarzenegger has declared a state of emergency, an administrative step in dealing with the growing crisis. We 
ask what will this mean for California, how should the population deal with the growing threat, and how can the state 
protect its large border with Mexico in attempts to contain the spread of the disease? Dr. Bonnie Sorensen, D 00:29

4/28/09 SCI

Research on the regenerative properties of stem cells has been going on for decades and while they aren't quite 
ready for the commercial market, the promise of a medical revolution is closer than ever. Patt talks with two of the 
leading researchers and shapers of stem cell policies about the first therapies that will hit the market and the ethical 
questions that come with employing stem cells on a massive scale.

John McNeish, Alan 
Trounson 00:35

4/28/09 HEAL

Feeding the hungry people of the developing world has become an even bleaker task in the past year of recession, 
and even when everyone agrees that everyone should eat, politics make finding solutions immensely difficult. The 
UN World Food Programme takes on the thankless job of advocating for the world's hungry and is on the front lines 
of global debates about water management, agriculture policy, and genetically modified crops. In the 21st century, 
with all our scientific and cultural advances, why are people still going hungry? Josette Sheeran 00:18

4/29/09 SAC A new Field Poll isn't showing good signs for 5 of the 6 propositions in CA's upcoming special election. CC :15

4/29/09 LAW
A bill that would have required all welfare recipients to take mandatory drug tests has died in a state legislative 
committee. Shadley 1:57

4/29/09 ENV American Lung Association Report says smog in region still bad but improving. CC :10

4/29/09 SAC
A new field Poll finds that…if the May 19th special election were held today…everyone of the budget related ballot 
measures would lose. 3:23

4/29/09 IE Marine at 29 Palms base quarantined with possible Swine Flu Cuevas :55

4/29/09 HEAL LA County public health officials say they still haven't detected any cases of swine flu. Nazario :39



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
4/29/09 AT Update on availability of swine flu medication CC :11

4/29/09 SEC Federal Home Security secretary Janet Napolitano briefed reporters today on screening for swine flu at US borders. CC :15

4/29/09 IE Health officials respond to swine flu outbreak Cuevas :52

4/29/09 PM This years statewide ballot initiatives have voters confused CC :11

4/29/09 HEAL Consumer demand for Tamiflu up, pharmacy stockpile down CC :11

4/29/09 HEAL Tracking swine flu at the airport Watt :58

4/29/09 HEAL Consumer demand for Tamiflu up, pharmacy stockpile down CC :10

4/29/09 HEAL Tracking swine flu at the airport CC :20

4/29/09 HEAL More precautions for possible swine flu outbreaks CC :21

4/29/09 HEAL CA responds to swine flu outbreak CC :20

4/29/09 HEAL Campuses alert students and staff to potential flu outbreaks Roman :51

4/29/09 HEAL Who raises alert from 4 to 5 and expects to go to 6 CC :15

4/29/09 IE Health officials respond to swine flu outbreak CC :18

4/29/09 HEAL CA responds to swine flu outbreak CC :24

4/29/09 HEAL Who raises alert from 4 to 5 and expects to go to 6 CC :09

4/29/09 POLI Actor comments on Obama's first 100 days in office. CC :09

4/29/09 IE Health officials respond to swine flu outbreak Cuevas 1:30

4/29/09 ECON Homeowner faces foreclosure after interest-only loan Valot 4:23

4/29/09 EDU LAUSD board members meet again to possibly cut thousands of jobs. CC :16

4/29/09 LAW AG issues scathing report on Maywood police dept. Stoltze 3:24

4/29/09 HIST The LA riots erupted 17 years ago. Devall :59

4/29/09 HEAL CSULB Prez warns students of swine flu case. Ferguson :39

4/29/09 ENV American Lung Association Report CC :14

4/29/09 LAW Pension board member resigns over alleged ethics violation Stoltze :58

4/29/09 ENV American Lung Association Report says smog in region still bad but improving. Guzman 1:02

4/29/09 EDU Charter school group on its way to huge expansion Guzman 1:09

4/29/09 IMM Activists want President to take action on immigration Felde 1:19

4/29/09 LAW Inglewood cop charged with brandishing gun while off duty Stoltze :44

4/29/09 HEAL

The United States has its first confirmed death from swine flu, a toddler from Mexico who died while in Texas. Here 
in California, a Catholic school in Sacramento County is closed for the week after three students were confirmed with 
the virus. Since a swine flu vaccine may not be available until this fall, there are also concerns about the availability 
of antiviral drugs Tamiflu and Relenza. Larry Mantle gets an update on the swine flu outbreak.

Thomas Maugh, Dr. 
Jeffrey Goad, 
Francesco Pinto  20:00 

4/29/09 POLI

President Obama will mark his 100th day in office with a prime-time news conference tonight, updating the country 
on issues like the economy and foreign policy. Larry Mantle gets a progress report on the Obama administration 
from Doyle McManus of the L.A. Times. Doyle McManus  10:00 



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

4/29/09 POLI

The peace process between Israel and the Palestinians is stalled, so AirTalk goes "on the road" to convene a mock 
"peace summit" at the Japanese American National Museum in downtown Los Angeles. Bringing together a sitting 
Israeli diplomat with a Palestinian who actively lobbies the U.S. government on behalf of a two-state solution, Larry 
Mantle moderates the "negotiations" between the Honorable Jacob Dayan, Consul General of Israel to the 
Southwest U.S., and Hussein Ibish, Senior Fellow at the Washington, D.C.-based American Task Force on 
Palestine.

Honorable Jacob 
Dayan, Hussein Ibish  90:00 

4/29/09 POLI

A new Field Poll shows strong opposition to five measures packaged as a budget reform cure-all on the May 19th 
special election ballot. But there's support for the sixth, measure 1F, which bars legislators and state officers from 
pay raises during budget deficits. Are the five props' muddled messages confusing voters or are voters sending a 
message that they want political leaders to solve our fiscal crisis and stop passing the buck through ballot 
measures? Bob Stern, Julie Soderlu 00:24

4/29/09 POLI

A wind generator on your roof or one on the freeway catching wind from passing cars—these are just two ideas for 
alternative energy that caught the attention of Rep. Henry Waxman, chair of the House Energy and Commerce 
Committee. In 1992, Waxman introduced the first bill in Congress to stabilize the climate and today he sits down with 
Patt to talk about how his new cap and trade bill will work, and how to gain both Republican and Democratic support 
from the coal states. Henry Waxman 00:29

4/29/09 TRAV

A Transportation Department inspector general report indicates that 32 percent of the workforce at Southern 
California's Terminal Radar Approach Control Facility—which guides planes to and from airports throughout 
Southern California—is trainees. When more controllers retire later this year, that could go up to 40 percent. Does 
the high percentage of trainees endanger flights and what else can be done to assure an adequate number of 
experienced controllers are guiding our planes? Ian Gregor, Mike Foote 00:23

4/29/09 TRAV

Not even New York city Mayor Bloomberg knew about a planned flight for one of President Obama's planes over 
lower Manhattan, escorted by a fighter jet on Monday. Justifiably panicked New Yorkers fled offices, fearing a repeat 
Sept. 11. It turned out the flight was a photo op, designed to get fresh photos of Air Force One with famous 
landmarks—in this case, the State of Liberty—in the background. But in this economy, why is the government 
spending tens of thousands of dollars on a pretty picture? Christopher Conkey 00:12

4/29/09 SAC

Elected in November of 2008 as Sacramento's first African-American mayor, Kevin Johnson, a three-time NBA All-
Star, has received much praise for the way he's handled his new job and faced controversy over the use of federal 
funds by his nonprofit St. HOPE Academy. Johnson talks with Patt about the challenges facing California cities in 
bad economic times, and his future as a rising star in state politics. Kevin Johnson 00:18

4/30/09 LAW An independent commission met yesterday to discuss whether to cut the pay of state lawmakers. Shadley :49

4/30/09 MIL Here in CA, the real estate news isn't all grim. 3:05

4/30/09 HEAL Term pandemic is misunderstood CC :18

4/30/09 HEAL Flu experts says this swine flu strain doesn't share the lethality of the 1918 strain. CC :15

4/30/09 ECON Petersen Museum boss says Chrysler couldn't keep up CC :15

4/30/09 HEAL Insurance advice as we age CC :14

4/30/09 HEAL CSULB officials wait for testing of possible swine flu victim CC :16

4/30/09 HEAL Budget advice as we age CC :14

4/30/09 HEAL CSULB officials wait for testing of possible swine flu victim CC :24

4/30/09 HEAL State health officials say swine flu is a puzzle CC :18

4/30/09 HEAL There are now 16 confirmed cases of the swine flu in CA. CC :19

4/30/09 OC Couple accused of state's largest worker's comp fraud case. Valot :57



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
4/30/09 HEAL CSULB officials wait for testing of possible swine flu victim CC :15

4/30/09 HEAL State health officials say swine flu is a puzzle CC :19

4/30/09 IE Trial concludes in case of troubled Indian reservation mobile home park Cuevas 2:07

4/30/09 ENV It sure wasn't much of a winter. CC :09

4/30/09 OC Two probable cases of swine flu reported in OC Valot :50

4/30/09 YOUT Insurance advice as we age Nazario 1:11

4/30/09 LAW LAPD arrest man believed to have committed dozens of murders, rapes CC :23

4/30/09 IMM Senate subcommittee tackles immigration reform Felde 1:17

4/30/09 LAW LAPD arrest man believed to have committed dozens of murders, rapes Stoltze :57

4/30/09 LAW LAPD arrest man believed to have committed dozens of murders, rapes Stoltze 3:01

4/30/09 EDU Young mechanics show off repair savvy at Pomona competition Watt 4:22

4/30/09 ECON

President Obama has announced that Chrysler will file for Chapter 11 bankruptcy.  The announcement was made 
after talks with a small group of creditors crumbled just a day before a government deadline for Chrysler to come up 
with a restructuring plan. The Chapter 11 filing would allow a judge to decide how much the company's creditors 
would get.  When it files for bankruptcy, Chrysler would continue operating and Fiat would still sign on as a partner 
on Thursday. Fiat has agreed to manufacture a new small car in one of Chrysler's U.S. facilities and to share key 
technology with Chrysler. The government already has promised to back Chrysler's warranties in an effort to allay 
customers' fears that the automaker wouldn't be around to honor them. Dan Neil  20:00 

4/30/09 HEAL

The World Health Organization has raised its infectious disease alert level to phase 5 for the H1N1 virus known as 
swine flu. As infections spread worldwide, experts say that containing the virus is no longer possible. But many 
scientists studying the virus say the current strain is less severe than previous outbreaks or even the average 
seasonal flu. Larry Mantle gets an update on the H1N1 outbreak. Karen Kaplan, Ralph Tri  20:00 

4/30/09 OC
Larry Mantle talks with Gustavo Arellano, OC Weekly staff writer, and Orange County Register senior editorial writer 
and columnist, Steven Greenhut, about the latest news events and developments in Orange County.

Gustavo Arellano, 
Steve Greenhut  20:00 

4/30/09 HEAL

A team of researchers has identified genes which contribute important pieces to the puzzle of autism. One study 
pinpoints a gene region that may account for as many as 15 percent of autism cases.  Another study identifies 
missing or duplicated stretches of DNA along two crucial gene pathways. Both studies detected genes implicated in 
the development of brain circuitry in early childhood.  Larry Mantle talks with the study's leader, Hakon Hakonarsen 
(hah-kohn  hah-kohn-AHR-sen).

Hakon Hakonarsen, 
Clara Lajonchere  20:00 

4/30/09 EDU

UC Santa Barbara sociology professor William I. Robinson has caused a controversy after sending his students an 
email comparing graphic images Jews in the Holocaust to pictures of Palestinians in Israel's recent Gaza offensive. 
The email also included an article criticizing Israel's treatment of Palestinians and a note from Robinson that likened 
the Gaza Strip to Israel's confinement camp for Palestinians. The message has caused a university investigation 
and charges of anti-Semitism from two national Jewish groups. Larry Mantle finds out more about the issue.

William I. Robinson, 
Aron Hier  20:00 



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

4/30/09 LIT

Can we have your attention please? With so many distractions today, it seems harder than ever to pay attention to 
things. But according to Winifred Gallagher, the quality of your life depends on what you choose to pay attention to. 
In her book "Rapt", Gallagher explores the science of attention and its role in our work, relationships, creativity, and 
spirituality. She explains how the idea of multitasking is a myth that actually causes inefficiency, and describes what 
she calls "rapt attention"- the ability to change and improve your life by controlling your focus. Larry Mantle talks with 
behavioral science writer Winifred Gallagher about the importance of attention. Winifred Gallagher  20:00 

4/30/09 HEAL

It's a stage 5 pandemic alert according to the World Health Organization. Okay, but what does that mean for you and 
me? Are you cancelling a trip to Mexico? Are you washing your hands more? Are you dousing your workspace in 
mercurochrome? At what point do prudent preventative measures become over-the-top? Wipe down a phone, call, 
and let us know what you're doing differently because of Swine Flu. Peter Katona 00:26

4/30/09 TRAN

We bailed them out. The Feds are pushing for restructuring, brokering a deal between Fiat and Chrysler. But, so far, 
it's not working out as planned. Chrysler is announced plans to temporarily halt vehicle production, as part of its filing 
for bankruptcy protection. The automaker says the shutdown could last about two months. What will this mean for 
dealers in Southern California? James Bell 00:09

4/30/09 MEDI

Can cultural institutions exercise "soft power"—the ability to obtain desired outcomes without coercion? American 
Idol after Iraq author Mike Medavoy think so. Does that mean Hollywood should be included as "a key player in the 
'deep coalition' required to support a 'smart power' foreign policy"? Mike Medavoy 00:18

4/30/09 LAW

LAPD detectives have arrested a man they believe to be the real West Side Rapist. 72-year-old John Thomas was 
taken into custody last month for two slayings, but police have since used DNA evidence to tie him to two waves of 
serial killings that spanned back to the '70s and claimed the lives of as many as 30 elderly women in Westside and 
Claremont. We bring you the latest on the revival of this cold case. Rick Jackson, Pete Noye 00:19

4/30/09 LAW

The identity of the Zodiac serial killer, responsible for at least seven attacks and five murders, has remained a 
mystery for over 40 years even as he mocked the police and media with letters—until now? A real estate agent from 
Orange County claimed yesterday that the Zodiac was her father, and that he had actually brought her along to 
some of the murders. Could Guy Ward Hendrickson be the Zodiac killer? Kevin Fagan 00:07

4/30/09 LAW

The fate of up to four thousand people living under slum-like conditions in a desert trailer park was decided today, 
when U.S. District Judge Stephen Larson ruled that Desert Mobile Home Park, known as Duroville, should remain 
open for two years. He appointed a court receiver to manage the park and oversea repairs to the faulty sewage, 
electrical, and water systems. The 40-acre park, near Thermal in Riverside County, has long been the subject of 
lawsuits to force its owner, Harvey Duro, to improve conditions. Social workers say the residents, comprised almost 
entirely of migrant workers and their families, would have been homeless if the park was closed. Steven Cuevas 00:09

4/30/09 POLI

In 1964, CBS congressional correspondent Roger Mudd was covering the Senate's historic Civil Rights Act debate 
on the steps of Congress—it was the beginning of his 20-year career at the CBS News Washington bureau. He joins 
us today to look back at that unique bureau—"the place to be"—unmatched at the time in its caliber, dedication, and 
professionalism, even with all its rivalries and egos. Mudd points to the glory days of television news to remind us 
what quality journalism should look like. Roger Mudd 00:18

5/1/09 ENV There are more than 38 million Californians…but the state's population isn't growing as quickly as the past. Russ :38

5/1/09 ENV The snow in the Sierra isn't packing the punch state officials were hoping for. Russ :51

5/1/09 HEAL CA lawmakers held a hearing yesterday to examine the state's emergency plans in light of the swine flu outbreak. Weiss :54

5/1/09 HEAL CA lawmakers held a hearing yesterday to examine the state's emergency plans in light of the swine flu outbreak. CC :08



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
5/1/09 HEAL At the last count, there were 16 confirmed cases of swine flu in CA. 3:08

5/1/09 POLI
Supreme Court Justice David Souter informed President Obama in a brief letter this morning that he plans to retire 
this summer. CC :14

5/1/09 AT Associate Justice David Souter announces his retirement CC :16

5/1/09 IMM Swine flu concern accompanies annual immigration marchers CC :13

5/1/09 HEAL Health director says flu cases climbing; caregivers should wear facemasks CC :14

5/1/09 IE Corona high school cancels prom over fears of swine flu Cuevas :52

5/1/09 SAC State health officials say flu school should close for 14 days CC :24

5/1/09 OC Anaheim Ducks take on Detroit Red Wings Valot :56

5/1/09 IMM
Thousands of marchers filled the streets of downtown LA today for the annual May Day rallies in favor of amnesty for 
illegal immigrants. CC 1:59

5/1/09 IMM Hispanic march for immigrant rights Nazario 1:17

5/1/09 ECON Chrysler headed into bankruptcy Watt 1:16

5/1/09 EDU LAUSD teachers union members vote for one day work stoppage Guzman :47

5/1/09 ENT The two actor's unions have sent a new contract for commercials to rank and file members for a ratification vote. Watt :53

5/1/09 LAW Socal ninth district judge possible candidate for sup ct Stoltze :58

5/1/09 IMM Legal status of immigrant widows of Americans is in court Baer :51

5/1/09 EDU LAUSD teachers union members vote for one day work stoppage CC :15

5/1/09 DIV Big weekend for community service in the Southland Watt :58

5/1/09 ENV 11th year of weekend Southland community service projects CC :22

5/1/09 ENV A big, fresh food drive is underway in the San Fernando Valley between now and Sunday. CC :18

5/1/09 MEDI Longtime AP editor retires Felde 3:20

5/1/09 LAW

Supreme Court Justice David Souter is planning to retire at the end of the current court term, giving President 
Obama his first opportunity to appoint a member to the high court. While appointed by George H.W. Bush, Souter 
generally voted with the court's more liberal wing. Many observers expect President Obama to appoint a woman, 
though it is unlikely that his pick would change the Supreme Court's ideological makeup. Larry Mantle talks about 
Justice Souter's tenure and the future of the court.

Erwin Chemerinsky, 
John Eastman, Meir 
Feder, Vikram Amar, 
David Savage  60:00 

5/1/09 ENT

Larry Mantle and film critics Wade Major of  boxoffice.com and Henry Sheehan of henrysheehan.com discuss the 
week’s new film releases including X Men Origins: Wolverine, Ghosts of Girlfriends Past, Battle for Terra, The Merry 
Gentleman, The Limits of Control, Il Divo, Lemon Tree, and Naked Ambition among others.

Wade Major, Henry 
Sheehan  60:00 

5/1/09 RACE
It's been three years since the massive May Day marches of 2006, where millions of people poured into the streets 
of cities across the country to advocate for immigration reform.

Maria Elena Durazo, 
Esther Cepeda 00:15

5/1/09 EDU

Faced with layoffs and increased class sizes, the United Teachers Los Angeles has voted to authorize a one-day 
work stoppage protest on May 15. Superintendent Ray Cortines is urging the union to reconsider the move. Is the 
conflict between LA's teachers and administrators coming to a head? A.J. Duffy 00:09



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

5/1/09 POLI

This prop would extend $10 billion in "temporary" sales, income and vehicle taxes imposed as part of the 2009-2010 
budget agreement for one or two years, resulting in a further tax increase of some $16 billion. The objective is to get 
money into a "rainy day" fund and institute budget caps and restrictions to help reduce Sacramento's cycle of booms 
and deficits. It's supported by the Governor. Opponents include taxpayer advocacy groups, some unions and the 
California Republican Party, which say it's a ruse for more spending. What's the proposition entail exactly? 
Representatives from the two sides chime in. Jim Earp, Marty Hittelma 00:28

5/1/09 DIS

Public perceptions of epidemics are often shaped more by political or moral agendas than "objective" medical 
information, making them a good indicator of a group's anxieties. Philip Alcabes joins us with his look at epidemics 
throughout history—from the Black Death, to AIDS, and avian flu—as the intersection of science and sociology. And 
Patt asks the question on everyone's mind: what does this say about Swine Flu? Philip Alcabes 00:28

5/1/09 MEDI

Ten years ago, who would have thought millions of people would be watching TV shows on a computer? But that's 
now the case...and those TV options are growing in leaps and bounds. Disney movies and ABC TV shows will now 
be available on the popular video streaming site Hulu.com.  The Walt Disney Co. is taking an equity stake in the site, 
joining its founders, NBC Universal and News Corp. Are the advertising dollars really there for Hulu to function long 
term? And, if they are, is conventional, terrestrial broadcasting going the way of the eight-track? Christina Lee 00:07

5/1/09 LAW

In a 5-to-4 decision this week, the U.S. Supreme Court upheld the Federal Communications Commission's right to 
sanction broadcast networks when anyone lets fly an F-word, S-word, or any other profanity on a live broadcast. 
With a stronger FCC looking over his shoulder, how will a producer or performer avoid letting that possibly offensive 
word slip on TV, while anything goes on cable and the Internet? And how might the FCC's approach to issues 
change, including dealing with the President's concerns for expanding the reach of high-speed Internet service and 
network neutrality, as Mr. Obama puts his new appointees in place?

Anthony Vinciquerra, 
Amy Schatz 00:18

5/2/09 IMM Class visits may day protests Stoltze 3:34

5/2/09 HIST Local park was site of Nazi rallies Felde 1:01

5/3/09 OC Thousands of runners to take to OC streets Valot 1:01

5/3/09 PM Is economic spring on the way? CC :14

5/3/09 ENV Sick sea lions and other marine animals are turning up stranded on local beaches. Baer 1:08

5/3/09 ENV
Organizers are hoping for a record harvest today during the annual fresh fruit picking drive for food banks in the San 
Fernando Valley. CC :13

5/3/09 HIST Golf course was used as internment camp Felde :49

5/3/09 HEAL How will comm. clinics cover hysteria-related expenses CC :14

5/4/09 LOH The Loh Life Loh 2:49

5/4/09 OC Today is the last day to register to vote in statewide election Valot :51

5/4/09 IE Riverside County to consider health cuts in light of swine flu outbreak Cuevas 1:18

5/4/09 OC Ex-USC, NFL quarterback to make court appearance. Valot :58

5/4/09 POLI The special election is two weeks from tomorrow and the deadline to register to vote is today. CC :19

5/4/09 POLI The special election is two weeks from tomorrow and the deadline to register to vote is today. Shadley :46

5/4/09 ENT A howling success for Wolverine Moran :57

5/4/09 HEAL Election officials say they hope the swine flu outbreak won't keep anyone away from the polls on May 19th. CC :13



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
5/4/09 HEAL Swine flu lab testing Varney 3:14

5/4/09 POLI
Of all the measures on the May 19th ballot…the one with the largest potential impact on next year's state budget is 
Proposition 1C. Myers 3:45

5/4/09 HOUS A small number of residents returned to the Oakridge Mobile Park in Sylmar over the weekend. CC :12

5/4/09 LAW
Investigators are trying to figure out why two gunmen broke into a home in San Bernardino during the weekend and 
took a 3 year old boy. CC :16

5/4/09 AT Reaction to Obama tax restructuring plan CC :17

5/4/09 LAW Authorities are looking for a 3 year old boy taken from a San Bernardino home over the weekend. CC :10

5/4/09 LAW
Investigators are trying to figure out why two gunmen broke into a home in San Bernardino during the weekend and 
took a 3 year old boy. CC :14

5/4/09 HEAL How will comm. clinics cover hysteria-related expenses CC :11

5/4/09 HEAL Prisons suspend family visits after an inmate comes down with the flu Small :40

5/4/09 IE Authorities trying to determine cause of weekend bus crash in Perris Cuevas :41

5/4/09 HEAL Update on swine flu cases CC :11

5/4/09 HEAL Update on swine flu cases CC :08

5/4/09 ENV LA's municipal utility uses carrots and sticks to promote water conservation CC :17

5/4/09 POLI Harman speaks Felde 3:04

5/4/09 IE Public safety officials in Riverside County argue against budget cuts Cuevas 1:30

5/4/09 HEAL White Memorial seeing less flu-related anxiety CC :17

5/4/09 HEAL White Memorial seeing less flu-related anxiety Nazario :59

5/4/09 ART KPCC's Alex Cohen speaks with Musician Dave Alvin about explorer Everett Russ Cohen 3:05

5/4/09 POLI Harman speaks Felde 3:04

5/4/09 OBIT Recalling Jack Kemp's LA life lessons Devall :57

5/4/09 POLI Stimulus money to make it possible to hire more young people in LA. CC :20

5/4/09 POLI Stimulus money to make it possible to hire more young people in LA. Watt 1:00

5/4/09 EDU Compton Unified athletic director charged w/ theft Devall :55

5/4/09 POLI

Today the White House released a plan to close tax loopholes for corporations and individuals with overseas 
operations or bank accounts. If approved by Congress, the plan would bring the government $210 billion over the 
next decade in otherwise lost tax revenue. The plan is likely to meet resistance from multinational corporations, who 
under current rules pay taxes on international accounts only if they bring those profits back to the United States. 
Larry Mantle discusses the details of President Obama's plan. Greg Robb, Curtis Duba  30:00 

5/4/09 LIT

A cosmic war is not a war between nations and armies, but a religious war in which God is believed to be engaged 
for one side or the other. The hijackers of September 11 believed they were fighting a cosmic war. And according to 
religious scholar Reza Aslan, the United States is also fighting a cosmic war through the rhetoric of its War on 
Terror. In his book "How to Win a Cosmic War", Aslan explores radical ideologies and the religious violence of 
Judaism, Christianity, and Islam. He argues that the only way to win a cosmic war is by refusing to fight one, and to 
address instead the social and political roots of a conflict. Larry Mantle talks with author Reza Aslan about his book. Reza Aslan  30:00 



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

5/4/09 IE

For over a decade the desert communities of the Coachella Valley have experienced unprecedented growth.  But 
now like so many other Southern California regions they are feeling the economic pinch of the recession.  AirTalk 
goes "on the road" to UCR Graduate Center in Palm Desert where Larry Mantle talks to civic leaders about how 
Coachella Valley residents are coping with the downturn in the economy.

Roy Wilson, Yvonne 
Parks, Kay Hazen, 
Wendy Frederick  60:00 

5/4/09 SAC

In 1998 and 2004, Californians voted in favor of Props 10 and 63 to authorize a fund-shift of annual tobacco tax 
revenue to early childhood development programs and a shift of income tax surcharge revenue to mental health 
programs. Now Props 1D and 1E on the May 19th ballot propose reallocating those funds to ease the state's 
burgeoning deficit and avoid additional cuts in general fund spending over the next two years. We hear from both 
sides. Julie Soderlund, Rusty S 00:25

5/4/09 ART

When eBay launched 10 years ago, archaeologists feared that it would encourage looting of antiquities treasures. 
What has happened has been different - and a surprise; by improving access to a worldwide market, eBay created a 
market for inexpensive copies of antiquities, and many villages now turn to the production of fakes for income. While 
this is good news for archaeologists worried about looters, it makes purchasing antiquities on eBay dicey, since 95% 
of objects sold there are fakes. Charles Stanish 00:18

5/4/09 ECON

The Italian company is on its way to creating a global automotive powerhouse - its currently involved in talks to buy 
up GM's European operations and in the process of acquiring U.S. automaker Chrysler, a deal that is still pending 
approval by a bankruptcy court. How has Fiat been able to manage such a move in the current economy? And 
what's their endgame? Michelle Krebs 00:18

5/4/09 ENV

There is a long running debate among the scientists and politicians watching climate change: do we invest in trying 
to stop the march of global warming or invest in ways to adapt to its inevitability? A researcher at UC Riverside may 
have unwittingly bolstered the latter argument by isolating the genes in plants that turn on tolerance mechanisms 
that react to environmental stress, such as preventing cells from dying of dehydration. The result: drought-resistant 
crops, a hugely valuable commodity in the increasingly dry areas of the world. How long before drought-proof alfalfa 
is being planted in the Central Valley? Sean Cutler 00:18

5/4/09 ENV

As Southern California faces a water supply shortage for the third year in a row, new mandatory water conservation 
measures will become effective June 1, 2009, aiming to cut LA water use by 15%. If households cut their 
consumption, their water bills may actually reduce, but if they don't, their bills will increase starting in June, 
depending on usage. Sounds simple, but questions still abound: Do the rules cover drip irrigation? How does will the 
DWP monitor their customers? And how can those customers avoid a rate increase? David Nahai 00:27

5/5/09 POLI Lots of CA political leaders coming to DC Felde :49

5/5/09 HEAL The number of swine flu cases in CA is up considerably. Russ :49

5/5/09 ECON LABJ Lacter 2 way Lacter 4:01

5/5/09 ECON LA County's jobless rate in March was the highest in 33 years. CC :22

5/5/09 HOUS
Home prices have dropped so low in some areas that the cost of building the houses exceeds the potential selling 
price. CC :15

5/5/09 POLI Top LA County officials lobbying on Capitol Hill this week CC :16

5/5/09 PM Federal labor secretary Hilda Solis speaks with Patt CC :19

5/5/09 PM Federal labor secretary Hilda Solis speaks with Patt CC :20

5/5/09 POLI County officials lobby Washington Felde 1:24

5/5/09 IE Republican state Assemblyman from Hesperia facing recall Cuevas :50



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
5/5/09 YOUT How baseball helps get girls into college and stay out of trouble CC :14

5/5/09 YOUT How baseball helps get girls into college and stay out of trouble CC :14

5/5/09 OBIT Comic sctor Dom DeLuise dies CC :16

5/5/09 ECON Thanks to the poor economy, it's easier now to dock your boat at Marina Del Rey CC :11

5/5/09 ECON Thanks to the poor economy, it's easier now to dock your boat at Marina Del Rey CC :16

5/5/09 OC South Orange County city prepares for water cutbacks. Valot 1:40

5/5/09 IE Riverside County tentatively approved budget Cuevas 1:20

5/5/09 YOUT How baseball helps get girls into college and stay out of trouble Nazario 1:52

5/5/09 ENV Oakridge residents get the green light to move back in Stoltze 3:41

5/5/09 ENV
The Federal Environmental Protection Agency says some alternative biofuels have a greater impact on climate 
change than the gasoline they are supposed to replace. CC :12

5/5/09 ENV How shippers can leave a smaller carbon footprint Peterson :54

5/5/09 POLI Harman defends Israel lobby group CC :12

5/5/09 POLI Harman defends Israel lobby group Felde 4:01

5/5/09 OBIT Longtime HS coach dies Devall :58

5/5/09 POLI City Council votes to approve Laurel Canyon Commercial Corridor project. CC :14

5/5/09 EDU CSU to vote on a 10 percent fee increase. Guzman :50

5/5/09 POLI The LA City Council voted to extend a temporary moratorium on certain types of billboards. CC :16

5/5/09 POLI City of LA begins process of laying people off CC :23

5/5/09 POLI LA city moves to lay off 400 workers Stoltze :51

5/5/09 POLI The LA City Council voted to extend a temporary moratorium on certain types of billboards. Watt :53

5/5/09 LAW A federal grand jury has indicted two men from Garden Grove for smuggling songbirds into the US from Vietnam. Watt 1:00

5/5/09 HOUS

Depending who you ask, the housing "crisis" is either nearing bottom, or on the edge of a second precipice. The right 
answer depends on which housing crisis you're talking about. In traditionally high-end, desirable areas there are now 
bidding wars going on for homes. While in outlying areas, take Victorville, things are so bad that banks are now 
ripping down uncompleted houses and selling the building materials for scrap. But with so much of the economy 
riding on the housing market, which market counts? Larry takes a look at the housing crisis and tries to figure out if 
things are leveling off. Peter Hong, Richard Gre  30:00 

5/5/09 SAC

The centerpiece measure on the May 19TH special election ballot is Proposition 1A.  It would establish a state 
spending cap and strengthen the state's rainy day fund which sets aside money for hard times. Less promoted is the 
flip side of Proposition 1A: If approved, temporary increases in the sales tax, personal income tax and the vehicle 
license fee will be extended an additional one to years, in some cases through 2013.  Governor Schwarzenegger 
supports the measure along with State Democrats and some key Republican lawmakers.  Anti-tax advocates 
strongly oppose the measure, as do some unions and health and education advocates who oppose the spending 
caps.

Mark Leno, George 
Runner, Marty 
Hittelman  30:00 
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5/5/09 ECON

Federal Reserve Chairman Ben Bernanke says the economy is close to bottom and a recovery should be under way 
by year's end. He was testifying before Congress' Joint Economic Committee this morning, Bernanke also warned 
that business investment remains "extremely weak" and there will be more job losses in the coming months.  Larry 
talk with Neil Irwin about Bernanke's testimony and the bank stress tests that are due to be released later this week. Neil Irwin  20:00 

5/5/09 DIS
Larry Mantle talks with All Things Considered Host Melissa Block, who is in China, about how China is recovering 
one year after the Chengdu earthquake. Melissa Block  10:00 

5/5/09 MEDI Larry Mantle talks with NPR Ombudsman Alicia Shepherd and takes calls from listeners. Alicia Shepard  30:00 

5/5/09 ECON

Along with used car salesmen and politicians, credit card companies are high up on the list of the universally hated 
and for good reason: unjustified hikes in interest rates, hidden fees and predatory marketing have ensnared millions 
of Americans in substantial credit card debt to the tune of $2.7 trillion in 2008. An effort is underway in Congress, 
backed by President Obama, to enact a new credit cardholders' "bill of rights" that promises to scale back some of 
the credit card companies' most unsavory behavior. Is the new bill of rights, which has already passed the House, 
real reform or merely a list of feel good but ultimately toothless provisions? Can we change our own bad habits with 
credit cards? Pam Banks, Todd Zywic 00:35

5/5/09 MIL

Tomorrow, President Obama and Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton will meet with President Hamid Karzai 
of Afghanistan and Pakistani President Asif Ali Zardari. The administration will be seeking assurances that 
Pakistan's nuclear arsenal is safe and that it's military intends to face down Taliban and al-Qaeda extremists in 
coordination with Afghanistan and the US. How historically significant is this meeting and what will be resolved?

David Sanger, Anthony 
Cordesman 00:18

5/5/09 SAC

Former California congresswoman Hilda Solis is the new Secretary of Labor, after facing controversy over her 
service as an unpaid board member and treasurer of a pro-union nonprofit, American Rights at Work, and over tax 
liens against her husband. Solis is a strong supporter of the Employee Free Choice Act, a new bill that would make it 
easier for workers to organize. As a congresswoman, Solis supported legislation to broaden workers' rights, and she 
has support from labor unions AFL-CIO and the SEIU. Patt talks with the Secretary about her new position and her 
plans for the Labor Department. Hilda Solis 00:15

5/5/09 ENT

Famous for his roles in Mel Brooks' "Blazing Saddles," "History of the World: Part I," "Robin Hood: Men in Tights," 
and "Spaceballs," as well as a regular on Dean Martin's television show, we remember actor-comedian Dom 
DeLuise. Leonard Maltin 00:11

5/5/09 DIV

The Too Hot Tamales are here with ideas to spice up your Cinco de Mayo table. Whether it's perfecting that 
guacamole, rethinking grapefruit as an essential taco topping, or venturing into new culinary dimensions (think 
Strawberry Margarita Cheesecake and Cucumber Melon Margaritas)- they have advice!

Mary Sue Milliken, 
Susan Feniger 00:27

5/6/09 OC South Orange County city prepares for water cutbacks. Valot 1:14

5/6/09 SAC Gov Schwarzenegger says he welcomes debate over whether to legalize marijuana CC :12

5/6/09 SAC
The governor's office is warning there could be more spending cuts ahead if voters reject a series of ballot measures 
on May 19th. Shadley 1:01

5/6/09 DIS Concerns about potential budget-related cuts to Cal Fire force CC :16

5/6/09 DIS Winds so far this morning have been calm as firefighters battle a 400 acre wildfire above Santa Barbara CC :13

5/6/09 DIS Brian Watt live on Santa Barbara wildfire Watt 1:12

5/6/09 DIS Brian Watt live on Santa Barbara wildfire Watt 1:12

5/6/09 DIS Brian Watt live on Santa Barbara wildfire Watt 1:06

5/6/09 DIS A wildfire has burned 450 acres in the hills above Santa Barbara. CC :17
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5/6/09 DIS A wildfire has burned 450 acres in the hills above Santa Barbara. CC :14

5/6/09 POLI
If the poll is right, when May 19th rolls around, Californians are likely to reject all of the ballot measures that attempt 
to address the state's massive budget deficit. Myers 2:45

5/6/09 DIS Brian Watt live on Santa Barbara wildfire Watt 2:08

5/6/09 DIS Brian Watt live on Santa Barbara wildfire Watt 1:23

5/6/09 DIS Brian Watt live on Santa Barbara wildfire Watt 1:55

5/6/09 EDU LAUSD officials confirm first swine flu case in school district CC :24

5/6/09 DIS About 900 firefighters are battling a nearly 200 acre wildfire in the Santa Barbara foothills. CC :11

5/6/09 EDU LAUSD Superintendent to ask regulators to stop planned teachers one day strikes. CC :22

5/6/09 PM Concerns about potential budget-related cuts to Cal Fire force CC :15

5/6/09 PM Concerns about potential budget-related cuts to Cal Fire force CC :14

5/6/09 POLI Laura Chick visits Washington CC :16

5/6/09 DIS The lack of wind has helped firefighters in Santa Barbara keep the Jesusita Fire clear of homes and other buildings. CC :17

5/6/09 DIS One family's response to Santa Barbara fire Watt :44

5/6/09 POLI CA watchdog in DC Felde 1:07

5/6/09 OC Three found dead in apparent murder-suicide in Orange. Valot :46

5/6/09 POLI CA political leader lobbies for loan guarantees CC :13

5/6/09 IE Exhibit at UC Riverside explores impacts of Agent Orange CC :21

5/6/09 POLI CA leaders lobby for high speed rail money Felde 1:03

5/6/09 IE Exhibit at UC Riverside explores impacts of Agent Orange Cuevas 1:28

5/6/09 DIS Brian Watt live on Santa Barbara wildfire Watt 2:32

5/6/09 SPOR City Council committee grapples to find a good date for the LA marathon CC 2:33

5/6/09 SPOR Date change imminent for LA Marathon CC :19

5/6/09 OC Man makes largest cash donation ever to UCI Medical Center Valot :37

5/6/09 DIS Brian Watt live on Santa Barbara wildfire Watt 3:34

5/6/09 DIS Brian Watt live on Santa Barbara wildfire Watt 2:18

5/6/09 RELI Newport beach episcopal church to appeal case to high court Stoltze :49

5/6/09 EDU LAUSD to go to court to stop planned UTLA one day strike. Guzman :56

5/6/09 EDU LAUSD officials confirm first swine flu case in school district Guzman :50

5/6/09 EDU LAUSD Superintendent to ask regulators to stop planned teachers one day strikes. Guzman 1:18

5/6/09 LAW Officer involved shooting in South LA County Jahad :38

5/6/09 ENV Bear picnic really close to human habitat Peterson :51

5/6/09 POLI City attorney race voting under way amid increasingly sharp attacks between the candidates Stoltze 3:50

5/6/09 DIS Larry Mantle gets the latest on the fire burning in Santa Barbara with KPCC reporter Brian Watt. Brian Watt  10:00 



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

5/6/09 IMM

Obama border security: President Obama, in an attempt to ward off the flow of dangerous weapons and combat 
illegal immigration, is launching a proposal to increase funding for immigration reform by $27 billion, thus fulfilling his 
promise to the Mexican government to crackdown on trafficking organizations. In doing so, Obama is putting 
immigration enforcement as a high priority, beefing up security around the border, air- and seaports, as well as 
intensifying screening for employee eligibility. Anna Gorman, Kitty Feld  20:00 

5/6/09 ENER

The EPA reports that ethanol, as produced today, does not meet congressional mandates that it produce 20 percent 
less greenhouse gas emissions than gasoline. In fact, it reports that when land-use from ethanol production is taken 
into account, it may actually be worse. EPA Administrator Lisa Jackson said future improvements in production will, 
ultimately, make ethanol the better choice. But not everyone agrees. Nitrous oxide from the burning of bio-fuels may 
turn out to be an even more potent contributor to global warming. Meanwhile, the Obama Administration issued a 
directive to find ways to get automakers to make more cars that can run on ethanol. What's the truth? Is ethanol part 
of the solution or part of the problem in fighting global warming?

Tim Searchinger, Mark 
Stowers  30:00 

5/6/09 MIL

Today President Obama begins two days of talks with the leaders of Afghanistan and Pakistan on how to improve 
security in the region. Five weeks ago the three countries released a plan to combat the insurgency in eastern 
Afghanistan, but now must reevaluate that strategy due to fighting with the Taliban in Pakistan's Swat Valley. Larry 
Mantle discusses the pressing issues surrounding the talks.

Paul Richter, Steve 
Simon  20:00 

5/6/09 LIT

Expanding your vocabulary? Eating right and sleeping right? What are you doing to keep your brain working at its 
peak? In Think Smart: A Neuroscientist's Prescription for Improving Your Brain's Performance, Dr. Richard Restek 
tells his readers there is a lot people can do to keep their brains working to their full potential, including spelling long 
words backwards and creating stories and mental pictures for lists you have to remember. Larry talks with Restek 
about his new book that is all about how everyone optimize their brains. Dr. Richard Restak  20:00 

5/6/09 ART

Carol Vaness made her Metropolitan Opera debut in 1984. Known for her Mozart operatic roles she has performed 
across the nation and abroad. Currently Vaness teaches at Indiana University. Larry talks with opera singer Carol 
Vaness who is the first guest artist in Pasadena City College’s new Master Class Series.  The series is endowed by 
the estate and family of Pamela L. Girard, a former music student at PCC and starts this spring with the inaugural 
event focusing on voice. In years to come, a different area of music will be showcased, such as piano or wind 
instruments. Carol Vaness  20:00 

5/6/09 DIS

It could be classified as either a grim contingency plan for the likely failure of Propositions 1A - 1E or a shot across 
the bow of California voters. Earlier this week Gov. Schwarzenegger briefed state firefighter unions and Cal Fire that 
he was prepared to cut 1,700 firefighters (600 full-time positions and 1,100 seasonal firefighters) from Cal Fire's 
firefighting staff, saving $80.8 million. As the first wildfire of the season rages in Santa Barbara it would seem like 
poor timing to start considering cuts to the state's firefighting capabilities, but these are desperate times for 
California's budget. Will the Governor's warning change the way you vote on May 19th? Janet Upton, Dan Walte 00:15

5/6/09 DIS

1,200 homes have been evacuated in the area above Santa Barbara since the Jesusita fire began yesterday 
afternoon. So far, the fire has burned through a total of 196 acres of brush and firefighters are concerned about the 
current weather forecast, which predicts strong gusts that could reach up to 60 mph this afternoon. We check in with 
a reporter at the scene. Brian Watt 00:09

5/6/09 ECON

To say that the American economy, led by the nation's banks, is stressed out is an extreme statement of the 
obvious—the differing levels of stress could go a long way to figuring out how to best solve the credit crunch. On 
Thursday the Federal Reserve plans to deliver the results of stress tests on U.S. banks that may show that 10 or 
more companies need additional capital to weather a deep recession. The stress tests have been equally criticized 
and lauded as a way to shed light on true health of banks. Will the tests bring transparency or cause a panicked run 
by stressed-out customers on stressed-out banks? Robert Litan, Joseph Ma 00:29



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

5/6/09 MIL

Today Secretary of State Hillary Rodham Clinton said the U.S. "deeply, deeply'' regretted the loss of innocent life in 
fighting between the Taliban and Afghan forces in the western Farah province, a battle in which the American 
military lent air support to the Afghan fighters. At the same time, the U.S. military has started an investigation into 
the deaths, saying there is information that American bombing was not the cause for the civilian casualties. 
According to a reporter covering the story in Kabul, the facts there are unclear and the situation is fluid. And here in 
the U.S., the aftermath and potential political and diplomatic fallout of these events is impacting talks between the 
Obama administration and the leaders of Afghanistan and Pakistan.

Anand Gopal, Larry 
Goodson 00:26

5/6/09 LIT

Love pizza just a little too much? Can't stop yourself from eating that whole bag of chips? It might not be completely 
your fault. In his new book, former FDA commissioner David Kessler examines America's battle with overeating and 
obesity. Kessler maintains that today's food industry is manipulating the American public to overeat in the same way 
that the tobacco industry manipulated it to smoke. David Kessler 00:27

5/7/09 LAW Sheriff lobbies for money CC :14

5/7/09 LAW Sheriff lobbies for money Felde 1:05

5/7/09 POLI LA County feels snubbed Felde 1:38

5/7/09 OC OC changes way it deals with stroke patients Valot :47

5/7/09 DIS Dispatches from Jesusita fire CC :21

5/7/09 DIS Brian Watt live on Santa Barbara wildfire Watt 2:42

5/7/09 DIS Brian Watt live on Santa Barbara wildfire Watt 4:13

5/7/09 ECON CA's Senate leader is counting on one of the special election ballot measures, in particular, to pass. Russ 1:02

5/7/09 DIS
Santa Barbara County Fire Captin David Sadecki told Channel 4 News that the fire is burning near where the Tea 
Fire burned last year. CC :17

5/7/09 DIS Brian Watt live on Santa Barbara wildfire Watt 1:42

5/7/09 DIS
Santa Barbara County Fire Captin David Sadecki told Channel 4 News that the fire is burning near where the Tea 
Fire burned last year. CC :22

5/7/09 DIS Brian Watt live on Santa Barbara wildfire Watt 1:24

5/7/09 DIS Brian Watt live on Santa Barbara wildfire Watt 1:31

5/7/09 DIS Santa Barbara Fire Captin Mike DePonce talks about the strategy for today. CC :22

5/7/09 SPOR Ramirez drug test fallout CC :18

5/7/09 DIS Fire officials haven't released official numbers on how many homes the fire in Santa Barbara has destroyed. CC :11

5/7/09 IE San Bernardino official will have trial moved to Orange County Cuevas :58

5/7/09 DIS Dispatches from Jesusita fire CC :15

5/7/09 DIS Brian Watt live on Santa Barbara wildfire Watt 1:31

5/7/09 DIS Dispatches from Jesusita fire CC :25

5/7/09 PM Change in GOP assembly leadership CC :25

5/7/09 DIS Dispatches from Jesusita fire CC :25

5/7/09 SPOR Suspension of Dodger Manny Ramirez CC :21

5/7/09 IE Child porn convict killed by federal marshals in Fontana Cuevas :37



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
5/7/09 LAW Murder rate continues to fall in LA Stoltze :53

5/7/09 SPOR Ramirez drug test fallout Jahad :14

5/7/09 POLI Another LA pension board member resigns Stoltze :50

5/7/09 SPOR Ramirez drug test fallout CC :20

5/7/09 EDU University of CA system raises student fees by more than 9 percent Devall :53

5/7/09 SPOR Ramirez drug test fallout Jahad :26

5/7/09 LAW Bratton dismisses court ruling that says city has to pay for time it takes for officers to get dressed. CC :18

5/7/09 EDU Teachers at LA mayor's partnership schools threatening to secede. Guzman 1:36

5/7/09 ECON Mayor rejects labor unions move to early retirements Stoltze :57

5/7/09 TRAN Federal transportation secretary delivers $67 million to LA County projects Devall :45

5/7/09 LAW Crime continues to fall in LA CC :21

5/7/09 POLI It's a race in the 47th Congressional District Devall :44

5/7/09 EDU Teachers at LA mayor's partnership schools threatening to secede. CC :24

5/7/09 LAW New clergy abuse lawsuit filed against LA Roman Catholic archdiocese CC :20

5/7/09 EDU

Locke High School in South Central Los Angeles was notorious for its fights, graffiti, and high dropout rate. Last fall, 
Locke was taken up from LAUSD as a charter school by Green Dot Public Schools with a pledge to turn the school 
around and improve student performance. The transformation was profiled on SoCal Connected's award-winning 
documentary "Inside Locke High". In "Return to Locke High", the show on KCET revisits the school to follow up on 
the progress the students are making. Larry Mantle discusses Locke's year under Green Dot Steve Barr,Angela Shell  10:00 

5/7/09 POLI
Westside Councilman Jack Weiss and attorney Carmen Trutanich are competing in the May 19 runoff election for 
Los Angeles city attorney. Larry Mantle talks with Jack Weiss about the issues surrounding the race.  Jack Weiss  30:00 

5/7/09 ENV
The Jesuita fire has now burned 1300 acres and destroyed 20 homes. Larry Mantle gets an update on the fires from 
David Sadecki of the Santa Barbara County Fire Department and KPCC reporter Brian Watt.

Sadecki,Helene 
Schneider  20:00 

5/7/09 POLI

President Obama has announced $17 billion in spending cuts for the 2010 fiscal year, though it will do little to make 
up for a projected $1.2 trillion deficit. His proposals are also likely to face opposition in Congress. They include 
controversial healthcare reforms and a cap-and-trade system for carbon emissions. Larry Mantle discusses Obama's 
plan to trim the federal budget. Craig Gordon  10:00 

5/7/09 POLI

Even though the California Supreme Court is expected to up hold Proposition 8, the November ballot measure 
banning gay marriage, it does not mean it will be out of the headlines. With more states legalizing gay marriage and 
states like New York, New Jersey and New Hampshire poised to follow suit in legalizing same-sex marriage the 
debate is sure to continue in California. Larry opens the phone lines and asks listeners to weight in on California's 
position and their thoughts on the debate. n/a  10:00 

5/7/09 SAC

Assembly minority leader Mike Villines resigned his leadership post today after months of criticism from fellow 
Republicans for his vote in February on a state budget that included temporary tax increases. Moderate Republican 
Sam Blakeslee was unanimously elected new chief of the caucus. How will the leadership shift impact future budget 
negotiations in the legislature and how will the Republican party position itself going forward? Arnold Steinberg 00:09

5/7/09 DIS
Nearly 13,500 people have been evacuated as the Jesusita fire continues to blaze in the Santa Barbara hills. We 
check in with a reporter at the scene for the latest update. Brian Watt 00:10



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

5/7/09 SPOR

Dodger star Manny Ramirez has tested positive for performance-enhancing drugs and is being suspended for 50 
games. KLAC & Fox Sports Radio host Matt "Money" Smith assesses the damage. He's also here to cover 
highlights and the lowlights of sports in Los Angeles in his new book, The Great Book of Los Angeles Sports Lists, 
which includes guest lists from Kobe Bryant, Jimmie Kimmel, former Dodger Eric Karros and more. What are your 
top 10 L.A. sports moments? Matt "Money" Smith 00:33

5/7/09 LAB

160 employees remain on LAUSD's payroll doing nothing while their fitness is evaluated or their dismissals move 
through a bureaucratic due process, often stretching on for years and costing the district about $10 million a year, 
which amounts to a lot as the officials desperately scramble to cut costs and avoid teacher layoffs. According to 
LAUSD Superintendent Ray Cortines, "If I had my way, I would fire all 150, and they would not get another damned 
penny." So what's the holdup? We look further into an LA Times investigation on the matter. 

Jason Song, A.J. Duffy, 
Ray Cortines 00:35

5/7/09 LAB

A federal judge has ruled that LAPD officers should be paid for the time it takes them to suit up and out of their 
uniforms and safety equipment. The ruling could cost the LAPD millions in back pay. Is this a legitimate labor issue 
or a slippery slope? 

Greg Petersen, Joel 
Rubin 00:18

5/8/09 ECON For the first time ever the Board of Rabbis of Southern CA has appointed a woman to its top ranking post. Cohen 2:59

5/8/09 POLI State Assembly Republicans have picked a new leader. Shadley 2:18

5/8/09 DIS Firefighters are once again battling strong wind gusts this morning as they battle the Jesusita Fire in Santa Barbara. CC :12

5/8/09 DIS Frank Stoltze live on Santa Barbara wildfire Stoltze 1:24

5/8/09 DIS Frank Stoltze live on Santa Barbara wildfire Stoltze 1:54

5/8/09 DIS Frank Stoltze live on Santa Barbara wildfire Stoltze 2:45

5/8/09 DIS Frank Stoltze live on Santa Barbara wildfire Stoltze 1:19

5/8/09 DIS Fire captin Don Graham is among the firefighters who have traveled from other parts of the state. Stoltze :14

5/8/09 DIS Frank Stoltze live on Santa Barbara wildfire Stoltze 2:38

5/8/09 DIS Frank Stoltze live on Santa Barbara wildfire Stoltze 1:07

5/8/09 DIS Dispatches from Jesusita fire CC :13

5/8/09 DIS Dispatches from Jesusita fire CC :14

5/8/09 DIS Frank Stoltze live on Santa Barbara wildfire Stoltze 3:50

5/8/09 DIS Dispatches from Jesusita fire Stoltze :18

5/8/09 AT Discussion of CA's finances CC :14

5/8/09 DIS Dispatches from Jesusita fire Stoltze :24

5/8/09 AT Discussion of CA's finances CC :20

5/8/09 IE San Bernardino authorities continue search for kidnapped 3 year old boy Cuevas :56

5/8/09 LAW Medical marijuana dispute Jahad :49

5/8/09 AT Discussion of CA's finances CC :23

5/8/09 ENV The annual LA River Cleanup is Saturday CC :19

5/8/09 DIS Frank Stoltze live on Santa Barbara wildfire Stoltze 2:19

5/8/09 IE Norco Mazda dealer closes after getting half million dollar loan from city Cuevas :56



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
5/8/09 POLI Feds say state can't cut salaries of health care workers Felde 1:09

5/8/09 IE Annual "ghost town" Bluegrass festival kicks off this weekend near Barstow Cuevas 1:16

5/8/09 TRAN New carpool lane on the 405 freeway. CC :17

5/8/09 DIS Dispatches from Jesusita fire CC :36

5/8/09 DIS Dispatches from Jesusita fire Stoltze :44

5/8/09 LAW Problems between police and med marijuana dispensary Jahad 1:05

5/8/09 TRAN Groundbreaking on northbound 405 HOV lane Watt :59

5/8/09 DIS Frank Stoltze live on Santa Barbara wildfire Stoltze 3:03

5/8/09 EDU Change of leadership at Charles Drew University Devall 1:00

5/8/09 DIS Local firefighters helping Santa Barbara fire CC :14

5/8/09 EDU LAUSD Superintendent appoints principal for new conservatory arts high school. CC :20

5/8/09 EDU LAUSD Superintendent appoints principal for new conservatory arts high school. Guzman 1:33

5/8/09 LAW Another gift for guns weekend. Nazario :48

5/8/09 ECON Firefighter's job fair Small 2:47

5/8/09 POLI

Less than two weeks from now California voters will decide one way or another the future fiscal condition of their 
state. Unless voters approve ballot measures May 19, California may have to borrow more than $20 billion to offset 
the deficit. California stands to raise several billion dollars should the measures pass.

Jason Dickerson, 
Karen Bass, HD 
Palmer  30:00 

5/8/09 POLI
Westside Councilman Jack Weiss and attorney Carmen Trutanich are competing in the May 19 runoff election for 
Los Angeles city attorney. Carmen Trutanich  30:00 

5/8/09 ENT

Just ten years ago, actor Zach Quinto was a budding thespian fresh out of Carnegie Mellon Drama School in 
Pittsburgh. He continued to impress audiences with his stage work, including a well-reviewed performance in "The 
Intelligent Design of Jenny Chow" at San Diego's Old Globe Zachary Quinto  20:00 

5/8/09 ENT

Larry Mantle and KPCC film critics Claudia Puig of USA Today, and Peter Rainer of The Christian Science Monitor 
discuss this week’s new film releases including Star Trek, Julia, Adoration, Little Ashes, Rudo Y Cursi, Revanche 
and Treeless Mountain among others. Claudia Puig, Peter Rain  40:00 

5/8/09 ECON

On Tuesday, Governor Schwarzenegger opened the door to debate over legalizing marijuana in California as a way 
to increase revenue in the state. A Field Poll released last week found for the first time that a majority of California 
voters supported legalizing and taxing marijuana. But exactly how much money would be generated by such an 
idea? One economist estimates nationwide revenues of $6.7 billion annually and savings of almost 13 billion in law 
enforcement expenses. We crunch the numbers for California. Stephen Easton 00:22

5/8/09 SCI

NASA Astronaut, Commander John Herrington has spent over 330 hours in space. In National Geographic's "Inside 
Hubble's Final Mission," he takes cameras into the most tightly controlled areas of NASA for a rare behind-the-
scenes look at the people, places, and things that have prepared the crew and the Space Shuttle Atlantis for the final 
voyage to the Hubble Space Telescope. He joins Patt with the details on this final mission before liftoff next Monday, 
May 11th. John Herrington 00:18

5/8/09 ENV

Since 1986, Friends of the LA River has worked to bring the river back to life and encourage its fragile ecosystem. 
Just a day before the twentieth anniversary of the group's river cleanup, Lewis MacAdams joins Patt today to speak 
about the history of the river and the annual event that gathers over 3,000 people to pull out 30 tons of trash in under 
3 hours. Lewis MacAdams 00:09



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

5/8/09 LIT

In Greek mythology, Medea is the woman who murdered her own children in despair. In a new book, the Medea 
Hypothesis, biologist Peter Ward says we humans are about to be murdered ourselves, in a die-off that’s a regular 
part of the cycle of life and death on this planet. This stands in stark contrast to James Lovelock's Gaia hypothesis--
the idea that life sustains habitable conditions on Earth. Could life by its very nature threaten its own existence? 
Ward, an astrobiologist with NASA, using the latest discoveries from the geological record, argues yes. How worried 
should we be? Peter Ward 00:22

5/8/09 EDU

Yesterday, The University of California regents approved a 9.3% increase in undergraduate fees for next year. The 
decision will increase fees for California residents by $662 to about $8,720 a year. Four Regents opposed the hikes 
in the spirited and at times emotional debate preceding the vote. Patt talks to both sides.

Mark Yudof, John 
Garamendi 00:21

5/8/09 DIS
More than 30,000 people have been ordered to flee the Jesusita fire as it moves closer to highly populated areas. 
We check in with a reporter at the scene. Frank Stoltze 00:06

5/9/09 ECON CA could run out of cash by July 1st. CC :56

5/9/09 DIS KPCC's Frank Stoltze met up with a firefighter from Tehama County Stoltze 1:33

5/9/09 HIST Street named for fruit king Felde :55

5/9/09 HIST Japanese interred in sanitarium Felde :56

5/9/09 DIS Wx helps firecrews make progress Stoltze :24

5/10/09 DIS Jesusita wildfire Stoltze :59

5/10/09 DIS Frank Stoltze live on Santa Barbara wildfire Stoltze 3:08

5/10/09 ECON Credit card bill of rights CC :17

5/10/09 PM Why we eat so much CC :25

5/10/09 HEAL Swine flu case means no visitors for state inmates this Mother's Day Baer :59

5/10/09 POLI
With a little more than a week before the May 19th special election, the CA Public Interest Research group is 
pushing for changes in the way people register to vote in the future. CC :11

5/11/09 RELI Lesbian rabbi becomes first woman and openly gay leader of Jewish organization. CC :15

5/11/09 LOH The Loh Life Underpants Loh 2:36

5/11/09 IE Inland Empire's annual tech week kicks off Monday Cuevas 1:02

5/11/09 PM Mission to repair the Hubble space telescope launches Monday CC :19

5/11/09 ENT Star Trek beams to number 1 Moran :47

5/11/09 OC Jurors appreciated in California Superior Court this week. Valot :51

5/11/09 OC Vote by mail deadline looms as price of postage goes up. Valot :53

5/11/09 OC OC Transportation Authority to talk to public about bus cuts Valot :44

5/11/09 DIS
Fire officials think someone using a power tool to clear brush may have sparked last week's fire in the Santa Barbara 
foothills. CC :17

5/11/09 SAC Propositions 1D and 1E would shift money AWAY from spwcific programs and TOWARD general budget needs. Myers 4:00

5/11/09 DIS The Jesusita Fire in the Santa Barbara foothills is about 70 percent contained. CC :18

5/11/09 ECON Governor and smaller city officials discuss budget options at roundtable. CC :17

5/11/09 MIL Iraq reconstruction has been a long, tough slog CC :12



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
5/11/09 EDU UCLA launches million dollar ad campaign Felde 2:46

5/11/09 ECON city officials discuss budget woes with Governor; Governor pushes ballot measures. Watt 2:06

5/11/09 POLI Marcy Winograd launches another campaign against rep Jane Harman CC :15

5/11/09 POLI One organization's calling for changes to the way Californians register to vote. Russ :58

5/11/09 POLI State lawmakers are considering legislation that would require motorcycles to pass smog checks. Shadley 2:05

5/11/09 DIS Most Santa Barbara residents under evacuation orders because of the Jesusita Fire have returned home. Peterson 4:25

5/11/09 EDU LAUSD proposes further retirements to close budget deficit. CC :25

5/11/09 DIS Weather expert worries it could be bad fire season Stoltze :54

5/11/09 LAW Jamiel Shaw's family sues LA County, Sheriff for wrongful death Roman :52

5/11/09 DIS Sentence in Griffith Park fires Devall :49

5/11/09 EDU Regulators expected to rule on LA Unified teacher's union one day strike. Guzman :59

5/11/09 HEAL Molina boasts 44 million in health money for poor Stoltze :50

5/11/09 SEC
Some state lawmakers want to set up a system much like the Amber Alert that notifies drivers about missing 
children. CC :14

5/11/09 HEAL The workers small companies lay off could get a hand soon with their medical insurance. CC :14

5/11/09 SPOR UCLA has announced plans for a $185 million dollar expansion of Pauley Pavilion- the home of Bruin basketball. Roman 1:01

5/11/09 EDU State regulators find party on the side of LA Unified in one day strike issue. Guzman :55

5/11/09 SCI Weekly Loh Life feature Loh 2:31

5/11/09 LAW

State attorneys general are pressuring Craigslist to crack down on the posting of erotic services on the classified-ads 
website. South Carolina's attorney general has said that Craigslist would be "subject to criminal investigation and 
prosecution" if the erotic services section of the website was not removed by May 15. Scrutiny of website's postings 
has increased after the killing of a masseuse who police believe was found through a Craigslist ad. Craigslist has 
stated that it is shielded from federal prosecution, but that it has already removed 95 percent of inappropriate 
postings. Larry Mantle finds out more about the controversy. David Sarno, Ryan Calo  30:00 

5/11/09 SAC

California schools are hurting and legislators are hoping that Prop 1 B will help soften some of the economic pains. 
The plan would mandate supplemental payments of $9.3 billion to schools and community colleges. The proposal is 
part of the 2009-2010 state budget and tax increase agreement. Larry talks to supporters and opponents about the 
proposition and its effects. Dean Vogel  30:00 

5/11/09 LAW

A freelance American journalist who has reported for NPR and the BBC was released from an Iranian prison today 
after her eight-year espionage sentence was reduced on appeal. Last month Roxana Saberi was convicted of spying 
for the United States in a secretive one day trial. The White House and Secretary of State Hillary Clinton had said 
the charges were baseless and called for Saberi's release. She has now been issued a suspended two-year 
sentence and will be allowed to leave Iran. Larry Mantle finds out more about the news. Borzou Daragahi  20:00 

5/11/09 MIL

The Pentagon is replacing General David McKiernan, the top commander in Afghanistan, less than a year after he 
took over. It is thought that Defense officials wanted a more unconventional approach to address the increasingly 
complex situation in Afghanistan. McKiernan will be replaced by Lt. Gen. Stanley A. McChrystal, who recently ran all 
special operations in Iraq. Larry Mantle discusses the announcement. Larry Goodson  10:00 



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

5/11/09 ECON

A new Frontline documentary traces the evolution of Bernard  Madoff's rise to power and very public downfall. Since 
the mid-60s Madoff tapped money from businessmen and corporations creating one of the first global Ponzi scheme. 
For nearly two decades the SEC investigated him and his investments, it was only on December 11, 2008 when he 
admitted "one big lie."  From Europe to Latin America to the neighbor next door Madoff reach was wide and cut 
deeper than any other business scandal in history. Larry talks to Frontline's Martin Smith about the rise and fall of 
Bernie Madoff and the scandal's lasting impact on Wall Street Martin Smith  30:00 

5/11/09 MIL

As the rationale for the Iraq war was changed, spun or evolved (depending on your political perspective) one goal 
was consistently held up over the six years of U.S. presence in Iraq: the rebuilding of Iraq’s government and 
infrastructure in order to sustain a democratic, peaceful and self-reliant country.  Even as Iraqi reconstruction was a 
constant in American policy since 2003 so were the plagues of waste, fraud and misguidance during the American 
reconstruction effort.  As American troops slowly begin to cycle out of Iraq for good, the inspector general who 
oversaw the U.S. reconstruction effort in Iraq is here to talk about what went right, what went wrong and how can 
apply these lessons to Afghanistan. Stuart Bowen, Jr. 00:32

5/11/09 MIL

The Pentagon is replacing its top general in Afghanistan. Lt. Gen. Stanley A. McChrystal will be promoted to General 
to take over from Gen. David McKiernan who has commanded International Security Assistance and NATO forces in 
Afghanistan for the past 12 months, including the current contingent of about 32,000 U.S. service members. The 
change in leadership comes at a time when U.S. presence is expected to increase by more than 20,000 troops over 
the next few months. McChrystal has extensive special operations experience in Iraq over the last five years. 

Peter Spiegel, Stephen 
Biddle 00:18

5/11/09 POLI

Amid a group of budget and tax-related propositions that will be tough to swallow for California voters, Proposition 1F 
was supposed to be the spoonful of sugar that would help the medicine go down. 1F would prevent elected members 
of California’s government from receiving pay raises in years when the state is running a deficit. Seen as a way to 
hold both legislators and the governor accountable for failing to reach budget deals, 1F is a form of voter retribution 
and a contrast to the other propositions on the May 19th ballot that asks voters to make hard budget decisions.  But 
will 1F really deter dragged out budget negotiations and properly punish floundering state leaders?

Jon Fleischman, Abel 
Maldonado 00:25

5/11/09 DIV

Davia Nelson and Nikki Silva are better known as the Kitchen Sisters. As independent producers, they are the 
creators of numerous stories for public broadcast about the lives, histories, art and rituals of people who have 
shaped our diverse cultural heritage. Hidden Kitchens, their award-winning radio series on NPR, explores the world 
of unexpected and below the radar cooking happening every day in kitchens across the country. They join Patt to 
explore the hidden kitchens of Southern California.

Davia Nelson,  Nikki 
Silva 00:24

5/12/09 ENT
The CA beauty queen who stirred up a storm with remarks against gay marriage could lose her crown as soon as 
tomorrow. CC :08

5/12/09 POLI Democrat Marcy Winograd announces second campaign to unseat Rep Jane Harman. Watt 1:00

5/12/09 SAC A primer on Prop 1a Small 3:19

5/12/09 SAC Gov Schwarzenegger says the states budget deficit could be as high as $23 billion dollars next year. Russ 1:06

5/12/09 DIS The fire above Santa Barbara is now 80 percent contained Julian :43

5/12/09 ECON LABJ Lacter 2 way Lacter 3:46

5/12/09 ENT Neither her words nor her pictures will cost Miss CA USA her crown. CC :09

5/12/09 EDU Cal dropout rate falls one percentage point CC :22



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
5/12/09 ENT Neither her words nor her pictures will cost Miss CA USA her crown. CC :15

5/12/09 ENV Santa Monica considers how to handle water shortages Peterson :51

5/12/09 ECON The Average rent for a one bedroom apartment in LA County is about 13-hundred dollars a month. CC :16

5/12/09 EDU Dropout data mixed bag for SoCal schools CC :13

5/12/09 EDU Judge issues temporary restraining order stopping one day walkout Guzman 1:15

5/12/09 EDU Cal State trustees are likely to vote on student fee hikes CC :23

5/12/09 EDU Cal State trustees are likely to vote on student fee hikes CC :23

5/12/09 ECON The price of gas is going up in SoCal CC :16

5/12/09 OC OC District Attorney defends decisions in deputy Taser case Valot 3:00

5/12/09 POLI Discussion of city budget plan for LA neighborhood councils CC :25

5/12/09 SAC Foster care in CA needs more money and more caseworkers. Shadley 1:05

5/12/09 EDU Local librarians lobby for legislation and loot Felde 3:42

5/12/09 IE Investigation finds widespread corruption at SB County assessor's office. Cuevas :58

5/12/09 EDU Judge blocks one day strike planned by LAUSD teachers union Guzman 1:35

5/12/09 TRAN Bike to Work Week leads up to Bike to Work Day in LA. Watt :53

5/12/09 POLI Villaraigosa calls for city employee furloughs to balance budget Devall 1:00

5/12/09 ENV A rare condor dies of lead poisoning Peterson :51

5/12/09 POLI Young congrassional candidate seeks to emulate Obama campaign Stoltze 3:57

5/12/09 POLI

Since the Republicans lost White House and the Congress, they have been trying to redefine themselves and shore 
up a possibly fatal split between one faction that claims their only salvation is to cleave to the most conservative 
principles and another faction that proposes a moderate course and a bigger tent.  The squabbling is public and 
former Vice President Dick Cheney, rather silent during his reign, is appearing on news shows to support the Rush 
Limbaugh wing of the party over the Colin Powell version.  Larry Mantle takes calls from listeners who wish to weigh 
in on fault lines in the Republican Party and which faction will win out. n/a  30:00 

5/12/09 SAC

Proponents of the proposition say that $5 billion can be raised without risk to offset California's $42 billion deficit, all 
the while revamping a struggling 25-year-old lottery system. Its passage would mean saving the state from more 
budget cuts and higher taxes. Opponents of the measure say that the extra revenue comes with an unwanted price, 
as revenue may depend on increased gambling to generate future revenue, thus exploiting the poor and, they say, 
the problems associated with it.

David Crane, Linda 
Craig  30:00 

5/12/09 HEAL

A number of health care industry groups are pledging to participate in a White House plan to bring down health care 
costs by as much as $2 trillion over ten years. In a letter to President Obama, several healthcare health care 
executives pledged to voluntarily keep down costs by standardizing insurance claim forms, increasing the use of 
electronic medical records, and cutting down on unnecessary procedures. The promise could make it easier for 
Congress to enact comprehensive health coverage. Larry Mantle discusses what the announcement means.

Gerald Kominski, 
Robert Zirkelbach, J. 
James Rohack, Jan 
Emerson  40:00 
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5/12/09 LIT

Clarkston, Georgia was a typical southern town until the 1990's, when its designation as a refugee settlement center 
brought in immigrants from places like Sudan, Iraq, and Kosovo. In his book "Outcasts United", Warren St. John 
follows a soccer team of child immigrants who call themselves The Fugees. At the heart of the team is their founder 
and coach, a Jordanian woman who guides the team members and their families through obstacles on an off the 
field. "Outcasts United" chronicles the lives of refugees in a new home as well as the American town adjusting to its 
new residents. Larry Mantle talks with New York Times reporter Warren St. John about his book. Warren St. John  20:00 

5/12/09 EDU

Students of any of the 23 California State University campuses should prepare to pony up an extra $306/year for 
classes as California's college students continue to pay for the state's severe budget shortfalls—UC students will 
have to pay 9.3% more in tuition fees as well. The tuition hike for CSU comes after system-wide admissions were 
cut by 10%, designed to hold down enrollment to save yet more money. With budget cuts continuing at CSU 
campuses and probably more fee hikes on the way, can California's vaunted public higher education network 
continue to achieve at high levels?

Robert Turnage, Steve 
Dixon 00:24

5/12/09 LAW

Last weekend the LAPD held a heavily attended gun buy-back program, offering gift certificates to individuals in 
return for their firearms. But where are these guns coming from and are these programs really a successful way to 
get guns off the streets and reduce crime?

Sheriff Lee Baca, Paul 
Helmke 00:28

5/12/09 EDU

Appearing on the special statewide ballot next week, Prop 1B is just one of six propositions that are part of the 2009-
2010 state budget and tax increase agreement. With California schools facing heavy cuts, supporters hope 1B will 
pass, mandating supplemental payments of $9.3 billion to schools and community colleges. Opponents and 
proponents weigh on the benefits and effects of the measure.

Tom Del Baccaro, 
Loren Kaye 00:24

5/12/09 EDU

Los Angeles Superior Court Judge James Chalfant today issued a restraining order barring Los Angeles Unified 
teachers from staging a one-day walkout Friday in protest of anticipated layoffs. We check in for the latest with 
KPCC reporter Adolfo Guzman Lopez. Adolfo Guzman Lopez 00:09

5/12/09 LAW

Every department of the Los Angeles City Government is expected to take a 10% hit in its budget, which would only 
partially close the city's $529 million budget deficit—but the City Council seemed to go out of its way yesterday to 
dole out extra punishment on the Neighborhood Councils, proposing taking a few million dollars in unspent funds 
from the Neighborhood Councils and depositing it in the general fund. Is this due diligence, or are Councilmembers 
carrying out retribution against sometimes troublesome Neighborhood Councils? 00:18

5/13/09 EDU Teachers split on Prop 1B Small 3:00

5/13/09 IE Bomb investigators visited a Riverside home where someone found several pipe bombs. CC :14

5/13/09 POLI Mayor declares fiscal emergency, paving way for furloughs CC :15

5/13/09 POLI Rally against several statewide propositions on May 19th ballot Nazario :51

5/13/09 EDU Parents try to coalesce around public school issues CC :21

5/13/09 POLI New baby on Capitol Hill Felde :57

5/13/09 EDU LA Unified's teachers union accepts court ruling blocking one day strike Guzman 1:06

5/13/09 EDU LA Unified's teachers union accepts court ruling blocking one day strike CC :20

5/13/09 POLI Children and mental health advocates bash propositions CC :12

5/13/09 POLI Children and mental health advocates bash propositions CC :10

5/13/09 EDU Fees go up again at CSU 1:57

5/13/09 POLI Children and mental health advocates bash propositions Nazario 1:28

5/13/09 ECON LAEDC says tough times in international trade are roughing up the outlook for LA's ports. Watt :57



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
5/13/09 EDU Judge blocks one day strike planned by LAUSD teachers union Guzman 1:14

5/13/09 ECON Port traffic down, so jobs go away CC :19

5/13/09 POLI LA County holds public hearing on budget CC :14

5/13/09 POLI Mayor declares fiscal emergency, paving way for furloughs CC :18

5/13/09 POLI LA County holds public hearing on budget Jahad 1:02

5/13/09 ENV Federal approval for a Port of Long Beach anti-emissions effort Peterson :54

5/13/09 ECON LAEDC says tough times in international trade are roughing up the outlook for LA's ports. Watt 1:34

5/13/09 LAW LA County jails begin screening all inmates immigration status Stoltze 1:07

5/13/09 IMM LA County jails begin screening all inmates immigration status CC :15

5/13/09 IMM LA County jails begin screening all inmates immigration status CC :09

5/13/09 POLI

Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa has asked City Council members to declare a fiscal emergency, explaining the at the city 
could run out of cash as early as November.  He also announced that he is implementing a furlough plan that will 
require most city workers to take 26 unpaid days of leave in the next fiscal year.  In addition, the Mayor said that he 
would move ahead with plans to lay off 1,000 employees beginning July 1st - this would be in addition to the 1,600 
layoffs authorized by the Los Angeles City Council earlier this month. Police and firefighters would be exempt from 
the furloughs and layoffs.

Bill Rosendahl, Barbara 
Maynard, Raphael 
Sonenshein  30:00 

5/13/09 SAC

Proposition 1D would authorize a fund-shift of $268 million in annual tobacco tax revenue currently earmarked for 
"First Five" early childhood development programs to pay for other state government health and human services 
programs that serve children, including Medicaid, foster care, child care subsidies, and preschool programs. Money 
for these programs currently comes from the state general fund. Proposition 1E is basically the same strategy, but it 
would authorize a shift of $230 million annually in income tax surcharge revenue currently earmarked for mental 
health programs under the terms of California Proposition 63, approved in 2004, also known as the Mental Health 
Services Act.  Both are attempts to make up for the huge projected deficit in the state budget by diverting earmarked 
funds into the general fund. Larry gets the details on both. Diana Dooley, Dave Fra  30:00 

5/13/09 POLI

President Barack Obama is fighting the release of dozens of new photos showing U.S. personnel abusing prisoners 
in Iraq and Afghanistan, says a White House official. Larry Mantle asks KPCC listeners their take on this latest 
development in the ongoing interrogation controversy. n/a  30:00 

5/13/09 LIT

Although the roots of our current global economic crisis began years ago, the effects continue to take its toll on 
Americans today. But how did we get into this mess? There is no neatly wrapped answer for such a complicated 
question, but one author helps us take a stab at understanding it. In Fools Gold, author Gillian Tett explains how the 
best, brightest and noblest minds of J.P. Morgan fought to extricate themselves from the pervasive greed of other 
financial institutions that ultimately led to both the misuse and abuse of the system they helped create. Larry talks 
with Tett about her new book. Gillian Tett  30:00 

5/13/09 EDU

In the never-ending debate about the sad state of public education in Los Angeles, there are two predictable sides to 
every argument: the Los Angeles Unified School District and the teachers, usually represented by their union the 
United Teachers of Los Angeles. Now a group of LAUSD parents are seeking to enter the fray with a simple goal: 
getting the two warring factions to talk and get moving on real school reforms, whatever shape they might ultimately 
take. The Lemonade Initiative kicks off its effort with a big rally on Friday morning—will parents succeed in forcing 
two intractable sides together to work toward reform? Elisa Taub 00:35
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5/13/09 EDU

The parents aren't the only ones taking a sour situation and making it sweet, or as sweet as they can—despite the 
court granting a restraining order to prevent the United Teachers Los Angeles strike that was planned for Friday, the 
UTLA still plans to picket, engage in civil disobedience, and later will organize a recall of LAUSD board members 
who supported the teacher layoffs. We check in for the latest.

AJ Duffy, Adolfo 
Guzman-Lopez 00:07

5/13/09 TRAN

Over the next few days, The National Transportation Safety Board (NTSB) will hold hearings into the safety issues 
raised by the February crash of an airliner near Buffalo that killed 50 people. The NTSB investigation has faulted the 
captain of the plane and his lack of hands-on-training for the crash. Witnesses in the hearing are expected to provide 
new allegations about training shortcomings, as well as the prevalence of chronic pilot fatigue and lapses in cockpit 
discipline. How worried should we be about the training for commuter airline pilots? We get the lowdown from day 2 
of the hearing. Jim Hall 00:10

5/13/09 LAW

While the Obama Administration was deciding to not release inflammatory photos of prisoner interrogations today, 
the Senate Judiciary Committee was hearing about the Bush Administration's torture policies—two different pieces 
of the larger puzzle on the country's post-9/11 national security strategy. What's next: will court cases eventually win 
the public release of abuse photos that will play out like Abu Ghraib Part II, and will everyone from Dick Cheney to 
Nancy Pelosi eventually be testifying in front of Congress? Scott Sillman, David Lub 00:26

5/13/09 ECON

In a bind to pay for President Obama's proposed $1.2 trillion overhaul of the health care system, Senate leaders are 
considering federal taxes on soda and other sugary drinks. Congressional Budget Office reports estimate that adding 
a three cent-tax to 12-ounce servings would generate $24 billion over the next four years. Proponents say the tax 
would lower consumption, reduce health problems, and save medical costs, but the beverage industry claims it 
would unfairly hit lower-income Americans and wouldn't deter consumption. We hear from both sides.

Michael Jacobson, 
Kevin Keane 00:20

5/13/09 ECON

Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner has announced a plan to tame the feral over-the-counter derivatives market by 
increasing regulation as well as supervision to make the trading of OTC derivatives more transparent. We check in 
with someone who can explain exactly what a derivative is. Jim Zarroli 00:07

5/14/09 POLI CA Assembly Speaker responds to May budget revise CC :18

5/14/09 POLI Plan to ban smoking at state beaches moves forward Cohen :50

5/14/09 ENT Head of Miss CA USA resigns amid controversy with current title holder. CC :07

5/14/09 POLI Craigslist will drop its erotic services ads Cohen 1:02

5/14/09 ECON Gov Schwarzenegger is expected to roll out his plans to plug a multi-billion dollar hole in the state budget today. Russ 1:07

5/14/09 SAC Prop 1-C borrows from lottery Small 3:03

5/14/09 EDU Michelle Obama heads to CA to give her one and only university commencement speech this year at UC Merced. 4:23

5/14/09 TRAN 15th annual bike to work day in LA County Watt 2:36

5/14/09 EDU
Some employees of the LA Unified School District are planning a demostration this afternoon against the LA 
teachers union. CC :15

5/14/09 SAC The LA Memorial Coliseum is on a list of CA assets Gov Schwarzenegger wants to sale. CC :14

5/14/09 SAC The LA Memorial Coliseum is on a list of CA assets Gov Schwarzenegger wants to sale. Nazario :52

5/14/09 ECON Chrysler dealerships closing amid automaker's reorganization. CC :12

5/14/09 POLI Mayor's trying to balance budget CC :16

5/14/09 POLI Mayor's trying to balance budget CC :23
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5/14/09 ENV International meeting on water issues in LA CC :18

5/14/09 ECON Schwarzenegger wants to sell CA's asset, including LA Coliseum CC :19

5/14/09 ECON Chrysler dealerships closing amid automaker's reorganization. CC :19

5/14/09 SAC Reaction to Gov Schwarzenegger's proposed revisions to the state budget are mixed CC :17

5/14/09 SAC
Gov Schwarzenegger says he's ready to cut billions of dollars in school funding, lay off 5 thousand state workers, 
and borrow from cash strapped local governments. CC :14

5/14/09 ECON Schwarzenegger wants to sell CA's asset, including LA Coliseum Nazario 1:07

5/14/09 ART Marc Davis, late Disney animator, gets show of his fine art Rabe 1:35

5/14/09 EDU USC's 126th commencement is Friday 5/15 Devall :46

5/14/09 POLI Mayor declares fiscal emergency, paving way for furloughs Stoltze :50

5/14/09 POLI Cong race is test of Asian American candidate in largely Latino district Stoltze 4:25

5/14/09 POLI Mayor blasts LA City Council members for suggesting hiring freeze in police and fire depts. CC :26

5/14/09 EDU Former middleman in body parts trafficking scheme found guilty Devall 1:01

5/14/09 POLI Mayor says don't cut cops to balance budget Jahad :53

5/14/09 ECON Local dealers ponder next step after Chrysler announces closures Watt 2:07

5/14/09 EDU LAUSD lawyers go to court again one day before teachers union pickets Guzman 1:51

5/14/09 SAC

Some of California's notable landmarks may be up for sale in an effort to generate more revenue for the state. 
Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger wants to sell the Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum, San Quentin State Prison, the 
Orange County Fairgrounds and other state owned properties to get cash quick amid the state crisis, according to 
the Los Angeles Times. Larry talks to the experts about this grab for cash and asks callers to weigh in on the 
pending sale of their beloved city landmarks. Zev Yaroslavsky  30:00 

5/14/09 OC
Larry Mantle talks with Gustavo Arellano, OC Weekly staff writer, and Orange County Register senior editorial writer 
and columnist, Steven Greenhut, about the latest news events and developments in Orange County.

Gustavo Arellano, 
Steve Greenhut, 
William “Bill” Lobdell  30:00 

5/14/09 HEAL

Experts predict that Social Security will start paying out more in benefits than it collects in taxes in just seven years, 
earlier than had been expected. The Medicare system is expected to be depleted by 2017 and social security by 
2037. That means the government would need to borrow money or raise taxes to get the system back on track. The 
problem stems from the recession, as unemployment has cut the amount of contributions from payroll taxes. Larry 
Mantle finds out what lies ahead for the Medicare system.

Monique Morrissey, 
Greg D'Angelo  40:00 

5/14/09 LAB

Many employers send unpaid interns on mundane errands like fetching coffee.  In his recent column, New York 
Times ethics columnist Randy Cohen questions the appropriateness of such a duty.  Which tasks are appropriate for 
interns, and which are not?  Larry Mantle takes listener calls on the question.  20:00 

5/14/09 POLI

Hilda Solis gave up her Congressional seat to become Labor Secretary. Now, twelve candidates are vying to replace 
here in the San Gabriel Valley-based 32nd Congressional District. Two well-known Democrats are considered the 
front runners: State Senator Gil Cedillo of Los Angeles and State Board of Equalization member and former 
Assemblywoman Judy Chu of Monterey Park. Last night Patt Morrison hosted a debate co-sponsored by CAUSE 
and SVREP with the Democratic candidates. Today, we air excerpts from that debate and discuss the race with 
Raphael Sonenshein.

p ,
Francisco Alonso, Gil 
Cedillo, Judy Chu, 
Benita Duran, Stefan 
Lysenko, Nick Mostert, 
Rafeal F. Nadal, 
Emanual Pleitez 00:35
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5/14/09 POLI

Gov. Schwarzenegger presents two versions of his revised May budget in a 2:00 pm press conference today—one 
represents the standing budget if voters approve all the Governor's measures on the May 19th special election 
ballot, while the other represents a scenario in which all initiatives fail. The latter would include severe budget cuts. 
Critics are skeptical of the Governor's timing: with just five days before the election, is this a mere scare tactic? We 
check in for a preview of the presser. 00:09

5/14/09 POLI

We check in with Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa, who called a press conference earlier this morning to oppose the City 
Council Budget Committee's effort to freeze the mayor's police hiring, as well as to discuss his push earlier this week 
to get the City Council to declare a fiscal emergency of the $530 million deficit Los Angeles is facing in the next fiscal 
year.

Shirly Jihad, Mayor 
Villariagosa 00:09

5/14/09

Desolate auto lots already seemed to be growing like weeds in California and this morning Chrysler announced that 
789 of their 3,181 dealerships will be receiving letters telling them to shut it down. Chrysler believes that by 
streamlining their dealerships down to only their most profitable locations they will increase overall revenue for their 
floundering company. 32 California Chrysler dealers are on the chopping block and some dealers are saying heck no 
they won’t go. How will the dealership closures affect the local economies or will it at all?

Brian Maas, Philip 
Lanzafame 00:15

5/14/09 ART

At a time when most businesses could use a bail out, there's one industry that's booming: despite incredible odds 
and a failing economy, we just can't stop playing the lottery. Last year, 124 million Americans played, pulling in 
hundreds of millions of dollars for the industry. What possesses us to pour hard-earned money into such a 
statistically poor investment and could our vice even help us solve problems like our state's gaping budget gap? We 
take a look at the history of this American institution- from its roots in Jamestown, to the modern, multi-billion dollar 
business. Matt Sweeney 00:08

5/14/09

Prop 1C would repeal current requirements that lottery revenue be used only for education, and authorize unlimited 
borrowing against future lottery proceeds to avoid cutting state government spending. The 2009-10 budget already 
includes $5 billion from this source, but opponents say the extra revenue encourages gambling and exploits the 
poor. Could the measure work to balance our $42 billion state deficit as it has in Florida and Texas? We hear from 
both sides. David Crane, James But 00:30

5/15/09 ECON Gov Schwarzenegger's revised state budget is getting a thumbs up from some lawmakers. Shadley 1:05

5/15/09 ART
Larry Mantle and KPCC film critics Lael Loewenstein of Variety and Andy Klein of  Brand X  discuss the latest 
movies Mantle 2:58

5/15/09 EDU Teachers are picketing at LA Unified schools this morning to protest planned layoffs and class size increases. Watt :20

5/15/09 EDU Teachers demostrate v LAUSD cuts before school; students continue during. CC :20

5/15/09 POLI State assembly speaker responds to Hobson's choice on CA budget CC :19

5/15/09 EDU Teachers demostrate v LAUSD cuts before school; students continue during. Watt :59

5/15/09 HIST Congress introduces bill to honor Japanese American vets Felde 1:00

5/15/09 POLI The veep visits LA, announces grant $$ Nazario :46

5/15/09 EDU 38 LA Unified teachers and union leaders arrested during protest against teacher layoffs CC :15

5/15/09 EDU 38 LA Unified teachers and union leaders arrested during protest against teacher layoffs CC :15

5/15/09 POLI VP Joe Biden visits low income housing apt. in So. LA CC :13

5/15/09 EDU State education officials detail potential cuts Valot 1:20

5/15/09 SAC Big cuts ahead for Cal’s health and human services programs Small 1:13

5/15/09 IE Riverside National Cemetery begins week long memorial roll call Cuevas 1:13
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5/15/09 ENT Local Theater shows drive in movies 2:28

5/15/09 ECON GM notifies dealers of closures a day after Chrysler Watt 1:01

5/15/09 ENT Local Theater shows drive in movies CC :18

5/15/09 POLI VP Joe Biden visits low income housing apt. in So. LA Nazario 1:29

5/15/09 SAC CA's Secretary of State is offering election updates on the go this Tuesday CC :12

5/15/09 ENV Australians talk water policy and global warming in LA Peterson 1:03

5/15/09 SAC Michael Harris of CA State Parks says his agency plans to increase admission prices for some popular parks CC :10

5/15/09 EMV Budget cuts are likely to affect CA environment programs and parks Peterson 2:50

5/15/09 SAC California prisons looking at layoffs, prisoner releases Roman 1:30

5/15/09 SAC State officials outline the budget darkness ahead Valot 4:00

5/15/09 EDU 38 LA Unified teachers and union leaders arrested during protest against teacher layoffs Guzman 3:21

5/15/09 SAC CA has begun sending 5-thousand layoff notices to state workers CC :10

5/15/09 SAC

Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger laid out two dire scenarios for California - one if they approve five budget-related 
measures, one even worse if they reject them.  Schwarzenegger on Thursday called for laying off thousands of state 
employees and slashing billions from education to deal with California's latest budget deficit.  He said the state would 
have to make even deeper cuts if voters reject the ballot measures. Schwarzenegger also proposed transferring 
illegal immigrants in the state prison system to federal custody.  Opponents of the spending cap measure said the 
governor was releasing his ``May revise'' budget proposal earlier than scheduled as a scare tactic to persuade voters 
to support the special election ballot measures.

H.D. Palmer, Karen 
Bass, George Runner  40:00 

5/15/09 POLI

The Obama administration announced plans to continue the Bush administration's military tribunal system to try 
terrorism suspects. Obama will also ask Congress to expand the rights of defendants to contest charges against 
them. The decision is being criticized by human rights groups, who say that Obama is reversing a campaign pledge 
to change the way terrorism suspects are tried. Larry Mantle discusses Obama's announcement. Julian Barnes  20:00 

5/15/09 ENT

Larry Mantle and critics Lael Loewenstein of Variety and Andy Klein of  Brand X discuss the week’s new releases 
including Angels & Demons, Management, The Brothers Bloom, Brothers At War, Jerichow and Kassim The Dream 
among others. Larry also talks with John Horn of the L.A. Times about the Cannes Film Festival that started this 
week.

Lael Loewenstein, 
Andy Klein, John Horn  40:00 

5/15/09 ART

For over 60 years Betty Garrett has been gracing film and television screens across America. Garrett starred in 
several Hollywood musicals and stage roles. Reaching her peak during the golden age of Hollywood some of her 
films include:  Big City, Neptune's Daughter, On the Town, and My Sister Eileen. Garrett married Larry Parks and 
formed a musical team and toured nightclubs and theatres in the United States and England. The two moved to 
England because her husband was black listed during the 1950's Hollywood Communist scare. From All in the 
Family, Laverne and Shirley and more recently Grey's Anatomy Garrett has enjoyed a prolific television acting career 
as well. She won a Donaldson Award (the forerunner of the Tony) for Call Me Mister. She received Career and Life 
Achievement Awards from Cine Con, The Professional Dancers Society, the Los Angeles Drama Critics Circle, and 
The Ovation Awards.  Larry talks to Betty Garrett, who turns 90 on May 23rd, about the highs and lows of her career 
and how she is far from hanging up her tap shoes. Betty Garrett  20:00 
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5/15/09 POLI

By just about everyone’s account, all ballot props 1A thru 1F are expected to fail next week in Governor 
Schwarzeneggerrs’s special election. And in spite of the pleas, threats, and political theater of his press 
conferences, that will leave the state hanging with a $21 billion deficit. So if they all fail, what is the state of California 
to do? Back at square one with a less-than-cooperative legislature, we ask the people. What do you think is the next 
step to solving our budget crisis? 00:29

5/15/09 EDU

Police have arrested four dozen people, including UTLA president A.J. Duffy, for blocking traffic in a demonstration 
protesting possible teacher layoffs outside LAUSD headquarters. The LAUSD board voted last month to lay off up to 
2,400 teachers and 2,000 other employees as a means to close the $596 million budget gap in the upcoming school 
year. We check in with our reporter at the scene. Adolfo Guzman Lopez 00:07

5/15/09 SPOR

There has been a cloud of scandal surrounding USC’s basketball team for a few years now, ever since allegations 
that the Trojans’ former hoops star O.J. Mayo received approximately $30,000 in gifts and cash from an agent while 
was still playing college ball. Now there are new developments in the Mayo case tied to the same shady associate 
who first blew the whistle on USC and Mayo: Trojans coach Tim Floyd may have paid cash to help get Mayo onto 
the team, a major violation of NCAA rules. There is an ongoing investigation of USC that could result in big sanctions 
against the Trojans. There is clearly smoke surrounding USC, but is there fire beyond the speculation?

Charles Robinson, 
Jason Cole, Petros 
Papadakis 00:18

5/15/09 POLI

The race for one of the largest government legal offices in the country has gone from ugly to uglier. In one corner, 
thereâ€™s Councilman Jack Weiss and in this other thereâ€™s former prosecutor Carmen Trutanich. Both 
campaigns have filed complaints with the city Ethics Commission and neither seems to be stopping their 
controversial negative ads. We discuss the two candidates and their campaigns as the May 19th election nears.

Frank Stoltze, Maeve 
Reston 00:15

5/15/09 POLI
A U.S. president has a rare moment of honesty about the dire state of U.S budget deficits and the overall National 
debt. But what does a $10 trillion debt mean for the average American? David Walker 00:10

5/16/09 HIS Grammar problem cuts through street name Felde 1:02

5/16/09 TRANS Metrolink approves a plan to increase fares by 3 percent Cohen :45

5/17/09 POLI Voters go to the polls Tuesday in city atty race CC :23

5/17/09 POLI Campaign to fill 32nd District congressional CC :11

5/17/09 POLI Campaign to fill 32nd Congressional district seat CC :24

5/17/09 HIST Misspelled street named for swamp Felde 1:00

5/17/09 ART Film in East L.A. festival highlights achievements of four East L.A. female activists Guzman :58

5/17/09 POLI Voters go to the polls Tuesday in city atty race CC :20

5/17/09 POLI First House member to give birth while in office looks back CC :25

5/18/09 POLI Campaign to fill 32nd District congressional seat CC :18

5/18/09 POLI Pros and Cons of Proposition 1C CC :24

5/18/09 POLI Pros and Cons of Proposition 1C CC :21

5/18/09 POLI Pros and Cons of Proposition 1A CC :12

5/18/09 POLI Pros and Cons of Proposition 1A CC :12

5/18/09 PM Arguments for and against Prop 1F CC :22

5/18/09 PM Arguments for and against Prop 1F CC :25

5/18/09 ENT Review of past weekend Box Office Jahad :52
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5/18/09 ECON Local beautician organizes "mega" job fairs Baer 2:27

5/18/09 POLI Pros and cons of Proposition 1B CC :20

5/18/09 ENV 4.7 mag earthquake near LAX caused no major damage CC :07

5/18/09 ENV 4.7 mag earthquake near LAX caused no major damage CC :09

5/18/09 ENV 4.7 mag earthquake and several aftershocks put SoCal on edge Julian :48

5/18/09 POLI City workers protest layoff and furlough proposal CC :10

5/18/09 TECH President plans aggressive action to bring the electric power grid to the �digital age CC :17

5/18/09 DIS LAX official says emergency operations proceeded well in aftermath of �earthquake CC :24

5/18/09 PM Perspectives on Iraeli Prime Minister's visit to the White House CC :13

5/18/09 POLI Pros and cons of Proposition 1B CC :21

5/18/09 POLI Pros and Cons of Propositions 1D and 1E CC :13

5/18/09 POLI Pros and Cons of Propositions 1D and 1E CC :14

5/18/09 LAW President could choose a new Supreme Court associate justice soon CC :19

5/18/09 IE Police search for student with guns Cuevas :37

5/18/09 POLI City workers protest layoff and furlough proposal Nazario 1:33

5/18/09 SAC LAO works hard to turn out a voter guide that's accurate and easy to �understand Small 1:42

5/18/09 DIS LAX officials satisfied with response to earthquake Watt 1:00

5/18/09 OC OC Budget officials discuss possible county cuts Valot 2:19

5/18/09 IE San Bernardino authorities ID Mexican kidnappers Cuevas :49

5/18/09 IE UC Riverside feminism conference explores global issues and the arts Cuevas 1:14

5/18/09 PM Perspectives on Iraeli Prime Minister's visit to the White House CC :13

5/18/09 POLI Voter calls ballot one of few tools for expressing opinion CC :19

5/18/09 POLI Voter turnout expected to be low for special election CC :11

5/18/09 POLI Voter turnout expected to be low for special election CC :12

5/18/09 TRAV California's vehicle license fee nearly doubles starting tomorrow CC :13

5/18/09 POLI Council begins debate on city budget today Stoltze :53

5/18/09 POLI City attorney race pits unknown against city hall insider Stoltze 4:02

5/18/09 POLI Frank rides with governor and speaker on Sunday before election Stoltze 3:15

5/18/09 POLI Govs pitches props at south LA churches CC :16

5/18/09 LAW Harvard study gives LAPD good marks Stoltze :51

5/18/09 LAW Ingelwood cops under investigation for another fatal shooting Roman :58

5/18/09 SAC

Larry Mantle hears from KPCC reporter Frank Stoltze, who talked with Governor Schwarzenegger and Assembly 
Speaker Karen Bass about their support for Props 1A-1F. He also talks with Jon Coupal of the Howard Jarvis 
Taxpayers Association, who opposes the ballot measures. Jon Coupal  20:00 



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

5/18/09 SAC

Amid a group of budget and tax-related propositions that will be tough to swallow for California voters, Proposition 1F 
was supposed to be the spoonful of sugar that would help the medicine go down. 1F would prevent elected members 
of California’s government from receiving pay raises in years when the state is running a deficit. Seen as a way to 
hold both legislators and the governor accountable for failing to reach budget deals, 1F is a form of voter retribution 
and a contrast to the other propositions on the May 19th ballot that asks voters to make hard budget decisions.  But 
will 1F really deter dragged out budget negotiations and properly punish floundering state leaders?

Keith Carlson, Abel 
Maldonado  20:00 

5/18/09 SAC
Before tomorrow’s election, Larry Mantle gives a last-minute primer on the ballot measures and takes listener calls to 
hear how they plan to vote on Propositions 1A-1F. Evan Halper  20:00 

5/18/09 ENER

You’ve heard of Smart Cars, but what about a Smart Grid?  President Obama and Silicon Valley heavy-hitters are 
hoping to modernize the country’s electric grid with billions of stimulus dollars.  It’s an ambitious plan that Google, 
Microsoft, and IBM are investing in to produce and distribute electricity in cheaper, greener and more efficient ways. 
IBM says it could also create as many as 477,000 jobs.  Work is underway in our area as well. When can we expect 
to see something like the Smart Grid?  And how will it affect our daily lives as energy consumers? Fred Fletcher, Allan Shu  30:00 

5/18/09 HEAL

For the first time since the Gallup organization began asking the question in 1995, more Americans describe 
themselves as “pro-life” than “pro-choice”. In its annual survey of values and beliefs, 51% said that they are “pro-life” 
when it comes to abortion, while 42% called themselves “pro-life”, accounting for a sampling error of plus or minus 3 
percentage points. In its analysis, Gallup said that it is possible that President Obama "has pushed the public's 
understanding of what it means to be 'pro-choice' slightly to the left, politically." Larry Mantle talks with guests about 
the poll and what the numbers mean.  30:00 

5/18/09 POLI Governor Schwarzenegger spent his Sunday at South LA churches hoping to sway voters on his ballot propositions. HFrank Stoltze 00:20

5/18/09 POLI

Earlier today at the White House, Israeli Prime Minister Netanyahu and President Obama met today to discuss 
Middle East peacekeeping. Some of the issues on the table were the leader’s shared desire to curb Iran’s nuclear 
program, Syria, and the possible two-state solution to the Israeli — Palestinian conflict. Is the approach of this 
administration any different from the last? And will Prime Minister Netanyahu ever agree to an independent 
Palestine? We discuss the meeting with The Honorable Consul General of Israel in Los Angeles, Jacob Dayanand 
Senior Fellow at the American Task Force on Palestine, Hussein Ibish.

Yohini Appa, Dr. 
Barbara A. Gilchrest 00:20

5/18/09 ECON

Even though the FDA proposed a cap on SPFs at 50+, brands are still putting sky-high skin protection on the 
shelves and consumers may be buying in. From 75 to 85 and now to 100, the auctioneer is raising the number and 
raising it fast - but, is there any merit in SPFs that high, or is just brand hype? 00:18

5/18/09 POLI

One of the greatest guessing games in politics, aside from maybe the identity of vice presidential candidates, is over 
a president’s nominee for a vacant Supreme Court justice seat. Here we are only three months into President 
Obama’s first term and he gets the chance to leave his lasting imprint on the highest court in the land— so who will it 
be? Liberal groups cry out for minority nominees that will reflect the changing demographics of the country while 
conservatives are hoping to minimize the damage. Who are the leading candidates and what will be the Obama 
legacy on the Court? Ed O'Keefe 00:15

5/18/09 LAW

House speaker Nancy Pelosi drew ire last week for her accounts of when she learned the Bush administration was 
using "enhanced interrogation techniques" like waterboarding of terrorism suspects, and what she did about it. 
Controversy only escalated when CIA director Leon Panetta came to the CIA's defense and others called for Pelosi 
to apologize or show proof of her assertions after she accused CIA officials of misleading her during a 2002 briefing. 
Could such accusations lead to a truth commission? We take a closer look at the politics of this latest brouhaha. 00:10



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

5/18/09 HEAL

Award winning author Michael Pollan is back on the road to talk more about what we should and should not be 
eating. In his latest New York Times bestseller In Defense of Food: An Eater's Manifesto, Pollan explains why we 
should avoid the center aisles of the grocery store, think often of our great-grandmothers, and the difference 
between actual food that is safe to consume and the ever dangerous edible food-like substances. Michael Pollan 00:28

5/19/09 LABO TV Film contract ratification ballots to be mailed to SAG members Tuesday Watt 1:03

5/19/09 POLI Turnout for 5/19 election expected to be light Russ 1:00

5/19/09 POLI CA voters weigh in on state's financial future Adler :52

5/19/09 POLI CA Secretary of State is offering election updates on-the-go via Twitter CC :12

5/19/09 ECON Latest business stories with Mark Lacter Lacter 3:47

5/19/09 EDU National education venture fund meets in LA Guzman :54

5/19/09 ENV Gov is traveling to celebrate President's rules for gas efficiency Standen :54

5/19/09 TRAV Two planes crashed in Long Beach; divers are searching for survivors CC :24

5/19/09 POLI Discussion of City of LA budget dilemma CC :20

5/19/09 POLI Discussion of City of LA budget dilemma CC :20

5/19/09 ENV Prez adopts a form of California's emissions control and mileage standards Felde 1:00

5/19/09 IE Turnout light at Inland polls on special Election Day CC :23

5/19/09 PM Federal Government promotes new fuel efficiency standards CC :13

5/19/09 PM Federal Government promotes new fuel efficiency standards CC :15

5/19/09 YOUT Marcus Smith shooting witness speaks out against Inglewood police CC :12

5/19/09 POLI Special election in California Watt :41

5/19/09 YOUT Marcus Smith shooting witness speaks out against Inglewood police CC :12

5/19/09 POLI Voters go to the polls for special election Guzman :36

5/19/09 POLI Voters go to the polls for special election Peterson :40

5/19/09 YOUT Marcus Smith shooting witness speaks out against Inglewood police CC :09

5/19/09 YOUT Marcus Smith shooting witness speaks out against Inglewood police CC :08

5/19/09 LAW US Supreme Court allows CA medical marijuana laws to stand CC :16

5/19/09 YOUT Local 7th grader competes for national geography prize Felde 3:17

5/19/09 IE Medical marijuana backers want licenses now Cuevas 1:30

5/19/09 ENV Largest aftershock hits since Lennox quake Valot :43

5/19/09 POLI Adolfo Guzman live from polling place in Rosemead Guzman 1:10

5/19/09 POLI Checking the polling places on Election Day Nazario :58

5/19/09 SAC No matter what, more cutting and borrowing ahead in Sacramento Small :31

5/19/09 SAC State's top fiscal bosses try to decide what's next Small :37

5/19/09 LAW Live discussions with voters in Rosemead CC :25



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
5/19/09 ECON City officials are warning state lawmakers to not interfere with local revenues CC :14

5/19/09 POLI Will California lose a Congressional seat? Felde 3:22

5/19/09 POLI How to find out where to vote on May 19 Devall :57

5/19/09 ENV An apparent aftershock  in the LA basin Peterson :42

5/19/09 LAW LA Superior Court will shut one Wednesday a month to save money Devall :54

5/19/09 ENV LA City Council supports proposed plastic bag ban Peterson :56

5/19/09 POLI

Last week, Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa urged the Los Angeles City Council to declare a fiscal emergency to deal with 
the $529 million budget deficit. He also called for mandatory work furloughs and the layoffs of 1000 city employees. 
Villaraigosa said that if action is not taken, the budget deficit could grow to $1 billion in fiscal year 2010-2011. Larry 
Mantle talks with mayor Antonio Villaraigosa about the matter. Antonio Villaraigosa  20:00 

5/19/09 TRAN

After a tumultuous battle, California has not only won the right to set tougher standards for automobile fuel efficiency 
but it is also setting the example for the national standard. The Obama Administration will announce tougher fuel 
efficiency standards that are similar to California's calling for a 30% reduction in green house gas emissions of all 
automobiles sold in the U.S. by 2016. What will the new standards mean for auto manufactures and owners alike.

Craig Gordon, Charlie 
Territo, Dan Neil  40:00 

5/19/09 SEC

Is torture ever morally acceptable? The topic often brings up the "ticking time bomb scenario"- when innocent lives 
are in immediate danger and essential information must be gained. But the current debate on torture concerns 
situations where the information and potential threats are more uncertain. Larry Mantle talks with guests about the 
morality of torture and whether it is ever justified.

Tom Parker, John 
Eastman  30:00 

5/19/09 LIT

With a book titled Stepmonster, you might be tempted to picture a figure as cruel and evil as Cinderella's wicked 
Stepmother, who forced the poor girl to do all of the housework on her own, and then isolated her in a tower. But far 
from the wickedness of that character is a more complex painting of today's stepmother. In Stepmonster, author 
Wednesday Martin transcends societal stereotypes to illuminate readers about the challenges a stepmother faces, 
from stressful situations to never feeling "good enough" in her new role. Her book is one of understanding (as she 
herself is a stepmother) and appreciation for one of the more underappreciated but ever-so-important family roles. Wednesday Martin  30:00 

5/19/09 ENV

After seven years in the wilderness of the Bush Administration, California has not only won its long–running fight with 
the EPA to set its own tougher standards for automobile fuel efficiency but has become the model for a national 
standard. In a deal that seeks to appease California, a skeptical auto industry and environmentalists, the Obama 
Administration will announce more stringent fuel efficiency standards that is more-or-less a copy of California’s 
mandate of a 30% reduction in the greenhouse gas emissions of all automobiles sold in the U.S. by 2016. The 
biggest shocker in the deal is the willing participation of auto manufacturers—will it work, or is it too good to be true?

David Cole, Robert 
Stavins, Mary Nichols 00:35

5/19/09 TECH

For years Google has been using a patented algorithm to bring them closer and closer to what they hope to one day 
achieve, the perfect search engine. Now the company is using that same approach on its employees. Google has 
come up with an algorithm to help them crunch the numbers on who on their staff of 20,000 is most likely to quit. The 
company believes that the data will help them prevent more people from leaving a company that some believe to 
have reached its innovative plateau. We discuss new strategies in employee retainment and how the numbers might 
know you are ready to walk before even you do. John M. Logsdon 00:18

5/19/09 TECH

President Obama meets today with Retired Marine Maj. Gen. Charles Bolden Jr., a candidate for the new head of 
NASA. Bolden’s nomination raises larger questions about the future of NASA: President Obama said in March that 
he wanted to reinvigorate the space program, but a new NASA administrator would need to persuade lawmakers to 
commit up to $120 billion for a new lunar program to ultimately prepare for a manned flight to Mars. In this economy? 00:15
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5/19/09 HEAL

Medical marijuana advocates protested the County Board of Supervisors meeting today in hopes to push the County 
to start issuing ID cards to medical marijuana patients. On Monday the U.S. Supreme Court refused to hear the 
lawsuit brought to them by San Diego and San Bernardino Counties’ in an attempt to challenge the legality of 
California’s medical marijuana laws. In 2003 Riverside County began issuing ID cards to medical marijuana users 
and advocates in San Bernardino believe that if their county will follow suit it will save tax payers money that is being 
spent on the prosecution of medical marijuana patients. The County still argues that issuing ID cards would violate 
federal drug laws.

Steven Cuevas, David 
Wert 00:15

5/19/09 EDU

Eminence is the one pre–requisite for any commencement speaker and just about every speech is some 
variation–on–the–theme of how to lead a happy and successful life. But Timothy Noah thinks that’s a 
fallacy—successful people don't really know what made them successful and moreover, we don’t learn how to live 
our lives better from our successes, but from our failures. So in these uncertain economic times, what kind of 
speaker might better guide the graduates of 2009? Timothy Noah 00:29

5/20/09 ENV Former car dealership owner criticizes President's emission plan Felde :56

5/20/09 SAC What now? Lawmakers don't know Small 2:09

5/20/09 POLI Governor and State Attorney General want to ban violent videogames from �minors Cohen :54

5/20/09 SPOR Dodgers bring on their first female play by play announcer CC :18

5/20/09 SPOR Dodgers bring on their first female play by play announcer CC :11

5/20/09 SPOR Dodgers bring on their first female play by play announcer CC :21

5/20/09 POLI California voters approved only one of the 6 propositions on 5/19's ballot Small :28

5/20/09 POLI Governor and state lawmakers will meet to figure out what to do post election Jahad :52

5/20/09 SAC Schools chief says "What now?" CC :13

5/20/09 SAC Schools chief says "What now?" CC :15

5/20/09 POLI A chat with a Rosemead longtime precinct inspector Guzman 2:12

5/20/09 POLI Voters reject all five budget-related propositions CC :12

5/20/09 HEAL Health care services in California are bracing for big cuts Weiss 1:12

5/20/09 POLI California voters overwhelmingly voted down five budget-related props CC :20

5/20/09 POLI California voters overwhelmingly voted down five budget-related props CC :12

5/20/09 POLI Governor and state lawmakers will meet to figure out what to do post election CC :14

5/20/09 POLI Discussion with Gov spokesman on defeated propositions Julian 3:00

5/20/09 POLI Governor's comments post election Felde :50

5/20/09 EDU LAUSD facing more cuts after statewide election CC :17

5/20/09 POLI
State lawmakers and the governor are going back to the drawing board to
figure out how to fix California's budget. CC :13

5/20/09 ECON Comments on Governor's post election meeting on budget CC :18

5/20/09 POLI Federal credit card bill advance CC :21

5/20/09 POLI Democratic party comments on 5/19's election results CC :17

5/20/09 POLI Congressional front runner Judy Chu on her primary showing Mantle :22

5/20/09 POLI Congressional front runner Judy Chu on her primary showing CC :17



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
5/20/09 SPOR For the first time, the Dodgers have a woman doing play by play Jahad :51

5/20/09 POLI Governor learned that special elections don't work CC :20

5/20/09 POLI Reactions to 5/19 election CC :15

5/20/09 POLI Governor says voters want cuts, but not to favorite programs Felde 1:04

5/20/09 POLI Haefele discusses election results Cohen 3:14

5/20/09 OC UC Irvine police respond to report of man with rifle Valot :51

5/20/09 IE Riverside County prepares for additional cuts in state funding Cuevas 1:10

5/20/09 EDU LAUSD facing more cuts after statewide election Guzman 1:36

5/20/09 SPOR Dodgers bring on their first female play by play announcer Jahad 1:13

5/20/09 POLI LA County Democratic Party official comments on props failure CC :21

5/20/09 POLI Trutanich upsets Weiss in City Attorney Stoltze :21

5/20/09 POLI Judy Chu leads in open primary for 32nd district seat CC :20

5/20/09 POLI Judy Chu wins open primary to replace Hilda Solis in Congress Watt 1:06

5/20/09 POLI Trutanich beats Weiss for Los Angeles City Attorney Stoltze :58

5/20/09 POLI LA voters reject five ballot propositions aimed at stabilizing the economy CC :20

5/20/09 LAW LA police chief happy now that council voted down cops hiring freeze Morrison :18

5/20/09 SPOR New Dodgers baseball play-by-play targets female audiences Jahad :24

5/20/09 ENT Deadline for ballots to ratify commercials contract Watt :58

5/20/09 ECON Post-election, the City of LA faces the state's demand for $$ Peterson :57

5/20/09 POLI Anti-Villaraigosa sentiment in Trutanich victory Stoltze 2:58

5/20/09 SAC

Californians voted down all five of the budget-related ballot measures yesterday, leaving the state to deal with a $21 
billion budget gap. The only measure that passed was Proposition 1F, which prohibits pay increases for state 
officials when California is running a deficit. In other results, Carmen Trutanich defeated Jack Weiss in the race for 
L.A. City Attorney, and Judy Chu beat out fellow Democrat Gil Cedillo in the race for the 32nd Congressional seat, to 
be determined in a runoff July 14. The morning after the election, Larry goes over what propositions and candidates 
were victorious and what that means for you.

Evan Halper, H.D. 
Palmer, Raphael 
Sonenshein, Darrell 
Steinberg, Ray 
Cortines, Judy Chu, 
George Runner  60:00 

5/20/09 ECON

Consumers may be saying that a whole lot more as the Senate passed a bill on Tuesday to put new restrictions on 
the credit card industry.  The primary focus of the bill is to restrict companies from raising interest rates on existing 
balances. According to statistics cited by the White House credit card debt has increased by 25- percent in the last 
decade. Will this new bill alleviate the burden from consumers or is it just a temporary fix to a long term problem? 
Larry gets the experts to weight in.

Andy Martin, David 
Robertson, Jamie 
Court, Dan Mitchell, 
Brad Sherman  30:00 

5/20/09 LIT

Many aspects of human sexuality were a mystery before the scientific research of William Masters and Virginia 
Johnson. Through thousands of laboratory studies, the couple explored issues like sexual dysfunction and female 
sexuality. In his book "Masters of Sex", author Thomas Maier profiles the team that changed how people understood 
and engaged in sex. He also examines their secretive personal lives, detailing how the couple divorced after twenty 
years of marriage amid accusations of betrayal and infidelity. Larry Mantle is joined by author Thomas Maier and 
Virginia Johnson to talk about the book.

Thomas Maier, Peggy 
Shepley  30:00 
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5/20/09 SAC

Special Election Day has come and gone and with all propositions on the ballot failing last night (with the exception 
of 1F), where does that leave Californians? What did voters say, what does it mean, and now how are we going to 
get out of this budget crisis? We break down the post–election analysis.

Steinburg, 
Assemblyman Chuck 
Devore, Jean Ross, 
Adam Mendelsohn 00:35

5/20/09 SAC

It isn’t a new question, by any stretch of the imagination, nor is this the first time that California has faced financial 
ruin, political sclerosis and voter apathy. But after a year of bloody partisan battle in Sacramento that has only 
managed to produce a budget deficit of $20 billion or more, it might be time to ask the question again, only this time 
with a call to action: Is California simply too big, too politically and demographically divergent to govern in a sensible 
way?

Mark Baldassare, Jim 
Wunderman 00:18

5/20/09 LAW

Carmen Trutanich has won the City Attorney race, even though LAPD Chief Bill Bratton and the Mayor supported his 
contender. How does the Chief feel about it the day after? Also on tap: the move by the city budget committee to put 
a freeze on hiring police officers (the action was later prevented by the full council); recent claims made by Bratton 
that the crime rate is down to levels of the 1950s; and the difference in LAPD resources given to two recent 
hit–and–run investigations &ndas; one a high–profile USC student and the other a little known construction worker. 
That—and your questions—for the Chief. Tom Kloza 00:42

5/20/09 ECON

While absorbing consistently bad news about job losses, evaporating 401(k)’s and billion–dollar bailouts, it was the 
one small comfort you could take away from an all-around lousy economy: gasoline prices were comfortably low 
again, retreating from $4/gallon earlier this year. Now that one guilty pleasure might soon be gone—if OPEC’s 
expected huge supply cut doesn’t do it, uneconomical oil fields should soon pump the price of gas back up to the $4 
range and possibly beyond. How much pain is coming down the pipeline? 00:11

5/21/09 POLI Administration faced with $21 billion budget shortfall Russ 1:04

5/21/09 POLI Voters reject $6 billion dollar budget balancing measures CC :15

5/21/09 POLI Voters reject $6 billion dollar budget balancing measures CC :11

5/21/09 ECON State lawmakers and other elected officials are looking at hefty pay cuts Russ 1:00

5/21/09 POLI Campaign is underway to get a constitutional convention on next year's �general election ballot Shadley 1:10

5/21/09 EDU School superintendent discusses budget dilemmas CC :11

5/21/09 HEAL Cuts likely in state health and human services budget CC :15

5/21/09 AT LA city attorney - elect responds to his win on 5/19 Mantle :17

5/21/09 LAW Law enforcement officials arrest scores of members of a Hawaiian�Gardens street gang. CC :22

5/21/09 ART NEA names Angeleno Bill Holman a Jazz Master Watt 1:03

5/21/09 HEAL Cuts likely in state program budgets CC :14

5/21/09 HEAL Cuts likely in state program budgets CC :24

5/21/09 LAW Law enforcement officials arrest scores of members of a Hawaiian�Gardens street gang. Morrison :16

5/21/09 LAW Law enforcement officials arrest scores of members of a Hawaiian�Gardens street gang. Guzman 1:00

5/21/09 SAC Leg Analyst says big cuts and lots of borrowing ahead Small 1:18

5/21/09 SAC Governor proposes wholesale cuts to close budget gap Small :46

5/21/09 HEAL Effects of economy seen at women's health clinics CC 2:45

5/21/09 POLI House passed sweeping climate change bill Felde :52

5/21/09 LAW Law enforcement officials arrest scores of members of a Hawaiian�Gardens street gang. Guzman 2:13



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
5/21/09 LAW Men charged with phony ATM withdrawal scheme Cohen :51

5/21/09 ENV Plam Springs Republican votes for climate bill CC :09

5/21/09 IMM Who's not coming to the meeting Felde :54

5/21/09 ENV California's "greenhouse gas" emissions amont lowest in US CC :18

5/21/09 ENV Federal stimulus money headed for Southland water systems Peterson :47

5/21/09 LAW Deputy's murder prompted major gang operation Roman :59

5/21/09 ENV California's "greenhouse gas" emissions may be low b/c of energy�efficiency Peterson 1:37

5/21/09 ENV House committee nears vote on sweeping "greenhouse gas" legislation Felde :56

5/21/09 EDU California community colleges may have to cut summer sessions CC :25

5/21/09 EDU California sets the new API targets Roman :57

5/21/09 EDU Concerns state budget crisis will wipe out summer session classes Jahad :55

5/21/09 EDU Local scholar helps put John Fante's archives at UCLA Guzman 4:43

5/21/09 POLI President defended his position to close the camp at Guantanamo Bay Coomerasamy 3:07

5/21/09 POLI

It was a huge part of the Obama campaign--a promise to close the military prison at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba. 
However, it's now clearly a case of "easier said than done." Critics point out that some prisoners will inevitably end 
up on US soil. This has created a political mess, since no state representative wants to volunteer their prisons to 
accept them. The Senate has now voted against funding the closure, which is currently put at $80 million by the 
Administration. So how do you close Gitmo? In separate speeches today, both President Obama and former Vice 
President Dick Cheney delivered their opposing opinions on Guantanamo and national security. Larry Mantle and 
guests discuss the dilemma

Julian Barnes,Jack 
Shaw  60:00 

5/21/09 POLI

With the defeat of most statewide propositions on Tuesday, the reality of the State's financial situation is beginning 
to set in.  It means California's deficit for the fiscal year that begins in July will grow from $15.4 billion to $21.3 billion. 
To fill the gap, Governor Schwarzenegger has proposed shortening the school year by seven days, laying off up to 
5,000 state employees and taking money from local governments. Health insurance for underprivileged children will 
be severely cut.  Services to the disabled and mentally ill will be reduced.  Tens of thousands of teachers also face 
the prospect of layoffs.   Larry Mantle gets the latest from LAUSD Superintendent Raymond Cortines and others. 

Raymond (Ray) 
Cortines,Kim Belshe  30:00 

5/21/09 ART

Whether you realize it or not, you probably know the songs of the Sherman Brothers. The songwriting duo composed 
many acclaimed works, including songs from "Mary Poppins" and "The Jungle Book" and the score to "Chitty Chitty 
Bang Bang". They also wrote "It's a Small World (After All)", the most translated song ever written. Richard and 
Robert Sherman are the subjects of the new documentary "The Boys: The Sherman Brothers' Story", which looks at 
their award-winning work as well as their behind-the-scenes battles. Larry Mantle talks about the film, and the 
Sherman Brothers' prolific body of work with the producers and directors of the documentary, Gregory Sherman and 
Jeff Sherman, and with Richard Sherman himself.

Richard 
Sherman,Gregory 
Sherman,Jeffrey 
Sherman  30:00 

5/21/09 ECON

Just days after California voters rejected a series of state–budget ballot measures, debate erupted in Washington 
over whether the federal government should provide a loan guarantee that California officials say they need to avert 
a cash crisis. Secretary Geithner expressed doubt that he could help California out of our fiscal crisis. But isn’t 
California too big to fail? 00:35
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5/21/09 SCI

On first glance it looks like the skeleton of a lemur or maybe even a big house cat—but that first look is deceptive, as 
Ida is a 47–million–year–old fossil, discovered in amazingly good shape, that could be a key step in human 
evolution. Ida, as the fossil is called, is described as "the most complete primate fossil ever found and has 
characteristics found in later primates and humans." Is she the mythical missing link? John H. Hurum 00:12

5/21/09 SCI

Like "the little engine that could," Mars rover Spirit has been roaming the red planet for longer than anyone expected, 
but now finds itself stuck in a sandy soil trap, with one wheel dead and problems with another. While Spirit gathers 
power through its recently wind–cleared solar panels, mission scientists are trying everything they can to dislodge 
the little machine, including seeing how the test rover back at JPL reacts to the same situation. Thomas P. O'Brien 00:06

5/21/09 LAW

Dozens of arrests have been made and about 150 indictments have been issued for members and associates of the 
predominantly Latino gang, Varrio Hawaiian Gardens. The gang is accused of trying to push black people out of the 
Hawaiian Gardens neighborhood through the use of murder and other violent crimes. The U.S. attorney’s office has 
unsealed indictments that allege detailed and specific attacks against black members of the Hawaiian Gardens 
community and is touting the raids and arrests as the "largest gang takedown in United States history." 00:19

5/21/09 LIT

Neil MacFarquhar has been living in the mid–east on and off since he was 3 years old. MacFarquhar was the 
mid–east correspondent for the New York Times for five years and currently holds the position of United Nations 
bureau chief for the paper. In his latest book, The Media Relations Department of Hizbollah Wishes You a Happy 
Birthday: Unexpected Encounters in the Changing Middle East. MacFarquhar delivers personal accounts of his life in 
Libya as a child, as an adult, as a reporter and tries to show what he refers to as the, "...underexposed side of the 
Middle East." Neil MacFarquhar 00:34

5/22/09 ECON Gov. will soon propose an additional 5 billion in cuts Myers 2:03

5/22/09 POLI Sole Republican vote on climate change bill is Californian Felde 1:05

5/22/09 LAB 600 SAG members attend information session on tentative tv/film�contract CC :20

5/22/09 LAB At info session, actress says guild members should support film and �tv contract CC :22

5/22/09 ECON Gov is considering the total elimination of all welfare programs Russ :57

5/22/09 ECON Administration is considering elimination healthcare and grant programs CC :10

5/22/09 EDU Labor secretary delivers commencement at local CSU CC :29

5/22/09 ECON U.S. Labor secretary delivers commencement at local university CC :25

5/22/09 EDU CC Chancellor says system could lose hundreds of thousands of students CC :18

5/22/09 ECON Administration is working federal officials to ensure state doesn't lose�matching funds CC :16

5/22/09 ECON Unemployment has dropped by two tenths of a percentage point Morrison :13

5/22/09 SPOR LA Marathon on Memorial Day CC :18

5/22/09 ECON Gas prices going up Morrison :20

5/22/09 LAB DWP Memorial Ceremony to remember fallen employees Peterson 1:34

5/22/09 LAB DWP Memorial Ceremony to remember fallen employees CC :13

5/22/09 LAB 1000+ Homecare and domestic workers protest proposed cuts CC :19

5/22/09 EDU Students skip school to protest planner teacher layoffs Guzman :57

5/22/09 EDU Students skip school to protest planner teacher layoffs Guzman 2:23

5/22/09 HEAL Homecare providers protest proposed healthcare cuts Watt 1:20



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

5/22/09 POLI

With the rejection of all but one ballot measure in Tuesday's special election, the conversation in Sacramento is now 
moving towards budget cuts. Sen. Ron Calderon, D-Montebello told the San Gabriel Valley Tribune that they state is 
looking " at 15-to-20-percent cuts across the board." Gov. Schwarzenegger proposed an addition $5.8 billion in 
reductions. These reductions come on top of the $15.4 billion short fall facing the state due to the recession. So with 
such liberal talk about cutting programs what does this mean for statewide welfare, medical and education 
programs? Larry talks to the experts about the issues and asks if there is a light at the end of this dark budgetary 
tunnel.

Julie Small,Aaron 
McLear,Jack Scott  30:00 

5/22/09 POLI

On Thursday the House of Representatives Energy and Commerce Committee passed a long-awaited carbon cap-
and-trade bill which is designed to reduce carbon emissions 4% below 1990 levels by 2020. Some opponents of the 
Waxman-Markey bill say it doesn’t not go far to curb greenhouse gases and want even more drastic measures to 
prevent global warming. The Senate has blocked cap-and-trade bills in prior years, but unlike in years past, now has 
strong support from the Obama administration.

Henry Waxman,Nikki 
Roy,Ronald Bailey  30:00 

5/22/09 ENT

Larry Mantle and critics Jean Oppenheimer of Village Voice Media and Henry Sheehan of henrysheehan.com 
discuss the week’s new releases including Terminator Salvation, Night at the Museum: Battle of the Smithsonian, 
The Girlfriend Experience, Easy Virtue, and O'Horten, among others

Jean Oppenheimer, 
Henry Sheen  40:00 

5/22/09 ENT  Larry talks with writer and director Bent Hamer ("HAH-mur") about his new film, "O'Horten". Bent Hamer  20:00 

5/22/09 LAW

The California Supreme Court will announce this Tuesday their decision on the constitutionality of the voter approved 
amendment banning same-sex marriage in the state. With Iowa, Maine and Vermont joining Connecticut and 
Massachusetts in legalizing gay marriages the case brought to the courts by plaintiffs that see the ruling as 
unconstitutional grows ever stronger. California voters have approved a ban on same-sex marriages twice in the last 
nine years but the decision of whether or not the amendment abridges the privileges or immunities of citizens of the 
United States, lies in the hands of the Stateâ€™s highest court. What can we expect? Mark Barabak 00:15

5/22/09 LAW

It’s not like the debate over torture and Guantanamo Bay is anything new—we’ve been having it for at least seven 
years. But the circumstances in Washington D.C. yesterday were surely unprecedented: a sitting president speaking 
broadly on his national security policy while a former vice president spoke just across town defending his 
administration’s unpopular decisions. That was the setup for Obama vs. Cheney, and both Republicans and 
Democrats run big risks and potential rewards in pursuing the politics of torture. Should the GOP hitch its wagons to 
the unapologetic Cheney and should Democrats be wary of the "soft on terrorism" charge?

Jim Pinkerton, Ed 
Kilgore, Craig Gordon 00:31

5/22/09 POLI

According to the U.S. Department of Labor the unemployment rate in California dropped from 11.2% to 11% 
between March and April. Despite the slight drop in unemployment California still lost 63,700 jobs in the month of 
April and the only job sector that seems to be growing is government. Does this plateau mark the end of the 
ever–rising unemployment numbers and indicate that the recession is losing speed? Or should we take the numbers 
with a grain of salt? Brad Kemp, Stephen Le 00:07

5/22/09 ART

A miserable, sinking economy and rancorous debate in Washington D.C. over everything from torture to swine 
flu—just when politics is enough to make you cry, it’s usually best to laugh instead. In its own unique way, Comedy 
Congress is always up to the challenge. Who says humor can’t reign in an era of hope? The unintentional humor 
flowed throughout the first three months of the Obama Administration and we’re here to cover it all: Nancy Pelosi did 
her best impersonation of a punching bag while Arlen Specter did his best impersonation of Benedict Arnold. 
Remember, the truth hurts far less when it’s told by comedians.

Ben Gleib, John 
Fugelsang, Alonzo 
Bodden 00:52

5/23/09 HIST Street recalls military past Felde :53

5/23/09 POLI State Supreme Court will issue a decision on Prop 8 on Tuesday Shadley :55

5/24/09 ENT New documentary on the songwriting Sherman brothers CC :19



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
5/24/09 HIST Local tree misidentified Felde 1:02

5/24/09 SPOR LA Marathon on Memorial Day CC :16

5/24/09 SPOR LA Marathon on Memorial Day Nazario 1:00

5/24/09 LAW LA Sheriff's Gifts for Guns program CC :27

5/24/09 OC Law enforcement cracks down on DUI's over holiday weekend Valot :52

5/25/09 IE Riverside National Cemetary begins week long memorial roll call CC :37

5/25/09 MIL CA Congressman pushes for PTSD awareness CC :17

5/25/09 POLI San Diego congressman puts PTSD at top of list for veteran concerns Felde :57

5/25/09 LAW Local activists plan Prop 8 demonstrations Jahad :42

5/25/09 SCI The Loh Life Loh 2:55

5/25/09 OC Recent college graduates struggle to find jobs Turori 1:46

5/25/09 IE Marine company returns home after Iraq duty Cuevas :48

5/25/09 IE Riverside National Cemetary begins week long memorial roll call Cuevas 1:41

5/25/09 ENT Weekly sales estimates Baer :56

5/25/09 ENV Findings of a new study on mercury contaimination in California lakes CC :18

5/25/09 SCI Findings of a new study on mercury contaimination in California lakes Shadley 1:01

5/25/09 TRAV Gov. calling for the dissolution of the Dept. of Boats and Waterways CC :13

5/25/09 YOUT Non-profit organization provides outfits for poor teens for prom Tintocalis 4:15

5/25/09 SPOR Interviews with spectators the LA Marathon Nazario :46

5/25/09 PM How much sunscreen protection is enough CC :24

5/25/09 SPOR How first responders prepped for marathon Nazario 1:13

5/25/09 SCI Considerations for the next chair of NASA CC :26

5/25/09 EDU What makes for a good commencement speech CC :15

5/25/09 SPOR How first responders prepped for marathon Nazario 1:07

5/25/09 OC UC Irvine law school to open environmental law clinic Valot :48

5/25/09 ENV Raise in water bill rates CC :22

5/25/09 SPOR How first responders prepped for marathon CC :09

5/25/09 SPOR Stroke group raise money with LA Marathon CC :15

5/25/09 TRAV State officials advise making park travel plans soon CC :20

5/25/09 TRAV State officials say camping reservations were up for Mem Day Russ :50



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

5/25/09 MIL

When should a country, like the United States, go to war? It is a difficult question and one that shouldn't be taken 
lightly. In his book "War of Necessity, War of Choice", Richard N. Haass looks at the first and second wars in Iraq 
with that question in mind. A member of the National Security Council during the first President Bush and director of 
policy planning in the State Department for George W. Bush, Haass has a perspective that only a handful of people 
have about the decisions made in going to war. Larry talks to Richard N. Haass about the ambition, execution and 
reasons by both wars and what the future holds for the current war in Iraq. Richard N. Haass  30:00 

5/25/09 POLI

The peace process between Israel and the Palestinians is stalled, so AirTalk goes “on the road” to convene a mock 
“peace summit” at the Japanese American National Museum in downtown Los Angeles. Bringing together a sitting 
Israeli diplomat with a Palestinian who actively lobbies the U.S. government on behalf of a two-state solution, Larry 
Mantle moderates the “negotiations” between the Honorable Jacob Dayan, Consul General of Israel to the 
Southwest U.S., and Hussein Ibish, Senior Fellow at the Washington, D.C.-based American Task Force on 
Palestine.

Honorable Jacob 
Dayan, Hussein Ibish  90:00 

5/25/09 HEAL

Research on the amazing healing properties of stem cells, from their ability to regenerate tissue to their potential for 
correcting genetic defects, has been going on for decades with the long-held promise of revolutionary therapies for 
the masses. The game-changing stem cell therapies aren't quite ready for the commercial market yet but they're 
closer than they've ever been and the promise of a medical revolution is real. Patt talks with two of the leading 
researchers and shapers of stem cell policies about the first therapies that will hit the market and the ethical 
questions that come with employing stem cells on a massive scale.

John McNeish, Alan 
Trounson 00:35

5/25/09 LIT

Organized crime, black-market smuggling, environmental disasters – these aren't things you would normally 
associate with tiny, delicate butterflies. But award-winning journalist Peter Laufer exposes the dark side of the 
butterfly business and proves that it is a dangerous world. Laufer's research on the subculture of butterflies took him 
around the world from butterfly breeding businesses in Nicaragua across borders to Los Angeles and New York City. 
Along the way, he found out how far people are willing to go to smuggle unique, hard-to-find butterflies – and how 
much people are willing to pay for them. The subculture of butterflies includes criminals, collectors, conservationists, 
and more. Peter Laufer 00:18

5/25/09 ART

An Oscar-winning actor, acclaimed director, and recipient of the Golden Globe Award for lifetime achievement in 
film, Frank Sinatra created one of the biggest careers in the history of Hollywood, and yet his screen legacy is often 
overshadowed by his achievements as a singer. Author Tom Santopietro is here to highlight Sinatra-the-actor, with 
his new book, Sinatra in Hollywood. Tom Santopietro 00:25

5/25/09 ART

The Years of Talking Dangerously is the latest collection of essays from Linguist Professor and NPR contributor 
Geoffrey Nunberg. In his new book Nunberg explores the circumlocutory language of politics, his struggle with being 
too pontifical for the blogosphere, how some words must patiently wait in the wings before they make it into the 
common lexicon and many more informative and entertaining linguistic issues. Join us as we talk with the author and 
try not to flub our words. Geoffrey Nunberg 00:25

5/26/09 MEDI CA doctors lobby for bill helping primary care physicians Felde 3:24

5/26/09 IE Riverside County leaders lobby state lawmakers over budget plan Cuevas 1:11

5/26/09 ECON Deficit forces state lawmakers to cut billions from budget by July Small :42

5/26/09 LAW Prop 8 ruling today Small :56

5/26/09 HEAL Poison control line may be shut down to help tighten budget Shadley :57

5/26/09 HEAL Poison control line may be shut down to help tighten budget CC :18

5/26/09 ECON Some of the big budget cuts carry a costly downside CC :08

5/26/09 OC OC Supervisors to talk about budget cuts this week Valot 1:36



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
5/26/09 OC OC Officials to consider where to make budget cuts Valot 1:10

5/26/09 ECON Discussion of business stories with Mark Lacter Lacter 3:44

5/26/09 SAC State Supreme Court upheld Prop 8 CC :17

5/26/09 LAW President chooses his first US Supreme Court nominee Morrison :22

5/26/09 SAC State Supreme Court ruled against lawsuits to overturn Prop 8 CC :17

5/26/09 LAW Possible Republican response to US Supreme Court nominee CC :24

5/26/09 GEND Gay marriage proponents respond to ruling on Prop 8 CC :21

5/26/09 POLI Leader of the Southern Christian Leadership Conference praises�Supreme Court pick CC :23

5/26/09 LAW Interpreting the CA Supreme Court's ruling on Prop 8 CC :14

5/26/09 LAW Interpreting the CA Supreme Court's ruling on Prop 8 Morrison :24

5/26/09 GEND Gay marriage proponents respond to ruling on Prop 8 CC :13

5/26/09 HEAL LA County Dept. of Public Health holds readiness drill Nazario 1:12

5/26/09 HEAL LA County Dept. of Public Health holds readiness drill CC :15

5/26/09 LAW California Supreme Court upholds Proposition 8 Small 1:39

5/26/09 ECON Gov. calling for 5.5 billion in cuts to balance the budget Russ :56

5/26/09 IE Inland Seventh Day Adventist leader conflicted over Prop 8 Cuevas 1:25

5/26/09 ECON Gov. calling for 5.5 billion in cuts to balance the budget CC :12

5/26/09 LAW California Supreme Court upholds Proposition 8 Small 3:56

5/26/09 POLI Parks give bleak picture of city budget Stoltze 2:48

5/26/09 GEND South LA civil rights leader applauds Prop 8 ruling CC :15

5/26/09 LAW One more ballot measure might turn the tide in same sex marriage�battle Roman :59

5/26/09 ENV LA City Council postpones a vote on billboard ban Devall 1:00

5/26/09 HEAL Nearly 1 million Californians go to Mexico annual for medical care Nazario 1:00

5/26/09 GEND State Supreme Court upheld Prop 8 Watt 2:17

5/26/09 SAC

Five years ago Robin Tyler and Diane Olson became the first in the State to challenge the denial of a marriage 
license to a same gender couple as an unconstitutional ban on their right to marry.  When the couple was denied the 
license in Beverly Hills, Gloria Allred filed a lawsuit and after a four year legal battle they won the right to marry in the 
California Supreme Court.  Thousands of gay couples married as a result of that decision.  When Prop 8 passed in 
November, banning same-sex marriage, Ms. Allred immediately filed the legal challenge on behalf of Ms. Tyler and 
Ms. Olson who had married, and on behalf of another same gender couple who wished to marry but could not 
because of the passage of Proposition 8.  The Californian Supreme Court is scheduled to announce its decision on 
Prop.8 Tuesday at 10:00 am.

Julie Small, Brian 
Brown, Jon Davidson, 
Robin Tyler and Diane 
Olson, Karen England  60:00 



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

5/26/09 LAW

President Barack Obama announced his nominee for the Supreme Court this morning, Federal Judge Sonia 
Sotomayor. Sotomayor would be replacing retiring Supreme Court Judge David Souter.  She is the first Latino and 
only the third woman to be nominated for the country’s high court. Obama emphasized that he wanted someone who 
would look at justice with “empathy.” An inspirational story Sotomayor was raised in a Bronx housing project she 
went on to attend Princeton University and Yale Law School. Larry takes a closer look at the nomination of Sonia 
Sotomayor and her upcoming battle with the Senate for confirmation. 

Ron Elving, James 
Oliphant, Walter Olson, 
Kevin R. Johnson  50:00 

5/26/09 FOR

North Korea reportedly tested two short-range missiles on Tuesday, just one day after testing a nuclear bomb 
underground. These two provocative moves have drawn criticism from around the world, and a threat of U.N. action. 
Larry talks with Jim Walsh of M.I.T. about what may come next and what the U.S. response should be. Jim Walsh  10:00 

5/26/09 LGBT

The decision is in. The State’s Highest Court decided today to uphold the voter approved proposition 8. Gay–rights 
advocates are rallying all over the state in protest while supporters of the proposition are celebrating the Court’s 
decision. This ruling does not invalidate the 18,000 same–sex marriages that took place in California after the State 
Supreme Court declared prop 22 to be unconstitutional in March of 2008. What steps will the supporters of 
same–sex marriages take now? Join us as we discuss the ramifications of today’s ruling with the lead council from 
both sides of the argument.

Richard Hasen, Andrew 
Pugno, Shannon 
Minter, Mark Soloman, 
Ron Prentice, Stuart 
Gaffney 00:52

5/26/09 LAW

President Barack Obama announced his pick to replace Justice David Souter: Judge Sonia Sotomayor of the U.S. 
appeals court of New York. She’ll be the first Latina on the bench and one who came from humble beginnings: the 
daughter of Puerto Rican parents; she was raised in the Bronx. The President stressed the qualification of empathy. 
What kind of a confirmation process is in store for this veteran of the federal bench? Jami Floyd, Tom Fitton 00:35

5/26/09 MIL

orth Korea reportedly tested two more shortndash;range missiles Tuesday, a day after detonating a nuclear bomb 
underground, pushing the regime further into a confrontation with world powers despite the threat of U.N. action. 
What next?

Gorgan Chang, Paul 
Carrol 00:18

5/27/09 POLI Gays protest Prop 8 ruling Stoltze :24

5/27/09 POLI Gays protest Prop 8 ruling CC :38

5/27/09 POLI Gays protest Prop 8 ruling CC :26

5/27/09 HEAL Vigil protesting wage cuts for home care providers CC :16

5/27/09 MIL Navy is consolidating its forces and moving ships to the west coast St. John 4:42

5/27/09 LGB Prop 8 discussion on Air Talk CC :20

5/27/09 HEAL Cuts imminent for state health services CC :20

5/27/09 GEN Attorney David Boies and Ted Olson team up for federal suit against�Prop 8 CC :16

5/27/09 HEAL Health care advocate decires proposed cuts to Healthy Families Mantle :18

5/27/09 IE Rancho Cucamonga councilman arrested on felony grand theft �charges Cuevas :59

5/27/09 ENV Fire prevention tougher during recession Peterson :55

5/27/09 POLI Cuts imminent for state services Small :59

5/27/09 MEDI Officials give convertor box demo before upcoming June 12 deadline CC :15

5/27/09 LGB Schwarzenegger on gay marriage ruling CC :16

5/27/09 EDU Bill introduced to give state oversight of the UC Morrison :20

5/27/09 POLI Cuts imminent for state services Small 1:28



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
5/27/09 HEAL Dispuste over OC funding for breast cancert program CC :21

5/27/09 POLI Federal prosecutors will not file charges against Don Perata Russ :44

5/27/09 LAW Men charged with environmental damage for growing pot Cohen :49

5/27/09 IE UCR composers collective stages concert of new music Cuevas 1:45

5/27/09 POLI Prop 8 protestors line up outside DNC fundraiser at Beverly Hilton Nazario 1:03

5/27/09 POLI Prop 8 protestors line up outside DNC fundraiser at Beverly Hilton CC :09

5/27/09 GEND David Boies and Ted Olson, normally adversaries, team up to �challenge Prop 8 Watt 1:03

5/27/09 ENV Local fire officials don't like state borrowing revenue from counties CC :20

5/27/09 LAW LA City Council raises reward in "Grim Sleeper" case Devall :56

5/27/09 ENV Local fire officials say economy & budgets could compromise service Peterson 1:18

5/27/09 SAC

The California Supreme Court Tuesday upheld the 2008's Proposition 8 to ban gay marriage. Although the decision 
has been made ended, the future fight for and against gay marriage seems to have just begun. Two lawyers have 
already filed a suit arguing that a California constitutional amendment eliminating the right of gay couples to marry 
violates the U.S. constitutional guarantees of equal protection and due process. The lawyers hope the lawsuit will 
immediately reinstate marriage rights to same-sex couples. Larry will talk about the steps that lie ahead for the 
opponents and supporters of gay marriage.

Jenny Pizer, Andrew 
Pugno, Brian Watt  40:00 

5/27/09 SAC
According the California Budget Project, 1.9 million Californians could lose health coverage in the next 3 years under 
the Governor's plan. Jean Ross, Howard Kah  20:00 

5/27/09 ECON

With an update on the economy- GM is closer to bankruptcy after failing to get enough support from bondholders in 
a debt exchange offer. Facing a deadline to restructure by June 1, bankruptcy is looking increasingly likely. In 
housing news, cheaper prices caused home sales to rise in April, though the excess of foreclosed properties is 
causing prices to drop further. Larry Mantle gets an overview of the latest economic news.

Neil Irwin, Andrew 
LePage, Chris 
Thornberg, David 
Welch  40:00 

5/27/09 LIT

In his new book "In Pursuit of Elegance", author Matthew May describes "elegant solutions" as those innovative 
ideas that achieve maximum impact with minimum input.  Using examples in science, art, business and sports, May 
explains about how doing less is more – and can actually lead to savvy innovation.  Matthew May joins Larry Mantle 
talk about why the best ideas are also the most elegant. Matthew May  20:00 

5/27/09 POLI

Gov. Schwarzenegger released a budget plan yesterday that would eliminate welfare, drop 1 million poor children 
from health insurance, cut off new grants for college students and shut down 80 percent of state parks, and would 
make California the only state with no welfare program. Are these cuts unavoidable? H.D. Palmer 00:09

5/27/09 EDU

Fed up with "exorbitant salaries and perks" going to University of California executives in a budget crisis, California 
Republicans and Democrats are reaching across the aisle today to amend the state constitution and strip the 
University of California of its immunity from regulation by the state Legislature. The Board of Regents opposes the 
oversight, arguing the state is in no position to take on the UC system. We hear from amendment supporter Senator 
Leland Yee of San Francisco about the UC regents and executives, who he considers to be "absolutely above the 
law." Leland Yee 00:07

5/27/09 POLI

Barak Obama arrives in Beverly Hills today fresh from a smash appearance at Caesar’s Palace in Las Vegas. His 
western victory tour continues tonight at a Democratic fundraiser slated to bring in millions with ticket prices topping 
out at $30,400 per couple. His visit is pure political theater, but with anti–war protesters promising to rally outside the 
venue and rancor about Prop 8 in the air, will it all be California sunshine and bliss? Carol Lee 00:09



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

5/27/09 TECH

They do it in the classroom, in restaurants, while crossing busy streets, and under their covers well into the night. In 
2008, the average American teenager sent and received 2,272 text messages per month—double the 2007 average. 
And now psychologists and physicians are beginning to take stock of texting’s health effects—anxiety, falling grades, 
stress injuries, and even an inability to psychologically separate from one’s parents and grow into autonomous 
adults. Is texting affecting a generation’s health?

Katie Hafner, Reina 
Hardesty, Greg 
Hardesty 00:30

5/27/09 EDU

It’s hard to say which set of numbers is worse — LAUSD’S budget or its ranking among the state’s urban school 
districts — and at least on the budget front, it’s only going to get worse before it gets better. Ramon Cortines, the 
superintendent of the nation’s second largest school district is here for his once–a–month visit to answer Patt’s 
questions and yours. Ramon Cortines 00:35

5/27/09 ECON

The euphemistically characterized "green shoots" of economic recovery are sprouting in various aspects of the 
nation’s economic soil, and even banks could be seen as getting healthier. Data released this morning by the FDIC 
shows that the banking industry turned a profit in the first quarter of this year but that’s where the good news ends. 
The list of "problem banks" rose 152 at the end of 2008 to 205 in the beginning of this year; 21 banks failed in the 
first quarter;and the FDIC insurance fund fell from $19 billion to $13 billion. If the country’s banks continue to suffer 
the effects of bad loans, how healthy can the broader economy be?

Richard Brown, 
Christopher Whalen 00:18

5/28/09 IE UCR's California Museum of Photography hosts exhibit of blind photographers Cuevas 4:39

5/28/09 LAW LA City Council renews $500K "Grim Sleeper" reward Roman 1:01

5/28/09 ECON Californians who depend on socal services poured into the state capitol Myers 2:56

5/28/09 LAW Attorney David Boies and Ted Olson team up for federal suit against�Prop 8 ??? 2:21

5/28/09 ECON City of Inglewood delays voting on Hollywood Park racetrack property CC :12

5/28/09 POLI LA City fire chief will retire CC :12

5/28/09 YOUT SUV slammed into a Huntington Beach daycare center and injured 5 children CC :13

5/28/09 POLI Cuts imminent for state services CC :26

5/28/09 POLI Cuts imminent for state services CC :11

5/28/09 TRANS Italian firm gets two more months to prove itself CC :13

5/28/09 SAC LA City opposes state plan to borrow city property tax revenues Small :44

5/28/09 POLI Cuts imminent for state services CC :23

5/28/09 TRANS Italian company offers cash, manufacturing plant for MTA contract Nazario 1:55

5/28/09 LAW Released Iranian American detainee talks about his experience Jahad 3:43

5/28/09 ENV Federal government delays action again on protections for forests Peterson :51

5/28/09 DIV No more hazing under Chief Barry - a big change Roman :55

5/28/09 EDU School districts are trimming summer courses to control costs Devall :48

5/28/09 HOUS April prices down, sales up Roman :59

5/28/09 LAW Sheriffs clear out a homeless encampment Jahad :56

5/28/09 POLI LA City fire chief will retire CC :23

5/28/09 ECON Gov is expected to roll out another $3 million in proposed budget cuts CC :17

5/28/09 LAW Sheriffs clear out a homeless encampment Jahad 1:25



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
5/28/09 POLI US Secretary of State Clinton called the latest nuclear tests an unwise choice CC :05

5/28/09 HOUS

If approved tonight by the Los Angeles City Council, the Hollywood Park racetrack in Inglewood could soon be 
transformed into a retail and residential complex. According to the L.A. Times, developer Wilson Meany Sullivan is 
proposing a $2 billion project called Hollywood Park Tomorrow. Plans for the 238-acre property include a new 
neighborhood with office buildings, a hotel, and a 25-acre park with a lake and waterfall. It would also mean the end 
of horse racing at the historic Hollywood Park, which has taken place there since 1938. Larry Mantle discusses the 
details of the plan.

Chris Meany, 
Roosevelt F. Dorn  30:00 

5/28/09 SAC

According to California State Controller John Chiang, revenue is down 6.3 billion from last year and the State deficit 
has grown to $20.5 billion.  He said recently "Beginning this summer, we face a cash problem unseen in nearly eight 
decades."  Controller Chiang talks with Larry Mantle about what this may mean about the State's ability to pay bills. John Chiang  10:00 

5/28/09 OC
Larry Mantle talks with Gustavo Arellano, OC Weekly staff writer, and Orange County Register senior editorial writer 
and columnist, Steven Greenhut, about the latest news events and developments in Orange County.

Gustavo Arellano, 
Steve Greenhut  20:00 

5/28/09 SEC

The Los Angeles Times is reporting that the FBI and Justice Department will expand their role in counter-terrorism 
operations for the United States. Under what is called a "global justice" initiative, the FBI will play a central role in 
overseas counter-terrorism, with greater power in questioning suspects and evidence gathering. The initiative also 
presumes that virtually all suspects will be tried in a U.S. or foreign court of law. It is a shift from the Bush 
administration's policy that relied on covert CIA interrogations. Larry Mantle finds out what this means for national 
security.

Josh Meyer, Amy 
Zegart  30:00 

5/28/09 LIT

In the new book Origin of the Specious, former New York Times Book Review editor Patricia O’Conner and her 
editor husband Stewart Kellerman reveal why some of grammar’s best known rules aren’t and never were rules at 
all.  They also explode some of the most common misconceptions about the English language and explain how Brits 
and Yanks would up speaking the same language so differently. Patricia O’Conner  30:00 

5/28/09 ECON

After last week's defeat of the budget propositions, which boosted the expected state deficit from $15 billion to over 
$21 billion, Gov. Schwarzenegger's office was informed today that the new deficit figures will be even worse. Thanks 
to the continuing recession we're now looking at a $24.3 billion deficit hole that needs closing, and if you believe the 
Governor and leading legislators, that hole will be largely closed on the backs of the neediest Californians. CalWorks 
program, which assists poor single mothers, will be gone; Cal Grants, which go to low income college students, will 
be gone. What kind of bare bones government can we expect?

Diana Fuentes-Michel, 
Dr. Stuart Heard, 
Anthony Wright, Phil 
Ansell, Roy Stearns 00:52

5/28/09 ENT

While SAG members decide how to vote on their contract with Hollywood producers, leadership is sharply divided in 
a bitter internal battle over the merits of the deal, with the rancor spilling into the public eye through personal 
appearances, blogs, and videos on YouTube. Does the vitriol change anybody's mind about their vote, and can the 
union be made whole again when the ballots are counted?

Alan Rosenberg, Ned 
Vaughn, Tess Harper, 
Scott Wilson, Alex Ben 
Block 00:41

5/28/09 LGB

When Sergio Garcia ran for prom queen at Fairfax High School, one might assume it was part of a stunt. Actually, 
the 18-year-old, openly gay young man had designs on contesting cultural gender roles. He won—and gave a 
speech supporting the gay community. Is this a shining example of tolerance or diversity run amuck? Sergio Garcia 00:11

5/29/09 IE Warehouse workers strike distribution center Cuevas 1:30

5/29/09 LAW Federal receiver nears discounted deal on prison medical care Small :59

5/29/09 HEAL Adovcates are warning CA government about the potential of a new round of�state budget cuts Siler 3:45

5/29/09 DIS Two young boys died when a fire ignited in a Rialto home CC :19

5/29/09 LAW State has reached a deal on the construction on new prison med facilities Small 3:54



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
5/29/09 POLI Gov introduced an additional $3 million in cuts CC :19

5/29/09 AT State prison healthcare settlement imminent CC :20

5/29/09 ENT Phil Spector sentenced 19 years to life for murder Watt :47

5/29/09 ARTS LA based pop artist COOP has a new exhibit of his paintings in Culver City CC :32

5/29/09 ARTS LA based pop artist COOP has a new exhibit of his paintings in Culver City Cohen 3:09

5/29/09 AT State budget cuts imminent CC :17

5/29/09 AT State budget cuts imminent CC :15

5/29/09 AT State budget cuts imminent CC :15

5/29/09 SAC Schwarzenegger administration proposes deeper cuts to health and �education Small 1:36

5/29/09 SAC Schwarezenegger administration proposes deeper cuts to state parks CC :16

5/29/09 SAC Prison officials support a deal to regain control of inmate medical care Small 2:18

5/29/09 POLI LA City fire chief will retire Watt 1:00

5/29/09 POLI LA City fire chief will retire CC :40

5/29/09 ARTS Iconic jazz club loses its lease Guzman 5:47

5/29/09 EDU Cortines defends summer school cancellation due to budget cuts Guzman :59

5/29/09 LAW Sentence in the Phil Spector murder case CC :23

5/29/09 ENV No waste is good waste, LA City officials say Peterson :45

5/29/09 SCI NASA brings in first African-American administrator; he's from USC Roman :55

5/29/09 LAW Judge sentences Phil Spector to 19 years to life in state prison Watt 1:56

5/29/09 SAC

In a plan to close California's alarming budget problem, Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger has proposed slashing state 
employee pay by 5 percent. The pay cuts would affect 235,000 people and is part of his plan to save California $3 
billion in state spending. He also reached a tentative savings deal with a federal court appointee to overhaul prison 
medical care for $2 billion, down from an expected cost to the state of $8 billion. Budget cuts are expected to deeply 
affect state parks as well, where as many as 200 parks, which draw millions of visitors, could close. Larry talks about 
the ever widening cuts.

H.D. Palmer, Darrell 
Steinberg, Jack 
O’Connell, Julie Small, 
Matt Cate, Sarah 
Feldman, Yvonne 
Walker  30:00 

5/29/09 ENT

Larry Mantle and critics Wade Major of boxoffice.com, Andy Klein of Brand X , and Charles Solomon of amazon.com 
discuss this week’s new film releases including Up, Drag Me To Hell, What Goes Up, Summer Hours, Burma VJ, 
Departures, and Tulpan

Wade Major,Andy 
Klein, Charles Solomon  40:00 

5/29/09 ENT Larry Mantle and KPCC animation critic Charles Solomon talk with Pete Docter, director of the new Pixar film, UP
Charles Solomon, Pete 
Docter  20:00 

5/29/09 IE

New mandatory conservation measures to cut water use by 15% go into effect Monday. How can you avoid a rate 
increase? Do the rules cover drip irrigation? And can your neighbors rat on you? David Nahai, DWP's CEO and head 
water cop, answers your questions. David Nahai 00:35

5/29/09 IE

Just because we're in a drought doesn't mean we can't have beautiful gardens, just green-friendly ones. The state 
has set up websites with lists of "water-friendly" plants and has even established a rebates system for business and 
home owners that retrofit their landscapes to be "water-wise." Will the trend catch on, or are Californians too 
attached to their cinematically green gardens to make the switch? Lili Singer 00:18



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

5/29/09 POLI

President Obama stopped short of calling his newly created position today on cyber security a "cyber czar," but 
anyone taking on the task of securing the nation's digital infrastructure will have an immense job to do. Why is this 
necessary, what will the new position entail, and how might this affect the ordinary U.S. citizen? Dave McIntyre 00:15

5/29/09 SCI

Bacteria have colonized us inside and out and—a new study shows—that might not be such a bad thing. It may even 
be what keeps our bodies functioning properly. Science publishes a new study today that explores this understudied 
area and lays groundwork for a $115 million NIH venture, the Human Micro biome Project, aimed at cataloging the 
bacteria and organisms on our skin. What's on you and why should you be happy? Maria Turner 00:09

5/29/09 DIV

Hugging...it used to mean something, and now everyone does it, everywhere, and all the time...at least that's what it 
looks like from the halls of your average high school. Are today's youth chucking off America's Puritanical yoke by 
frequently embracing one another? Patt speaks with a sociologist about the reasons for this generational shift and 
what it means. Are you a "hugger"? Karen Sternhaimer 00:29

5/30/09 HIST Street named for most beautiful woman in LA Felde :59

5/31/09 ARTS Free participatory music and dance at the Ford Ampitheatre Hurtes :43

5/31/09 HIST Road named for water source Felde :56

5/31/09 ENV Los Angeles water conservation program begins Monday CC :17

5/31/09 PM A 13-year-old explains her texting habits CC :09

5/31/09 PM A 13-year-old explains her texting habits CC :08

5/31/09 ENV New water rates and conservation rules begin June 1 in LA CC :16

5/31/09 HEAL 2.2 mile walk to raise money and awareness about obesity Nazario :51

5/31/09 IMM Local naturalization service group brace for budget cuts in fee hikes as a �result of state budget crisis CC :12

5/31/09 IMM Local naturalization service group brace for budget cuts in fee hikes as a �result of state budget crisis CC :10

6/1/09 LABO TV Film contract ratification ballots to be mailed to SAG members Tuesday CC :24

6/1/09 HEAL The Loh Life Loh 2:31

6/1/09 ENV Los Angeles water conservation program begins Monday Morrison :21

6/1/09 IE Arsonist and murderer to be sentenced this week Cuevas :48

6/1/09 ENT Weekly sales estimates Baer :57

6/1/09 ECON California's ailing finances will be a topic of discussion this week on �Capitol Hill Myers 1:24

6/1/09 EDU Univeristy officials are counting are a new GI Bill that goes into effect August 1 Farghalli 3:43

6/1/09 LAW FBI crime stats say Irvine is again the safest city in the US Roman :56

6/1/09 ECON General Motors' bankruptcy repercussions CC :13

6/1/09 ECON Local corvette dealer calls GM bankruptcy overdue, but doesn't like�government stake CC :16

6/1/09 IE Health officials confirm 2 swine flu related deaths in Southland Cuevas :46

6/1/09 POLI California's trying to get federal help with its budget CC :20

6/1/09 ENER Millions of gallons of oil compounds settle in sands off SB coast Peterson 2:30

6/1/09 POLI California's trying to get federal help with its budget CC :16



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
6/1/09 IMM Immigration advocates launch local and nat'l reform campaign CC :13

6/1/09 EDU Cancellation of many summer classes leaves students and parents in�a lurch CC :25

6/1/09 SAC Governor to push lawmakers to cut more and do it fast CC :19

6/1/09 ECON GM bankruptcy could cost California as many 100 car dealerships CC :13

6/1/09 SAC Governor says skip the "kabuki" on the budget CC :18

6/1/09 ECON Local reaction to General Motors bankruptcy filing Watt 2:18

6/1/09 IMM Immigration advocates launch local and nat'l sweeping reform campaign Nazario 1:27

6/1/09 POLI Gov will address a joint session of the state legislature tomorrow CC :18

6/1/09 ENV LA city begins water conservation program Peterson 1:02

6/1/09 ENV LADWP chief says fines possible under new water rules CC :12

6/1/09 LAW Five Burbank officers file lawsuit alleging discrimination Baer :56

6/1/09 POLI Mass media class at UC Riverside polls voters, finds anger Roman :58

6/1/09 ECON LA community college students protest summer school cancellation Guzman :48

6/1/09 ENER Lands commission kicks against governor's plan to resurrect oil plan CC :20

6/1/09 POLI Lower property taxes for 1/3rd of a million homeowners in Los Angeles�County Devall :53

6/1/09 ECON

Today General Motors filed the largest industrial bankruptcy in U.S. history. To help support GM, the Obama 
administration will provide $30.1 billion to the automaker in addition to the $20 billion already given. This makes GM 
the second-largest recipient of bailout money, behind AIG. Larry Mantle talks about this significant development with 
LA Times columnist Dan Neil and David Welch, Detroit Bureau Chief of BusinessWeek magazine. David Welch, Dan Neil  60:00 

6/1/09 HEAL

Dr. George Tiller, one of the few doctors in the US who performed very late term abortions, was fatally shot on 
Sunday while working as an usher at his church in Kansas.  The shooting may have a chilling effect on abortion 
providers nationwide resulting in increased security at clinics.  Larry looks at how Dr. Tiller’s murder will influence 
access to abortion in Southern California. Mary-Jane Wagle  20:00 

6/1/09 TECH

President Obama has pledged to make the nation's computer networks more secure in the interest of national 
security. Last week the White House release a Cyberspace Policy Review, outlining possibilities for protecting 
computer systems run by the government. President Obama also plans to appoint a cyber security coordinator to 
oversee the policies. Larry Mantle finds out more about the president's plan to improve computer security.

Randal C. Picker, Greg 
Nojeim  20:00 

6/1/09 LIT

Why do men and women feel the way they do about the opposite sex? Who is hot and who isn't?  And do we 
actually makes decisions about sexual attraction or is it all beyond our control?  In his new book, How Sex Works, 
Dr. Sharon Moalem explores the unique dynamic between biological imperatives, societal standards and individual 
choice. Dr. Sharon Moalem  40:00 

6/1/09 POLI

AIG and GM may have been too big to fail, but what about the world’s eighth–largest economy? Gov. 
Schwarzenegger is asking Congress not for a cash bailout, but rather to co–sign the state’s borrowing by backing it 
with money from the Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP). The plan could save taxpayers hundreds of millions of 
dollars by making it easier for the state to borrow money on the bond market, but what legs does that state with the 
worst credit rating in the nation have to stand on?

Brad Sherman, John 
Campbell 00:16



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

6/1/09 TRAV

There seems little hope of finding survivors from Air France Flight 447, which vanished over the Atlantic last night 
carrying 228 people from Brazil to Paris. Little is known, but there’s speculation that some kind of electrical failure, 
potentially related to lightning, was the culprit. What will be the steps in determining what happened? And what were 
the causes and results of similar over–water disasters? Bill Voss 00:10

6/1/09 MIL

Award winning journalist Gretchen Peters is here with the story of Afghanistan’s exploding opium trade, detailing how 
terrorists have segued into the big business of illegal drugs and how a second terrorist attack could be funded 
entirely by drug sales to western drug addicts. Did our government know about the drug smuggling activates of both 
its enemies and its allies in the Karzai administration but repeatedly turn a blind eye? Gretchen Peters 00:27

6/1/09 POLI

Recognizable to anyone who has ever traveled abroad, the value added tax is the exotic, onerous–seeming sales tax
that accompanies almost every purchase throughout Europe and beyond. The VAT has never seriously been 
considered here, but that could soon change: eager to reform a ridiculously convoluted tax code, close a multi–trillion 
dollar budget deficit AND fund hugely expensive programs like single–payer healthcare, the Obama Administration is 
ready to give the VAT a new look. While a 10 — 20% VAT would spike the sales prices of almost every conceivable 
service or commodity, it could raise trillions in revenues—is the long–term payoff worth the pain at the cash register? Michael Graetz, Len Bur 00:27

6/1/09 EDU

No more pencils, no more books, and no more access to summer school for students in the Los Angeles Unified 
School District. Superintendent Raymond Cortines announced on Friday that the cut will save the LAUSD $34 million 
but at what cost to parents and children? Many working parents can not afford day care or camp and depend on 
summer school not only to teach their children but to keep them out of trouble, while children depend on the courses 
to help them keep up. And what about the teachers that depend on that extra income? We discuss the 
summer–school shut down and what it means to you. Bill Ring, Pamela Ezell 00:26

6/2/09 SAC State ready to borrow from local government, and locals don't like it Small 2:30

6/2/09 SAC Gov will address a joint session of the state legislature CC :18

6/2/09 LABO The bankruptcy of GM is expected to lead to a lot of auto dealerships closing 1:06

6/2/09 SAC Gov will address a joint session of the state legislature Russ 1:42

6/2/09 ECON E3 expo returns to Los Angeles CC :20

6/2/09 SAC Gov told lawmakers that they have no time to waste when it comes to solving�the state's budget crisis CC :23

6/2/09 IE LA Regional Food Bank short of funds and food CC :23

6/2/09 HEAL Public Health activists say budget cuts will hurt kids and elders CC :14

6/2/09 IE Local food banks hit by high demand, low donations CC :24

6/2/09 RACE "Multiracial" is the fastest-growing demographic of Americans CC :23

6/2/09 POLI State Assembly speaker pledges action on budget crisis CC :12

6/2/09 ENV Offshore oil drilling at stake in Santa Barbara CC :17

6/2/09 ENV Offshore oil drilling at stake in Santa Barbara CC :14

6/2/09 FOR Concerns arise about two Asian American journalists detained in North �Korea CC :15

6/2/09 POLI Video contest is being held to support same sex marriage CC :15

6/2/09 ENT Video game producers launch new products at E3 convention in LA CC :14

6/2/09 HEAL LA County public health advocates are weighing in on the governor's plan Nazario 1:48

6/2/09 SAC State lawmakers battle over how to close the budget deficit Small 2:55



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
6/2/09 YOUT CA budget cuts would limit poor women's access to birth control Nazario :45

6/2/09 ENV Plan to end smoking in LA County parks Cohen :34

6/2/09 ENV Supes vote to ban smoking in parks CC :16

6/2/09 TRANS LA City Council moves to end bike license requirements CC :23

6/2/09 ECON DWP pays residents to rip out lawns Peterson :52

6/2/09 TRANS City of LA ends bike licenses Stoltze :47

6/2/09 POLI Reagan Centennial Commission launches in time for 2011 Devall :57

6/2/09 POLI President is traveling to Cairo to deliver a major speech CC :08

6/2/09 POLI

President Barack Obama has given several previews of his planned speech in Cairo later this week. His speech is 
said to emphasis a fresh start between the United States and Muslim countries. The visit and speech comes as 
another step in the President's efforts to repair relations with Muslims abroad. Obama will head to the Mideast 
tonight and deliver the speech in Cairo on Thursday. Guest host Madeleine Brand talks to guests and listeners about 
Obama's controversial methods in trying to repairs relations in the Middle East.  

Steven A. Cook, 
PhD,Aaron David 
Miller,Danielle Pletka  30:00 

6/2/09 DIV

Multiracial Americans are now the fastest-growing demographic group, making up 5 percent of the population. In 
2000, Americans were first given the option to check more than one box for race on census surveys.  The trend also 
complicates current notions of race regarding socioeconomic status and minority rights. Guest host Madeleine Brand 
talks with guests and listeners about the ways society is changing with more multiracial Americans.

Susan Graham,Carolyn 
Liebler  20:00 

6/2/09 HEAL

When should children and their parents be allowed to refuse medical treatment, and when are the courts justified to 
intervene? A 13-year-old with Hodgkin's lymphoma and his mother fled Minnesota for a week after a judge ordered 
that he receive chemotherapy treatment. The child and his family objected to the procedure on religious grounds, but 
have since returned to the state and have agreed to undergo chemotherapy. In a separate case, a Wisconsin mother 
was charged with second-degree reckless homicide for letting her 11-year-old daughter's diabetes go untreated. 
Madeleine Brand takes on the issue of children and patient's rights.

Dr. Stewart 
Siegel,Arthur Caplan  30:00 

6/2/09 SCI

A crunchy, juicy bite of a golden ear of corn on a cool, spring day. That seemingly simple bite is actually the 
byproduct of thousands of deliberate human decisions, from hunting and gathering to farming to the Aztecs and 
Mayas who made it nutritionally complete. We're hungry, we go to the market, and that might be the extent of our 
thoughts on food. But there's so much more to food than meets the eye. In An Edible History of Humanity, author 
and editor Tom Standage tells readers that food is at the core of political, social and economic forces from the 
beginning of time. He attacks to "profoundly unnatural" activity of farming that ended the "fun" of hunting and 
gathering. Larry talks with Standage about his thought provoking new book. Tom Standage  30:00 

6/2/09 POLI

Declaring "California’s day of reckoning is here," Governor Schwarzenegger spoke to the state legislature in an 
unusual joint session this morning. He reiterated the dismal facts: just three months after Sacramento closed its 
previous budget gap, legislators again face a $24 billion hole. With new taxes seemingly off the table, how will 
lawmakers make the tough decisions on budget cuts and generate new revenue?

Speaker Karen Bass, 
Senator George 
Runner 00:15



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

6/2/09 ENV

If necessity is the mother of all invention then the California government is in full blown Thomas Edison mode. 
Pushed to the brink with a $24+ billion deficit, Gov. Schwarzenegger is attempting a risky end&ndas;run around a 
state commission to get a revenue–generating offshore oil drilling project approved. The Tranquillon Ridge drilling 
plan would restart oil exploration off of Santa Barbara, something that the Lands Commission has stridently 
opposed. The Governor’s solution—take over authority of the project with Legislative approval. Who will win the 
drilling power grab? H.D. Palmer, Paul Thaye 00:20

6/2/09 MEDI

North Korea has been detaining American journalists Laura Ling and Euna Lee since March 17th on charges of 
illegal entry and "hostile acts." It could use their trial this Thursday to temper its international image, damaged by last 
week’s nuclear test, but there’s speculation the trial could turn into a political litmus test for party members to prove 
how orthodox they are on what’s expected to be the eve of Kim Jong Il’s naming of a successor. What is North 
Korea’s strategy and how can the U.S. leverage for its journalists?

Marcus Noland, Bob 
Dietz 00:18

6/2/09 ART

What does it take to make good product in a bad economy? Be it in film, television, cable or on the internet, the 
producer faces an ever–changing technological landscape, the challenge of pleasing an increasingly diverse 
audience, and the consumer’s demand for more, more, and different, please! Three award winning producers tell us 
how they do it.

Bruce Cohen, Marshall 
Herskovitz, Gale Anne 
Hurd 00:35

6/2/09 HEAL

On May 31st George Tiller was shot during Sunday service inside of his church in Wichita Kansas. Tiller was not the 
first Doctor that performed abortions to be targeted and/or murdered. An abortion provider had not been gunned 
down since the murder of Barnett Slepian in 1998. Today we speak with Eyal Press author of Absolute Convictions 
and the son of Dr. Shalom Press, another Dr that was targeted by anti-abortion extremists. Eyal Press 00:11

6/2/09 TECH

The annual electronics entertainment expo began yesterday with celebrity heavy–weights Paul McCartney and Ringo
Starr announcing a Beatles version of the successful game Rock Band. The expo isn’t just for music loving gamers, 
other announcements — a new version of the old fantasy football favorite "Madden", a brand new Teenage Mutant 
Ninja Turtles, Star Wars and Assassin’s Creed 2 plus many more from the likes of Ubisoft, EA, Microsoft, Sony and 
Nintendo. Join us as we discuss the latest and greatest in gaming news. Joel Johnson 00:07

6/3/09 ENT Director of the new Land of the Lost movie talks about growing up in LA CC/Cohen 3:46

6/3/09 LAW Gov is urging state lawmakers to consider privatizing prisons Shadley 1:09

6/3/09 POLI LA Mayor signs budget Stoltze :54

6/3/09 AT State education superintendent warns of problems with budget cuts CC :20

6/3/09 POLI Former CA governor considers CA's economic woes Felde 1:04

6/3/09 AT State education superintendent warns of problems with budget cuts CC :17

6/3/09 ENT Religious protestors denounce video game as blasphemous Watt :46

6/3/09 EDU Cal Poly Pomona officials suspend fraternity after initiation led to student�injury Guzman :55

6/3/09 ECON LA Launches tax amnesty for a month CC :20

6/3/09 ECON LA Launches tax amnesty for a month CC :13

6/3/09 ECON LA Launches tax amnesty for a month CC :08

6/3/09 POLI President Obama visits Egypt CC :08

6/3/09 SPOR Redevelopment likely for Inglewood's Hollywood Park racetrack CC :20

6/3/09 POLI LA County Cohen 3:36



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
6/3/09 ECON Planned Parenthood supporters protest proposed cuts CC :10

6/3/09 SAC State controller gets ready to borrow big time Small 1:16

6/3/09 POLI Statue unveiled of Ronald Reagan Felde 4:06

6/3/09 ECON Planned Parenthood supporters protest proposed cuts Nazario 1:07

6/3/09 MEDI LA City council works to close loophole that allows hundreds of pot �dispensaries to open Jahad 1:13

6/3/09 ENT LA City Council designates Bob Baker Theater as historical cultural monument Cohen 3:24

6/3/09 ECON California lawmakers passed lucrative breaks for corporations CC :12

6/3/09 IE Cal Poly Pomona fraternity suspended after alleged hazing incident Cuevas 1:38

6/3/09 IE Two people killed in storm related accidents Cuevas :47

6/3/09 EDU Iraq war veteran graduates from Cal State Long Beach in spite of challenges Guzman 4:02

6/3/09 ECON Inglewood City Council poised to approve Hollywood Park Redevelopment�Plan CC :19

6/3/09 POLI LA County says elimination of CalWorks could jeopardize federal stimulus�dollars CC :16

6/3/09 POLI LA County warns it could lose more than 150 million in federal stimulus Stoltze :45

6/3/09 MIL An Iraqi war veteran says it's hard to make the transition between military and school life Guzman :07

6/3/09 LAB

Nearly a quarter of unemployed Californians have been without a job for six months or more. Additionally, food 
banks across the Southland are seeing a dramatic increase in demand along with a new set of clients. As the 
recession deepens, more middle class families are being driven to seek assistance. The situation is expected to 
worsen as the California state budget cuts begin to take effect. Larry Mantle hears from guests and listeners about 
how prolonged unemployment is affecting Californians. Nancy D. Sidhu  30:00 

6/3/09 EDU

The current fiscal crisis looming over California has shredded the budgets of many school districts across the state.  
State Superintendent of Public Instruction Jack O' Connell says that legislators will be forced to reevaluate the state 
tax structure and how money is funded into the school budgets, if schools are ever going to bounce back from the 
current fiscal chaos. Jack O'Connell, State Superintendent of Public Instruction, joins Larry Mantle to talk about the 
current condition of California Schools. Jack O’Connell  30:00 

6/3/09 HEAL

The pace is quickening in the race to find a cure for cancer. Oncologists agree that in many cases, cancer is no 
longer a terminal disease, but one that can be treated and managed. Larry talks with City of Hope President and 
CEO Dr. Michael Friedman about the latest news in cancer research and treatment. Dr. Michael Friedman  40:00 

6/3/09 LIT

Lisa See's novel "Shanghai Girls" is a tale of two sisters, Pearl and May. Set in 1937, the two live a life of financial 
security and material comfort. Yet, when Japanese bombs fall on Shanghai, the two set out on journey that leads 
them from China to Los Angeles. A story about sisterly love and rivalry, the two face devastating life adventures 
while holding fast to their identity of being Shanghai Girls. Larry talks to author Lisa See about the creative process 
and the inspiration behind her newest novel. Lisa See  20:00 

6/3/09 POLI

In all seriousness, while President Obama does take his cult of personality to Egypt to forge a new American path in 
the Muslim world, the President faces some daunting challenges during and after his historic speech. The new 
President can only bank on his popularity (and his identity as the anti–Bush) for so long—soon Muslims will start to 
demand results on touchy situations like Israeli–Palestinian peace negotiations, progress in Iraq and a nuclear 
weapon–free Iran. We trace the steps, from the President’s starting point tomorrow in Cairo to the complicated 
diplomatic maneuvers soon to come.

Nabil Fahmy, 
Abderrahim Foukara, 
John Esposito 00:26



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

6/3/09 IE

The Inglewood City Council today announces their decision on the "Hollywood Park Tomorrow" project, a multi–level 
retail and residence project (including 3,000 homes) to mow down the landmark Hollywood Park race track. The San 
Mateo track "Bay Meadow" has already shut down and the loss of the Hollywood Park track could be the next nail in 
the coffin for the former strong–as–a–stallion business. What does today’s vote mean for the greater horse racing 
industry?

Steve Anderson, John 
Harris, Joe Harper 00:27

6/3/09 HOUS

Two separate stories on the state of the housing market clearly illustrate the trends of the past year coming to a 
head: first, L.A. county finished a round of automatic reassessments and found that 330,000 homeowners will get 
their property taxes lowered thanks to sinking home values; and second, the sales of previously occupied homes 
posted its biggest monthly gain in eight years. It’s a prototypical mixed bag for homeowners and house hunters: 
property taxes are down, prices are down and inventory is high, but don’t count on much of a return for selling your 
house. What’s the mood of SoCal homeowners? Thomas Davidoff 00:35

6/3/09 LAB

Oh gosh. That person in the next cubicle is just so DREAMY. So what do you do about it? Or what if that dreamy 
person works for a competing company? Or a client’s company? There are all sorts of ways for professional 
romance to turn into professional trouble... just ask Mayor Villaraigosa. And yet, professional and interoffice dating is 
a fact of life: Forty–three percent of workers in the United States say they’ve dated a fellow employee; of those, 34 
percent reported getting hitched, according to a 2006 survey on office romance by CareerBuilder.com. If that’s so, 
what’s the right procedure for wooing your co–worker without wooing yourself into the unemployment line? Andrea Kay 00:18

6/4/09 ECON As California wrestles with a montrous deficit, tax breaks for corporations are set to take effect Russ :58

6/4/09 ECON
State controller John Chiang says if the budget crisis isn't addressed soon
then California will face a financial "nuclear meltdown." CC :13

6/4/09 FOR LA response to President Obama's Cairo speech CC :21

6/4/09 FOR Muslim Americans in the Southland are reacting to Pres's speech in Cairo Jahad :56

6/4/09 ECON Recruiters look for labor at downtown's skid row CC :13

6/4/09 AT Tienanmen Square protest and massacre, 20 years after CC :20

6/4/09 ECON Recruiters look for labor at downtown's skid row Nazario 1:02

6/4/09 IE Riverside County to adopt new measure to stem foreclosure rate Cuevas 1:18

6/4/09 LAW LA Police Chief William Bratton given two big honors Cohen :59

6/4/09 TRANS Left-over hops and grain from California's Sierra Nevada Brewery could end�up in the gas tank of your vehicle Shadley 1:09

6/4/09 RELI Muslim American reaction to Obama's speech Jahad 3:55

6/4/09 ECON New offerings at the annual E3 convention in LA Watt 3:16

6/4/09 POLI LA County bracing for big cuts in state funding Stoltze :55

6/4/09 ECON Inglewood City Council poised to approve Hollywood Park Redevelopment�Plan CC :18

6/4/09 ART LA County Museum of Art sells largest batch of European paintings at �auction CC :16

6/4/09 SPOR Lakers faithful come out early to LA Live CC 1:15

6/4/09 SPOR Bobby Hull and Monica Flores love the Lakers . . . And each other Watt :55

6/4/09 EDU Non profit to build new center to serve Temple-Beaudry area CC :20

6/4/09 RELI Southland Muslim praise President Obama's Cairo speech Jahad 1:01

6/4/09 TRANS VP Joe Biden says California's high speed rail project is in a good position�to get federal stimulus funds CC :22



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
6/4/09 ECON The Schwarzenegger administration is making state audits and other�information easier to find online CC :14

6/4/09 RELI

In his speech in Cairo today, President Obama pledged "to seek a new beginning between the United States and 
Muslims". He expressed a goal to improve relations with the Muslim world with a relationship "based upon mutual 
interest and mutual respect". Obama also discussed seven "sources of tension", including violent extremism, the 
Israeli-Palestinian conflict, freedom of religion, and women's rights. Larry Mantle and guests analyze President 
Obama's speech and hear listener's reactions.

Hussein Ibish, 
Ambassador Akbar 
Ahmed, Salam S. Al-
Maryati, Jacob Dayan  60:00 

6/4/09 HIST

 Today is the 20th anniversary of the Tiananmen Square massacre.  The events of the morning of June 4th put a 
brutal halt to a burgeoning democracy movement in China and resulted in the deaths of hundreds, maybe thousands 
of dissidents and the imprisonment of many others.  Since then, China has become the fastest growing economy in 
the world even though individual civil rights and freedom of expression are still greatly suppressed by a powerful 
central government.  Larry Mantle talks with former Chinese dissidents about their involvement with the Chinese 
Democracy Movement and the legacy of Tiananmen 20 years later. 

Bob Fu, John Bussey, 
Clayton Dube  40:00 

6/4/09 LIT

Oscar-winning director of Pan’s Labyrinth joins Larry Mantle to talk about his new novel The Strain, a frightening tale 
of vampirism’s viral spread throughout the world.  The book is the first in a trilogy that traces the fictional legend of 
vampires from ancient times to the modern day.   Larry talks with del Toro about his work as a director, screen writer 
and now as a novelist and what motivates his interest the macabre. Guillermo del Toro  10:00 

6/4/09 ART

Vocalist/pianist Diane Schuur is an eclectic longtime disciple of Dinah Washington and other legendary jazz singers 
of the ‘40s and ‘50s.  Schuur has built a career by embracing not only the jazz of her parents’ generation, but also 
the pop music of her own youth during the late 1950s and ‘60s. Her recording career spans nearly three decades – 
and includes two Grammy Awards and three Grammy nominations, and her music has explored nearly every corner 
of the 20th century American musical landscape. Diane Schuur  10:00 

6/4/09 POLI

In 1989, the world watched in horror as demonstrators were attacked by the Chinese Army. It was the first time the 
world had seen, live on television, such a massive act of violence from inside Communist China. Since then, media 
technology has expanded more than anyone could have imagined: the Internet and cell phone cameras have made 
everyone a potential journalist. The Chinese government has responded, developing technology intended to block 
access to information from inside and outside of the country. Often this was done with the help of American 
companies. How effective is this technology? What other steps is the Chinese government taking to control 
information? And do any of the lessons of Tiananmen apply to today's media?

Dan Sutherland, 
Madeline Earp, Tala 
Dowlatshahi, Sophie 
Richardson 00:31

6/4/09 POLI

In his speech in Cairo today, President Obama pledged "to seek a new beginning between the United States and 
Muslims". He expressed a goal to improve relations with the Muslim world with a relationship "based upon mutual 
interest and mutual respect". Obama also discussed seven "sources of tension", including violent extremism, the 
Israeli-Palestinian conflict, freedom of religion, and women's rights. Larry Mantle and guests analyze President 
Obama's speech and hear listener's reactions.

Hussein Ibish, 
Ambassador Akbar 
Ahmed, Salam S. Al-
Maryati, Jacob Dayan 00:18

6/4/09 ECON

Nearly two-thirds of bankruptcy filings in 2007 cited medical bills as having contributed to financial failure, according 
to a new report published in the American Journal of Medicine. What might be surprising, however, is it found that 
77.9% of those had private insurance. Isn't that exactly why we get private insurance--to protect us from the financial 
ravages of a serious illness? Dr. David Himmelstein 00:21

6/4/09 SPOR

If precedent has any say in the matter the Los Angeles Lakers are going to slaughter the Orlando Magic. Our purple-
and-golden boys have 14 championships, 30 playoffs notches in their belts, and a coach with almost as many rings 
as fingers, as well as every bookie in town favoring the Lakers in game one and to win the series but… you can’t 
predict basketball. The nation was set to watch LeBron and Kobe face off, and now we will have to settle for only 
seeing the pair as puppets, thank goodness Nike decided to keep running those commercials through the playoffs.

Brian Kamemetzky, 
Nick Roman 00:09



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

6/4/09 ART

“Louis & Keely: Live at the Sahara” started out, like so many great ideas, in a bar. The play’s writers took their idea 
from the back room of a Hollywood lounge to the small and devoted Sacred Fools Theatre, where the play's future 
director and producer first saw it. That director is Oscar nominated Taylor Hackford, famous for his film directorial 
work The Devil’s Advocate, Dolores Claiborne, La Bamba and An Officer and a Gentleman. The play marks 
Hackford’s first time directing for the stage and he, like the play, is a success. Join us as we talk with him about his 
move from screen to stage, Louis Prima and Keely Smith - the true life characters that inspired the play, the risk of 
financing this venture amidst the closure of so many big Broadway productions, and much more. Taylor Hackford 00:19

6/5/09 HIST Vigil at Chinese consulate in LA marks Tiananmen anniversary CC :13

6/5/09 HIST Tiananmen protestor remembers the night of the massacre CC :24

6/5/09 POLI State lawmakers churned through dozens of bills this week in advance of�a legislative deadline Russ :47

6/5/09 ENV Federal regulators have released a wide-ranging plan to protect the �Chinook Salmon CC :06

6/5/09 ENV Federal regulators have released a wide-ranging plan to protect the �Chinook Salmon CC :05

6/5/09 IE Riverside Co arsonist murderer sentenced to death Cuevas :50

6/5/09 IE Raymond Lee Oyler sentenced to death in Esperanza wildfire arson CC :11

6/5/09 IE Riverside County arsonist-murderer sentenced to death Cuevas 1:02

6/5/09 HEAL 700 healthcare providers plan to sign Declaration of Health and Human Rights CC :13

6/5/09 SAC Governor:  Budget reform must come from budget disaster CC :25

6/5/09 HEAL Healthcare providers plan to sign Declaration of Health and Human Rights Nazario 1:11

6/5/09 LAW L.A. City employee arrested for theft of fuel Cohen :42

6/5/09 ECON CA animal shelters would be required to euthanize dogs and cats sooner�under proposed new plan CC :16

6/5/09 ECON CA animal shelters would be required to euthanize dogs and cats sooner�under proposed new plan CC :52

6/5/09 LAW LAPD detective arrested for murder Stoltze 3:01

6/5/09 ART Larry Mantle and KPCC film critics discuss several of the new releases Mantle 2:58

6/5/09 IE Paul McCartney symphonic work makes West Coast premiere in Claremont Cuevas 1:30

6/5/09 ART LA City councilman former songwriter with Tony nominee Peterson 4:18

6/5/09 LAW LAPD detective arrested for murder Stoltze :53

6/5/09 LAW Stevie Wonder makes an unscheduled appearance at Narbonne HS�football player Dannie Farber's funeral CC :11

6/5/09 LAW Stevie Wonder makes an unscheduled appearance at Narbonne HS�football player Dannie Farber's funeral CC :18

6/5/09 LAW Hundreds of mourners poured into a Gardena church for the funeral of Dannie Farber Watt 2:55

6/5/09 POLI

$25 billion in debt, a perpetually gridlocked political system, several deep and painful budget cuts...is the Governator 
still happy he took the job? Gov. Arnold Schwarzenegger and the legislature are about to cut down California’s 
governmental services to historic lows, and in the process expose the most vulnerable Californians at the worst 
possible time. While the recession certainly boxed in the Governor, his failure to follow through on the promise to 
blow up boxes might have exacerbated the pain that California is now experiencing. What could the Governor have 
done differently and how will he mitigate the coming damage? Arnold Schwarzenegger 00:13

6/5/09 POLI
We take your questions and hear some analysis of the Governor's comments. What options, if any, are still on the 
table for California, what brought us to this point, and where do we go from here? Bob Stern 00:18



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

6/5/09 ART

Major new playwriting talent Rajiv Joseph, described by one critic as "an ebullient synthesizer of world data," joins us 
with the story of his new hit play, Bengal Tiger at the Baghdad Zoo, an original drama, directed by Moises Kaufman, 
that blends social commentary and tragicomic chaos to tell a symbolic story about the Iraq war. Rajiv Joseph 00:11

6/5/09 ART
What does 2009 have in store for the Tony awards? Theater critic-at-large Steven Leigh Morris walks us through the 
top runners for this year's awards and talks about how the economy has hurt or helped the stage.

Steven Leigh Morris, 
Wenzel Jones, Dany 
Margolies 00:08

6/5/09 SPOR

Drastic budget cuts for California are going to hit programs across the board of course...they're also destined to take 
a toll out of athletics at the state's community college system. Community colleges represent a real stepping stone 
for some of America's most famous athletes... even Jackie Robinson cut his teeth in the athletics department of 
Pasadena City College, right across the campus from KPCC. What will these cuts mean for future all-stars of 
American athletics?

Carlyle Carter, James 
Cook, Evan O'Meara 00:22

6/5/09 ENT

Comedic vanguard Paula Poundstone is known to many public radio listeners as one of the quick-witted panelists on 
NPR’s weekly news quiz “Wait, Wait… Don’t Tell Me,” is here! Poundstone is the author of “There Is Nothing In This 
Book That I Meant To Say,” co-author of two math books including “The Sticky Problem of Parallelogram Pancakes; 
Venn Can We Be Friends,” and the voice behind the acclaimed comedy album “I Heart Jokes.” The ACE and Emmy 
award winning comedian joins Patt in the studio and shares with us that one-of-a-kind wit that has had audiences 
clamoring for decades. Paula Poundstone 00:30

6/6/09 HIST Street named for old bridge Felde :52

6/6/09 HEAL Researchers get $4 million over 4 years to research best fuels for truama�recovery CC :16

6/6/09 TRAN

Brazilian officials say that the wreckage pulled from the Atlantic Ocean is not from Air France 447. The debris that 
hopefully would have shed some light on the mysterious airplane crash is actually causing more speculation. From 
electronic malfunction to the weather several theories swirling around what could cause the plane to crash into the 
Atlantic. The accident has caused intense scrutiny of airplay safety, Larry talks to Capt. Ross Aimer about the 
inquires. Capt. Ross Aimer  30:00 

6/6/09 TECH

Wikipedia has become a staple in internet research. For quick information it is the place to go. The internet 
encyclopedia is unique in the sense that the public has the opportunity to amend, correct and add to the entries. Yet, 
this week contributions from the Los Angeles branch of Scientology were blocked because members were revising 
entries with a “pro-scientology” viewpoint.  Mangers also blocked some critics of the religion from editing entries. The 
crack down has caused a stir in the cyber community. Is Wikipedia stepping on free speech or is this just an attempt 
at keeping neutrality?  Larry talks to the experts regarding the curtailing of freedom on the internet and free speech. 

Ira Matetsky, Evgeny 
Morozov, Eugene 
Volokh  30:00 

6/6/09 ENT

Larry and KPCC film critics Claudia Puig of USA Today, and Henry Sheehan of henrysheehan.com discuss this 
week’s new film releases including Land of the Lost, The Hangover, Away We Go, Downloading Nancy, My Life In 
Ruins, The Country Teacher, Throw Down Your Heart and Pressure Cooker.

Claudia Puig, Henry 
Sheehan  40:00 

6/6/09 LIT

Baby blue eyes, stunning good looks and sometimes the sole reason why many people went to the theaters for 
entertainment all comprise the reasons we loved the Hollywood heartthrob. But Newman's ascent was not as 
successful as a typical heroic, Hollywood story. His first marriage failed, he was an obsessive drinker and his only 
son died of an accidental drug overdose. In Paul Newman: A Life, author Shawn Levy gives readers a fresh 
perspective on the totality of Newman's life, from years of personal research and interviews with those who new the 
actor best. Larry talks with Levy about the first complete biography of the actor. Shawn Levy  20:00 

6/7/09 ENT The story of lounge performers Louis Prima and Keely Smith comes to the stage CC :20

6/7/09 HIST Street named for oak trees Felde :54



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
6/7/09 PM Some Tony Award contenders are rooted in Los Angeles CC :11

6/7/09 ENT The annual free concert, “Playboy Jazz in Warner Park” is this Sunday CC :21

6/7/09 ENT Weekly sales estimates Jahad :53

6/7/09 PM Taliban and Al Qaeda benefit from heroin trade CC :15

6/7/09 PM Produced By conference spotlights film producers’ role CC :18

6/7/09 ART Northeast LA neighborhoods celebrate their multicultural arts in annual festival Baer 1:02

6/8/09 PM Community college sports teams face cuts under CA budget plan CC :23

6/8/09 IE Indio police chief goes after lenders that own rundown foreclosures Cuevas 1:21

6/8/09 SCI The Loh Life Loh 2:38

6/8/09 OC OC Supervisors hold hearings on upcoming budget Valot :47

6/8/09 OC OC Transportation Authority prepares to make cuts Valot :57

6/8/09 OC Accused drunken driver to be arraigned in death of Angels pitcher Valot 1:04

6/8/09 HEAL Trumatic brain injury Nazario :53

6/8/09 OC Man accused of drunk driving in Adenhart crash pleads not guilty Valot 1:05

6/8/09 AT North Korean court sentences two American journalists to 12 years' hard�labor CC :12

6/8/09 AT Two American journalists may become bargaining chip for North Korea CC :21

6/8/09 LAW Manson follower seeks release from prison because she's terminally ill CC :09

6/8/09 HEAL Orange County reports first death from "swine flu" Valot :46

6/8/09 OC OC transit agency cuts some bus service Valot 1:18

6/8/09 EDU School districts throughout the state are bracing for deep cuts in state funds Schmitz 3:47

6/8/09 YOUT Profile of family that uses Childrens Institute services Guzman 3:24

6/8/09 DIS Coastal commission considers allowing overnight camping in fire risk area Peterson :41

6/8/09 ECON Mitigation money meetings for port extension Peterson :44

6/8/09 EDU Catholic summer schools let in public school kids whose programs were cut for budget reasons CC :19

6/8/09 ECON Capitol Hill talks about California coast for World Oceans Day CC :15

6/8/09 EDU Public school kids can go to Catholic summer school for a fee Peterson 1:00

6/8/09 ECON Capitol Hill talks about California coast for World Oceans Day Peterson :52

6/8/09 SCI 6th grader names a Mars rover Devall :58

6/8/09 LAW FBI recognizes Zimbalist as Inspector Erskine Stoltze :58

6/8/09 EDU LA Unified teachers union criticizes school district for buyback process Guzman :53

6/8/09 POLI

The U.S. House recently passed the Federal Employee Paid Parental Leave Act, which allows federal workers to 
take four weeks of paid leave for the birth or adoption of a child. Some lawmakers are criticizing the bill as it goes to 
the Senate for approval, citing its projected cost of almost $1 billion. The United States is one of only two 
industrialized countries that does not offer paid maternity leave, along with Australia. Larry Mantle discusses the 
debate over parental leave.

Ed O'Keefe, Charity 
Wilson, Brian Johnson  40:00 



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

6/8/09 POLI

U.S. journalists Laura Ling and Euna Lee have been sentenced in North Korea to 12 years in prison and hard labor. 
Ling and Lee are alleged to have crossed the border between China and North Korea illegally while committing 
"hostile acts".  The two journalists were filming a documentary for Current TV, co-founded by ex Vice President Al 
Gore. Larry Mantle finds out more about their conviction. Jim Walsh, PHD  20:00 

6/8/09 LIT author of Life Inc: How The World Became A Corporation and How to Take it Back Douglas Ruskoff  30:00 

6/8/09 POLI

During the campaign, then-candidate Barack Obama indicated his support for repealing the "Don't Ask, Don't Tell" 
policy, which continues to ban openly gay men and women from serving in the military. So far, however, the rule 
stands. And the Supreme Court just passed on an opportunity to reverse it. It refused to hear an appeal from former 
Army Capt. James Pietrangelo, and 11 other veterans, who were dismissed from the military. A Supreme Court 
refusal to hear a case isn't the same as a ruling one way or the other--so what will it mean, long term, for gays who 
serve, or want to serve, in the military? Nathaniel Frank 00:25

6/8/09 POLI

Susan Atkins, the former Charles Manson follower imprisoned for murdering actress Sharon Tate almost forty years 
ago was given only a few months to live after being diagnosed with brain cancer. She’s undergone brain surgery, 
had a leg amputated, is now paralyzed over most of her body, can’t feed herself, and has lost most ability to speak. 
She’s also been denied a bid for compassionate release and her parole hearing has been postponed until 
September. Is it inhumane to keep her in prison and the taxpayer paying her medical bills?

Terri Thornton, John 
Nicks, Patrick Sequeira 00:24

6/8/09 ART

Tony award-winning beauty icon and self-proclaimed megastar Dame Edna is back in the City of Angels. The 
effervescent oracle is brandishing her razor-sharp wit and dazzling audiences once again in her latest show, "My 
First Last Tour," center stage at the Ahmanson Theater. Join us for a dose of her wisdom, distinctive perspective on 
homemaking and, if we're lucky, a few of her fashion tips. Dame Edna 00:25

6/9/09 HEAL Researchers get $4 million over 4 years to research best fuels for truama�recovery Nazario 1:04

6/9/09 ECON Worker's Comp insurance rates in California could increase by more than �23 percent next month Shadley 1:06

6/9/09 SAC
Gov is ordering all state agencies and departments to cancel contracts with
outside vendors through the end of June CC :13

6/9/09 SAC
Gov is ordering all state agencies and departments to cancel contracts with
outside vendors through the end of June Khokha 1:17

6/9/09 ENV Popular rebate program at MWD needs more funding Peterson :48

6/9/09 HEAL Minority caucuses for health reform CC :22

6/9/09 SAC Sacramento politicans try to meet the budget deadline CC :13

6/9/09 HEAL Minority House members present their own health plan Felde 1:26

6/9/09 SAC Sacramento Democrats propose solutions to the budget gap Small 1:07

6/9/09 HEAL Obama administration prepares to present health care reform package CC :13

6/9/09 IE Riverside County supervisors take voluntary paycut Cuevas 1:11

6/9/09 HEAL Organized labor weighs in on Obama administration's proposed health�care reform package CC :23

6/9/09 IE Coachella Valley country club asking for financial bailout Cuevas :57

6/9/09 HEAL LA County public health rolls out mail-in test kits for Gonorrhea and �Chlamydia CC :15

6/9/09 ENV CA's move to reduce greenhouse gas emission could have negative�consequences for 3 million jobs CC :18

6/9/09 ENV CA's move to reduce greenhouse gas emission could have negative�consequences for 3 million jobs CC :18

6/9/09 ECON Sacramento Democrats propose solutions to the budget gap CC :18



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
6/9/09 SPOR USC basketball coach Tim Floyd steps down Peterson :58

6/9/09 POLI Mayors of California's largest cities yesterday told state lawmakers to keep�their hands off city revenues CC :14

6/9/09 POLI Mayors of California's largest cities yesterday told state lawmakers to keep�their hands off city revenues Shadley :58

6/9/09 POLI LA city workers protest furloughs Stoltze :59

6/9/09 SPOR USC basketball coach Tim Floyd steps down Peterson 1:22

6/9/09 TRAN

The freeway is free, right? No--they're built and maintained through taxes. But there's a push on in the US to start 
charging people directly for using freeways. It's a big change, so the idea is to start with a pilot project. In LA County, 
the plan is to start letting solo-drivers pay to use stretches of the HOV lanes on the 10 and the 110. Sound fair? 
Maybe if you can afford it ... maybe not, if you're part of a carpool and already using the lanes. Frank Quon  20:00 

6/9/09 HEAL

The sides are lining up in the fight over President Obama's goals for health care reform. Obama has said that he 
wants a health care plan that lowers costs, improves the quality of care and coverage, and protects consumer 
choice. He also wants to ensure that all Americans are insured, either through a private plan or a government-run 
plan. Critics argue that a government-sponsored program that competes with private health plans would hurt market-
based competition and reduce individual choice. Larry Mantle gets the arguments from each side of the health care 
debate.

Alex Wayne, Matt Bai, 
Gerald F. Kominski, 
Uwe, Reinhardt  20:00 

6/9/09 POLI

A cloud of doubt looms over President Obama's stimulus plan as unemployment numbers continue to rise and the 
economy is still stumbling. Obama's stimulus plan was hailed by many as the saving grace to a faltering economy. 
Yet, nearly 100 days after the plan was signed into law only 6-percent of the funds have been spent, according to the 
Los Angeles Times, and 150,000 jobs have been created. Critics say it is a negligible result in comparison to the 
loss of over 2 million jobs this year.  Should American's adopt the President's wait and see attitude? Larry talks to 
the experts about what is being done, and if anything else can be done to stimulate the stimulus.

Heidi Shierholz, Curtis 
Dubay  20:00 

6/9/09 HIST

Before the fast food convenience of drive thrus and the grocery warehouses of Costco and Sam's Club, there was 
the food Americans ate of what seems like a bygone era. In "The Food of a Younger Land," author Mark Kurlansky 
takes readers back to the 1930s and 1940s, when the Great Depression forced a government project called 
"America Eats," a plan left uncompleted because of the World War. Kurlansky captures the essence of that time and 
includes photos, anecdotes and his personal analysis of the food of America's roots. There is even a recipe of a 
Depression Cake, perhaps perfect for our time.  40:00 

6/9/09 HEAL

16 years after Bill Clinton tried it, and after almost two years of hypothetical discussions of it on the campaign trail, 
we have finally reached the moment of truth: several different bills proposing various forms of radical reform of the 
American healthcare system are slowly making their way through Congress and President Obama has declared he 
wants to implement a new national healthcare plan by the Fall. As the system goes under the knife it promises to be 
a painful surgery—badly needed reforms will come at a price, perhaps mandated insurance or taxing employers’ 
health benefits. What are the economics of healthcare reform and what are the positives & drawbacks to each plan? Jonathon Gruber 00:12

6/9/09 HEAL

Part of what makes the effort to reform healthcare so unwieldy is the sheer size and scope of the problem, from 
millions of uninsured poor Americans to the middle class that can’t keep up with escalating medical costs. Enter the 
AFL-CIO, the grandfather of organized labor that has a prominent place at the surgery table. Unions have been 
vilified for winning generations-worth of generous insurance benefits, the high costs of which might have been part of 
the failures of GM and Chrysler. What shape of reform works best for blue-collar, middle class workers? Gerald M. Shea 00:12



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

6/9/09 HEAL

Small business owners have been on the front line of the healthcare battle for several decades, weathering the 
steadily increasing costs of insuring their employees and devising some of the most imaginative solutions. Even if 
small businesses are wary of plans to mandate health insurance for every American (putting a big strain on business-
owners), the cost of insurance has become so burdensome there is a consensus that something needs to be done. 
How can insurance costs be controlled while also reforming the insurance market? Amanda Austin 00:12

6/9/09 FOR

The Pearl Continental, a five-star hotel in the North West Frontier Province of Pakistan that is known for catering to 
Western visitors and journalists, was bombed earlier today. Three men driving a truck loaded with explosives opened 
fire before driving their vehicle into one of the hotel’s security checkpoints. The blast is said to have killed at least 11 
and more than 70 injured persons have been taken to local hospitals for treatment. Pakistanis have recently received 
threats of major attacks from the Taliban though the group has yet to claim responsibility for the bombing. Cyril Almeida 00:11

6/9/09 HIST

The English language is said to gain a new word every 98 minutes and we have begun the count down to, hold on to 
your tiles scrabble fans, one million! The Austin-based Global Language Monitor is set to announce the language’s 
one millionth word around 2 a.m. on June 10th. Leading the pack of contenders is “noob.” Sometimes typed as 
n00b, the term is used as a moniker for people that are new to online gaming communities. Though some say that 
even the most genius among us have a vocabulary limited to fewer than 100,000 words, knowing that there are a 
million to learn is definitely awe-inspiring. Join us as we talk about what words are counted and what makes them 
count -- as we join in on the count down. Paul Payack 00:12

6/10/09 ECON Silicon Valley is still buzzing with start up companies Ha 2:22

6/10/09 IE Major pileup on Interstate 15 closes freeway Cuevas :33

6/10/09 TECH FCC boss says get the digital TV gear before Friday's signal switch Jahad :56

6/10/09 AT State scrambles to close budget gap CC :22

6/10/09 LAW Southland Jewish organizations react to shooting at DC's Holocaust Museum CC :25

6/10/09 IE San Bernardino County begins issuing medical marijuana ID cards Cuevas :59

6/10/09 LAW Jewish organizations wary of renewed anti-Semitism in light of shooting at �DC's Holocaust Museum CC :22

6/10/09 SPOR Sportswriters to react to sudden resignation of USC basketball coach Tim�Floyd CC :24

6/10/09 LAW Witness to shooting at Holocaust Museum CC :28

6/10/09 OC OC Supervisors vote to cut salaries Valot :48

6/10/09 FOR Looking ahead to Friday's election in Iran CC :25

6/10/09 IE Nevada senator throws support behind desert express train Cuevas :54

6/10/09 IMM Catholic bishops won't support immigration bill for gay families Felde 4:07

6/10/09 EDU LAUSD pays tribute to longest serving board member Guzman 1:04

6/10/09 LAW FBI director says the agency will spy in mosques if it needs to Stoltze :49

6/10/09 TECH FCC official reminds Los Angeles that the digital TV switch is nigh CC :18

6/10/09 ENT Miss California USA pagent fires Carrie Prejean Roman :58

6/10/09 TECH FCC chief talks about upcoming switch to DTV Jahad :56

6/10/09 ECON One the state's most powerful public employee unions is fighting Gov's�budget proposal CC :11

6/10/09 HEAL The number of drug overdoses in California is rising and advocates are �urging lawmakers to take action CC :15



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
6/10/09 LAB SAG looks forward after members overwhelmingly ratify TV film contract Watt 3:11

6/10/09 ENV A company converts sewage into industrial fuel Baer 1:09

6/10/09 ENT

The year-long disputed Screen Actors Guild contract just passed with 78% approval. Supported by Tom Hanks and 
George Clooney, the two-year contract ensures that the union will receive an increase of 3% immediately and a 
3.5% raise after a year when TV shows are played on online sites like Hulu. However, current union president Alan 
Rosenberg and former presidents Ed Asner and Martin Sheen rejected the contract, claiming that it did not give 
actors full credit for their work when put online. The contract won in a landside with 35% of 110,000 members voting. 
Larry Mantle and guests will discuss the details of the agreement. 

Jonathan Handel, Ned 
Vaughn 15:00

6/10/09 SAC

Yesterday California Senate Democrats unveiled a budget plan that would take heavily from Governor 
Schwarzenegger's proposed $4.5 billion rainy-day fund. The Democrats hope to lessen the cuts to health, welfare, 
and student-aid programs that the governor proposed to deal with the state's $24 billion deficit. The governor wants 
to keep a rainy-day fund in case the economy continues to suffer or program costs exceed their budget. Some 
Democrats argue that the money should be used now because the rainy day has come. Larry Mantle finds out more 
about the plan.

Bob Stern, Aaron 
McLear  20:00 

6/10/09 POLI
Larry Mantle talks with Congressmen Xavier Becerra and John Campbell about the behind-the-scenes battles 
happening on Capitol Hill over health care reform.  

Xavier Becerra, John 
Campbell 15:00

6/10/09 LIT

Larry Mantle talks with Michael Shermer of The Skeptics Sociey and “Scientific American” about the latest science 
stories in the news including Ida, the 47-million-year old missing link in primate evolution, an update on vaccines and 
autism, the science of financial bubbles and bursts, the psychology of risk aversion, economic conspiracy theories, 
and does the legalization of marriage decrease rates of straight marriage, among other topics. Michael Shermer  20:00 

6/10/09 ART
THE QUEEN OF SOUL: Need we say more? Larry talks with Aretha about her illustrious career and her first 
appearance in 35 years at the Hollywood Bowl on Friday, June 26th at 8:30 pm. Aretha Franklin  20:00 

6/10/09 HEAL

Should the FDA regulate the sale, manufacturing, and marketing of tobacco products? That’s the issue behind a bill 
passed earlier by the House and one the Senate could vote on as early as today. What authority would such a bill 
give the FDA?

Danny McGoldrick, 
Chris Banthim 00:22

6/10/09 SPOR

No stranger to controversy, the USC basketball team absorbed its latest blow yesterday when embattled coach Tim 
Floyd resigned amid accusations he made payments to recruit star OJ Mayo. Minus their coach and several key 
players, how will a season under NCAA sanctions play out? And what about rumors of a basketball program-wide 
suspension? Josh Jovanelly, Josh Ba 00:09

6/10/09 LAW

An elderly gunman opened fire with a rifle inside the crowded U.S. Holocaust Memorial Museum today, gravely 
wounding a security guard before being shot. Authorities are investigating white supremacist James Von Brunn as 
the possible gunman. We discuss the state of hate crimes, and this case in particular.

Kitty Felde, Amanda 
Susskind 00:17

6/10/09 POLI

Iran and the U.S. may have more in common than we thought—what's the biggest issue in the country's presidential 
election this Friday? It’s the economy, stupid! But with Supreme Leader Ayatollah Khamenei lurking over the entire 
process, do Iranians have a real choice for president?

Suzanne Maloney, 
Trista Parsi, Hossein 
Hosseni 00:32

6/10/09 ECON
Some of the biggest corporate flame-outs are re-branding—AIG to AIU and GMAC to Ally—how do companies put 
their troubled pasts behind them, or at least out of the public's mind? Mike Kamins 00:18

6/11/09 ECON
As state lawmakers consider ways to close the budget gap, a public
employee is calling for new tax increases Russ :49

6/11/09 EDU Cal Poly Pomona students plan on asking the university's president to�reinstate summer classes CC :17

6/11/09 TRANS New system of lights designed to make LAX safer CC :20

6/11/09 PM Healthcare reform is on the Obama Administration's agenda CC :11



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
6/11/09 PM World Health Organization has declared a global swine flu pandemic CC :10

6/11/09 TRANS New stop light system at LAX to prevent close calls Valot 1:19

6/11/09 TRANS Bus activists lobby for more money for mass transit Felde 1:01

6/11/09 LAW Morro Bay man to be sentenced in medical marijuana case Stoltze 4:07

6/11/09 LAW Morro Bay man gets a year in prison for selling pot for medical purposes Stoltze :46

6/11/09 POLI Democratic state lawmakers are firing back at Governor's threat to shut�down state government CC :17

6/11/09 ECON California's getting nearly $5 million in federal stimulus money for alternative�energy programs CC :20

6/11/09 ECON California's getting nearly $5 million in federal stimulus money for alternative�energy programs Shadley :56

6/11/09 POLI Iranian Americans in SoCal debate whether to vote in Iranian presidential�elections Jahad 3:50

6/11/09 ENV LA Animal Services offers free pet sterlizations in South Los Angeles Watt :47

6/11/09 POLI

Iran's highly polarizing President Mahmoud Ahmedinejad is in the fight of his life.  Tomorrow's election is will decide 
on a new Iranian President, and Ahmedinejad is in a neck-and-neck race with reformist candidate Mir Hossein 
Mousavi.  The outcome is expected to have little direct impact on Iran's key policies, which are dictated the country's 
ruling Islamic clerics. But a change of government could ease Iran's isolation and give the international community a 
new opportunity to engage in negotiations over Iran's nuclear ambitions.  

Jim Walsh, Abbas 
Milani, Hossein Hedjazi  50:00 

6/11/09 OC
Larry Mantle talks with Gustavo Arellano, OC Weekly staff writer, and Orange County Register senior editorial writer 
and columnist, Steven Greenhut, about the latest news events and developments in Orange County.

Steve Greenhut, 
William "Bill" Lobdell 22:00

6/11/09 SAC

Governor Schwarzenegger has threatened to allow the state government to shut down unless the California 
Legislature reaches a budget deal. He stated that he will not approve emergency borrowing to keep the California 
afloat unless state officials agree on a budget plan. State Controller John Chiang has said in order to borrow money, 
a budget deal must be reached by that start of the fiscal year in July. He expects the state to run out of cash by the 
end of that month. Larry Mantle finds out more about the governor's attempt to spur lawmakers into action. Michael Rothfeld 20:00

6/11/09 RELI

Robert Wright, author and senior fellow at the New America Foundation, believes that there is a hidden pattern in the 
great monotheistic religions and a “hidden code” in their scriptures.  In his new book The Evolution of God, Wright 
argues that the underlying message of the scriptures reveals the key to harmony and reconciliation among the 
Abrahamic faiths.  He also shows how today these faiths can reconcile themselves with science and how the 
scientific worldview leaves room for something that can meaningfully be called the divine.   Wright joins Larry Mantle 
to discuss how his research could alter our understanding God and religious faith. Robert Wright  40:00 

6/11/09 HEAL

We’ve heard from the stakeholders in the debate over how (and why) to implement sweeping healthcare reform, 
from small businesses to organized labor, and the scope and complexity of the problems are clear. Now Patt goes 
right to the top to hear the case for a healthcare overhaul from a White House point person—who will be covered 
and how much will it cost?

Jared Bernstein, Jeffrey 
Frankel 00:13

6/11/09 HEAL
Because of steadily rising numbers of cases the World Health Organization has declared the outbreak of swine flu to 
be a phase 6 influenza pandemic. We talk about the why, the how and the WHO on today’s show.

Daniel Epstein, Dr 
Kristi Koenig 00:13

6/11/09 MEDI

Ever notice how tremendously loud some television commercials are? That is because as of now commercials are 
allowed to be as loud as the loudest moment during the show they air within. California Congresswoman Anna 
Eshoo is sponsoring a bill that would require the FCC to monitor the volume and force advertisers to turn it down.

David Butler, David 
Perry 00:13



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

6/11/09 HEAL

What did Vincent van Gogh, Emily Dickinson, and Thomas Jefferson all have in common? Migraines! Author Andrew 
Levy takes us through the cultural and social history of the medical phenomenon. Biofeedback, ice therapy, 
psychotherapy, and yoga? We check in for the latest scientific research on migraines.

Andrew Levy, Dr. 
Andrew Charles 00:24

6/11/09 IMM

Infrared cameras, vibration sensors, electronic listening posts... high tech tools help border agents find drug 
smugglers trying to cross the U.S.- Mexico border. But sometimes the best method is the oldest - tracking, or "sign 
cutting." We hear from a long-time tracker on the border patrol. T.J. Bonner 00:10

6/12/09 TRANS A watchdog group that supports limited government is suing Caltrans CC :11

6/12/09 FOR Iranians in Southland vote in Iran elections Jahad :53

6/12/09 FOR Iranian Americans vote Iranian presidential election CC :23

6/12/09 FOR Protestors shout outside Iranian polling place near LAX CC :16

6/12/09 POLI Congress considers cell phone tax Felde :54

6/12/09 SCI Caltech launches institute to develop "clean energy" CC :16

6/12/09 SCI Energy Secretary Chu talks about "clean energy" and global warming CC :31

6/12/09 IE UC Riverside to graduate thousands of students this weekend Cuevas :47

6/12/09 LAW Arguments for and against the federal consent decree over LAPD CC :20

6/12/09 LAW Arguments for and against the federal consent decree over LAPD CC :13

6/12/09 POLI Iranians in Southland go to polls CC :22

6/12/09 OC OC Fire Authority getting new chief Valot :38

6/12/09 ART Filmweek discuss several of the week's new releases Mantle 3:00

6/12/09 EDU Federal energy secretary Steven Chu is Caltech's main commencement�speaker Devall :59

6/12/09 EDU UCLA commencement features Oliver Stone, Arianna Huffington and Linkin�Park lead guitarist Brad Delson Devall :53

6/12/09 ENV Toxic chemicals off coast difficult and controversial to remediate Peterson :56

6/12/09 EDU LA School District official announces he's rescinding 505 layoffs Baer 1:06

6/12/09 TECH
Broadcasters switch today from analog to digital signal transmission. A 
quarter of a million households in LA will be in the dark Jahad 1:07

6/12/09 ART Several hundred people attend Los Angeles arts town hall CC :23

6/12/09 HOUS Rocky Delgadillo makes program permanent as he exits Nazario :45

6/12/09 ART High school senior accepted to first of its kind pop music university program Guzman 4:21

6/12/09 POLI

The U.N. Security Council is imposing tougher sanctions against North Korea for its recent nuclear test. The 
resolution focuses on exports, finical dealings and the country must allow inspections on suspect cargo. The 
resolution was negotiated by the five permanent Security Council nations which includes the U.S., Britain, France as 
well as China and Russia. The resolution is certain to be adopted, according to AP reports. Larry has more on this 
breaking international news. Dave Kang 15:00



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

6/12/09 POLI

Passed by the Senate in a 79 to 17 vote on Thursday, the FDA is now allowed to control the ingredients in tobacco 
products. The legislation may issue new rules on nicotine, content and other cigarette components.  All tobacco 
products must display a list of ingredients and warning labels. The bill will change advertising regulations for the 
tobacco industry by adding more limits to how and where advertising is appropriate. Many of the regulations focus on 
preventing children from starting to smoke. With the help of President Obama's emphasis on creating a better 
healthcare system, he is expected to sign the bill early next week. Larry talks to the experts about this reform and 
how it may change the scene for big tobacco. Noam Levey 24:00

6/12/09 POLI

Iranians cast their votes today for President.  Current President, Mahmoud Ahmedinejad is being challenged by 
reformist Mir Hossein Mousavi, with pre-election polls showing them neck-and-neck in the race.  Although a small 
group of Islamic clerics control Iran's core policies, a new President could create an opportunity to improve U.S.-Iran 
relations.

Scott Peterson, Shirley 
Jahad 15:00

6/12/09 ENT
Jwade Major, Jean 
Oppenheimer 54:00

6/12/09 POLI

The Dems have both houses and the Presidency, so there's no reason for them to be arguing--is there? Well, when 
it comes to climate change, there are plenty of reasons. House Agriculture Committee Chairman Collin Peterson (D-
Minn) says he's at an impasse over agricultural provisions...and the bill may not pass in its current form. Larry gets 
the latest from an environmental reporter on the Hill. Darren Samuelsohn  10:00 

6/12/09 FOR

KPCC reporter Shirley Jahad calls in from the Westin Hotel at LAX, one of the 41 designated voting sites in the U.S. 
for Iranian-Americans, to talk with Patt about Iran’s election. Both front-runners are claiming victory but do we know 
who won? And why is the Westin kicking out reporters Shirley Jahad 00:04

6/12/09 FOR

UN Security council voted unanimously to tighten sanctions on North Korea today. The sanctions will expand an 
arms embargo and end financial support from UN member-states to North Korea’s nuclear and weapons program. 
Will the new sanctions have enough strength to make a difference or should we expect to see more of the same 
from the rogue nation? Gordan Chang 00:08

6/12/09 LAW

Since 2001, after the Rodney King and the Rampart division corruption cases exposed a pattern of police 
misconduct, the U.S. Justice Department has governed the policies of the LAPD under a consent decree. On 
Monday, the LAPD will ask a federal judge to free the department from the consent decree. Is the department ready 
or is more reform still needed?

Gerald Chaleff, Mark 
Rosenbaum, 
Christopher Stone 00:24

6/12/09 ENT
Just when politics is enough to make you cry, it's usually best to laugh instead. In its own unique way, Comedy 
Congress is always up to the challenge. Remember, the truth hurts far less when it's told by comedians.

Aisha Tyler, David 
Greene 00:35

6/14/09 AT Federal government considers paid leave time for new parents CC :10

6/14/09 AT Federal government considers paid leave time for new parents CC :10

6/14/09 AT ”Life, Inc.” book examines the ways corporate practice and philosophy influences everyone’s behavior CC :23

6/14/09 HIST Story behind Las Tunas ave. - “Tuna” is a cactus, not a fish Felde :49

6/14/09 AT Mark Kurlansky documents American food culture in his new book CC :21

6/14/09 PM The English language adds its 1-millionth word CC :21

6/14/09 ENT Aretha Franklin speaks with KPCC’s Larry Mantle before her concert at the Hollywood Bowl CC :25

6/14/09 POLI Today is Flag Day, the day to honor the Stars and Stripes Devall :48

6/15/09 HEAL The Loh Life Loh 2:46

6/15/09 POLI Iranian American students staged a demonstration yesterday at the Federal�building in West LA Jahad 3:07

6/15/09 IE Victorville considering layoffs and other budget cuts Cuevas :46



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
6/15/09 ECON Federal regulators are asking for the public's opinion about regulations that�would cut air pollution from cement manuPeterson :49

6/15/09 SPOR Lakers build a title team through skill, luck Roman :60

6/15/09 SPOR Lakers win the NBA title for the 15th time Roman :59

6/15/09 SPOR Lakers fans took to the streets to celebrate the teams 15th NBA title CC :09

6/15/09 SPOR Lakers fans took to the streets to celebrate the teams 15th NBA title CC :09

6/15/09 RELI LAPD has enlisted its first Muslim chaplain Schmitz 1:52

6/15/09 FOR Palestinian officials are expressing disappointment with yesterday's speech CC :15

6/15/09 RELI Humanitarian "Amma" stops through Los Angeles for thousands of hugs Watt 1:01

6/15/09 SAC Fed judge ot hear Corrections plan on care for mentally ill inmates Small 1:06

6/15/09 ENV Southland researchers measure pollution near I-10 freeway Peterson :46

6/15/09 TRANS As Metro tests new rail line, it warns safety rules violators of hefty fines Watt :50

6/15/09 EDU Schools should be prepared for "serious reductions" if California expects to�wipe out the deficit CC :23

6/15/09 ECON
California's non-partisan legislative analyst says it's too bad voters last
month didn't approve a so-called "rainy day" fund CC :23

6/15/09 ECON
Many California homeowners who can't make their mortgage payments will
have a little more breathing room CC :15

6/15/09 ECON A 90-day moratorium on home foreclosures takes effect in California Russ :45

6/15/09 HEAL Public/private partnership gives nicotine patches/gum for free CC :15

6/15/09 SPOR LAPD makes plans for Lakers parade, possible celebration at Coliseum CC :16

6/15/09 HEAL Public/private partnership gives nicotine patches/gum for free Nazario 1:04

6/15/09 LAW Judge considers relaxing federal oversight of LAPD CC :19

6/15/09 ENER Fed gov't vows support for renewable energy projects in West Peterson :51

6/15/09 LAW Judge weighs whether to relax federal oversight of LAPD Stoltze :54

6/15/09 POLI Lakers parade might be profitable for LA Roman :58

6/15/09 ECON State bill would pave way for school district parcel tax measures Guzman 2:01

6/15/09 SPOR LAPD prepares for Lakers parade Stoltze :46

6/15/09 SPOR LA City leaders say come on down to the parade, if you're friendly CC :09

6/15/09 POLI

The re-election of Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad has created an uprising throughout Iran, as supporters 
of Mir Hussein Moussavi have claimed that the voting system was rigged. In response, Iran's Supreme leader 
Ayatollah Ali Khamenei said that investigations will be conducted to ensure that the votes counted. Larry Mantle and 
guests will discuss the views of the people and what is to come out of this election.

Borzou Daragahi, Reza 
Aslan, Abbas Milani, 
Hossein Hedjazi 34:00



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

6/15/09 POLI

Yesterday Israeli Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu endorsed the goal of a Palestinian state, but with several 
conditions. He insisted that a Palestinian state must be demilitarized, that it give up claims on Jerusalem as a future 
capital, and that it recognize Israel as nation-state of the Jewish people. President Obama welcomed Netanyahu’s 
first acknowledgement of creating a Palestinian state, calling it “an important step forward” in the peace process. 
However, many Palestinian officials are critical of the strict limits that Netanyahu called for. Larry Mantle discusses 
what the means for progress toward a two-state solution.

Hussien Ibish, 
Honorable Jacob 
Dayan  20:00 

6/15/09 POLI

The relationship between U.S. and Japan has been evolving for centuries. Larry talks to Japanese Ambassador 
Ichiro Fujisaki about nuclear proliferation, North Korea, the economy and cross-cultural trends that are influencing 
both countries. Ichiro Fujisaki  30:00 

6/15/09 LIT

The word hero doesn’t automatically conjure the image of a member of a U.S. Coast Guard. Yet, since its founding 
the Coast Guard has rescued over 1 million people. The 50,000 –member-strong Coast Guard is about to celebrate 
its 220th anniversary the importance of the Coast Guard is underlined in David Helvarg’s new book Rescue Warriors: 
The U.S. Coast Guard, America’s Forgotten Heroes (Thomas Dunne Books, 2009).  Helvarg spent two years riding 
along with the men and women of the Coast Guard. From rescue missions during Hurricane Katrina in New Orleans 
to rescues of the shores of Alaska Larry talks to David Helvarg about the unsung heroes serving in the forgotten 
branch of the armed service. David Helvarg  30:00 

6/15/09 FOR
Patt checks in for the latest news from Iran, where riots have been raging since preliminary election results started 
trickling in on Friday. What's a stake for Iran, and for Iran-U.S. relations? Suzanne Maloney 00:13

6/15/09 HEAL

Earlier today, President Obama appealed to the American Medical Association (AMA) to see eye to eye with him on 
health care reform. Patt's talked with small business, organized labor, and even the white house on health care 
reform - today we look at what doctor's want, or more specifically, what they don't want: the creation of a government-
sponsored insurance plan. Dr. Dev GnanaDev 00:36

6/15/09 SPOR

While the Lakers are agreeing to pick up 50% of the cost for their victory parade this Wednesday, they're expecting 
the city's taxdollars to foot the other 1 million. Should the city be spending taxpayers' money on a parade during a 
budget crisis that could cost lives? Jan Perry, Paul Weber 00:22

6/15/09 TRAN

Satirist and best-selling author of P.J. O'Rourke joins us with his latest collection of essays - "Driving Like Crazy – 
Thirty Years of Vehicular Hell-bending Celebrating America the Way It's Supposed to Be – With an Oil Well in Every 
Backyard, a Cadillac Escalade in Every Carport, and the Chairman of the Federal Reserve Mowing Our Lawn." 
Armed with his wit and an SUV, O’Rourke takes aim at the "fun-suckers" trying to take the joy out of America's car 
culture. PJ O'Rourke 00:28

6/16/09 RELI Humanitarian "Amma" stops through Los Angeles for thousands of hugs Watt 2:58

6/16/09 ECON Yesterday was a key budget deadline for lawmakers CC :12

6/16/09 POLI Dem Senate Leader Steinberg says he's going to take a voluntary 5% pay cut CC :13

6/16/09 POLI Former Wisconsin Gov has some advice for fellow Republican Gov�Schwarzenegger about welfare cuts CC 1:22

6/16/09 ECON Latest business discussions with Mark Lacter Lacter 3:47

6/16/09 POLI
Gov says that legislature could avoid some of the deep cuts he's proposed
by looking at other ways to save state money CC :21

6/16/09 OBIT Lead guitarist and co-founder of the rock band "The Ventures" has died CC :56

6/16/09 ECON UCLA forecasters say California's economy faces a tough road ahead CC :15

6/16/09 AT New federal financial oversight is on the way CC :16

6/16/09 ECON State's budget mess will slow down California's comeback from recession CC :19



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
6/16/09 IE Riverside County considers foreclosed properties CC :17

6/16/09 SPOR The way is clear for a Lakers victory parade in Los Angeles CC :16

6/16/09 ECON DC politician says fiscal crisis might be good for California Felde :56

6/16/09 ECON A new website will allow people in LA to report suspected cases of mortgage fraud and abuse Cohen :56

6/16/09 ECON Anderson Forecast predict slow recovery from recession nationally and in�California Watt 1:22

6/16/09 SAC Federal judge gives partial OK to prison mental health plan Small 1:47

6/16/09 IE Riverside county cities get money to buy foreclosed properties Cuevas 1:16

6/16/09 EDU Study finds charter schools performance not much better than traditional�schools Guzman :50

6/16/09 ENV Federal officials considering air pollution rules for cement kilns CC :18

6/16/09 ECON CA Congressman doesn't support federal bailout for CA CC :25

6/16/09 SAC Gray Davis says turn back the clock CC :15

6/16/09 LAW Feds expand indictment against gang accused in killing of three-week-old Stoltze :49

6/16/09 SPOR City avoids cost of Lakers parade Stoltze :48

6/16/09 POLI

We continue to monitor the fall out after the re-election of Iranian President Mahmoud Ahmadinejad. The Associated 
Press reports that Iran's Islamic leadership is prepared to conduct a limited recount. Seven people were killed when 
demonstrators in a clash with officials. In an effort to control and quell the tumult the government has cracked down 
on independent media as well as the demonstrations, detaining many from the opposing part.  From rallies in the 
streets of Tehran to the global response Larry talks to Los Angeles Times reporter Borzou Daragahi about the 
current situation and some of the persisting challenges facing Iran. 

Borzou Daragahi, Scott 
Peterson,Patrick 
Doherty,David Bender  30:00 

6/16/09 ECON

The political tug-of-war continues over the California state budget. The state budget panel rejected Gov. Arnold 
Schwarzenegger's most extreme proposals, yesterday. They said no to cutting funds from health insurance from low-
income families, the Healthy Families and state parks. With some of California's programs temporarily safe, where 
will the legislators find the money? Larry talks to the experts and explores the options for the state's flailing economic 
situation. Shane Goldmacher  10:00 

6/16/09 IMM

The scene was unconventional at Overhill Farms food-processing plant in Vernon. There wasn't a crew INS officials 
waiting at the door waiting for fleeing illegal immigrants, no this immigration raid was a little stealthier. More than 200 
workers at the plant lost their jobs after an IRS audit of Social Security numbers. Since 2007 the Department of 
Homeland Security has introduced E-Verify. The program is a way for employers to confirm the legal status of new 
employees. The system was created to crack down on fake and stolen Social Security numbers. Yet, what happens 
next for the fired workers?  Larry talks to the experts about the scene at Overhill Farms and E-Verify program. Patrick J. McDonnell 20:00

6/16/09 ECON

On Wednesday the Obama administration releases new regulations on the financial industry that are expected to me 
the most extensive financial reform since the Great Depression.   According to the President, regulatory agencies 
will streamlined and consolidated, and protections will be added for consumers and investors.  The plan will also give 
the federal government the power to take over large troubled financial institutions like AIG and investment banks to 
prevent their failure from threatening the larger economy.  It also will tighten regulations on high-risk financial 
products like derivatives and mortgage-backed securities.  Criticisms of the President's proposal so far range from 
"too little, too late," to "drastic, and premature."

Michael 
Crittenden,Brad 
Sherman,Scott Talbott  30:00 



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

6/16/09 SPOR

Thrown into the fast paced world of competitive tennis at a very early age, Monica Seles became the youngest 
winner in French Open history in 1990.  But in 1993 at the height of her career, she was brutally stabbed and though 
she recovered from her physical injuries, she suffered from depression and eating disorders that kept her from 
competing successfully for several years.  In her new book Getting a Grip, Seles chronicles her struggles both on 
and off the court. Monica Seles 20:00

6/16/09 POLI
So what’s going on with the infamous California budget and the see-saw between taxes and program cuts? It’s up to 
the Democrats now to cut billions off the budget or find the money to make up the difference – can they?

Niello, Assemblyman 
Bob Blumenfield, Jean 
Ross 00:22

6/16/09 ECON

A focal point of the 2008 presidential campaign, President Obama is about to propose sweeping reforms of the U.S. 
regulatory regime and ostensibly fulfill his promise to prevent a future economic collapse like we’ve experienced over 
the past year. The original idea was to consolidate and further empower the various regulatory agencies that now act 
as economic watchdogs in the government, but the President’s proposal—to come in a speech tomorrow—might be 
much less ambitious. Will the President’s regulatory makeover work? Lawrence Baxter 00:27

6/16/09 ECON

The bets, huge and risky. The upside, undeniable—banks reaped billions and dominated competitors…until Wall 
Street nearly broke the banks. FRONTLINE documentary producer Michael Kirk joins us with his hard-hitting, 
insider’s look at Bank of America’s Ken Lewis. Michael Kirk 00:13

6/16/09 SPOR

Will the celebration on Wednesday get ugly and be ruined by out-of-control Laker fans? Patt talks with Councilman 
Eric Garcetti about the the private donations, the possible violence and the hope that the parade will serve as a small 
stimulus to downtown Los Angeles. Councilman Eric Garcett 00:18

6/16/09 ART

From sleek shiny laptops to fast new Mini Coopers and the latest greatest iPhones, we seem to be intrigued by 
bright, shiny new things - and lust to own them. Deyan Sudjic, director of the London's Design Museum and author of 
The Language of Things: Understanding the World of Desirable Objects, tells us why we covet expensive designer 
goods. Is it aesthetics or just a matter of keeping up with the Joneses? Deyan Sudjic 00:18

6/17/09 OC Chapman economists predict economy to turn around by end of year Valot 1:08

6/17/09 ECON
A bill that would require ballot initiatives to identify how they'd be paid for
has cleared a key senate committee Shadley :54

6/17/09 ECON Wall Street's paying close attention to California's budget crisis CC :16

6/17/09 ECON A state budget committee has approved new tax hikes to help solve the�state's $24 billion budget problem CC :13

6/17/09 ECON Gov wants to eliminate funding for a variety of programs in light of deficit Goldberg 4:00

6/17/09 SPOR Brian Watt live on Lakers parade Watt 1:27

6/17/09 SPOR Lakers victory parade draws giant crowd to Figueroa, LA Coliseum CC :21

6/17/09 ECON World humor scholars descend on Long Beach for annual conference CC :19

6/17/09 SPOR Souvenir sellers make a bundle at Lakers parade CC :21

6/17/09 SPOR Fans glad to have a Lakers victory parade CC :13

6/17/09 OC Chapman economists predict end of recession is near Valot 3:21

6/17/09 SPOR Lakers victory parade draws giant crowd to Figueroa, LA Coliseum CC :07

6/17/09 EDU Legislature voted to suspend the exam as a requirement for graduation CC :17

6/17/09 IE Schools in Chino forced to extend school year because of clerical snafu Cuevas 2:34

6/17/09 SAC Democrats propose a budget plan the Governor threatens to veto CC :15



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
6/17/09 FOR Local Iranian American protest election outcome in Iran Jahad 1:15

6/17/09 SPOR T-shirt vendor drives from Northern California to sell Lakers apparel Watt 1:02

6/17/09 SAC Democrats propose a budget plan the Governor threatens to veto Small 1:48

6/17/09 FOR Local Iranian American protest election outcome in Iran Jahad 1:44

6/17/09 ENT Emmy date changes again - now on September 20th Cohen :43

6/17/09 SPOR One Laker fan decides at the last minute to skip work, attend championship�celebration CC :17

6/17/09 EDU Students who wanted to attend summer school in CA might have to come up�with other plans Shadley 1:07

6/17/09 HEAL Search and Rescue dog clones go home Nazario 1:26

6/17/09 ECON Democrats propose a budget plan the Governor threatens to veto Russ 1:13

6/17/09 ECON New federal cement emissions rules are the subject of a hearing Peterson 1:30

6/17/09 YOUT Padilla's tax proposal goes before Senate Health Committee Nazario :51

6/17/09 ENV
Federal regulators have dropped their opposition to the Clean Trucks Plan
at the ports of Los Angeles and Long Beach Peterson :40

6/17/09 SPOR Jackson addresses Lakers rally CC :19

6/17/09 SPOR Kobe addresses Lakers rally CC :13

6/17/09 SPOR Derek Fisher addresses rally at coliseum CC :20

6/17/09 YOUT C. Henry Waxman's Office Health Care Educational Forum on June 17th Nazario :49

6/17/09 SPOR Fans from all over SoCal jam downtown LA to cheer the Lakers CC 1:50

6/17/09 LAW Court upholds LAPD's special order 40 Stoltze :54

6/17/09 LAW Pellicano pleads not guilty to latest case against him Stoltze :51

6/17/09 LBG

President Obama is expected tonight to expand benefits to same-sex partners of federal workers. The news follows 
criticism from gay rights activists who have expressed frustration that the President has not fulfilled campaign 
promises that he made to gays and lesbians.  Days ago, the Obama administration filed a brief defending the 
Defense of Marriage Act, the very Act the President opposed during his campaign.  Is the president sending out 
mixed signals to the gay community? Jessica Garrison 24:00

6/17/09 FOR

While President Obama has condemned the Iranian government's crackdown on protesters, he has refrained from 
calling the election a fraud. Some critics say that Obama's muted response is inadequate, and that he should more 
forcefully denounce the actions of the Iranian government. Others support Obama's stance, and say that he is 
respecting Iranian sovereignty by not getting directly involved. Larry Mantle opens the phones to hear from our 
Iranian listeners. How should the U.S. respond to the contested election, and what type of government would you 
like to see in Iran? Open Phones  30:00 

6/17/09 ENER

The Government is offering $18.5 billion in Federal funds for the development of a new generation of nuclear power 
plants, in an attempt to jump start an industry that's lagged since the Three Mile Island accident some three decades 
ago. Word is new reactors could start construction in as little as two years. Nuclear energy offers the promise of 
dependable emissions-free power...it could go a long way to reducing green house gases. But fears of another 
meltdown or serious accident linger--and opposition remains fierce. Is America ready for a second look at nuclear 
power? Rebecca Smith, Rochell  30:00 



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

6/17/09 TRAV

For the past 30 years Rick Steves has been teaching people how to travel. Not just giving you the cliff notes of 
where to go sightseeing and where to stay but encouraging travel as a stimulating and learning experience.  In his 
new book Travel as a Political Act,  Steves advocates travel as a method of fostering better cross cultural relations. 
Larry talks to Rick Steves about how traveling can not only be fun but can broaden perspectives personally and 
politically.  Rick Steves  30:00 

6/17/09 FOR

Phone lines, text-messaging, and social networking sites are being shut down in Iran. Patt talks with people that 
have recently moved to the U.S. from Iran about what is really happening with the communication in Iran and gets 
their personal takes on recent events surrounding the Iranian elections.

Eshan Pakbaznia, Sara 
Houranpay, Sholeh 
Keshavarz, Shanin, Ali 
Shakeri 00:31

6/17/09 HEAL

A new study sponsored by the FDA and the National Institute of Mental Health shows a possible connection between 
the medications regularly prescribed to treat Attention Deficit & Hyperactivity Disorder and sudden heart attacks 
among children. Parent’s first reaction might be to freak out, but the study’s findings are much more 
complicated—how should we interpret the health risks of ADHD medications and the ADHD condition itself? Dr. Benedetto Vitiello 00:18

6/17/09 ENER

After two weeks of UN meetings on climate change in Bonn, Germany and the President’s global warming envoy 
laying groundwork in Beijing, progress may be possible. Even though China remains steadfast in the belief that the 
bulk of the responsibility of global warming lies in the hands of the richer nations, both sides released positive 
remarks and it seems that an agreement could indeed be in the cards. Robert Stavins 00:22

6/17/09 LAB

Nobody says- I want to be a plumber when I grow up, but maybe they should. Patt talks with Matthew Crawford 
author of “Shop Class as Soulcraft” about the value of physical labor in a society that often reserves its respect for 
those it considers intellectuals. Matthew Crawford 00:27

6/17/09 SPOR

Days after the Lakers won their 15th championship the party is still going strong. The festivities culminated at the 
Los Angeles Coliseum after an hour long parade that wound through downtown and drew tens of thousands of 
people. We talk about the momentous celebration of the team that many are calling “The Heart of our City.” Brian Watt, Nick Roman 00:06

6/18/09 POLI Congresswoman tells CA to fix itself CC :23

6/18/09 LAW
Former head of State and Consumer Services Agency is paying a $5400
fine after accepting payments from private firms CC :21

6/18/09 POLI Democrats come out swinging in annual game Felde 3:10

6/18/09 FOR
A couple thousand Iranian American demonstrators turned out in Irvine last
night to protest the results of the election Jahad 1:07

6/18/09 ENV Science advisors to talk about marine protection CC :20

6/18/09 ECON Easier financing for expensive homes CC :22

6/18/09 SGV The "corpse flower" is in bloom in San Marino Jahad 1:03

6/18/09 LAW LA County launches phone-based emergency notification system Stoltze :45

6/18/09 POLI Another member of Congress tells CA to fix itself Felde :57

6/18/09 HEAL AIDS group wants Pub Health to police porn sets CC :15

6/18/09 LAW City Council weighs in on movie cops CC :16

6/18/09 LAW
Former head of State and Consumer Services Agency is paying a $5400
fine after accepting payments from private firms Shadley 1:03

6/18/09 HEAL The AIDS Healthcare Fund wants Dept. of Pub Health of police Nazario 1:05

6/18/09 ENV People upset about the lack of action to improve the state's water supply CC :19



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
6/18/09 LAW CA wants more money to pay for jailing illegals Felde 1:08

6/18/09 SAC UC Hastings - the state's oldest law school - could lose all its state funding Small 3:32

6/18/09 OC FBI arrests 3 OC men for child sex crimes Valot 1:05

6/18/09 SGV Thousands wait in line to see rare bloom of the "corpse flower" Jahad 1:07

6/18/09 LAW LA County starts reverse 911 system CC :21

6/18/09 ECON Science advisors to talk about marine protection Peterson 1:46

6/18/09 EDU LAUSD teachers on hunger strike call it quits CC :19

6/18/09 LAW LA County starts reverse 911 system Stoltze 2:30

6/18/09 ENER
CA Public Utilities has approved a plan by SoCal Edison to install solar 
panels on hundreds of commerical buildings Peterson :44

6/18/09 POLI

Protests in Iran continued for a fourth day over the country's disputed election. Thousands gathered in Tehran 
Thursday as candidate Mir Hussein Moussavi called on his supporters to wear black to mourn those killed in the 
protests. Iran's Guardian Council has responded by offering to meet with the three major challengers from the race 
to discuss their grievances. Larry Mantle gets the latest on the situation in Iran.

Borzou Daragahi, Reza 
Aslan, Open Phones 34:00

6/18/09 HOUS

The median sale price for a Southern California home rose last month for the first time since July 2007. In May of 
this year the median price was $249,000, up from $247,000 in April. This small increase suggests that there are 
more sales in the higher end of the housing market. In previous months, the median price was pulled down due to 
banks unloading a large number of foreclosed properties. Larry Mantle finds out if this means we've reached a 
turnaround in the market.

John Karevoll, Peter 
Hong, Chris Thornberg 20:00

6/18/09 POLI

Democratic President Barack Obama may have high approval ratings, but despite that,  more and more Americans 
are describing themselves as politically "conservative."  According to a new poll, more Republicans, more 
Independents AND more Democrats are describing themselves as politically "conservative" compared to last year.   
How can this be accounted for? Open Phones  30:00 

6/18/09 LIT

vocalist/pianist Diane Schuur is an eclectic longtime disciple of Dinah Washington and other legendary jazz singers 
of the ‘40s and ‘50s.  Schuur has built a career by embracing not only the jazz of her parents’ generation, but also 
the pop music of her o Barbara Bradley Hagerty  30:00 

6/18/09 FOR

He's gone from colorless insider to political rock star - a graying, bearded veteran of the Islamic regime who now 
stands at the forefront of a youth-driven movement fighting for change. Who exactly is Mir Hossein Mousavi and how 
different is the man from his public image? Abbas Milani 00:13

6/18/09 HEAL

After over a decade of wandering in the political wilderness of Washington D.C. suddenly every member of Congress 
wants a piece of health care reform. Starting from the top down with President Obama’s broad outline for some type 
of universal health care coverage, there are now several different bills working their way through Congress that take 
varying approaches of how to provide coverage and how to pay for it. What is the lay of the healthcare land? E. Richard Brown 00:18

6/18/09 ENT

For decades, ex-officers have worn the same uniforms as working officers, except they don't have rank stripes and 
their badges say "retired." No more. Beginning in three months, ex-officers at film locations must wear a different 
outfit: black pants, white shirts, yellow safety vests and patches that read "Film Detail." Film location managers 
argue that people will be less likely to keep away from sets, stunts and car chases if they don't spot a uniform. Is this 
a deal?

Tom Labonge, Hal 
DeJeon, Mike Fantasia 00:18

6/18/09 FOR

Earlier in today's show, we spoke with Iran scholar Abbas Milani on the phenomenon of Mir Hussein Moussavi. For a 
different perspective on the man, we speak to Moussavi supporter, Professor Hamid Dabashi of Columbia 
University. Hamid Dabashi 00:13



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

6/18/09 YOUT

Sandra Tsing Loh has had it up to HERE with marriage. She’s bailing out of hers after 20 years and really wonders 
whether the institution has outlived its usefulness. Can Americans’ individualism and their commitment to marriage 
coexist peacefully? Let the fireworks begin! Sandra Tsing Loh 00:36

6/19/09 ART David Lazarus discusses weekend new releases with film critics Lazarus 2:59

6/19/09 DIV Muslim high school grad mediates ethnic tensions on campus Guzman 3:47

6/19/09 FOR
Iran's Supreme leader, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei said there would be 
conequences if demonstrators continued to protest CC :22

6/19/09 OC OC fire officials to go door-to-door to talk to neighbors about fire safety Valot 1:00

6/19/09 ECON The California unemployment rate hits a record 11.4% in May Small :44

6/19/09 POLI Santa Clarita congressman new Republican head of Armed Services Felde 1:06

6/19/09 ENT Several communities around the Southland are hosting Juneteenth�celebrations Jahad :52

6/19/09 RACE Congress apologizes for slavery Morrison :12

6/19/09 IMM Nicaraguan lawmakers visit SoCal ahead of DC meeting on immigration Nazario 1:08

6/19/09 ECON Two of the nation's rating agencies put California on credit watch Small 1:19

6/19/09 EDU Congressman advises CA to spend education money wisely CC :20

6/19/09 IE "Cool centers" open in Coachella Valley Cuevas :50

6/19/09 ECON Covina sponsors a job fair as unemployment continues to rise CC :23

6/19/09 ECON State's unemployment rate jumps to 11.5% CC :20

6/19/09 LAW LA City council bans new medical pot stores CC :16

6/19/09 LAW LA City council votes to close loophole on pot stores Stoltze :48

6/19/09 ECON LAUSD superintendent pushes idea of parcel tax to balance budget CC :12

6/19/09 ECON LA County moves to weed out unused phone lines CC :20

6/19/09 ECON LAUSD votes on budget cuts for next fiscal year Guzman 1:19

6/19/09 GOV LA County searches for unused phone lines Watt :56

6/19/09 POLI

Today, at Tehran University, Ayatollah Ali Khamenei led a massive prayer session to put an end to the accusations 
made about election fraud.  Khamenei addressed the issue of fraud by stating, "The margin between the candidates 
is 11 million votes. If it is 500,000 maybe fraud could be of influence. But for 11 million, how can you do that?" He 
also ordered supporters of both candidates to stop their violence and protests. Khamenei proclaimed the leader of 
Iran is determined by the vote, not the streets. Larry Mantle and guests will discuss the effects of Ayatollah 
Khamenei's speech. Abbas Milani 24:00

6/19/09 POLI

The Supreme Court has made it harder to prove age discrimination. In a 5-4 decision the court ruled that the worker 
has to prove that age was a key factor in the employment decision. The ruling came in Gross v. FBL Financial 
Service, Inc. Larry Gross had been the vice-president of FBL Financial Services of West Des Moines, Iowa until 
2001 when he was striped of his title. Gross sued under the federal Age Discrimination in Employment Act. The 
narrow ruling raises concerns about employer discrimination protection in these tough economic times. Larry asks 
experts and you to weigh in on the new Supreme Court decision. 

David Savage, Simon 
Lazarus, Karen Harned 20:00



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

6/19/09 HEAL

A number of health care reform bills are slowly making their way through congress but it looks unlikely that the 
legislation will reach the floor of the House and the Senate by this summer as President Obama wanted.  Democrats 
are knee-deep in writing bills to carry out the massive overhaul of the nation’s health care system and Republicans 
are resisting these efforts claiming they don’t have enough time to review the complex legislation.  Larry talks about 
the different laws that are being proposed and slow process of making health care reform legislation. Alex Wayne 20:00

6/19/09 ENT

Larry Mantle talks with KPCC film critics Henry Sheehan of henrysheehan.com and Andy Klein of Brand X about the 
week’s new film openings including Year One, The Proposal, Whatever Works, Irene In Time, The Narrows, Sex 
Positive, $9.99 and The End of the Line

Henry Sheehan, Andy 
Klein  40:00 

6/19/09 ENT

Producer Rebecca Yeldham has worked on films including "The Kite Runner" and "The Motorcycle Diaries". This 
year she is serving as the director of the Los Angeles Film Festival, running through June 28 in Westwood Village. 
Rebecca Yeldham talks with Larry Mantle about this year's lineup and her vision for the festival. Rebecca Yeldham  10:00 

6/19/09 ENT

Patricia Clarkson holds a career of varied roles on the stage and screen. It began on stage where she received 
recognition for her outstanding performances, including "The House of Blue Leaves", "Eastern Standard". Since 
making her movie debut in "The Untouchables", Clarkson has continued to effortlessly amaze viewers by winning 
two Emmy awards for her part in "Six Feet Under" as well as a nomination for an Academy Award. Larry talks with 
Patricia Clarkson about her career and her role in Woody Allen's new film "Whatever Works". Patricia Clarkson  10:00 

6/19/09 HEAL

As pensions die out and workers are forced to rely on 401(k) investment plans for retirement, it can quickly become 
confusing to keep track of exactly how much you're paying to manage your funds. A bill designed to bring 
transparency to hidden fees of 401(k) plans has just passed a House subcommittee but has an uncertain fate. How 
closely are you watching your retirement?

Rob Andrews, Alison 
Borland 00:31

6/19/09 POLI

Today is Juneteenth, commemorating the end of the Civil War and the release of African Americans from slavery. 
So it's fitting that yesterday the Senate unanimously passed a resolution apologizing for slavery. But could the non-
binding and purely symbolic resolution anger people more than make them feel better - especially since the 
resolution dismisses any form of reparations? Hilary Sheldon, Al Broph 00:27

6/19/09 ENV

It's the night before garbage pick-up day and scavengers are cherry-picking valuable cans and bottles from your 
trash bin—is it a nuisance that's taking revenue from local government or a comment on a wasteful society? Santa 
Ana residents say nuisance and they’re locking their trash up to stop it. Lucy Bateson, Neil Bens 00:22

6/19/09 FOR The U.S. ordered a new anti-missile system for Hawaii to deter North Korea from test-firing a Rodger Baker 00:09

6/19/09 HEAL Two weeks ago, an anonymous porn star tested positive for HIV but proceeded to work. Now there may be as many aMark Kernes 00:19

6/21/09 HIST Historic items from the presidency of Abraham Lincoln will be shown at a �rare traveling museum exhibit this summe Shadley :54

6/22/09 IE Photographer documents builders and residents of Inland subdivision Cuevas 4:30

6/22/09 ENT The Loh Life Loh 2:43

6/22/09 OC OC Supervisors to approve final budget Valot :43

6/22/09 MEDI Sen. Feinstein has questions about democrats' healthcare overhaul plan Jahad 1:04

6/22/09 ENT Most people who ent to the movies this weekend accepted a proposal Jahad :50

6/22/09 YOUT Every year for Father's Day, a group of volunteers buses hundreds of families to prisons around the state Samuel 1:05

6/22/09 ENV
From San Diego comes an idea promoters say could satisfy our demand
for seafood and help protect dwindling species Joyce 4:30

6/22/09 ENV EPA holding public meetings about pesticide pollution offshore of Palos�Verdes CC :12



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
6/22/09 ENV Fed hear from public on DDT ocean cleanup Peterson :55

6/22/09 EDU O'Connell appeals to city to provide programs for kids CC :18

6/22/09 EDU Education chief worries about elimination of summer classes Stoltze 1:55

6/22/09 POLI Local politicians lament budget cuts CC :17

6/22/09 POLI Local government officials watch state budget process Stoltze 1:00

6/22/09 EDU
Supreme Court ruled that parents who put special-education students in 
private schools can still ask the public school system to reimburse tuition CC :18

6/22/09 EDU Cortines says LA Unified can't keep cutting CC :25

6/22/09 POLI Mayor V likely to bow out of Gov's race on CNN Small :56

6/22/09 HEAL Reasearchers at FSU say there could be a genetic element to gang�membership and violence CC :18

6/22/09 SAC Legislature's Democratic leaders plan to vote on the budget this week Small :42

6/22/09 OC OC Sheriff marks one-year anniversary on job CC :08

6/22/09 POLI LA Mayor says he will not run for CA governor next year CC :16

6/22/09 SCI Moon mission arrive in lunar orbit tomorrow CC :21

6/22/09 IE Riverside County sheriff deputizes 15-year old cancer survivor Cuevas 1:39

6/22/09 BUS Non-profit foundation puts Frank Lloyd Wright's Ennis House up for sale Cohen 3:28

6/22/09 HEAL Capitol Hill takes up health care debate Felde 1:14

6/22/09 OC OC Sheriff grapples with likely budget cuts Valot 1:29

6/22/09 OC Sheriff marks one year on job, touts changes in jails Valot 1:51

6/22/09 SAC Sacto cuts could hurt healthcare for kids Small 1:02

6/22/09 OC Authorites end search for man who disappeared on trip to Catalina Valot :44

6/22/09 EDU
CA Federation of Teachers has teamed up with union for LA public schools
teachers on a radio ad campaign against more statewide cuts to education CC :13

6/22/09 BUS Non-profit foundation puts Frank Lloyd Wright's Ennis House up for sale Cohen 3:19

6/22/09 ECON Economic crisis means airport authority has to pinch pennies Peterson :53

6/22/09 POLI LA Mayor yesterday announced he will not run for governor next year CC :19

6/22/09 POLI Villaraigosa says he won't run for governor CC :23

6/22/09 POLI Villaraigosa says he won't run for governor Stoltze :54

6/22/09 ART Westwood's Hammer Museum unveils upcoming exhibits CC :19

6/22/09 POLI Villaraigosa says he won't run for governor Stoltze 3:46

6/22/09 ART Westwood's Hammer Museum unveils upcoming exhibits Guzman 1:57

6/22/09 HIST Non-profit foundation puts Frank Lloyd Wright’s Ennis House up for sale Cohen 3:19

6/22/09 FOR David Lazarus gets the latest news in the aftermath of the Iranian elections.
Jamsheed Choksy, 
Azadeh Moaveni  30:00 



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

6/22/09 LAW

The Supreme Court has ruled that parents of special education students can seek public reimbursement for enrolling 
their children in private schools. The Individuals with Disabilities Education Act calls for school districts to reimburse 
students and their families for the costs of education when public schools cannot fulfill the students' needs. The 
Supreme Court's 6-3 decision ruled in favor of an Oregon teenager with attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, 
whose parents sought that their local school district pay $5,200 a month to send their son to private school. Guest 
host David Lazarus gets opinions on the decision. David Savage,Valerie Va 20:00

6/22/09 EDU Lausd Superintendent announces budget cuts Ray Cortines 10:00

6/22/09 HEAL

Pharmaceutical companies have pledged to spend $80 billion over the next decade to reduce the cost of drugs for 
seniors. Through the deal, drug companies would cover half the cost of prescriptions in the "donut hole", the gap in 
coverage in Medicare Part D. President Obama gave his support for the announcement, saying that it will help make 
an overhaul of health care more possible. David Lazarus finds out more about the deal. Chris Frates 20:00

6/22/09 ECON

"So, what are you going to do after graduation?" It's the question college graduates dread the most, especially given 
the current economic climate. With fewer job openings in the private sector, new grads are getting creative in career 
options. President Obama's call to public service is making many new grads explore some non-conventional career 
paths. Gust host David Lazarus talks with listeners about how to answer the looming question…"so you've just 
graduated… now what?" Edwin Koc  40:00 

6/22/09 SAC
Will he or wont he? Los Angeles Mayor Antonio Villaraigosa goes on CNN today @ 1 p.m. to announce a run for 
Governor...or not. Odds say he goes for it. But is it a smart move? What do you say about a Governor Villaraigosa? Sherry Bebitch, Rick Orl 00:31

6/22/09 TECH

Why go back to the moon? Well, other than the fact that it is just really cool - NASA is looking for the best place to 
land and build the earth’s first off-world colony. Man isn’t scheduled to set foot on our nearest space neighbor until 
2020 but NASA calls this rocket “America’s first step in a lasting return to the moon.” Mike Wargo, Victoria Fri 00:18

6/22/09 TRAN

Not exactly—as much as big, noisy, V-8 powered American muscle cars like the Mustang and Camaro embody the 
gas guzzling, self-indulgent style of Detroit’s bygone glory years, they still remain extremely popular. In fact, GM, 
Ford & Chrysler have all just released retooled versions of their classic muscle car. Can the fuel efficient priorities of 
today be meshed with the tire-screeching high performance of the past? Joeseph White, Gary Yo 00:22

6/22/09 POLI
g, g

for the outcome? We check in for some analysis. Frank Stoltze 00:09

6/22/09 LIT

Alcatraz, "the rock" – the name alone says it all. The forbidding prison in the cold waters off San Francisco has a 
grim and gripping history, and a new life as a national park. Dave Ward, author of the new book "Alcatraz – The 
Gangster Years" joins us to discuss the infamous prison. Dave Ward 00:18

6/23/09 HEAL Public health officials promote HIV testing week CC :05

6/23/09 HEAL Public health officials promote HIV testing week CC :58

6/23/09 ECON About a hundred home care workers and patients protested at the Gov�State Capitol office yesterday (Mon) CC :19

6/23/09 ECON People who depend on home care services are demanding that Gov find�the money to save their programs Shadley 1:13

6/23/09 POLI County supes approve budget Stoltze :47

6/23/09 ECON Talk about the latest business with Mark Lacter Julian 3:57

6/23/09 ECON
NewCorp's social-networking site MySpace says it will cut hundreds of
international positions and close at least four offices in the US Julian :46

6/23/09 ECON State lawmakers are scheduled to vote on a $23 billion package of spending�cuts and tax hikes Myers 3:37

6/23/09 LAW LA County Sheriff says he cannot keep a promise to check for DNA evidence�in thousands of sexual assault cases Julian :48



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
6/23/09 ENT Ed McMahon has died Julian :55

6/23/09 ENT Ed McMahon - Carson's "Tonight Show" sidekick - dies at 86 CC :15

6/23/09 HEAL A bill gaining attention in the state legislature would ban the sale of �"whippets" to kids. CC :17

6/23/09 POLI US has announced a new strategy for the on-going mission in Afghanistan CC :15

6/23/09 HEAL Health care debate begins on Capitol Hill Felde 1:04

6/23/09 HEAL California Congressman starts healthcare debate CC :15

6/23/09 EDU LAUSD school board votes to make extensive cuts CC :24

6/23/09 SAC Treasurer pleads with legislature to get a budget deal done CC :25

6/23/09 ENT Fireworks will fire on the Fourth in Anaheim CC :14

6/23/09 OC OC Supervisors approve budget, cut sheriff funding Valot 3:25

6/23/09 SPOR Former LA King Luc Robataille named to Hockey Hall of Fame Valot 1:01

6/23/09 IE Nuclear reactor components headed across the desert near Palm Springs Cuevas :55

6/23/09 EDU Student protestors refuse to apologize Browne 1:09

6/23/09 EDU LAUSD school board to take final vote on current year cuts Guzman :50

6/23/09 LAW LA County stops testing rape kits - no money Peterson :50

6/23/09 IMM LA City Council passses resolution urging congress to reform immigration�law CC :16

6/23/09 ECON Free market purists think bailing out troubled companies sets a dangerous�precedent CC :07

6/23/09 POLI Host David Lazarus and guests provide analysis of President Obama’s remarks on Iran and health care reform. Peter Nicholas, Gerald K  30:00 

6/23/09 POLI

Oil prices have been oscillating due to the current economic climate. After oil prices nearly doubled last in the past 
three months, prices fell on Monday. The effects are being felt at the pump too, with prices at the pump falling too. 
With consumption at a 10-year-low and prices still low in comparison to last summer, the future of gas prices is 
uncertain. Matt Pitrowski 20:00

6/23/09 ECON

Males have lost more jobs than females in the recession, accounting for three out of four of the jobs lost since 
December 2007. The discrepancy comes from a greater number of layoffs in industries dominated by men, including 
manufacturing and construction. With women now the primary earner in millions of families, the trend has 
implications for family dynamics and how children are raised. David Lazarus finds out more about the recession's 
impact on men and takes listener calls. Heather Boushey  30:00 

6/23/09 OBIT

Ed McMahon was known for his role as Johnny Carson's sidekick on the "Tonight Show" and the man who coined 
the trademark opener "Heeeeeeerre's Johnny!" has died. McMahon, 86, was hospitalized for several medical 
conditions. He passed away peacefully shortly after midnight at the Ronald Reagan/UCLA Medical Center, according 
to his publicist. McMahon hosted several television shows including "Star Search" and most recently he spoofed his 
fiscal issues in a Super Bowl commercial with MC Hammer. Yet, Ed McMahon will always be remembered for being 
Johnny Carson's loyal second banana on the "Tonight Show." Guest host David Lazarus remembers Ed McMahon 
with listeners.

Howard Bragman, 
Scott Colins 10:00

6/23/09 MIL

Civilian casualties have plagued the U.S. mission in Afghanistan for seven years, ruining any good will that 
Americans have built up among Afghans and possibly turning many noncombatants into terrorist recruits. A major 
shift in strategy was just announced: U.S. and NATO forces will no longer fight in or around Afghan homes. Is this a 
smart counterinsurgency strategy or could it put more American soldiers at greater risk?

David Kilcullen, Peter 
Mansoor 00:22
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6/23/09 POLI

In his press conference this morning President Obama addressed the recent turmoil in Iran and the violence that has 
occurred in response to what many Iranians consider to be a fraudulent election. The President said that “Those who 
stand up for justice are always on the right side of history.” But was his stance on Iran tough enough? Hamid Dabashi 00:09

6/23/09 POLI

Slammed from the right as well as the left, President Obama is walking a narrow line barely six months into the 
presidency. During his press conference this morning, the President answered critics on a number of his policies, 
from Iran to remaking healthcare. Is it far too soon to pass judgment on his performance, or are his ambitions getting 
the better of him? Chris Cillizza 00:18

6/23/09 LAW

Cell phones and their carriers have strange bands of devotees: certain people love their Blackberries but hate 
Verizon’s customer services; many iPhone owners are committed to their devices but can’t stand AT&T. Exclusivity 
agreements between handset makers and service providers might be coming to an end, if the FCC and the 
Congress can overcome serious opposition. Would you free your cell phone? Todd Lantor 00:27

6/23/09 EDU
The LAUSD board met today to discuss massive budget cuts that will likely lead to the laying off of about 2,000 
teachers. We check in with our reporter for an update at the meeting at district headquarters in downtown. Adolfo Guzman Lopez 00:04

6/23/09 SAC

According to the governor, when it comes to closing the $24 billion budget gap, taxes are not an option, nor is a 
partial or stopgap plan. Can the Democrats close $21 billion of the deficit without the Republicans, and will the 
governor sign their proposal? It's make-it-or-break-it time in Sacramento and Californians aren't looking forward to 
being broke. John Myers, Dan Walter 00:18

6/24/09 EDU Adolfo Guzman live on LAUSD budget vote Guzman 1:24

6/24/09 EDU Adolfo Guzman live on LAUSD budget vote Guzman 2:42

6/24/09 TRANS Frank Stoltze live on Orange Line extension Stoltze 1:02

6/24/09 TRAN Metro breaks ground on orange line extension CC :16

6/24/09 EDU LAUSD chief pushing for parcel tax CC :16

6/24/09 IMM Republicans say they're shut out of immigration reform planning CC :19

6/24/09 POLI Loretta Sanchez not running for Governor Felde :49

6/24/09 ENT "Best Picture" Oscar category doubles in size - but in quality? CC :21

6/24/09 ENT "Best Picture" Oscar category doubles in size - but in quality? CC :15

6/24/09 LAW Bratton says LAPD is improved, wants consent decree lifted CC :20

6/24/09 IMM California Republican gripes about not going to meeting Felde 1:05

6/24/09 EDU LAUSD unions hold out hope that more layoffs can be averted Guzman :54

6/24/09 LAW CA state fire officials are taking their fight against illegal fireworks to the �Internet Milne :59

6/24/09 IE Riverside high school agriculture teacher charged with animal abuse Cuevas :45

6/24/09 IE San Bernardino County imposes another pot dispensary moratorium Cuevas 1:18

6/24/09 ENT JACCC is screening 3 free movies Hurtes :47

6/24/09 POLI Marc Haefele on LA Mayor Villaraigosa's decision to not run for Governor Cohen 3:17

6/24/09 LAW Local and federal officials indict two dozen gang leaders and members Jahad 2:07

6/24/09 LAW Well known gang intervention worker indicted Stoltze 2:43

6/24/09 LAW Gov rejects prison plan Stoltze :45



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

6/24/09 SAC

The California legislature is meeting today to vote on a Democrat-driven plan to reduce the state’s deficit by $23.2 
billion.  David Lazarus and KPCC’s Sacramento reporter Julie Small discuss the behind the scenes wrangling over 
the budget and the use of creative accounting to balance the state’s book. Julie Small  20:00 

6/24/09 HEAL

President Obama admitted yesterday in a White House press conference that he is still smoking cigarettes.  Why 
can’t Barack Obama, highly intelligent, self-disciplined, leader of the free world, kick the habit?  David Lazarus and a 
medical expert talk with listeners about why some people just can’t quit and how to reconcile the president’s smoking 
habit with other aspects of his personality. Dr. Joseph Haraszti  30:00 

6/24/09 TRAN

In November, California voted in $10 billion in bonds for a high speed rail network spanning from Sacramento to San 
Diego. Another $8 billion is available for high speed rail from the Feds. And billions more are potentially available 
from the stimulus bill. That's enough dough to start the project. It's not, however, nearly enough to finish the project--
let alone achieve the holy grail of a super-fast train between San Francisco and Los Angeles. That leg alone will cost 
some $40 billion. So where do you start? When will it start construction? And when will some kind of service really 
come on line, if ever? David Crane  20:00 

6/24/09 ENT
The Academy of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences announced today that the Oscar category for Best Picture now will 
include 10 nominees instead of five. David discusses the change with Leonard Maltin of Entertainment Tonight. Leonard Maltin  10:00 

6/24/09 ENV

The chairman of the House Agriculture Committee says farmers can support a proposed Democratic bill to limit 
greenhouse gases and combat global warming. This lifts a hurdle that had tied up the bill, and it looks as if a vote 
could come as early as Friday. But Republicans warn it will jack up energy costs. How will it work? How much will it 
really cost? Guest-host David Lazarus gets the latest from Darren Samuelsohn, Senior Reporter for Greenwire and 
Environment and Energy Daily. Darren Samuelsohn  10:00 

6/24/09 HIST

Approximately 152 hours of tape and about 30,000 pages of documents from former President Richard M. Nixon's 
administration were released yesterday. Mostly from January and February 1973, the tapes may shed light on some 
of the mystery surrounding the Nixon presidency. From Vietnam to Watergate, David Lazarus and guests take a 
closer look at the newly released tapes and what it means for Nixon's legacy. Luke Nichter, Timothy N  20:00 

6/24/09 EDU

Yesterday, the LAUSD board approved a new budget calling for $1.6 billion in cuts over three years that will result in 
layoffs and increased class sizes. Superintendent Ramon Cortines also asked the school board to consider putting a 
parcel tax on next spring's ballot. The lack of good options available given the dire state of the budget have made the 
Superintendent angry and emotional these past few days. We see how he feels after the board’s latest action. Ramon Cortines 00:23

6/24/09 EDU

83-year old Principal and LAUSD veteran Lloyd Houske joins Patt with his wisdom from 58 years in the district. 
Having battled overcrowding, under funding, and people’s lowered expectations of his students, he has some words 
of advice on the present crisis. Lloyd Houske 00:12

6/24/09 POLI

South Carolina Governor Mark Sanford came clean this afternoon and announced that during his strange 
disappearance he was in Argentina visiting his mistress and that he plans to resign as the head of the Republican 
Governors Association. First Senator Ensign and now Sanford? It seems that the rising stars of the Republican Party 
are tarnishing their golden-boys status and their party’s reputation. Ken Rudin 00:06

6/24/09 ENT
The Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences doubles its Best Picture category, why? We talk to the President 
of the Academy of Motion Picutre Arts and Sciences and find out. Sid Ganis, Robert Osbo 00:13

6/24/09 LAW

Anticipation that the federal consent decree might be lifted, the LAPD's considerable rise in approval ratings, Mayor 
Villaraigosa's decision to stay on the job and not run for governor… all this and your calls in our monthly session with 
LAPD Chief Bill Bratton William Bratton 00:36

6/25/09 ENT Michael Jackson's death ends prep for spectacular concert series Roman 2:03

6/25/09 ART Manager at Amboeba says staff was shocked at Jackson's death, sold out of MJ's music almost immediately CC :18



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
6/25/09 IMM Lawmakers encouraged by White House meeting Felde 1:03

6/25/09 SAC Democrats' budget goes down to expected defeat CC :17

6/25/09 ECON
Democrats' plan to reduce CA's multi-billion dollar defecit failed yesterday in
both houses of the state legislature CC :18

6/25/09 SAC Republicans reject Democrats' central plan to close the state defecit Small 2:46

6/25/09 HEAL A lawsuit against the state to restore certain health benefits to poor California adults failed CC :31

6/25/09 SAC CA Controller will issue IOUs unless budget is fixed, no sign of compromise Russ :45

6/25/09 ECON In one week, CA could start issuing IOUs Myers 2:50

6/25/09 TRAN
CA Air Resources Board today considers whether to require auto
manufacturers to include sunreflecting glass on all vehicles sold Julian :47

6/25/09 LAW Immigrant rights activist Nativo Lopez faces voter fraud charges CC :15

6/25/09 ENT Actress Farrah Fawcett loses long battle with cancer Roman 1:01

6/25/09 SPOR Lots of local flavor in NBA draft Roman :45

6/25/09 ECON Rowland school district pushing parcel tax Guzman :47

6/25/09 ENT Over the past decade, Jackson has faced numerous legal troubles CC 2:39

6/25/09 ENT San Bernardino pastor remembers Michael Jackson CC :18

6/25/09 ENT MJ autopsy will be conducted on Friday; preliminary finds released shortly CC :14

6/25/09 HIST Theatre distrcit square dedicated to Iranian-American Jahad :53

6/25/09 ART Fashion expert remembers Michael Jackson's stamp on style CC :26

6/25/09 ARTS Frank Stoltze live from UCLA Medical Center on death of Michael Jackson Stoltze 2:36

6/25/09 ARTS Frank Stoltze live from UCLA Medical Center on death of Michael Jackson Stoltze 4:15

6/25/09 ENT Pop Musician Michael Jackson has died CC :24

6/25/09 LAW MS 13 gang leaders arrested CC :20

6/25/09 LAW MS 13 gang members indicted. One of the accused ran an anti gang agency Jahad :49

6/25/09 ENV New study finds gases used in cooling could heat earth faster than thought Peterson :42

6/25/09 ECON State air officials pass rule requiring new-tech windshields on cars Peterson :51

6/25/09 ENT Alex Cohen talks to Carrie Kahn about death of Michael Jackson Cohen 2:22

6/25/09 ENT QA w/ Christopher Waterman, dean of UCLA school of arts about Michael Jackson's legacy Cohen 3:54

6/25/09 ENT Frank Stoltze on death of Michael Jackson Cohen 2:36

6/25/09 ENT Frank Stoltze on death of Michael Jackson Cohen 4:15

6/25/09 LAW

A nationally recognized anti-gang activist has been arrested on federal racketeering and conspiracy charges for his 
alleged gang involvement. Alex Sanchez was the director of the gang-intervention nonprofit Homies Unidos. 
Sanchez, along with two dozen others indicted, is believed to be an associate of the street gang Mara Salvatrucha. 
How difficult is it for former gang members to advocate gang prevention without being pulled back to a life of crime? 
David Lazarus explores the issue. Frank Stolze  20:00 



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

6/25/09 SAC

State Controller John Chiang has announced that he will be forced to issue IOUs – starting a week from now if the 
Governor and State legislature don't agree on a budget.  IOUs would be issued to local governments for social 
services, to residents and businesses for tax refunds, to private contractors, state vendors, and others.  A 
Democratic plan to begin closing California's $24 billion budget deficit failed Wednesday, and legislative leaders said 
they will have lawmakers work through the weekend in an attempt to avoid the cash crisis. Evan Halper  10:00 

6/25/09 OC
Larry Mantle talks with Gustavo Arellano, OC Weekly staff writer, and Orange County Register senior editorial writer 
and columnist, Steven Greenhut, about the latest news events and developments in Orange County.

Steve Greenhut, 
Gustavo Arellano  20:00 

6/25/09 ENV

President Obama campaigned with a pledge to promote green jobs and a clean energy economy. He also vowed to 
increase environmental protections and reverse several policies of the Bush era. Nancy Sutley, the head of the 
White House Counsel on Environmental Quality, joins David Lazarus to discuss the environmental agenda of the 
Obama administration. Nancy Sutley  10:00 

6/25/09 POLI

In a tearful confession yesterday, South Carolina Governor Mark Sanford admitted to having an extramarital affair 
with a woman in Argentina. Along with last week's statement of infidelity by Nevada Senator John Ensign, it is only 
the latest in a long line of public apologies, including John Edwards and Elliot Spitzer. Do these apologies make a 
difference in saving a public figure's reputation? Does it make a difference to you? Glenn Bunting  30:00 

6/25/09 OBIT
After battling cancer, actress Farrah Fawcett has died at the age of 62. David Lazarus looks back on the career of 
the "Charlie's Angels" star and her status as the pinup of a generation. Mary McNamara  10:00 

6/25/09 ECON

In a recent New York Times opinion piece, writer Pico Iyer shared how he left a high-profile career in Manhattan to 
find greater fulfillment in Japan, living without modern luxuries in a simple apartment. He questioned his pursuit of 
outward accomplishments and possessions, observing, "I decided that…happiness arose out of all I didn't want or 
need, not all I did". Iyer wrote that while the toll of the recession is unfortunate, it may prompt people to reconsider 
what is truly essential in their lives. Might the economic downturn bring about a paradigm shift in society and the idea 
of the American dream? David Lazarus talks with Pico Iyer about the merits of living with less. Pico Iyer  20:00 

6/25/09 SAC

I-O-U and U-O-Me and California Owes Everybody. The financial crisis in California has become so dire that the 
State Controller John Chiang has announced that he is going to start issuing IOUs. Will you or your local 
government be getting an IOU in the mail? We talk with John Chiang and get the answers. John Chiang, John Myer 00:13

6/25/09 ECON

The census is the basis for the two most important things in politics—money and representation—and Latinos, who 
comprise a majority of California, have historically been among the undercounted. Rebecca Blank, the new Under 
Secretary of Commerce for Economic Affairs and woman in charge of overseeing this feat, talks with Patt about the 
important links between our current economy and the 2010 census. Rebecca Blank 00:09

6/25/09 ART

Ever wanted to live in a shipping crate? Well, after this weekend you may change your mind. Fabulous prefab 
houses made from shipping crates are just one of the draws at this year's California design showcase, CA Boom. 
Architectural innovation, green living, portable fire places, pioneering design and prefab homes are all on the table 
when we meet with the director of CA Boom and one of this year’s exhibitors.

Charles Trotter, Eric 
Enghenben 00:09

6/25/09 ENT

As the political turmoil in Iran continues director Cyrus Nowrasteh brings audiences “The Stoning of Soraya M.” a 
film based on the true story of an Iranian woman and the injustice that took place in her village. The film’s principal 
roles are played by Iranian actors that are living in exile, including the film’s politically outspoken lead, Shohreh 
Aghdashloo.

Shoreh Aghdashloo, 
Cyrus Nowrasteh 00:19

6/25/09 ENV

Cultivating the next generation of fuel-efficient vehicles, the Obama administration said it would lend $5.9 billion to 
Ford Motor Co. and about $2.1 billion to Nissan Motor Co. and Tesla Motors Inc. in a government-industry 
partnership to build green cars. We ask bay area-based Tesla motors about their plans for the money. Diarmuid O'Connell 00:13



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

6/25/09 ENT

More than just an Angel Farah Fawcett was an Icon... but why? We discuss her little red swimsuit, the hair that 
inspired a generation of girls, her smile, her career and her ability to stay at the forefront of pop-culture for more than 
four decades. Robert Thompson 00:09

6/25/09 POLI

Hundreds of Mexican citizens die each year trying to cross into the U.S., upwards of 700 illegal immigrants are 
deported from the U.S. daily, there are the shockingly violent drug cartels reeking havoc at the border, and the 
recession is causing economic woes on both sides of our mutual border. Ambassador Arturo Sarukhan is here in 
Los Angeles meeting with top White House and California state officials, and he joins Patt today on the state of 
Mexico and relations between our two countries.

Ambassador Arturo 
Sarukhan, 00:27

6/26/09 SAC Deal to fix prison medical care goes down the drain Small 2:15

6/26/09 OC Laguna Beach settles lawsuit over homeless Valot 1:02

6/26/09 ENT Jackson fans speak out after his death Stoltze 2:13

6/26/09 ENT Jackson fans remember pop icon CC :24

6/26/09 ENV CA Air Resources Board put off vote for new carbon fee that might increase gas prices and utility bills CC :12

6/26/09 ENV
Air Resources Board may instate new fee on oil refineries/utilities to reduce greenhouse gas emissions, vote delayed 
pending more research Shadley 1:02

6/26/09 ART Dancer/Choreographer talks about first impression of Michael Jackson Julian 3:23

6/26/09 ART Autopsy is being performed on Michael Jackson Julian :45

6/26/09 ART Steve Lopez on Michael Jackson in Iraq CC 1:26

6/26/09 IE Inland authorities take out San Bernadino drug ring Cuevas :45

6/26/09 INT California Congressmen urge action on Iran CC :17

6/26/09 OC Newspaper carriers, OC Register settle lawsuit Valot :57

6/26/09 POLI City, unions agree to plan to avoid furloughs and layoffs Stoltze :54

6/26/09 INT CA congressmen urge US to let up on militant group Felde 1:13

6/26/09 SAC State Senators still have not found solution for budget deficit CC :14

6/26/09 ART Medical examiner has ordered additional tests on Michael Jackson CC :19

6/26/09 SAC Schwartzenegger threatens third furlough if no budget agreement is reached CC :16

6/26/09 ENT Aretha Franklin's apprearing in concert at the Hollywood Bowl CC :22

6/26/09 SAC Controller gets ready to send out IOUs CC :15

6/26/09 POLI LA City Council wants city workers to avoid layoffs by putting off raises for two years Jahad :47

6/26/09 ECON For the first time an Iranian American has a street dedication in LA Jahad 1:37

6/26/09 DIV Summer family events at LA park aim to diversify park visitation CC :19

6/26/09 DIV LA is ground zero for enviro group's nat'l work to encourage diversity in birding Peterson :59

6/26/09 ART LA City Fire Department releases tape of 911 call from MJ's residence CC 1:30

6/26/09 ENT Grammy Museum puts up Michael Jackson display CC 2:01

6/26/09 ECON LA County adds a half-cent to its sales tax on July 1st Roman :56

6/26/09 OBIT
The King of Pop, Michael Jackson, has died at the age of 50. Guest host David Lazarus talks with guests and 
listeners about the life and legacy of a cultural icon. Ann Powers  60:00 



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

6/26/09 ENT

Guest host David Lazarus talks with KPCC film critics Jean Oppenheimer of Village Voice Media and Peter Rainer of 
the Christian Science Monitor about the week’s new releases including Transformers, My Sister’s Keeper, Cheri, The 
Hurt Locker, The Stoning of Soraya M, Surveillance, Life is Hot In Cracktown, Dead Snow and Under Our Skin.

Jean Oppenheimer, 
Peter Rainer  40:00 

6/26/09 ENT

Guest host David Lazarus talks with KPCC film critics Jean Oppenheimer of Village Voice Media, Peter Rainer of 
The Christian Science Monitor and takes listener reaction to the Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences 
deciding to expand the Oscar category of Best Picture to ten films.

Jean Oppenheimer, 
Peter Rainer  20:00 

6/26/09 ENT
The King of Pop, as remembered by a young woman growing up in Saudi Arabia, a local tribute band, those who 
worked with him – including Peter Sagal, radio great Rick Dees, and the OTHER Michael Jackson.

Peter Sagal, Rick 
Dees, Michael Jackson 00:46

6/26/09 MEDI

"Harsh interrogations," "abusive techniques," "so-called torture" - which is it and why does it matter who says it? 
Salon's Glenn Greenwald criticized NPR in his blog post this week for not using the word "torture" to characterize the 
treatment of detainees in U.S. Custody. NPR says journalists are in a no-win situation when it comes to the T-word. 
Is it thoughtful or gutless? We hear reasoning from NPR's ombudsman as well as some analysis from linguist 
Geoffrey Nunberg on the gravity of words. When DO they matter? Alicia Shepard 00:09

6/26/09 FOR

With reports that Mousavi's web site has been hacked and its content removed, as well as rumors that western 
journalists are being ejected from the country, we check in with a recently returned journalist for an update on the 
situation in Iran. Roula Khalaf 00:31

6/26/09 POLI

In the red corner wearing her trademark hat and representing the state of California is the undefeated champ, Patt 
Morrison. In the blue corner it’s the kid from the east, Brian Lehrer, host of the Brian Lehrer show on WNYC. The 
outcome of this historic fight will determine which state legislature is more dysfunctional – California or New York. 
Let the games begin.

Brian Lehrer, Walter 
Shapiro 00:18

6/27/09 HIST Record rain turned LA into a lake Felde :58

6/28/09 ENT DJ Dees says MJ was a friend – but “sad” CC :25

6/28/09 ENT Awards transformed into Michael Jackson tribute Roman 1:01

6/28/09 OBIT Actress Farrah Fawcett’s funeral will be at the L.A. Cathedral Baer :51

6/28/09 ENT MJ’s doc talks to cops – but family has questions CC :12

6/28/09 HIST Street honors winner of famous horse race Felde 1:00

6/28/09 OC HAM radio operators hold annual field day Valot 1:03

6/29/09 ART Michael Jackson remembered for his unique style Valot 1:35

6/29/09 OC Judge to get update on case against Broadcom co-founder Valot :52

6/29/09 IE Temecula to honor controversial former border agent on Fourth of July Cuevas :54

6/29/09 LAW LAPD will strictly enforce fireworks ban this Fourth of July CC :16

6/29/09 ENT Transformers led the weekend in box office results Jahad :48

6/29/09 MEDI LA City Council hearings to weed out the growing number of medical marijuana dispensaries Jahad :46

6/29/09 TRANS Orange Line extension first project to use Meaure R money Stoltze 3:02

6/29/09 ENV EPA present DDT cleanup plan for PV shelf Peterson 4:17

6/29/09 HEAL State may freeze enrollment in insurance program for low-income children Weiss 2:41

6/29/09 HEAL California restaurants will have to publish nutrition info on menus CC :18

6/29/09 HEAL Restaurant chains now required to post nutrition information Shadley :55



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
6/29/09 SAC Democrats pushed budget fix through Assembly without Republican votes Russ 1:33

6/29/09 RELI Nuns push recruitment efforts Diamante 1:06

6/29/09 OC Judge to get update on case against Broadcom co-founder Valot :52

6/29/09 LAW Supreme Court decides on discrimination case CC :25

6/29/09 ART Sharpton says Jackson family is figuring out how to honor MJ's legacy CC :22

6/29/09 ENT The custody battle over Michael Jackson's kids begins CC :14

6/29/09 YOUT Villaraigosa extends park hours to reduce gang violence Stoltze :38

6/29/09 SAC CA-sponsered construction projects will not lose funding, even if IOUs are issued CC :18

6/29/09 ENT Free speech documentary examines the extremes CC :18

6/29/09 EDU USC's school of education turns 100 years old Guzman :46

6/29/09 POLI Alex Cohen talks with Julie Small about latest on budget, IOUs Small 3:56

6/29/09 IE Closing arguments set in million-collar casino heist trial Cuevas :56

6/29/09 SAC CA will have to issue IOUs to pay bills, Lawmakers cannot compromise on plan to close budget gap CC :20

6/29/09 FOR Local Honduran community speaks about coup CC :17

6/29/09 FOR Latino activists seek support to turn back coup in Honduras CC :21

6/29/09 LAW LA City keeps some parks open late again this summer CC :15

6/29/09 LAW Summer gang reduction program hires at risk kids CC :21

6/29/09 POLI Flights between Los Angeles and Cuba to resume Devall :47

6/29/09 LAW Anti-gang activist pleads "not guilty" to federal charges Roman :57

6/29/09 FOR Latino activists seek support to turn back coup in Honduras Peterson :51

6/29/09 ECON LA County adds a half-cent to its sales tax on July 1st Roman :56

6/29/09 ENV Interior, BLM to study large scale solar on public lands in western states Peterson :49

6/29/09 ECON

Governor Schwarzenegger has pledged to veto the latest budget measure passed by Democrats in the California 
Assembly. According to the LA Times, the plan would balance the state budget with $2 billion in new taxes on 
smokers, oil companies, drivers and homeowners. While California requires a two-thirds vote for budgets and tax 
increases, Democrats employed a series of legal maneuvers that would require only a simple majority for the plan. 
Unless a budget agreement is reached by July 1, the state may have to start issuing IOUs for its bills. Larry Mantle 
gets an update on the latest budget developments. John Meyers, Bob Stern  20:00 

6/29/09 LAW

In a 5-4 decision, the Supreme Court has ruled that white firefighters in New Haven, Connecticut were victims of 
illegal racial discrimination. The case stems from a 2003 decision by officials in New Haven to throw out the results 
of a promotion assessment when no black firefighters were among the top scorers. The ruling clarifies job 
discrimination rules and says that the goal of the Civil Rights Act is to remove race as a factor in hiring and 
promotions. It also overturns a ruling by the U.S. Court of Appeals in New York, which included Supreme Court 
nominee Sonia Sotomayor. Larry Mantle discusses the meaning and impact of the decision.

Ronald 
Rotunda,Charles 
Doskow  30:00 

6/29/09 FOR

The president of Honduras has been ousted in a military coup and sent into exile in Costa Rica. World leaders have 
widely condemned this subversion of the democratic process. Will a desire for peace in the hemisphere put 
President Obama and Venezuelan President Hugo Chavez on the same side of the negotiating table? Larry Mantle 
finds out more about the situation.   

Angela Sanbrano,:  
Bob Amsterdam  10:00 
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6/29/09 HEAL

Frank Luntz has been suggesting language to Republican lawmakers for years. Now in a 28-page memo, Luntz has 
come up with some recommendations about what words GOP members of Congress should use   when talking 
about health care. For example, Luntz has suggested that conservatives stand up strongly in favor of reform but 
warn against a "Washington takeover." Frank Luntz joins Larry Mantle to explain the jargon of health care reform. Frank Luntz  30:00 

6/29/09 LIT

When you think of Los Angeles, images of movie stars, sunshine and a laid-back lifestyle. Yet, in Richard Rayner's 
new book he describes a very different kind of town. Like a tale by the great noir fiction greats Raymond Chandler 
and Dashiell Hammett, Rainer describes some of L.A.'s most high profile scandals and murders. Richard Rayner 
joins Larry Mantle to talk about his book and LA’s scandalous coming of age. Richard Reaynor  30:00 

6/29/09 MIL

Tomorrow, June 30th, is the Obama Administration’s deadline for U.S. combat troops to pullout of Iraq’s major cities 
and urban centers. Despite a recent spike in deadly violence, the administration is sticking with the pullout plan – 
ready or not. But is it a good idea? How ready are Iraqi forces to take over control of their own security situation? 
And what will the new role of the American military be for the next two years before the 2011 total withdrawal date?

Colonel Peter Mansoor, 
Kalev Sepp, John 
Arquilla 00:31

6/29/09 POLI
On Friday the House narrowly approved the climate change bill, the first US legislation designed to curb global 
warming. Now it goes to the Senate, where its fate is even less certain thanks to the possibility of a filibuster.

Lou Hayden, Liz 
Perera, Darren 
Samuelsohn 00:18

6/29/09 LAW

Brenda Clubine killed her husband when he came at her with a hammer, just months after an overcrowded women’s 
shelter turned her away. Olivia Klaus’ documentary “Sin by Silence,” tells Clubine’s story, from the 26 years she 
spent in prison before a judge reopened her case and threw out her conviction, to the support group she started 
while in prison, for victims of domestic violence. They’re here with their story.

Olivia Klaus, Brenda 
Clubine, Alyce 
LaViolette 00:31

6/29/09 LAW

In the United States the right of free speech is one most basic tenets, but is there a limit? Liz Garbus explores the 
issue in her documentary "Shouting Fires: Stories from the Edge of Free Speech," which features her father Martin 
Garbus, who has spent his life defending such clients as Daniel Ellsberg and Don Imus. 00:19

6/30/09 SAC California must issue IOUs in July until the budget is passed Small 2:10

6/30/09 SAC CA legislators still stuck on how to close budget gap CC :17

6/30/09 LAW Lacter talks about Bernie Madoff conviction Julian 3:51

6/30/09 SAC CA is on verge of paying bills with IOUs Julian :47

6/30/09 SAC Schwarzeneggar to veto budget that raises taxes/fees Julian :45

6/30/09 ENV Feds finally grant California on air quality waiver Peterson :50

6/30/09 ENT Exploring prescription drug addiction in the wake of Michael Jackson's death CC :17

6/30/09 OC OC non-profit braces for state IOU's Valot 1:04

6/30/09 ENV EPA give CA go-ahead to impose strict emissions standards on new cars CC :17

6/30/09 OC State-funded programs grapple with California IOUs Valot 1:07

6/30/09 LAW New restaurant menu information laws take effect in California CC :15

6/30/09 LAW New state law reqires restaurants to list nutritional information CC :24

6/30/09 ENV The state logs below-average rainfall for the fourth year in a row CC :13

6/30/09 SAC Governor, lawmakers in a battle of wills CC :24

6/30/09 OC OC Register employees take pay cut Valot :53



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration
6/30/09 IE Riverside County close to approving new budget Cuevas 2:03

6/30/09 POLI Kari Moran talks with Julie Small about latest on budget Small 3:51

6/30/09 EDU State puts 19 school districts on "negative" list Roman 1:01

6/30/09 HIST Yosemite given to California for parkland on this date Felde 1:01

6/30/09 SAC CA lawmakers' benefits cut by 18 percent CC :09

6/30/09 LAW LA City will keep some parks open late for second summer in a row Stoltze 3:39

6/30/09 ART Parking fee at Getty Center and Getty Villa rises to 15 dollars CC :14

6/30/09 ART Getty raises parking fees at Center and Villa Watt :59

6/30/09 MEDI Vibe Magazine ceases publication Devall :55

6/30/09 ART LA County Museum of Art approves $7M in cuts Guzman :58

6/30/09 EDU LA Unified administrators reprimanded for photos with racy comic Guzman :52

6/30/09 ECON

The California legislature maybe handing out IOUS on Thursday, if they can not reach a balanced budget.  After 
backing away from cutting funding from work-to-welfare programs and other statewide social welfare programs the 
legislature is still faced with the challenge of reducing the state's deficit. So, which programs will be getting an IOU? 
Larry talks to the experts about the remedies to the state's budget crisis.

Julie Small,Mike 
Herald,Howard Kahn  30:00 

6/30/09 SPOR

Apparently looks matter… even in tennis. It seems this year good looks are showing up good shots at Wimbledon. 
Visitors to the All England Tennis Club are wondering what was going through the minds of schedulers when 
unknown players got Centre Court privileges while many others top seeded players like Serena Williams played their 
matches on outer courts. Larry asks experts to weigh in. James Martin  30:00 

6/30/09 FOR

American soldiers are scheduled to withdraw from Iraqi cities and towns today, turning over enforcement to local 
security forces. Prime Minister Nouri al-Maliki has declared June 30, "National Sovereignty Day" as Iraqis celebrate 
in the streets of Baghdad. Yet American and Iraqi officials worry that in the absence of U.S. troops, Iraq's cities will 
face a challenge from insurgents and al-Qaeda. What lies ahead for the Iraqi people? Larry and guests discusses 
the implications of the US troop withdrawal. Rochdi Younsi  20:00 

6/30/09 HEAL

Many people are speculating that Michael Jackson may have died from an overdose of prescription pain killers like 
Demerol and Oxycontin.  But regardless of the outcome of his autopsy, Michael Jackson's untimely death is shining 
a bright light on the problem of prescription drug abuse.  Why do people get so easily hooked on prescription pain 
medication, and to what degree are physicians enabling their addictions?  Dr. Joseph Haraszti  40:00 

6/30/09 POLI

In a move that will likely set the standard for the rest of the nation, the Environmental Protection Agency announced 
today it will grant California its request to impose tough restrictions on greenhouse gas emissions from cars and 
trucks. How will this reversal of the Bush administration policy affect our state's environmental policy and how will the 
auto manufacturers adjust Tom Cackette, David We 00:13

6/30/09 FOR

The new military government in Honduras said it ousted elected President Manuel Zelaya in order to defend the 
country’s democracy instead of subverting it, but that has done nothing to stop strong international condemnation of 
the coup. The first military coup in Central America since the end of the Cold War, the overthrow of the Honduran 
president has created strange bedfellows in Hugo Chavez, Alavaro Uribe and Barack Obama. What prompted the 
coup in Honduras? Jeffery Davidow 00:11

6/30/09 POLI

In the long-contested battle between Norm Coleman and Al Franken for the Minnesota Senate seat, a winner has 
finally been declared by that state's supreme court. And the winner is… Al Franken. But up to now it hasn't been the 
citizens of Minnesota, as they waited many months for a decision while short one Senator in Washington. Ken Rudin 00:07



Date Key 1 Synopsis Guest/Reporter Duration

6/30/09 TECH

A new, comprehensive study by the Pew Research Center shows the largest generation gap in over 40 years. Not 
since the Vietnam War and the women’s rights movement has there been such disagreement among the 
generations on social values, religion and the use of technology. Are these issues the cause, or is it just age? Paul Taylor 00:18

6/30/09 POLI

Panic, blame, secrets, torture, politics, the politics of torture – Patt sits down with Jane Mayer, author of “The Dark 
Side,” to discuss the decisions that were made within the walls of the White House after the 9/11 attacks and their 
impact. Jane Mayer 00:32

6/30/09 HEAL

Starting on Wednesday restaurant chains in California—those food retailers with 20 or more locations—will be 
required to provide a nutritional information and the calorie count for every item on their menus. California’s 
Legislature is aiming to provide customers with more details of the food they’re about to eat so they can make more 
informed choices. But will full disclosure prevent you from ordering those delicious chili cheese fries? Lara Diaz Dunbar, Haro 00:27

4/109 HEAL

Pistachio growers are up in arms this week after the FDA, in an effort to prevent a repeat of the recent salmonella 
outbreak from peanuts, warned consumers not to eat pistachios after a San Joaquin Valley company's nuts tested 
positive for salmonella during routine checks earlier this week. The warning and recall have prompted supermarkets 
across the country to begin pulling a variety of pistachio-laden products from shelves. Is the FDA overreacting? Ryan Jacobsen, Mike Fe 00:15

5.15.09 TECH

Twitterâ€”it was all the rage, but history tells us it's only a matter of time before it's replaced with something new. 
The technology that marketed itself somewhere between a sms message and a blog seemed only to have a trickle 
of a following at first...and then it exploded. Are we over it yet or have we only begun to understand its potential? We 
consider the utter insignificance, or virtue, of the medium. What are you thinking? David Pogue 00:28

5/709 SPOR

On the heels of a record 13 straight wins at Dodger Stadium Manny Ramirez will be suspended for 50 games for a 
positive test of performance-enhancing drugs. According to The Los Angeles Times Ramirez is expected to say the 
positive test results were a result of medication received from a doctor for a personal medical issue. If Ramirez's 
suspension is to hold, it will start on Thursday and be out of the Dodger line up until July 3rd. Larry talks to Jon 
Weisman, author of 100 Things Dodger Fans Should Know & Do Before they Die about Ramirez and the potential 
affect to the rest of the season. Jon Weisman,Bill Shaiki  20:00 


